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Letters 

A dust collector for every tool-After reading about dust 
collection systems in FWW #68, I wondered if it wasn't time to 
simplify the whole problem rather than build more elaborate 
systems. New systems tend to be inefficient and cumbersome. 
As time goes on, improvements make the system simpler and 
more efficient. When machine shops first started, for example, 
they were powered by water wheels or single-motor drives, 
which drove a line shaft that powered belts connected to indi
vidual machines. Now each machine has its own electric motor. 
Maybe it's time to look at dust collection in the same fashion 
and put a shop vacuum on each major machine or between 
pairs of lesser-used machines. 

I have a small one-man shop in my basement. I have separate 
vacuums for my tablesaw, jointer, stroke sander and 6-in. belt 
sander. The thickness planer and shaper share a vacuum, as do 
the bandsaw and lathe. 

Most of my power tools are 1 950's vintage, so dust collecting 
parts had to be added to each tool. Each power tool has an 
electric outlet connected in parallel with the 1 10v drive motor. 
The vacuum is plugged into the outlet, so the dust collection 
starts when I turn on the tool. My system has good dust pickup 
and requires very little maintenance. The overall price was 
lower than a large single system with all its required piping and 
connections. My system may not be feasible for all shops, but 
it's worth considering. -Don Seymour, Syracuse, NY. 

More on shop insurance -The articles on shop insurance 
and liability by Gary Savelli and Peter Lee (FWW #69) were 
done well and contain a great deal of information. But, I dis
agree with Savelli's claim that "trying to save money by not 
buying insurance is false economy, especially if you are an 
incorporated business and the premiums are tax deductible." 
The statement implies that you must be incorporated for the 
premiums to be tax deductible. This is not the case. Business 
insurance is deductible whether you are operating as a sole 
proprietor, a partner or a corporation. 

Lee's point that it is difficult and unusual for a la�suit 
to pierce the corporate veil and reach personal assets is well 
taken, but it is wise to have a lawyer periodically check your 
operation to make sure you are complying with all the formali
ties of operating as a corporation. This will lessen the chance of 
the corporate veil being pierced. A greater concern is that the 
corporation and any individual employee who may have been 
negligent might both be held liable in the case of a suit. Many 
states allow this type of claim under what is commonly re
ferred to as "joint and several liability." 

As the authors suggest, the best advice is to discuss your in
surance needs with a competent lawyer or accountant. I also 
recommend you shop for insurance and take the time to talk 
with at least four different brokers about your needs. 

-David Grant Willemain, Towson, Md. 

Save the trees -On behalf of "commercial species" of trees 
everywhere, I'd like to say thanks for the article on backyard 
exotics (FWW #69). I'm both a woodworker and an environ
mentalist. I can no longer view any woodworking in blissful 

ignorance of the source of the material: The word "deforesta
tion" keeps whispering in my ear. Ever-shrinking forests on this 
planet are under intense pressure from an ever-growing human 
population. Anytime we woodworkers work with trees that 
have met a natural or otherwise necessary death, we reduce 
this pressure. 

None of us can completely avoid commercial timber prod
ucts, but we should always be aware of whether our wood 
came from a tree killed in a chainsaw massacre or from a tree 
that voluntarily gave up the ghost, allowing us to create 
an enduring tribute to the beauty of its wood. If we strive 
for the latter source of wood, maybe our children can know 
the joys of woodworking, too. 

-Tom Ness, San Francisco, Calif
. 

Se nrlnars on water-base lacquer-There's been such an 
overwhelming response to Hydrocote following Michael 
Dresdner's article in FWW #69, that Hood Products has decid
ed to offer seminars and starter kits for customers. Since 
Hydrocote is so different from nitrocellulose lacquer, we'll be 
offering a series of free workshops on Hydrocote application 
techniques. The four-hour classes, which will be open to pro
fessionals and amateurs, will be offered at various locations 
around the country. For people who can't attend a workshop, 
Hood is offering a Hydrocote starter kit for $95.95. The kit 
contains a gallon each of Hydrocote gloss, satin and sanding 
sealer lacquers, a fish-eye eliminator, special rubbing com
pound, mixing accessories and a use-and-troubleshooting booklet. 
For more details, check our catalog, which can be obtained in 
the East by calling Hood Products at (800) 223-0934 or ( 20 1 )  
247- 2 1 77, and i n  the Midwest and West by calling Amity Res
toration Systems at (800) 334-4259 or (608) 22 1 - 3585. 

-Erick Kasner, Hood Products, Freehold, NJ 

More on buying old planes -Many woodworkers hold tool 
collectors in low esteem. I, however, have found one in my 
area who's most helpful. He is willing to part with his non-rare, 
duplicate items at very reasonable prices. I have purchased a 
22-in. Union jointer plane, a #5 Stanley and my favorite, a 
#4 Bailey. They were all in operable condition at the time of 
purchase and cost me a total of about $ 50. 

I know that everyone does not need these basic planes, but 
collectors often have information that woodworkers lack. Col
lectors can suggest common planes that might be adapted to 
do the job of a rare plane that you can't afford. Or, they can 
help you locate cutters or parts for a plane you already have. 
Collectors are like old planes; some are better than others. 

-Tim McCarthy, Oak Harbor, Wash. 

Feedback on Mendocino show-Glenn Gordon'S review of 
the Mendocino Gallery Fair show (FWW #68) needs some 
clarification. Gordon is inaccurate when he says that Sam Ma
loof and Alphonse Mattia made the final selections for the show 
and juried in their own work. Maloof and Mattia were asked by 
Bill Zimmer, the gallery director, to serve with him on a selection 
committee. Because of logistics, each reviewed work separately 
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Letters (continued) 

and made selections. Zimmer decided last. Maloof and Mattia 
were invited to put work in the show, partially as a courtesy 
and partially as a way to entice others who hadn't worked with 
the gallery before to submit their own work. 

I'm also wondering at what symposium Gordon heard me 
rise in an "impassioned defense of applied ornament." As he 
states my view, I disagree with myself-an interesting predica
ment. What I did present was an opinion about the importance 
of creating overall forms with surfaces that enhance one another 
and strengthen the concept of the piece. This is an entirely dif
ferent point than one that waves a banner for applied ornament 
and decoration. I cringe at the superficial manner with which 
"applied ornament" is used in much contemporary architecture 
and design, and so I felt uncomfortable with Gordon's distortion, 
particularly with my name at its base. 

I do not wish to dispute Gordon's conservative and some
what parochial tastes, as I do not find them at all bothersome. 
In fact, I believe that the more views that are expressed with 
conviction, the richer the dialogue within the field. As faculty 
at one of the major furniture design programs in the country 
(Rhode Island School of Design), I stand in the front lines en
couraging dialogue. When Gordon attempts to analyze design 
in terms of classical issues of balance, functional innovation, 
form, line weight, composition and other visual or sculptural 
elements, his weak background in these areas shows, and he 
begins to lose credibility. He commonly bases his observations 
on details that come from technical solutions rather than from 
more Significant design issues. 

I think Gordon made an admirable effort to write a thought
ful review. Zimmer's ambitious and successful undertaking 
deserved this kind of coverage. I just wish that the reviewer 
had done his homework a little more carefully, and that his 
personal bias would not have prevented a more rounded and 
insightful review. -Rosanne Somerson, Westport, Mass. 

Lubricating plunge routers -Soon after buying a plunge 
router, I encountered problems when the plunge mechanism 
kept sticking. I relubricated the posts and bushings and coated 
them with silicone, as recommended in Bernard Maas's article 
(FWW #66), and then I went a step further. I lightly wiped the 
posts and bushings so as to leave only a very thin [lim of sili
cone, and then I gave them a thin coating of Vaseline. I feel the 
silicone seals and smooths the metal surfaces, and the Vaseline 
provides a much-needed heavier lubricant. 

-Chuck Wheeler, Placentia, Calif. 

Cheers for metrics -As a "foreign" reader of FWw, I was 
delighted to find two articles in issue #67 employing metric 
measurement. I would strongly recommend that you provide 
metric equivalence in all your articles in order to prepare 
North American woodworkers for the inevitable (hopeful) day 
when they will follow the rest of the world and adopt this most 
rational of all measuring systems. 

I grew up with imperial, but it didn't take me long to see the 
advantages of metric. It takes getting accustomed to, but the 
metric system does make all calculations easier. 

-Delton Hedges, Tasmania, Australia 

Catalog threats - I'm a full-time designer/craftsman of hard
wood furniture. I depend on mail-order firms for my tools and 
supplies, but I'm upset by the thinly veiled threats of "Buy or 
we'll cut you off" that accompany some catalogs. The people 
who initiated this "buy or else" marketing approach should be 
sent packing to marketing school. Their tactics are offensive, 
and rather than encourage me to buy, they leave me with the 
impression that the company is in financial difficulties or going 
out of business 
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I realize four-color, glossy catalogs are expensive, but I think 
the companies can cut down on "wasted" expenditures 
through a more positive approach. Give prospective customers 
several alternatives: 1. Ask if they want to continue receiving 
the catalog; 2. If they don't need a catalog, ask if they would 
like to receive a catalog summary periodically (with a return 
postcard for ordering the full catalog); 3. Print full catalogs 
once a year, then send supplemental product and price updates 
and a "continuing interest" reply card. 

I believe most people, when asked, will cooperate; done 
properly, both parties will benefit. Talk with us, not to us. One 
more thing: Have you ever heard of a local store owner charg
ing an entrance fee just to come in his store and look around? 
Why do companies charge a fee to a prospect who wants to see 
their catalogs? Isn't that like imposing a penalty on someone 
for showing interest in the company's products? In this age of 
free competition, it still amazes me how many sellers make it 
difficult, or distasteful, to do business with them. 

-Douglas L Peterson, Cincinnati, Ohio 

Shop-built rip fence - I  built the rip fence described by Mar
shall Young (FWW #68) and found that he overstated the time 
and cost by quite a bit. The materials cost me only S 50, cut to 
size, and it took me only seven hours to build the fence. The 
fence has turned my $ 300 Taiwanese tablesaw into a precision 
machine that is a delight to use. I can't understand why saw 
manufacturers don't supply such a system: This system ought to 
be less expensive to make than many of the fence systems cur
rently provided. -Michael P. Burwen, Los Altos, Calif. 

High-priced turnings -I had the opportunity to meet Richard 
Raffan last year when he conducted a wood turning workshop 

sponsored by the Albuquerque Woodworkers Association. He 
has a captivating personality, and he is a good teacher and fine 
woodturner. His article in FWW #67, however, was at least in
appropriate for someone dedicated to turning. 

I've know a number of woodworking high-enders. Even with 
those "high prices" that constitute a "disturbing" trend, none of 
them are getting rich. As a matter of fact, many must supplement 
their income with writing, teaching and other kinds of work. 

Is it art? The answer to this question is found in the market
place. If there are people who will pay for, collect and admire 
these pieces, then turning is as much art as any other medium. 

-Anthony Panagakos, Albuquerque, N.M. 

Sawblade stabilizers - I'd like to add to the discussion on 
the value of sawblade stabilizers (FWW #68). Since Trend
Lines, Inc., has been promoting free stabilizers with all Freud 
blades, I think it is safe to say that we have developed consider
able experience through our customers' observations and our 
own testing. 

As stated, blade stabilizers don't reduce noise. They also 
won't help align a spindle that is out of whack. Use a dial indica
tor to check blade runout with and without the stabilizers-you'll 
find no Significant difference. At this pOint, you might logically 
believe that stabilizers are useless (as we did when we first 
tested them). 

However, that would be a hasty conclusion. Checking blade 
runout while sawing wood (a tricky setup) shows the real value 
of stabilizers. Cutting almost any material results in blade vibra
tion and deflection. Composites or hardwoods that are either 
thick, hard or gummy often cause serious deflection. Blade sta
bilizers have a definite dampening effect on the vibration and 
deflection. While we are not· equipped to measure accurately 
the long-term benefits of blade stabilizers, we feel certain that 
using them results in longer blade life and less wear and tear 
on equipment. -Stanley D. Black, Trend-Lines, Chelsea, Mass. 
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Methods of Work . 

Cutting small parts on the table saw 
I made this fixture to cut parts for small models and miniature 
furniture. It works so accurately and safely that I cut even con
ventional-size parts with it instead of using the miter gauge. 

The fIXture is made from a piece of plywood that is 8 in. to 
1 4  in. longer than the table, depending on the length of cuts 
you plan to make. Screw hardwood runners underneath the 
plywood to slide in the miter-gauge slots, and screw stop 
blocks at both ends of the underside to prevent acciuentally 
cutting the fIXture in two. With the fixture in place, raise the 
blade through it to cut the blade slot. 

Rails slide in 
miter-gauge slots. 

Drill several hold-down anchor holes through the plywood 
and install %- in. T-nuts underneath. I have various anchor lo
cations on my fIXture to suit my individual operations. A small 
wood scrap will serve as a hold-down. Bore a hole through it 
for a %- in. bolt, and thread a wing nut over the bolt before 
putting it through the wood block. Place the workpiece under 
the hold-down near the blade and place a block the same thick
ness as the workpiece at the other end of the hold-down-just 
tighten down on the wing nut to hold the workpiece in place. 

I've found the hold-down applies enough force to lock the 
workpiece in place in just about any cutting operation, and my 
hands never come near the moving blade. 

-Don H. Anderson, Sequim, Wash. 

Quick tip: Wood turners: For a tight-spot smoothing tool, un
twist a length of twine, then retwist it with steel-wool fibers 
trapped in the weave. - Thomas S. North, Bloomfield, Conn. 

Built-in table extension 

Reversing 

_
_ 

��b" 
.� \�:.. � 

To extend table, flip 
extension pieces then 
replace insert. 

Here's a table that can be extended without the nuisance of 
separately stored leaves. The table's top consists of a fastened 
central piece, two inserts and two extensions. To extend the 
table, lift up the inserts, then flip the extensions so the rabbets 
under their ends are facing up. The two inserts fit into the rab
bets, and two rails slide out from the table's ends to support 
the extensions. -Brian Tinius, North Hollywood, Calif. 
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edited and drawn by Jim Richey 

Double-duty edge-gluing damps' 

This shop-built edge-gluing clamp performs double duty. It not 
only is a terrific bar clamp, but it also aligns the various work
pieces being glued, thus eliminating the need for a separate 
alignment "sandwich" made with scrap and C-clamps. 

The clamps consist of two yokes and two notched wooden 
bars. Each yoke assembly has a pair of trapeze-like arms made 
from 8-in.-Iong pieces of strap iron that pivot on the sides of a 
block made from %-in.- thick mild steel. Drill and tap a hole 
through the block to accept a Y2-in. threaded drive rod. Then, 
drill and tap Y4- in. holes in the sides of the block to bolt the 
arms in place. 

ext, screw a length of 'h-in. threaded rod through the 
block and attach a knob or crank to its outboard end. To dis
tribute clamping pressure, make a wooden caul with a shallow 
Y2-in. hole bored in its edge to locate the end of the rod. Plane 
a shallow concave curve in the caul edge that contacts the 
work to ensure even distribution of clamping pressure. 

Cut the clamp's notched wooden bars from 1 Y4-in.-thick 
sticks of hardwood. The bars should be as wide as the space in 
the yoke arms. To make sure the notches in the bars are per
fectly aligned, cut both bars at the same time with a Y4- in. 
dado blade. - William Swartz, Modesto, Calif. 

Quick tip: When doweling with dowel pOints, I always drill 
the first holes in the endgrain side of the jOint, because drill 
bits in endgrain are much more likely to drift a little off the 
intended center. -John W Wood, Tyle/� Tex. 

Cord-loop storage 
Here's a looped-cord storage 
system that has proved to be a 
great way to put empty wall 
space to use. It can be made 
to work with just about any 
kind of shop item. I use it to 
hang tools, bags of hardware 
or tin cans holding small wood 
parts. The last time I counted, 
I had about 50 different things 
suspended on my shop walls, 
and they are all plainly visible 
and easy to get at. I much pre
fer this to having everything 
cluttered in corners, hidden in 
drawers or under my bench. 
And, an empty cord hanging 
on its nail tells me that some
thing isn't where it should be. 

-Don H. Anderson 
Sequim, Wash. 

Driving with old engine valves 
I've found that an old car valve works well as a live center for 
turning the base on a bowl that has its top edge left natural 
from the log. The valve stem is small enough in diameter to fit 
in a Jacobs chuck, and it's long enough to allow fairly deep 



aluminum for a 
service. 
Compact-8mall enough to fit Into the 
utility room or garage with room to 
spare. 
Value-Prlced-One of the best 
Scrollsaw bargains around. 

LIMITED 2·YEAR WARRANTY 

Send your mall·in inquiry to: 

SAKURA, U.S.A. 
P.O. BOX 71 0-0 
Xenia, Ohio 45385 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT 
ANYONE'S�:¢ PRICES ON ... 

All Senco In-Stock Nails 
For Paslode 2d - '._55 

4d - '5_85 
50 - " _85 
60 - '5_50 
80 - '7_50 

Paslode MU212F 
Shoots nails 1" -2 -1/2". 
' •• 0.00 

Senco Power Plus Finish Nailers 
Flush drives, easily 
countersinks, true brad 
head finish nails in 
lengths of 1" to 2" in 
hard woods. 
SFN-l •••• 00 

SFN-2 $389.00 LSII $249.00 

$297 
$329 

Air Hose 3/8x50' 300PSI 
coupled male both ends 

$20.95 

, Mass. All items 
freight collect. Me

VISA-Amer.Exp.
Discover 

HOURS Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m·6 p.m., Sun. 11 a.m.-5 p.m 

JOSEPH'S HARDWARE 
P.O. Box 498 Dept.. FlI, Norwell, MA 02061 Call (617)659-4000 

• Bring in their ad showing the price. 

PANELCRAFTER 609 
RAISED PANEL DOOR SYSTEM 

• Pneumatic 
Clamping 

• Self

Centering 

workpiece 

• Floats on 

air cushion 

for easy 

maneuvera

bility. 

• Consistent 
Quality! 

• Prevents 
Injuries! 
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• TOP RAIL CUTS. 

The Reliable 609 is designed to make raised panel cabinet doors on any 3/4" or larger spindle shapero Nothing to attach to your 
shaper, the 609 floats on a cushion of air as the template follows the ball beadng rub collar and accurately shapes your door. Made 
in the USA. Contact your d .. ler or write or call lor complete detail. on the PANELCRAFTER 609 Ind Reilible Shaper Cutters. 

RELIABLE CUTTING TOOLS 
1 45 W. Hillcrest Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 

MUlES 
• Moves in ULTRA PRECISE and ULTRA 
POW.EL steps of EXACTLY 1/32nd of 
an inch over a full S inch range. 
Positions your work precisely at ANY 
multiple of 1/32nd, 1/16th, 1/Sth, 
1/4th, or 112 inch relative to the 
cutting tool. Makes the ruler obsolete. 

• Micro-adjustable to MY position 
IE1W&II fixed steps. 

• Guaranteed positioning accuracy to 
.......... 1I500III ". iIcII- about 
one half the thickness of this page. 

• Returns to MY former poSition with a 
guaranteed repeatability error IIIat is 
IIr • ,rICticII ,.".as .• _rHII, 

• Rigid construction and zero backlash 
insure this accuracy under actual use. 

• Takes less than 10 seconds to set to 
any position. 

• Optional 1 millimeter and 1120th inch 
positioning elements available. 

• Suggested retail price 134,95 

Turns your router table into a SUI'ERI DOVETAIL 
JI6 and AI&R JOINT JI6. Makes flawless 
half-blind, sliding, equally spaced, and even 
variably spaced dovetails. AI&R JOIm with 
almost any pin spacing imaginable (including 
variable spacing) are also easily produced. 
With I NCM  JIG configured as a precision 
incremental fence or variable stop block, its 
uses on all your other machines are limited 
only by your imagination . 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

In Cal.: (714) 885-2367 
Others: 1 (800) 424-9154 

FAX: (714) 888-5464 

Two pairs of precision mOlded, interlocking sawtooth 
racks with a tooth spacing of EXACTtY 1/32nd of an 
inch are secured in two identical body halves. When 
the halves are clamped together, the opposing sets of 
V-shaped teeth mesh parlectly at any position, quite 
literally forcing the jig into parlect alignment. 
EIIIOIIS 1EY0III A RW TlIOUSMDTlIS OF MIlICI! AIlE 
PII'/StCALIJ 1MI'OSSI1l£. 

Write for the name of your nearest distributor. 

TO DEALERS: If you would like to add your name to our 

growing list of distributors, your inquiry is welcome. 

TAYlOR DESIGN GROUP, INC. 
P.O. BOX 810262 DALLAS, TX 75381 
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Methods of Work (continued) 

bowls to be turned. The valves are usually free, because service 
stations that rebuild engines normally throw them out. 

First, I fasten the valve in the chuck. Then with a small circle 
of indoor-outdoor carpeting inside the bowl for padding, I 
bring the ball-bearing tailstock up to the center of the bowl's 
bottom, which I've marked with a centerfinder. You need quite 
a bit of pressure for this technique to work properly, so leave 
plenty of wood on the bowl's bottom when you are roughing it 
out; you don't want the tailstock center to punch through the 
bottom. Things may get out of balance, so wear face protection 
and keep your lathe at low speed. Be sure to leave enough 
wood around the tail stock center for safety; this nub will be 
easy enough to clean up by hand after the bowl is removed 
from the lathe. -Robyn Horn, Little Rock, A1"k. 

Quick tip: An engine valve makes an excellent spot sander. 
Chuck the stem in the drill press and attach garnet discs with 
rubber cement. -Donald F. Kinnaman, Phoenix, Ariz. 

Routing fingernail edges 

Your roundover router bits can do double duty cutting finger
nail-shaped edges if you simply change the angle at which the 
work moves into the bit. I use the bits in a router table with an 
auxiliary fence that presents the stock to the bit at a 45° angle 
as illustrated. A %- in. bit will mold the shape on %-in.-thick 
stock, and a lA-in. bit will handle I -in. -thick stock. otice that 
the lip on the fence acts as a track for the work and must have 
a gap in it so the bit can contact the work. For occasional use, 
this method beats buying the expensive specialty bit. 
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-Jeffrey P. Gyving, Point Arena, Calif. 

Mason-jar glue pot 
A mason jar makes a good 
glue pot. Drill a hole through 
the lid insert to fit the handle 
of a disposable foam paint
brush. To let the brush hang 
in the pot, put the insert ring 
on top of the twist-on cap, as 
shown in the sketch. You can 
adjust the height of the brush 
with a rubber band around 
the brush handle. The twist
on ring gives a nice scraping 
edge for wiping excess glue 
off the brush. 

-David L. Pitz 
Redding, Calif. 

Turning from the left 

wear strip 
in tool rest. 

This two-handed lathe technique works well for production 
turning small pieces. Note that the headstock is to the turner's 
right. The turner sits Sideways, facing the headstock, his left 
arm over the tool rest with his elbow on the lathe bed. He 
holds the tool handle in  his right hand, and with the left, guides 
the tool and steadies the spindle to prevent chatter. 

A right-handed turner would have to turn his lathe 180" 
(headstock to the right) and reverse motor direction to use 
this technique. A left-handed turner would do this backward, 
with the headstock in its normal position and his right elbow 
resting on the lathe bed. 

The full- length tool rest is made by inletting a wear strip in a 
long piece of wood. -Johannes Volmer, Erzgebirge, G.D.R. 

Makeshift plunge routing 
You can adapt a standard router with a 
screw-lowering mechanism to allow it 
to make plunge cuts. Fasten a hose 
clamp around the waist of the motor 
housing to stop the plunge cut at the 
desired depth.  Loosen the router 's 
tightening cam halfway and spray inside 
the base with Teflon lubricant. 

-James Gentry, Madison, Wis. 

Venturi-box dust catcher 

My venturi box is an improvement over the standard box-like 
hoods that are normally used with shop vacuums in dust col
lection hookups. I use it to catch dust thrown by my bench
mounted disc sander. Try it at various locations behind the 
sander wheel until you find the most efficient spot. Air drawn 
through the box speeds up at the constriction, creating a pres
sure drop in the rear half of the box, effectively increasing the 
pull from the shop vacuum. Use any heavy, smooth cardboard 
box, cut away portions of each corner to produce the double 
taper shown and reassemble the box with duct tape. 

-Gordon Baxtel� Beaumont, Tex. 

Methods of Work buys readers' tips, jigs and tricks. Send 
details, sketches (we'll redraw them) and photos to Methods, 
Fine Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. We'll re
turn only those contributions that include an SASE 



Phone 
We Know Oar Lumber 

fOUCAlIONAl lUMBfH CO:, INC.i .� 
cpoRE·O·PAC,. ��STES=�O�:LLER_ .. _II_. '!'.-., It 

Sl� COMPLETE CATALOG �� 
,.,.. 

H. BEHLEN & BRO. -=�::� WtHHt FUU4� PrtJdu.et4 
�R IIAlID\iU 

1 7 1 2 E. BROAD STREET ( 1 8th & BROAD) RICHMOND, VA 23223 • IN HISTORIC SHOCKOE VALLEY 
804-643-9007 

"Sen.;ng rhr crafurtllnl sinu J898 u'i,h 
S�ciahy Tools & Supplies. " 

LOUPE MAGNIFIERS 
Used by jewelers and craftsmen for inspection 
and assembly. Crown glass lenses pivot for 
3X-5X magnifications! Sturdy loupe attaches to 
either temple. Precision craftsmanship! Money
back guarantee. Send $ 19.95 + $1 handling. 

Precision Optical, Dept. 123E, RochcUc, n, 61068 

HARTVI LLE TRU E  VALU E 

Tool and 
�lill��nW TIdill�o 

MAKITA LIST SALE 

60930W Var. Spd. Rev. Cordless Drill 240.00 127.00 
804550 Palm Sander wlDust Bag 92.00 45.00 
1 9008W 3-114" Planer 202.00 118.00 

PORTER CABLE 

330 Palm Sander 97.00 58.00 
345 Saw Boss 6" Cir. Saw 154.50 93.00 
555 Plate Jointer wlCase 269.95 159.00 
621 3/S" Var. Spd. Rev. Drill 140.00 87.00 
690 t·tl2 hp. Rouler 205.00 1 1 8.00 
7548 Var. Spd. 3 Drbil Jigsaw 205.00 127.00 
9629 Var. Spd. Orbil Recip. Saw 225.00 138.00 

MILWAUKEE 

0228-1 Var. Spd. Rev. 3/S" Drill 145.00 87.00 
0234-1 Var. Spd. Rev. 112" Drill 179.00 109.00 
6366 7·114" Circ. Saw 187.00 1 1 2.00 

wi Carbide Blade & Rip 
Fence 

0216-1 Cordless Drill (Milwaukee's 215.00 127.00 
Best) 

6507 Duel Var. Spd. Sawzall 219.00 129.00 
wlCase 

and Quick Lock Cord 
6539-1 Cordless Screwdriver 6 Pos. 103.00 59.00 

Clutch 

DELTA SPECIAL 

34-080 to" Miter Box 't04 Off 279.00 175.00 

FREUD 

Biscuit Machine wlCase 285.55 159.00 

Free Freight on Everything in 48 States 

Call Toll Free 
1 ·800·345·2396 

Hartville True Value 
Hartville, Ohio 44632 

The Original 
Farrier-Styl� Leather Apron 
A split leather apron pro
vided maximum freedom 
of movement for farriers. 
Although their aprons 
had no pockets or loops, 
today's wood and metal 
workers require a handy 
place for tools. 

• Adjustable neck and 
leg straps. 

• Partitioned chest pocket 
and leg loops. S4lr-9 
Wisconsin residents 

add 50/0 sales tax. 

It's the apron we use at the 

J ��(jO; Since 1972 
Master Card, Visa, Check or Money Order to: 
Shehoygan Carriage Co . . Rt. I, Box 127 A, Sheboygan, WI 5.108.1 

Name ____________________________ __ 

Address __________________________ _ 

City _________ State ____ Zip __ _ 

Card No. LI ..1.1-,-1 ...L...JIL...J...I ...JI--'---'-L....l-LI ..lI.....l...1 ..1.1-,--,1 1 
Expiration Date ________________________ _ 

Signature _________________________ __ 

INTRODUCING 
m�ljd 

ANGLE CLAMPS 

Galvanized spindle 
with acme thread. 

nesses - a/ways 
at a 90° angle. 

Ample clearance 
to screw, dowel or 
staple material 
together. WS3 -
1 1'.·. WS6 - 2'1 .. ". 

Two sizes available: 
2 table clamps cast in special 

zinc alloy with steel bolt -
included in WS3 display box. 
Available separately for WS6. 

Other world renowned 
BESSEY CLAMPS 

Call us TOLL FREE for the name 
of your closest distributor: 

American Clamping Corporation 
50 Franklin SI., P.O. Box 399, Batavia, N. Y. 14020 

TOLL FREE 1 -800-828- 1 004 
N.Y_ STATE 1 -800-462-1 068 

FAX 71 6-344-0025 
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Sharpening a multi-spur bit 
I use multi-spur bits quite often in my shop, but unJor
tunately, my local sharpening service doesn't do a very 
good job resharpening them. How should these bits be 
sharpened? -Peter Tourin, Jericho Center, Vt. 
Richllrd Stllrr replies: The multi-spur bit is designed to 
bore a hole with a flat bottom. Like a Forstner bit, it has a small 
center leadscrew flanked by one or two main cutters, which 
are at right angles to the axis of the drill. But instead of having 
a thin, vulnerable outer rim like a Forstner, a multi-spur bit has 
a series of saw-like teeth. Each tooth is tapered in cross section 
and widens steeply toward the base for strength. The back sur
face of each tooth inclines slightly toward the center of the bit. 
Where the back surface meets the tooth's vertical front surface, 
a skewed cutting edge, like tl1e tOOtl1 of a crosscut saw, is 
formed. Rather than just scoring tl1e wood, mUlti-spur bit teeth 
actually remove wood and leave a shallow groove around the 
bottom of the hole. 

File vertical surface of 
each tooth to sharpen it. 

Teeth must all be same 
height to cut properly. 

Don 't file this 
bevel, it will change 
the relief angle. 

File 

Lead 
screw 

File face of main 
cutter to sharpen. 

The mUlti-spur bit is not only more rugged than a Forstner 
bit, it's also easier to sharpen. As the bit dulls with normal use, 
you can quickly touch it up. Sharpen the main cutter or cutters 
first, then sharpen the saw teeth. File the main cutters only on 
one side, as shown in the drawing above, or you risk changing 
the relief angle that determines the rate at which the bit ad
vances. With a narrow, flat file, take off no more metal than is 
needed to restore a keen edge. Try to keep the filed edge of 
each cutter straight and at a rigl1t angle to the axis of the drill. 
If the bit has two main cutters, file tl1e same amount from botl1 
so tl1ey'll cut evenly. 

se a triangular file on the vertical surface of each tooth 
when sharpening it, as shown in the drawing above. Again, take 
off just enough metal to restore a sharp edge. Just make sure 
you never file the inclined edge of a tooth. If you do a little 
careful work on your multi-spur every time it needs it, you may 
never have to do any major reconditioning on it. 

Reconditioning is needed on a bit tl1at's been damaged or is 
badly worn. If a couple of teeth are shorter than the others, you 
can probably get along fine, but if tl1e teeth are all of varied 
lengths, you'll need to joint them, just as you would the teeth 
on a sawblade. Mount the bit in a three-jaw chuck on a lathe, 
with the bit's head close to the jaws for rigidity. With the lathe 
turning at slow speed, clockwise as you face the chuck, use a 
flat file to joint the teeth. Stop when the file just touches the 
shortest tooth. Now use your triangular file on the vertical sur
face of each tooth to sharpen them as described above. Stop 
filing as soon as the flat that's been jointed on the tooth disap
pears. 
[Richard Starr is a teacher and the author of Woodworking 
with Kids, published by The Taunton Press, 1982. ] 

Veneering with yellow poplar 
I have a supply oj yellow poplar lumber with exception
ally beautiful grain pattern and color. UnJortunately, 
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the wood was sawn and planed so that it's only 1jz in. 
thick. Can I veneer these thin poplar boards to a ply
wood substrate to make an extension tabletop ? 

-K.M. Autrcry, Auburn, Ala. 
Seth Stem replies: The %-in.-thick poplar boards cannot 
be used as veneer, because, as a rule, face veneers glued to a 
plywood substrate can't be thicker than Y28 in. or they. will 
crack from the expansion and contraction due to moisture 
changes. If you want to use your poplar as a veneer, you'll have 
to resaw it very thin or plane it down. However, a tl1ickness 
sander would probably be required to plane the stock so thin, 
and planing would waste a lot of the precious poplar. 

As an alternative to veneering, poplar is a strong enough wood 
for making the whole extension table. Just glue your figured pop
lar stock to plainer poplar lumber to increase its thickness. If 
you're dead set on using your poplar as veneer, I suggest you 
glue the 1/2- in. stock over a solid-wood substrate, like oak, ash 
or maple. Apply the poplar to both sides of the substrate, and 
run the grain of the poplar and substrate in the same direction 
so they'll both expand and contract in the same direction. 
[Seth Stem teaches furniture design at the Rhode Island School 
of Design in Providence, R.I. ] 

Chairmaking without glue 
I am constructing a set oj dining-room chairs and con
sidering which type oj glue to use. I've had success in 
the past restoring the rigidity oj jOints in old chairs us
ing a product called "Chair Loc. " This liquid causes 
wood Jibers to expand, resulting in very tight jOints 
without any glue. Would using Chair Loc in lieu oj glue 
be advisable in the building oj new chairs ? 

-James A Collins, Hendersonville, N.C. 
George Mustoe replies: Loosened joints are difficult to re
glue because tl1e wood surfaces are usually heavily contaminated 
with residues from the old glue. The new adhesive doesn't have 
a chance to form a solid bond unless it can redissolve the old 
glue, as is true with hot hide glue. While Chair Loc is undoubt
edly superior to a badly glued dowel or mortise-and-tenon 
jOint, glue offers greater strength for new woodwork. I would 
recommend a yellow polyvinyl acetate adhesive, such as Tite
bond, but epoxy, urea-formaldehyde plastic resin, hot hide 
glue, or even ordinary white glue would work just fine. Just be 
sure the joints fit tightly together before gluing, or in a few 
years, you may fll1d yourself sitting on the floor-regardless of 
your choice of adhesive. 
[George Mustoe is a geochemistry research technician at West
ern Washington University in Bellingham, Wash. ]  

Domestic woods for guitars 
In William Laskin's article on building a steel string 
guitar, FWW #67, he talks about exotic woods used in 
building Jine guitars. In light oj the world's dwindling 
tropical Jorests, are there any domestic substitutes Jor 
these exotics? -Gary Brown, Shelbyville, Ind. 
Willillm LlISkin replies: I agree that many tropical woods 
are quickly becoming endangered species. The problem for 
guitarmakers is that very few wood species deliver superior 
sound and have the good working properties and stability 
needed for guitarmaking. There are, however, a number of do
mestic species suitable for building a good guitar. For the top, 
Sitka spruce from Alaska or British Columbia is probably the 
most common musical- instrument soundboard material in use 
today. Engelmann spruce is also an excellent choice, with quali
ties very similar to German and Norwegian spmce. Western red 
cedar is ' also higl1ly prized: Half of the world's concert-quality 
classical guitars have tops made from this wood. 

Maple, medium-hard to rock, makes an excellent neck and 



Sand irregular 
surfaces without 
loss of shape 
or detail. 

Model No. DB-II12 

M ade  In U.S.A. 

Pneumatic sanding drum. Available in five 
diameters. 2" to 8': Operator-regulated inflated 
drum conforms abrasive sleeve to contoured 
work. 

Cut Costs-Boost Production-

THE 

MULTIaROUTER™ 

Here are some of the joints you 
can produce with THE MULTI
ROlJTER1": 
• Mortise & Tenon 

Makin 
WoodYoints 
Simple. 

Our nationwide 
dealer network 
serves you. To 
order, call Toll-Free 
1-800-521-2318 for 
your nearest dealer 
or a Free brochure. 

On Moldings, Furniture And Intricate Carvings! 
Case-hardened steel shaft mounted on McGill 
self-aligning, flanged ball bearings. Cast zinc 
pneumatic drums. Ultra-reliable 3/4 H.P Baldor 
single phase, capacitor-start motor, one of the 
finest industrial motors available. Optional stand 
lets you work at comfortable bench height. 
Fabricated of heavy gauge steel. 

• Compound Angle Tenon 

f"maIJy, there is a precision
built machine designed for the 
professional, hobbyist or indus
trial woodworker faced with 
producing wood joints that are 
correct every time. Our ball 
bearing-tipped stylus and unique 
system of templates allow the 
repeated production of error.free 
joints. 1lIE M UL11-ROl1I'ER"' 
operates on three axes and the 
work table tilts a full 45°. 
Thomson linear bearings and 
hardened steel rods assure safe, 
smooth movement Air power 
clamps are also available. 

• Sliding Dovetail 
• Circular Tenon 
• Decorative Join 
• Dovetail 
• Box Joint 

Call or write lor a free brochure 
or ask about receiving our 

demonstration video tape. 
1·803· 

JDS COMPANY  
Suite 200 S4#td-�tte MANUFACTURING CO. 

321 N .  JUSTINE ST. • CHICAGO, IL  60607 us Patenl � RouIer noI induded. 
800 Dutch Square Boulevard 
Columbia, South ClroIina 29210 

Famous Ergo design 
works as good as it feels. 
You may have never seen a chisel 
like this before. Or gripped one 
like this before. The fact is, its beau
tiful long handle was ergonomically 
designed to help make the chisel 
one with vour hand. Sevetl sizes, Tallgillg J . {rom 6 mm to 

Impact resIstant 32 111111. 

propylene has a non
slip grooved. surface. 
That means more 
comfort, even back to 

the palm of your hand. 
The blade, angled low 
off the handle, works 
better, accepts more 
force, without sway 
or flexure. You get, 
you feel, more 
control all the 
way down 
to the high
grade Swedish steel cutting edge. 

The whole blade is hardened 
and can be resharpened and 
ground right up to the neck. 

Its honed cutting edge has an 
angle of 25 degrees. 

Imported from Sweden, these 
fine chisels are available through 
selected dealers and suppliers. Or 
write Bahco at the address below. 

Just wait'll you get your hands 
on this! 

BAHCO (g[gQJ 
Bahco Tools, P.O. Box 1289, 4099 Landisville 
Road, Doylestown, PA 18901 
1-800-992-2426 (215) 345-6212 

The Swedish chisel youa be tempted to on looks alone. 
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Q & A (continued) 

is used extensively in acoustical steel string guitar and elec
tric guitar manufacturing. Because the fingerboard doesn't 
play a major role in the sound of the instrument, any wood 
that's dense and hard will do here. Maple is adequate and 
boxwood would be ideal, though it's hard to get. Either 
wood could be stained dark if i ts light color is undesirable. 
Also, The Amazing Musical Instrument Company, builders of 
electric violins, ( 290 Shuter St., Toronto, Ont., Canada M5A 
1 W7; 4 1 6- 368- 3462 ) has patented its own ebony substitute 
called "Amazinol" that's tougher and more stable than the 
real thing. 

Substitute woods for backs and sides are difficult to find. 
Although these guitar parts have been successfully built from 
mahogany, maple, koa and walnut, I think the best-sounding 
guitars almost always have rosewood bodies. Even among the 
many species of rosewoods, only a few have the right denSity, 
strength, weight and brittleness to create an instrument capa
ble of satisfying a discerning player. Unfortunately, I don't 
know of domestic substitutes for African, Central American and 
South American rosewoods. 
[ Will iam "Grit" Laskin builds custom guitars in Toronto, 
Ont., Canada. ] 

Trueing a table saw top 
I recently acquired a Sears tablesaw, which is about 20 
years old. While setting up the saw, I placed a straight
edge across the top and found that the top is concave 

from side to side, with about 1/32 in. of hollow in the 
middle. Is there anything I can do to correct the problem, 
or must I get the top milled flat by a machine shoP ? 

-Eric Speth, St. Mary's City, Md. 
Rich Preiss replies: Your problem is a common one, but 
before you take your saw top to a machine shop, check the 
following points thoroughly and consider your alternatives. 

First, make sure you have a reliable straightedge. Check it 
against another straightedge or a surface you know to be truly 
flat. Before measuring, make sure tlle throat plate isn't project
ing above the saw top and lifting the straightedge. Also, check 
to see that the top's wing tables are not canted. If they angle 
up, they could be contributing to the hollow you detect. Loos
en the screws that hold tlle tables and shim as necessary. 

Set the blade square to the table and try both ripping and 
crosscutting. If the hollow in your top is concentrated near the 
blade, it will have a negligible impact on all but the narrowest 
pieces you rip and hardly any effect on crosscutting accuracy. 

If you do decide you can't live with the hollowness of yout 
saw top, find a machine shop that has a Blanchard grinder. This 
type of machine can surface large areas very quickly, and the 
majority of the cost will be for set-up time. I had my 40-in. by 
32- in. bandsaw table reground for $85. Of course, you'll have 
to remove the table from the saw before taking it to the shop. 
[Rich Preiss is head of the woodworking program at the Uni
versity of North Carolina at Charlotte. ]  

Cleaning an old finish 
I've been asked to refinish a bedroom set that was built 
in the late 1920s or early 1930s. My client wants the light 
color of the furniture to remain exactly as it is. The fin
ish on the pieces is in good shape, so I'm guessing it's 
best to give the pieces a thorough cleaning and then 

finish them with a light topcoat. What cleaner should I 
use, and how should I do the topcoating? 

-Kenneth E. Simon, Hatboro, Pa. 
Dick BORk replies: The best agent you can use to clean old 
finishes is naptha. It will effectively remove gum, tar, grease 
and other built-up dirt on a finish. Most solvents will attack or 
soften the existing finish, whereas naptha will simply clean all 
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foreign matter from the surface. Naptha will remove some of 
the luster of a gloss finish, but that sheen can be restored by 
polishing or by spraying a light topcoat. 

After the piece is clean, it's best to find out exactly what the 
old finish is before refinishing or topcoating it. The bedroom 
set probably has a lacquer or shellac finish. Apply some solvent 
to an inconspicuous place: Denatured alcohol will dissolve 
shellac; lacquer thinner is needed to dissolve a lacquer finish. 

If it's impossible to determine what the old finish is, your 
safest bet is to spray a coat of vinyl sealer over the piece before 
applying the topcoat. This sealer has platelets of vinyl suspend
ed in a lacquer base to prohibit incompatible oils and resins 
from bleeding up through the layers of the finish and spoiling 
the new topcoat. Vinyl sealer makes a compatible surface for 
successive coats of lacquer sealer and satin or gloss lacquer. 
Regardless of which topcoat you use, play it safe and do a test 
on a small hidden area before spraying the entire piece. 
[Dick Boak is a manager at The Martin Guitar Company in 
Nazareth, Pa. ] 

Counterbalancing a rolltop tambour 
I am in the process of making an oak rolltop desk with 
a traditionally styled S-curve top. The tambours are 
made from %-in. oak slats, 58 in. long with nylon end 
pins riding in a track routed into the desk's sides. AL
though the pins ride smoothly in the track, the weight of 
the tambour makes it very diJficult to open. Are the 
slats too thick, or should I counterbalance the toP ? 

-John Plank, Waupun, Wis. 
Tim DR",lton replies: If the slats could be reduced in thick
ness to lessen the weight of the top, that would be tlle easiest 
solution. However, since this is a large and wide tambour, you 
probably can't make the individual slats much thinner without 
making the top too flimsy. Ideally, a tambour top should be 
designed so that it counterbalances itself, so that the back sec
tion lowers as the front section begins to rise. In your case, the 
addition of a few more slats at the back end of the tambour 
could improve the balance and make the top easier to open. 
Too much weight thOUgll, and you'll encounter the opposite 
problem: The top will be hard to pull shut. 

Sash weight at end of 
cord counterbalances 
weight of tambour 
when lifting top. 

Sash weight 

After most of 
the weight of 
the tambour 
goes past 
balance point 
at top, weight 
bottoms out. 

The best solution I have to balance an already-built tambour 
is to add a hanging counterweight that attaches to the back 
edge of tlle top. You could use a bar of lead or a section of an 
old iron sash weigllt. Hang the bar so that once the counterbal
ance weight helps you lift the tambour over the "crest" at the 
top, it bottoms out and won't make the top harder to close. 
The trick is to find the right length of rope or wire so that tlle 
weight bottoms out at just the right pOint. 
[Tim Daulton is a woodworker and a graduate student at James 
Madison University in Virginia.] 

Send queries, comments and sources of supply to Q&A, Fine 
Woodworking, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. We attempt 
to answer all questions, but due to the great number of re
quests received, the process can take several months. 



Buy 1 tool and get our 212 page tool free. 

Seven unique woodworking tools of the 3 , 500 
others available from our most versatile tool, 
the 1988 Garrett Wade Catalog. 
The 2 12 page Catalog, regularly $4.00, is 
FREE with any order from this ad. (If you 
phone in your order, use the Special Code 520.) 
Or, if you would just like the Catalog, send us 
$4.00 with your name and address. 

A / W oodworking Machine Special Wax 
Ideal for tables and fences of woodworking ma
chines. Quickly cleans wood resins off the metal 
surface, leaving a thin coat of non-silicone wax. 
Helps prevent rust, and most important, your 
wood will slide smoother, giving you better, 
more accurate results. 
45 10. 1 4 oz. Waxlit 
45 10.2 24 oz.  Waxlit 

B / Our 202GF Gap Filling Glue Has 

$ 7.95 
$28.00 

C / Turn Your Router Into A 
Small Scale Shaper 
A robust, well designed system that fits any 
Router, with the size, flexibility and control 
features found on full-sized Shap,ers. Tough 
laminated tOp is 1 Yi6" X 24" X 32 '. The Stan
dard Set comes with Top; a clear, removable 
Insert; solid Hardwood Legs; and a fused 
Switch. Deluxe Set adds a 3" x 3" X 33" Alumi
num/Hardwood Fence and Starring Block (both 
with Bit Guards). For function and quality, a 
system that is in a class by itsel£ 

8200 
82 10 

Standard Set 
Deluxe Set 

LiJt Price 
$206.95 
$32 5 . 80 

D /Handy Glue Syringes 
Set of three, works with most glues. 
62J04.08 3 Glue Syringes 

Special Offer 
$ 1 66.90 
$265 .80 

$3.95 

Remarkable Properties E / Special Cabinetmaker's Skew Ground 
It has a high solids content so that small gaps Chisels Provide A Slicing Finishing Cut 
on your joinery are actually filled - with Available in Right and Left Hand pairs. Noth
strength. And the "squeeze-out, " where it is ing surpasses these when cleaning up the cor
not pressed into the wood, beads right up and ners of difficult joints or trimming next to 
chips off when dry. No soaking in to ruin adjacent surfaces. 
finishes. Dries to light tan. Water clean-up. 

$ 1 7 . 65 37S0 1 . 0 1  Pair Y/' Skew 
62J0 1 .0 1  1 pt. 202 GF $ 6.25 37S0 1 .02 Pair 314" Skew $ 18.65 
62JO 1 .  03 1 qt. 202 GF $ 10.95 37S0 1 .03 Pair I" Skew $ 19.95 

F / Folding Dozuki Protects The Saw Blade 
Ideal for any toolbox. The deep blade is flexible 
for flush Cuts and the 18 tpi pattern fine enough 
for trimming out. 9" Blade folds neatly ro fully 
protect the blade. 
491 16.05 Folding Dozuki . $22.60 

G / Special Bandsaw "Cool Blocks" Prolong 
Blade Life And Increase Accuracy 
Made of special, composite phenolic resins im
pregnated with graphite. Set closer to your 
blades than with conventional soft steel guides. 
They run much cooler and are more "slipp,ery. " 
Set of 4 Blocks: (A) fits the Delta 14 ' and 
Taiwanese copies; (B) Sears 12"; (C) Inca lOW'; 
and (D) Shopsmith. 
33K09.01 4 Cool Blocks (A) 
33K09.02 4 Cool Blocks (B) 
33K09.03 4 Cool Blocks (C) 
33K09.04 4 Cool Blocks (D) 

H / Combination Pocket Knife And 
Precision Rule 

$9.95 
$9.95 
$9.95 
$9.95 

Very slim Knife with 2 Stainless Steel Blades, 
plus a folding 6" Precision Rule graduated in 
i54ths. Together in a polished Stainless Steel 
Case. Overall size 3" x 3fs" closed. 
02N01 . 0 1  Knife/Rule $27 . 2 5  

���i��;·:I��" · ··.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ..  
(NY, AK & HI 212-807-1757 No CoJlect CaJls Please) 
Please send me these Garrett Wade tools and include a FREE 
1988 Catalog with my order. (Prices good until September 30, 1988) 

Name: ___________________ _ 
Address: __________________ _ 
Ci'y: __________ S'a'e: ____ Zip: __ _ 

o Check or Money Order Card Number 

..--rl 1-'-1 ""-1 r-TI 1-'1 ""-1 "I 1-'1 '-1 "I 1-'1 TIl I o Visa 0 MasterCard 

o American Express 

Expiration Date' _________________ _ 

STOCK # 

GW 

QTY. DESCRIPTION PRICE TOTAL 

I 1988 Catalog (free with order) $4 00 

SubTotal 

Shipping: Orders up to $ 100-$2.50 Sales Tax 
Orders over $ 100-$6.95 

New York Residents add applicable Sales Tax 
Shipping 

Grand Total 

May/June 1988 15 



Follow-up 

Slant 
(degrees) 4 

0 90 
45 

2 88 
45 

4 86 
44.9 

6 84 
44.7 

8 82.1 
44.4 

1 0  80.1 
44. 1 

1 2  78.3 

43.8 

1 4  76.4 
43.3 

1 6  74.6 
42.8 

1 8  72.8 
42.3 

, .360' = � = B 2" n n 

Side view 

5 

90 
36 

88.5 
36 

87. 1  
35.9 

85.7 
35.8 

84.2 
35.6 

82.8 
35.4 

8 1 .4 
35.1 

80 
34.8 

78.7 
34.4 

77.3 
34 

Number of sides 

6 7 

90 90 

30 25.7 

88.8 89 
30 25.7 

87.7 88.1 
29.9 25.6 

86.5 87. 1  
29.8 25.6 

85.4 86.2 

29.7 25.4 

84.3 85.2 

29.5 25.3 

83.2 84.3 

29.3 25.1 

82 83.4 
29 24.9 

81 82.4 
28.7 24.7 

79.9 81 .5 
28.4 24.4 

Plan view of slanted stave 

8 

90 
22.5 

89.2 
22.5 

88.3 
22.4 

87.5 
22.4 

86.7 
22.3 

85.9 
22.1 

85.1 
22 

84.3 
2 1 .8 

83.5 
2 1 .6 

82.7 
2 1 .3 

9 1 0  1 1  1 2  

90 90 90 90 Miter 
20 1 8  1 6.4 1 5  Tilt 

89.3 89.4 89.4 89.5 Miter 
20 1 8  1 6.4 1 5  Tilt 

88.5 88.7 88.8 88.9 M iter 
1 9.9 1 8  1 6.3 1 5  Tilt 

87.8 88. 1  88.2 88.4 Miter 
1 9.9 1 7.9 1 6.3 1 4.9 Tilt 

87.1 87.4 87.7 87.9 Miter 
1 9.8 1 7.8 1 6.2 1 4.9 Tilt 

86.4 86.8 87.1 87.3 Miter 
1 9.7 1 7.7 1 6. 1  1 4.8 Tilt 

85.7 86.1 86.5 86.8 M iter 
1 9. 5  1 7.6 1 6  1 4.7 Tilt 

85 85.5 85.9 86.3 Miter 
1 9.4 1 7.4 1 5.9 1 4.5 Tilt 

84.3 84.9 85.4 85.8 Miter 
1 9.2 1 7.3 1 5.T 1 4.4 Tilt 

83.6 84.3 84.8 85.3 Miter 
1 9  1 7. 1  1 5.5 1 4.2 Tilt 

T = t i l t  of  sawblade (0' normally) 
M = miter angle (90' normally) 
n = number of sides 
S = slant of side of object 

sin S = -% ; a = 
Si� S 

tan B = � ; b = c tan B 
c 

tan M =� c , 
b 
= 

sin S 
. 

c tan B 

tan M = �si-n"""S:-:t
-
an-;;:B 

M = tan
-' ( , ) sin S tan '�o 

True plan view of 

tan B 

sin M =� . e = f sin M 
f 

' 

tan B =..!.. ; 9 = f 

9 rana-

cos S = � ; d = _g_ 
d cos S 

cos s tan B cos S 

f sin M 
tan T = � = f = sin M tan B cas S 

e / tan B cos S 

T = tan
-' (sin M cos S tan ,�o ) 

jfJ::jj 
Trivial notes: 
tan - 1 = arctan 
Hand-held calculators will show ERROR if '5' is set equal to zero. Angles must be converted to radians and then back to degrees if a computer is used. 
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by Jim Cummins 

Tilt math-In FWW #64, we published F.B. Woestemeyer's in
genious no-math method for cutting tapered staves on the 
tablesaw. The method is useful for setting miter-gauge angles 
and blade-tilt angles to make compound-angle staves for such 
projects as wooden wastepaper baskets and garden planters, or 
for gluing up blanks for turning into bowls. Ever since, we've 
been receiving a steady trickle of mail from readers who would 
like to know a mathematical way to do the job. 

Here it is, from Richard Soule of Sea Ranch, Calif., in the form 
of both a table of some useful miter-gauge and blade-tilt angles 
as well as a mathematical proof and formulas for those wanting 
to figure out their own combinations of sides and tilts. A hand
held scientific calculator or a home computer with BASIC can 
be used. Readers like me, who went to school before the micro
chip revolution, may well remember that such trigonometry 
can also be worked out using the printed trig tables found in 
textbooks. Remember interpolation? 

. Readers whose strengths lie in geometry rather than algebra 
will enjoy studying the projection lines used to derive the var
ious views of the stave. The projection method relies on using 
angles and dimensions that are shown true at one orientation of 
the stave, then projecting these and superimposing other true 
measurements to get other true views. Soule says engineering 
students run into this sort of thing in their third year of college. 
Bright kids in high school will get a kick out of all this as well, 
and so will their teachers. 

Finish vocabulary-Garland L. Popp of Arcata, Calif., a finisher 
for 2 5  years, scratched his head over Donald Steinert's article 
in FWW #68. What Steinert calls shading, Popp has always 
called toning; what Steinert calls toning, Popp has always called 
antiquing. And instead of using just naptha as a solvent for what 
they both agree is glazing, Popp recommends adding mineral 
spirits plus a little boiled linseed oil, which will lengthen work
ing time and allow better grain matching. He advises polishing 
with steel wool between coats to remove any dust that may 
have stuck, because "no one works in a dust-free vacuum, ex
cept those that work in the space between their ears." 

Fire- Bob Jablonski of Milwaukee, Wis., sent us a newspaper 
clipping about a fire that took place in early November, de
stroying the old Peter Cooper glue factory, which was featured 
in the hide glue article in FWW #57. The Milwaukee Journal 
reported that about eight fire trucks responded to the early
morning alarm at the 87-year-old factory in Oak Creek. After 
the factory closed in 1 985, the water-sprinkler system was dis
connected. The buildings were deserted, and no one was injured. 
No cause for the fire was reported. There was no insurance 
coverage. Milligan & Higgins, 333 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 2032, 
Chicago, Ill .  6060 1 is the new source for bulk hide glue. 

Switch update-Robert Terry, author of the article on the 
dust collector switch in FWW #68, has sent us a number of 
corrections: 1 .  Reverse the position of C2; tlle positive end 
should face RIO .  2. Reverse the order of numbers 5, 6, 7 and 8 
on the socket for 1 .  3. Drill the board to add C5 electrolytic 
capacitor, Radio Shack part # 2 7 1 - 038, parallel to and above 
Z2; solder its negative to C l  negative and its positive to BR 
positive. Terry also suggests doing the following: 1 .  Change F 1  
to AGC fuse, % amp. 2. Move relay wire nearest mounting 
hole to junction of R 1  and F 1 .  3. If 1 20vac board power is fre
quently turned on and off, add Q3 and R 1 2, which are new 
parts and available with instructions for 54 from Terry at Teckaid, 
Box 3272, Palm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

One reader, R. Miller of Cincinnati, Ohio, caugl1t the errors 
and added the recommendation that the unit be powered not 
by 1 20vac but by a 1 2.6v transformer to avoid damaging the 



Studies in the art 
of furniture design, 

woodworking and more 

FOR A CATALOG 

OF OUR 2 YEAR PROGRAM, 

WRITE : 

WENDELL CASTLE SCHOOL 

18 MAPLE STREET 

SCOTTSVILLE, N,Y, 1 4546 

(71 6) 889-1 521 

I n  association with the Rochester Institute of Technology 

CALL US FOR PRICES ON 
POWERMAnC MACHINES 

We offer POWERMATIC 
10" toble fON, Model 66 00f1"P. wl#fiJ 
tIIESEMEYER fence. 2 HP 230 v. sgl ph mtr. 
$1,399 FOB shippirg point 

Model 26 shp!s wi 2 HP sgI. ph mtr. 
$1,299 FOB shpg j:X 

Miss. residents add 6% tax 

Before you buy, call us toll-free 
for prepaid freight prices: 

(800) 821-2750. � for Tools Dept 
In Miss. (800) 321-8107. 

New DELTA tools prepaid in 48 states 
#31-050 1" Belt Sander $ 69.00 

#40-150 15" Scroll Saw 

#34-670 10" Table Saw 

SPECIAL NET PRICES 

133.00 

328.00 

Prepcid in US on Freud catbide Hpped cuttefS 
EC-001 Door lip Cutter 43.00 
EC-044 Quart. Rd 1/4 + 112 49.50 
EC-005 Roman Ogee 4050 
EC-031 Rev. Glue Joint 41.75 
EC-032 Wedge Tongue 47.00 
EC-034 lock Miter Set 81.00 
EC-240 Drawer lock 4425 
JS-100 Jointer System 167.50 
lU-84 M011-10"x sot blades 3675 
LU-85 M010-10"x BOt blades 6200 
lM-72 M010-10"x 24t blades 3S.75 
FB-100 Forstner Bit Sets 147.00 

CoIl for prices on other FRElD n� 

(601) 354-3756 
126 E. Amite St., PO Box 102, Jackson, MS 39205 

HORTON BRASSES 
Nooks Hill Road, P.o_ Box 1 20F 

Cromwell, cr 06416 
(203) 635-4400 

Mfrs_ of 
Fine Hardware for Over 50 Years 
Send $3.00 for a Catalogue 

FREE Tool Catalog 
Quality Products For 
Woodworkers 

Send today for your FREE copy of our new 
colorful cata1o�. It's fully illustrated with 
the finest quahty tools, supplies, books, 
components, hardware and much more. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
Write today for your FREE catalog or 
caD ToO-Free 800-225-1 153. O· WOODCRAFT SUPPLY CORP. 

Dept. FW58 
\ 41 Atlantic Ave., Box 4000 

Woburn, MA 01888 



Follow up (continued) 

components if the zener diode opens. Seems like a good idea. 
Then Paul N. Graf of Bellingham, Wash. ,  wrote to say that his 

1 0-year-old dust-collection system is based on a 1 2v doorbell 
transformer wired to a 1 2v relay and nlrned on and off by 
microswitches that he built into his blast gates. When the slide 
for any gate is opened, the system turns on; when all gates are 
closed, the system turns off. 

Aluminum channel-A couple of readers mentioned they 
were having trouble finding aluminum channel for Marshall 
Young's shopmade rip fence (FWlV #68). One source is ].T. 
Ryerson, a Chicago company with 26 distributors nationwide. 
TIley sell suitable short lengths. You can call ].T. Ryerson at 
( 3 1 2 )  762- 2 1 2 1  to find the nearest distributor. Ask for 3-in. by 
l %-in. by 0.26- in.-thick channel, 606 1 temper. 

Fence 

Saw table 

Weld nut in yoke. 

Router danger-"Methods of Work" in FWW #68 showed a 
raised-panel jig that could have been safer, according to Patrick 
Warner of Escondido, Calif. The first, and obvious, problem is 
that the router bit should have a guard over it. The second 
problem is that the work is trapped between the tilted table 
and the bit. A misfeed could overload the strength of the bit's 
shank, causing shrapnel to fly. Router bits should be housed 
within the fence or worktable to contain any breakage. Lock 

nut --���EF�Lf���Eij % 
Killer drill press defanged-Lyle E. Bohrer of Beaumont, 
Tex., was the first of many readers who wrote with a solution 
to the problem of needing three hands to work a drill press. His 
advice is to use a foot switch. Jay Stallman of Massillon, Ohio, 
suggested writing Linemaster Switch Corp., Box 1 20, Wood
stock, Conn. 0628 1 for their catalog. 

Adjustment sh im 

Pivot yoke 

Fifth legs-jeremiah de Rlum's article on extension tables 
(FWW #65) prompted G.H.B. Bretschneider of Shoreham, Vt., 
to share the method his shop uses to secure the fifth or central 
leg to the extension slides. An ordinary 6-in.-long bed bolt en
gages an embedded nut in the leg. One advantage, in addition 
to strength, is that the leg can be easily removed if the table has 
to be moved from room to room. 

Also, Rand Thompson of Palmdale, Calif., suggested a lever
action fence lock rather than Young's screw-action. As shown 
above, the fence locks in the up pOSition, but could be de
signed to lock down instead. Shims and washers between the 
pivot yoke and the aluminum angle can adjust the action. 0 

.JETT .. 
FREE 
FR 
On Jet Orders Over $ 2000 
Nationwide service, $2,000,000 parts inventory 
and the most reliable warranty in the business. Jet 
is unquestionably the best value in woodworking. 

CTAS-10 3hp, Sgl Ph + Biesemeyer 50 Saw $1 195 
JWS-18 Woodworking Shaper 319 
TWSS-2 Tilting Spindle Shaper 2595 
WSS-3 Woodworking Shaper 1 1 95 
DC-610 Dust Collector 295 
DC-1182 Dust Collector 399 
JJ-6, 6" Jointer 319 
JJ-8, 8 "  Jointer 795 
JBS-14MW 14" Bandsaw 329 
JBS-18 1 8 "  Bandsaw 659 
JPF-3-3, 3 Wheel, 4sp, 1 hp, 3ph Powerfeeder 659 
JPF-3-1 , 3 Wheel, 4sp, 1 hp, 1 ph Powerfeeder 699 
PCS-18 Pneumatic Cut-Off Saw (left or right) 2495 
JWP-15H Woodworking Planer 895 
JWB-13P 13"  x 60" Widebelt Sander 4900 
JWB-25P 25" x 60" Widebelt Sander 6395 
Quantities limited at above prices. Order Now. 
Orders shipped from Santa Rosa, CA., Smyrna, TN. ,  
Tacoma, WA. 

Jim Cummins is an associate editm' at FWW. 

We think Jet's new sanding belt line is the best value 
in abrasives. Try them, and if you don't agree we will 
refund your money (Min Order 10  Belts) Orders over 
$50.00 shipped FREE via regular UPS. 

1 x 42 $.65 4 x 24 
3 x 2 1  .75 6 x 48 
3 x 24 .79 6 x 89 

36, 60, 80, 100, 1 20 Grits 

$ .99 
2.95 
5.95 

fww� l-o Everlast �) 
Industrial 0 Carbide Saw Blade 
Orders over $50.00 shipped FREE v i a  regular UPS 

HD1024 10" x 24T RIP $39.95 
CBS 1050 10" x 50T Combo 34.95 
SP1060A 10" x 60T ATB 39.95 
SP1060 1 0 "  x 60T TCG 39.95 
DFL 1080 10" x 80T Laminate 89.95 
TK141 00 1 4 "  x 100T ATB Mitre Box 1 09.95 
MT1510  1 5 "  x 100T ATB Mitre Box 1 09.95 
SP165160A 16"  x 60T ATB Beam Saw 1 1 9.95 

Router Bit Orders Over $100 
Shipped 
Free By 
Federal Express 
25% Off Router Bits 

BOSCH 
The best prices on the best router bits. And, 

they'll be delivered to your door tomorrow (weekdays 
only) via Federal Express . . .  FREE on orders over 
$100. Orders must be called in by 12 Noon PST 

Flute Flute 
Model Dia Lgth. Price Model Dia Lgth. Price 
Straight Bits Chamfer Bits 45° 
85213 1 /8" 3/8" S7.65 85298M H/2 5/8 S20.70 �����M ��� 6 i�� �:�� M

Rooudned
lover BI'tRs

adius 
85225 3/8 7/8 9.20 
85241M' 3/8 1 1 0.70 85616M 5/32 
85227 1 /2 7/8 9.50 ���§�� r�16 
85242M' 1 /2 1-1/2 1 1 .55 85295M 5/1 6  85251M' 1 /2 2 1 2.95 

85296M 3/8 85232 3/4 5/8 1 0.95 
85297M 1 /2 85265M' 3/4 1-1/8 1 2.95 85596M* 5/8 Laminate Trim Bits 85434M* 3/4 85266·2FL 1 /2 1 1 0.65 Cove Bits 85216·3FL 1 /2 1 1 4.95 
85205M Rabbeting Bits 85206M 85218M·'!B H/4 112 1 7.95 

85614M·l� H12 1 12 1 9.80 
85207M 

Mortising Bits 
85249 1 /2 5/1 6  7.90 

1 /4 
3/8 
1 /2 

' 1 /2" Shanks - All Other Bits 1/4" Shanks 
Call for Prices on Other Bits Not Listed 

1 9.50 
1 9.50 
1 9.50 
20.95 
20.95 
22.95 
33.90 
39.95 

21 .70 
21 .75 
22.45 

SAlTA RISA TIll �. Call for FREE Catalog · Our 23rd Year · CA residents add sales tax � 
1651 Piner Road, Santa Rosa, CA 95403 (800) 346-0387 (800) 345-8665 in Calif. 

Ad Expires 
6/30/88. 
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OUR NEWEST MAGAZINE 

Woodworking Machines 

Video 

Router Jigs 
and Techniques 
with Benzie Maas 811d 
Michael Fortune 

Experts Bernie Maas and l\lichael 
Fortune show you what your router 
can really do. Maas focuses on 
basic router jOinery, covering 
mortise-and-tenon joints, sliding 
dovetails, and splines. Fortune 
shows how the router can work 
with a series of ingenious jigs to 
create a handsome hand mirror. 
A booklet is included. 60 minutes, 
$29. 95 (Rental: $14. 95) 
#615 (VHS), #616 (BettI) 

Fi11e Hfxx/working on 
\\ bodworking Machines 
What machines do you really need 
in your workshop? How can you get 
the most out of your router? 
What's the best way to adjust a 
jointer or a thickness planer? 
These are just a few of the questions 
addressed by experienced 
craftsmen in these ·W Fine 
Woodworking articles. Soitcol'er, 
106 pages, 123 photos, S7.95 
#37 

FUle Hixxlworliing on 
Malting and Modifying 
Machines 
Yes, you can make your own 
woodwod,ing machines and improve 
your old favorites. This collection 
of 29 Fine Woodworking articles 
contains plans for a tablesaw 
whose crosscutting mechanism 
works better than anything you 
could buy, a way to use a router for 
thicknessing stock, a boring 
'machine for super-precise joinery, 
safety tips, and more. Soitcover, 
1 06 pages, 1 1 6  photos, 87.95 
#4 7 

Now you can get the infonnation you need to 
create the garden you want. Whether you're 
gardening on a city rooftop or in the 

countryside, whether you want to create a 
beautiful landscape or a rich harvest, Fine 
Gardening is your magazine. You'll learn 
directly from experienced gardeners who 
take you into their gardens and show you 
how they've worked their magic. You'll learn 
how to build your own lily pond, how to grow 
primroses and French beans, even how to 
control Japanese beetles in your lawn. We'll 
answer your gardening questions, tell you 
where to find equipment, and Oust as we do 
in Fine Woodworking) show you exactly 
what's going on every step of the way. And we 
guarantee your satisfaction. 
Six issues, $20lyear 
#40 

Join us today as a Charter Subscriber. 

Video 

Radial-Ann-Saw Joinery 
with Curtis Erpelding 
By watching Curtis Erpelding at 
the radial-arm saw, you'll be able to 
cut precise joints time after time. 
You'll learn how to set up and fine 
tune your own machine as you 
work, lay out and cut a series of 
identical slip joints, make a frame 
composed of such joints, and see 
this frame as a design building 
block And by watching Erpelding 
you'll learn how to think through 
your own joinery, both structurally 
and aesthestically. 1 10 minutes, 
839. 95 (Rental: $14. 95) 
#609 (VHS), #610 (Beta) 

Prize Winner 

Best 

Craft 

Video 
Repairing Furniture 
with Bob Flexner 

The American Video Conference 
has named this tape the best craft 
video of 1987. In it, expert 
furniture restorer Bob Flexner 
demonstrates a variety of 
techniques you can use to repair 
your own furniture. You'll learn 
why wood joints fatigue, how to 
clamp problem pieces, how to 
disassemble furniture safely, choose 
the proper glue, mend broken 
parts, and reglue or replace damaged 
veneer. A booklet is included. 
70 minutes, S29.95 (Rental: S14.95) 
#619 (VHS), #620 (Beta) 

To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or call 1 - 800-243-72S2. 
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CLOSE UP 

Explore the strengths and 
traditions of the world's greatest 
workbenches. Scott Landis calls 
on the insights and discoveries of 
skilled craftsmen the world over 
as he examines benches for every 
kind of woodworking and every 
kind of shop-from a traditional 
Shaker bench to the mass
produced Workmate®. You'll read 
about workbenches for 
cabinetmakers, boatbuilders, 
carvers, and country 
chairmakers-from Japan, 
Scandinavia, England, and rural 
America. 

The Workbench Book includes: 
o 19 pages of measured 

drawings and full plans for 
4 benches. 

o More than 100 illustrations 
and 182 color photographs. 

o Detailed coverage of over 
70 benches of all levels 
of complexity. 

o Two chapters on vises. 

New Tilesetting Series 

Setting Ce ramic Tile 
by Michael Byrne 

At last, a clear, comprehensive 
book on tilesetting. Master tilesetter 
Michael Byrne begins with the 
basics: the varieties of tile available, 
the tools, setting methods, surface 
preparation, and layout techniques. 
He then gUides you step-by-step 
through a series of actual home 
installations -floors, walls, and 
countertops. For each type of 
project, he demonstrates both the 
popular thinset method and the 
traditional thick mortar-bed 
technique. He also provides 
information on repairs, problem 
installations, and sources of supply. 
Softcover, 232 pages, 116 color 
photos and drawings, $17.95 
#53 
Note: All tapes are keyed to 

Byrne's book with page references 
right on the screen. 

" "-'---

.� First-class book full of 
careful obsenrations, 
scholarship, and honest 
speculation. " 
-Charles F. Hummel, 
Deputy Director for 
Collections, WiI1terthur 
Museum and GardeI1s 

Video 

Tiling Countertops 
with Michael Byrne 

Watch professional tilesetter 
Michael Byrne demonstrate his craft. 
In this tape, Byrne shows you how 
to use traditional techniques and 
modem materials to tile attractive, 
easy-ta-c1ean countertops. You'll 
learn how to prepare and work 
with backer-board and mortar-bed 
substrates, lay tile around a sink, 
and detail your countertop for a 
clean, crisp look. A great 
introduction to tiling. 60 minutes, 
$29.95 (Rental: $14.95) 
#627 (VIIS), #628 (Beta) 

---

Hardcover, 256 p�es, 250 photos, 
110 illustratioI1S, $24.95 
#61 

Tiling 
\l\k:lIrs 

..,MChaeI Byrne 

Video 

Tiling Walls 
with Michael Byrne 

Once you learn what Byrne has to 
show you, you'll be able to tile any 
wall in your house. Byrne covers 
all of the techniques you need, from 
laying out to grouting. Working on 
a bathroom job Site, he shows you 
how to handle out-of-plumb walls; 
maneuver around bathtubs, 
plumbing, and windows; cut tile 
using biters and a snapcutter; and 
see the creative possibilities in 
awkward situations. 75 minutes, 
$29.95 (Rental: $14.95) 
#629 (VIIS), #630 (Beta) 

Video 

Tiling Floors 
with Michael Byrne 

From basic procedures to special 
techniques, Byrne shows you how to 
tile a floor that lasts. The focus is 
on a watertight bathroom floor and a 
sloping shower pan, but the 
techniques can be applied anywhere 
in your home. You'll learn how to 
prepare a surface for tiling, how a 
border can simplify a diagonal 
layout, how to mix and float mortar, 
and how expansion joints keep 
your floor from cracking. 
60 minutes, $29.95 (Rental: $14.95) 
#631 (VIIS), #632 (Beta) 

Save $5 on each tape that you buy with 
Michael Byrne's book. 

Or save $15 when you buy the three-tape set 
Set price: $74.95; #690 (VHS), #691 (Beta) 

Just write the discounted price ($24.95) on your 
order form. 

See the order-form insert for more information on 
renting these videos. 

To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or call 1 -800-243-7252. 
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Woodturning 

New 
Tumed-Bowl Design 
by Ric/wrd RaiJtm 
The first in-depth examination of 
bowl design from a master turner. 
You'll learn how to design bowls 
that remain beautiful after the color 
and grain have faded. Raffan 
covers all the steps from timber 
selection to polished piece. 
Includes templates and a I S-page 
full-color photo gallery. Sof'tcover, 
169 pages, 2-18 photos, $1 7.95 
#63 

Fine HOOdlVoridng on 
Spindle Tuming 
These 39 articles from Fine 
Woodworking show you how to use 
the turner's gouge and master the 
skew chisel. There's also a revealing 
look at lacemaking bobbins, porch 
pillars, and more. Sof'tcover, 
90 pages, 124 photos, $7. 95 
#57 

FUle HOOdlVorking on 
Faceplate Tuming 
A look at how some of todals best 
turners create everything from 
drinking goblets to giant bowls. 
You'll learn about glued-up turning 
blanks, the modern bowl-turning 
gouge, and more-all from -!2 Fine 
Woodworking articles. SoFtcover, 
1 06 pages, 222 photos, $7. 95 
#58 

- BOwl 
� Ill!h Del Stubbs 

'\ home "idt.·o\\."()rk ... hop fnwnthrpuN.,h .. ""rl Ftlwll'Ooduvril'If.!:""">lUJ'" 

Bowl Tuming 
with Del Stubbs 

Video 

Noted turner Del Stubbs shows you 
the basic techniques of bowl 
turning-and then some. Among 
the things you'll learn: different ways 
to lay out and mount a bowl blank, 
and how to use gouges and !lat tools 
to shape the outside and excavate 
the inside of a bowl. 120 minutes, 
539. 95 (Rental: 514.95) 
#607 ("liS). #608 (Beta) 

New Book 

The Timber-Frame Home 
by Tedd Benson 
Find out how the age-old elegance 
of timber-frame construction can be 
made to meet modern needs. Tedd 
Benson, world-renowned timber
framer, author, and teacher takes 
you through strategy, deSign, 
engineering, and layout so you can 
understand the fundamentals of 
timber framing and the design and 
structural options available. You'll 
learn about modern insulation 
technology; how to choose and 
install lighting, wiring, and 
plumbing fixtures compatible with 
the timber frame; and how to top 
off your home with some elegant 
touches, like eave and cornice 
treatments. With inspiring color 
photos and technical drawings, 
this book is the perfect way to join 
the timber-frame revival. 
Hardcover, 240 pages, 97 color 
photos, 140 drawings, 824.95 
#62 

FINE WOODWORKING CLASSIC - Book and Video 

Raffan's bool{ offers you an extensive 
introduction to woodtuming. The focus is on 
centerwork and facework turning, but you'll 
also learn about your work area, lathe, tools, 
stock, and finishes. Sof'tcover, 165 pages, 
130 photos, 15-page color gal1ery, .$1 7.95 
#39 

The ,ideo is produced and 
directed to capture the bool{'s 
dynamic details. Raffan 
demonstrates his tool-sharpening 

techniques and a series of gouge 
and s\{ew exercises before taking 
you through six projects. Keyed 
to the book 1 1 7  minutes, .$39. 95 
(Rental: .$14. 95) 
#61 1  (V HS), #612 (Beta) 

The Raffan Set 
Book and video: .$49. 95 
#99 

Also of Interest 

How to Canre Wood 
by Ric/J81-d Biitz 
Covers whittling, chip carving, 
wildlife carving, relief carving, 
lettering, and more. Sof'tcover, 
215 pages, 288 photos, S13.95 
#30 

Building a Houseful 
of Fumiture 
by Simon Watts 

Build all types of furniture with 
plans for -!3 of Watts' pieces. 
Softcol'er, 21 1 pages, 1 4 7  photos, 
58 measured drawings, 51 9.95 
#22 

Adventures in 
"' bod Finishing 
by George Frank 

An expert shares the secrets and 
stories of a lifetime in the trade. 
Hardcol'er, 120 pages, $10.95 
#14 

Video 
Dovetail a Drawer 
with Fnmk ](/IIUSZ 
Make criSp, clean, properly fitting 
drawers by hand. 60 minutes, 
529. 95 (Rental: 51-1. 95) 
#601 (l'lfS), #602 (Beta) 

New 
FU1e WoodlVorkUlg 
Design Book Four 
The best in contemporary 
woodworking: 320 photos selected 
from over 10,000 sent to us. 
Sof'tcover, color, 1-19 pages, $ 1 6. 95 
#65 

To order from The Taunton Press, use the attached insert or call 1 ·800·243·7252. 
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BEST PRICES 
on professional quality 

carbide tipped � brand router 
bits and shaper cutters!! 

Ask for our new 12 page catalog 
featuring a great selection like these: 

For your Shaper! 
. I PC CARBIDE TIPPED 

J ' . 3 mm CARBIDE 
•• . CABINET SETS 
, 
• 3/4" BORE W/II2" 

BUSHING 
$149.95 to $179.95 

13 Great Cabinet Sets including these popular Profiles: 

SY 1280 to SY 1284 SY 128" SY 1283 
314" to 1 114" Thick iii � � � 
Material ' 318" Deep � � � Tongue $179.95 ea 1281 SY 1284 
(1 114" Bore with � ��� � 
I" Bushing $259.95) � �.� � 
Or your Router! . 
Ov.r 400 different bits offered like these bullnoses: 

PART NO. A PRICE 
SY9·1 1/4 $12 

·Syg·1'I, 1/4 $12 

SY·9·3 318 $14 
• SY9·3'h 318 $14 

Syg·4 1/2 $14 
112 $14 
5/8' $15 
5/8 $15 
314 $15 
314 $15 

• SY9·8V, 1 $17 

..... .....L.u.._L--� ·SYg.g'h 1.1/8 $25 
• SY9·1Q1h 1-1/4 $30 

• Indicates 'h" shank. ·SY9·ll'h 1·1/2 $38 

MCNISAlCOD USERS 
ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-(800) 235-0272 
CASCADE PRECISION TOOL CO. INC. 
P.o. BOX 848, MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040 • 206-236-0272 

SALE ON BOOKS 

Contemporary Amer. 
Woodworkers . . . . . . . . . . . .  $28 

Encyclo. F u rniture·Joyce . . . . . . .  $28 
4 Books by Jame, Krenov . . . . . . .  $55 
3 Books by Roy Undarhill . . . . . . .  $38. 
2 Books by Dale Nish . . . . . . . . . .  $32 
Soul of a Tree · Nakashima . . . . . .  $58 
Sam Maloof, Woodworker . . . . . . .  $58 
Table Saw Tech . • Cliff . . . . . . . . • $ 1 3  
Radial Arm Saw Tech. 
• Cliff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1 3  

F ine Woodworking Tech. 1-8 . . . . . $ 1 6  aa 
F i ne Woodworking on . .  . 

Series . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 7 ea 
Understanding Wood · 

Hoadley . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  $20 
Handtools, Their Ways · 

. Watson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $20 
Sculpting Wood · . 

M. Lindquist . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $26 
Waterfowl Painting · 

V. Veasey . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $46 
Scroll'Saw Pattern Book . . . . . . . .  $ 1 2  
Scroll Saw Handbook · 

Spielman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1 2  
Router Handbook · Spielman . . . . .  $ 9 
Tage Frid/Book 1 ·3 . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1 7  ea 
How To Carve Wood · Butz . . . . . .  $ 1 3  

ALL PRICES POST PAID 
ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800-243·0713 
Manny's Woodworker's Place 

602 S. Broadway, Lexington, KY 40508 
Hours: 9·5:30 Mon.·Sat. (606) 255-5444 

V I SA, MC, Checks, Add $3 for COD 
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2 in 1 
DUST CO L L ECTO R 
+ SHOP VACU UM 
Why Risk Health! Fire! This unit captures 
chips and dust belore they enter the air or loll 
to the lIoor, keeping your shop deaner, 
healthier and soler. And the shop vacuum is 
right there . . .  handy lor quick cleanup. 

AHordably Pri'N From S 8 0 0 'reight PYtpaid. ($25 
Add"ional Easl ., Mississippi River) 

Model MR-HV. Easy Installation. Maintenance Free . 
Portable. Powered by l ih HP, One· or Three·Phase Motor. 
Sturdily Built. 

MURPHY-RODGERS, INC. 
2301·FW Belgrave Ave. 213-587-4118 

Huntington Park, CA 90255 

EXCALIBUR II 
PRECISION SCROLL SAW 

SHIPPED 
UPS PREPAID 

• 1400, 800 & 400 
StrokeslPM 

• 19" throat, up to 2" 
thick 

$579.U'S" • Accepts aIlS" blades 
• Table tilts 45° left & 

right Delivered price 
'EIectrics extra • Cuts wood, plastics, 

metals etc. 

HUMFREY'S ORDER PHONE 
IN THE U.S. CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-387-9789 

fJ. Philip Humfrey International 
I 3241 Kennedy Road, Unit 7 Department FW 9no 

Scarboroogb, Ontario MlV aJ9 (oo 293-86201 
P\ease rush me details d the EXCAUBUR n 
Precision ScroI1 Saw. 

�_Stllte ___ ]jp-= J 
- - - - � 

I � \J� �--------------------

CASINGS . BASES . CROWNS . CORNER BLOCKS 

VICTOQIAN ELEGANCE 
D O O R S . G I N G E R B R E A D . WA I N S C O T  

LARGEST INVENTORY 
OFVlCTORIAN MOULDINGS 
& MILLWORK ANYlllHERE 
• Specializing in Customer 
Service 

• Buy Direct from Mfr. 
• Premium & Commercial 
GradeS 

• No Minimum Order 
• Rush Orders - No Probleml 
• Expert Shipping & Packaging 
• Lots of Construction Ideas 
• Top Quality Precision 

MililNOrk 
• High Duality Full Color 
Catalog with o"'!r 60 photos 

Send S4 for Catalog or Phore 
& use }'Our credit card 
P.O. Box 2987·FW4 
Durango, Colorado 81302 
303-259-5915 

SHAKER FURNITURE 
An exciting collection of 
Shaker dining chairs, tables, 
beds and other furniture avail· 
able in Kits or completely fin· 
ished. All exemplify 
the simpliciey and ver· 
satile beauey of Shaker 
design, Pegs, peg· 
board, Shaker baskets, 
oval boxes, and dolls . 

Large selection of 
replacement chair tapes. 

New 48 page color catalog 
and 12 tape samples $1.00 

SHAKER WORKSHOPS 
Box 1028-FW58, Concord, MA 01742 

1 2  SHOWS THIS FALL! 
*THE 
WO O DWO R K I N G  
S H O W S* 
machinery � � • 

tools-supplies � 
• Cincinnati • Pittsburgh 
• Twin Cities • So. California 
• Baltimore • Detroit 
• San Diego • Seattle 
• Greater Boston • Portland 
• San Francisco • Delaware Valley 

Call for free brochure 
Monday - Friday 8:30 - 5 Pacific Time 

1 -800-826-8257, In Calif. 213/4n-8521 

......... SPECIAL OFFER .... --. BRANDING IRON 
For hard and soft wood 

• Shipped in 1 week 
• Solid brass head - Compact Size 
• First Line: HAND CRAFTED BY - as above 
• 2nd line: Your choice - 20 characters/spaces max. 
• As above but with 3rd l ine - $37.00 + $2.00 

ORDER TOLL FREE '·800·826·7606 lexcept Nebraskal 
In Nebraska 1-402-464-051 1  

For free brochure, write or call (402) 464-0511 

Order by mail �om NOVA TOOL CO. I "IS A I 12 500 F01igan ReI .. [)opt. FW r==l .--. P.O. Bo. 29341 . 1JncoIn. t-E 68529 l=::J 



. . .  ON ADVANCED LASER-CUT BLADES! 
Laser Cut Blade Bodies 

Laser Technology allows Freud to produce 
one of the quietest running, safest, and accu
rate running saw blades in the world.  

Expansion slots on the Freud industrial saw 
blade are cut with a laser and are only .003 
or less wide (about the thickness of a human 
hair). This assures tensioning strength for a true 
cut. It creates a quieter blade because there 
are no large holes or wide expansion slots for 
the air to whistle through. I t  guarantees a 
safer saw blade as there are no plugs in the 
expansion slot that can fly out when the blade 
is in use. 

With this advanced technology, all  
shoulders and gullets are identical in shape 
and most important strength. The arbor holes 
are perfectly centered and rounded by preci
sion grinding. An extra step to guarantee a true 
running blade. 

Special Carbide Mix 
Freud produces a special mix 

of carbide at their own factory. It is 
produced from titanium and carbon 
using cobalt as a binder. Producing 
this important part of the saw blade 
within their own factory assures the 
consistency and qual ity needed to 
hold a sharp edge. 

The carbide is induction brazed 
onto Freud's laser produced blade 
bodies. This process is computer 
controlled to guarantee uniformity of 
brazing. A razor edge is then put on 
the teeth with a 400 grit diamond 
wheel. This guarantees you of a 
blade that will provide a maximum 
of production hours before sharp
ening is needed. 

E = Excellent G = Good F = Fair NR = Not Recommended 
8", 9". and 10" have 5/8" Bore. 

12"  and 14"  saws have 1 "  Bore . 

l:i 
LM72MOO8 

LM72MD1D 

LM72MD12 

LU78MOO8 

LU78M010 

LU78M012 

LU78M014 

LU84MOO8 

LU84MOO9 

LU84M011 

LU84M012 

LU84MD14 

LU85MOO8 

LU85MOO9 

LU85M010 

LU85M012 

LU85M014 

I II I 
is j 
8 24 Rip 
10 24 Rip NR 
12 30 Rip 
8 64 TCG 
10 80 TCG G 
12 96 TCG 
14 108 TCG 
8 40 Comb 
9 40 Comb 
10 50 Comb E 
12 60 Comb 
14 70 Comb 
8 64 ATB 
9 72 ATB 
10 80 ATB NR 
12 96 ATB 
14 108 ATB 

I I I j ! 2i ! J � 

68.48 51.48 

NR NR NR E 77.93 50.68 

104.03 65.98 

1 12.57 93.98 

G E E NR 140.63 104.48 

169.29 135.68 

199.80 141.98 

85.96 59.58 

85.31 59.58 

G G NR G 89.54 52.18 

135.31 97.98 

161 .34 116.48 

1 12.08 73.98 

122.56 76.98 

E G G NR 133.25 85.58 

161 .40 114.98 

179.06 124.88 

. . .  ON ADVANCED LASER-CUT DADO SETS! 

05306 

05308 

6/1 set 
8/1 set 

5/8/1 
5/8/1 

1 76.54 
2 16 . 18 

1 1 0.98 

1 1 8.98 

Freud Carbide Tipped Dado Sets will 
produce a smooth and accurate groove 
when cutting either with or across the wood 
grain. Properly stressed and tensioned out
side blades feature extremely sharp and 
steeply beveled carbide teeth that leave 
clean edges. 

The laser cut blade bodies ensure the 
quietest running dado you can buy. 

The 4 chippers and 2 outside blades 
can cut a width up to 13/16 of an inch. Can 
be used on softwood, hardwood and 
veneered plywoods with excellent results. 

218 Feld Ave .• High Point, NC 27264 
(919) 434-3171 

1570 Corporate Drive, Suite G 
Costa Mesa. CA 92626 

(714) 751 -8866 
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FREEBORN. 
THE BEST IN 
THE BUSINESS. 
QUALITY CARBIDE 
AND TANTUNG® TIPPED 
SHAPER CUTTERS. 

Freeborn Tool Company, Inc. 
3355 E. Trent Avenue ' Spokane, WA 99202-4459 

FOR THE FREEBORN 
DEALER NEAREST YOU, CALL 

1-800-523-8988 
The colors yellow and orange are trademarks of Freeborn Tool Company, Inc. 
Tantung® is a registered trademark of Fansteel VRJWesson. 

WOODWORKER I (For the Radial Saw) This is my original Woodwor1<er blade-most desired by the American 
craftsman. Kerf �", 60 teeth. Modified triple-chip with micro-finish grind. Carbide C4 hard and 40% stronger. Perfect, 
polished cuts in every direction, The one blade that does it all-for as long as you'll cut wood or plastics. Designed for 
use primarily on your radial saw, thin kerf gives better pull-control and less bottom splinter on both CROSSCUT and 
RIPPING. Available in 8", 9" and 10" diameters. Recommended to use with dampener. See below. 

WOODWORKER II (For the Table Saw) My new All PURPOSE blade-primarily for your table-saw Jf' kerf. 30 
to 40 teeth (see below). Modified altemate-bevel with micro-finish grind. Exclusive Forrest 400 carbide. Designed for 
super-fast and super-smooth CROSSCUTIING and RIPPING in heavy, solid stock with a smooth-as-sanded surface. We 
rip 2" Red Oak with 1 HP at the shows leaving surface smoother than a jointer, then speed-miter and crosscut soft 
and hardwoods and PLY-VENEERS with NO BOTIOM SPUNTERING. Generally I recommend 40 teeth. However, if your 
ripping includes a lot of heavy 1 Yo" to 2" hardwoods, specify 30 teeth. See dampener information. STOP CHANGING 
BLADES! (wastes 2-5 minutes) Just � for thick woods, � for thin woods and perfect cut eveoohing! 
AVOID cheap importsl WOODWORKER I and /I eliminate scratchy saw cuts for the rest of your life!! 

DADO SET cuts all 1 /4"-13/16" flat bonom grooves WITH or CROSSGRAIN all w oods and VENEER PLYS. 
No splintering due to unique 4T and 8T fillers and 24T outside saws. NOTHING UKE IT IN THE U.S.A. I 
Testimonial "I finally bought one and found all your outrag eous claims to be true!" 

SPECIAL LOW PRICE SALE 
WOODWORKER I Radiat Saw 

WAS NOW 50% OFF 
10" 60T $ 1 62 $81 
9" 60T 1 56 79 
B" 60T 1 50 75 

WOODWORKER II Table Saw 
10" 40T $156 $ 78 

30T 1 35 68 
9" 40T 1 46 73 

30T 1 25 63 

AI %'s 
Ides 
bomg 

!4) to l'.4 
57.50 extra 

B" 40T 1 36 68 SHIPf'lNG 
30T 1 1 5  58 $3.50 

7:1." 30T 1 1 2  49 
7" 30T 1 1 2  49 

B" Dado 24T 13/16".01 299 
Inquire for Larger Industrial Sizes 

DAMPENER-STIFFENER One Side Aids A Smoother, Quieter Cut!! , Can be removed instantly il need requires lor deep cuts. ' One against the 
' Holds blade rigid end true lor better cuts on your machine. ' Dampens out outside leaves blade centered in slot 01 steel table insert. ' 6" dampener on 
motor end belt vibrations Irom being transmiMed up to the rim of the teeth 10" blade gives 2" cutdepth. Use 5" dampener if always in 1 1/2-2" deep cuts. 
causing scratchy cuts. · Greatly reduces cutting noise. · Helps kill saw Remove or use 4" for 3" cuts. For 8" and 9" blades, figure dampener size 
scream-whistle from any vibrating blade surface. , Is hardened and accordingly. ADO 12 precision ground parallel and lIet within .001' to keep your blade true. 6" Dampener $23 ' 5" Dampener $22 ' 4" Dampener $20 SHF. 

WE RECOMMEND OUR FACTORY SHARPENfNG . . . 2-3 DAYS ON THESE AND All MAKES OF CARBIDE np SAWS. SHIP IN UPS 10 X 40T $14.25, 60T $16.83 
NOW . . .  ORDER the one blade that wi! outiast youl (10-20 sharpening. possible). Add return UPS $3 0< 2nd Dav Air $5. 

We honor Amex, Visa & MasterCard, v.::z:sJ 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FUU CASH REFUND 
4D years of fine American saw making & sharpening. 
FORREST MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 

250 Delawanna Ave., Clifton, NJ 070 1 4  
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Dealer Inquiries Welcome, Monev Orders, Personal Checks and COD's. WSA � 
!!!�III!!!��.!II •• ���.

"
1i
��
o
�

�o�rder BY MAil clip ad. circle choices an 
payment. Specify Dept. FW when ordering. 

PHONE TOLL FREE! 
1-800-526- 7852 (In NU: 201 -473-5236) 



MACHINERY-POWER TOOLS-ACCESSORIES 
FROM ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST RESPECTED MACHINERY DEALERS 

THANKS TO YOU. OUR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS. OUR LARGE BUYING POWER ASSURES YOU THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PURCHASE PRICES. 

~ 
PRICES IN EFFECT THIS MONTH ONLY-MENTION THIS AD WHEN ORDERING. 

� . WI LKE  MACHINERY CO., YORK, PA. . . 

' 

, i , 
'. VISIT OUR SHOWROOM: EXIT 1 1  INTERSTATE 83 JUST NORTH OF YORK. PA. . , 

AN ESTABLISHED. FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED CO • . • . BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! . : . 

$S$ YOU'LL SAVE MONEY MANY WAYS WHEN YOU BUY FROM WILKE . . .  A FULL·lINE. FULL·SERVICE MACHINERY COMPANY SS$ 

BRIDGEWOOD® MACHINERY 

BW·1240 - WOOD LATHE · w/motor. 12" swing, 37" centers 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $149.00 

BWLT·10 · 10 pc lathe tool set in wooden box . .  $49.00 
BW·15P - 15"  PLANER · w/3 HP motor, 2 s peed. stand. h ood. 
Deluxe Model. motor in stand . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $895.00 
BW·2OP - 20 "  PLANER · w/3 HP motor, 2 speed. stand. hood. 
Deluxe Model. motor in stand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1295.00 
SHG·13OO - 13"  PLANER · heavy duty. w/3 HP motor, 
segmented feed roll & chippers. hood, mag. cntr!. $1749.00 
BW·16PV - 16" PLANER · heavy duty. segmented feed roll & 
chippers. variable speed feed. bed roll height adj. w/American 
made TEFC 220V motor 3 HP 1 PH or 5 HP 3 PH $2495.00 
BW·2OPV - 20" PLANER · heavy duty. w/American motor 
magnetic con':;ol. bed roll height adj . . . . . . . . . . . . $2995.00 
BW·508PVG - 20" PLANER · industrial. with all above features 
+ 2 American motors, knife grinder, extra heavy construction 

$4195.00 
BW�12PVG - 24" PLANER · industrial, with all above features 
+ powered table rolls, power table movement . . .  $6495.00 
without knife grinder attachment $5995.00 
BW·2400P - 24" PLANER · heavy duty. segmented feed rolls. 
chippers, dust hood, American motor, close-out price $2995.00 
BW·14BS - 14" BANDSAW · wl'A HP motor. stand. cast iron 
table (Elephant Factory) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $299.00 
PB5-500 - 20" BANDSAW . heavy duty. 12" capacity under 
guides, w/2 HP 220V 1 PH motor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1395.00 
TSC-12S - 10112" TABLE SAW · economy model. 'I." arbor. all 
cast iron table & extensions, less motor . . . . .  $399.00 
BW·10TAS - 10" TILTtNG ARBOR TABLE SAW · deluxe model. 
w/3 HP American motor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1295.00 
with American VEGA fence . . . . . . . . . .  $1495.00 
BW·12TAS - 12' TILTtNG ARBOR TABLE SAW · deluxe model. 
w/American motor. wNEGA 50" fence . . . . . . . . . .  $2395.00 
BW·1S - v. " SPtNDLE SHAPER · wl'A HP motor. stand. deluxe 
reversing model . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $299.00 
BW·511TS - TIL TtNG SPtNDLE SHAPER . interchangeable 
spindles. sliding table assy .• forJrev. switch . . . . . 52895.00 
BW·550SR - PNEUMATtC PtN ROUTER · interchangeable 
collets and guide pins, remote foot pedal operation, 3 HP 1 PH 
. . . . . . .  . . . . . $2195.00 
BW·12OPR - PtN ROUTER · 2 HP 1 PH motor. close·out 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . $1195.00 
BW·ST12OB - StNGLE END TENONER · wlAmerican motors. 
3 HP on Hor. spindles. 5 HP on coping spindle . .  $4295.00 
BW-6J - 6".42" JOINTER · w/1 HP motor. stand. Pro Center 
fence. surface ground tables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $299.00 
HJ·12L - 12"x72" JOINTER · w/3 HP motor. all cast iron can· 
struction, center mounted fence, 4 knife head . . . $2495.00 
SHp·14 - 14".80" JOINTER · w/American motor. 1 PH or 3 PH. 
4 knife head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $3195.00 
SHP·16 - 16 "x80" JOINTER · same features as above $3695.00 
SHp·2O - 20".80" JOINTER · same features as above $4295.00 
BWBJ - S ".66 " JOINTER · surface ground tables. stand. center 
mount fence, less motor . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $699.00 
BW.sG1 - 1 ".42" BELT/S " DISC SANDER · complete with % 
HP motor, two work tables, miter gauge . . . . . . . . .  $129.00 
BW·SB9 - 6"x 48 "  BELTI9" DtSC SANDER · complete with 'A 
HP motor. work table. miter gauge. stand . . . . . . . .  $299.00 
BW·SG6 - 6".48" BELT/12" DtSC SANDER · complete with 
1 HP motor. two cast Iron tables. miter gauge . . . .  $399.00 
BW.8() - 6'.89" EDGE SANDER · with 1 % HP motor. horizontal 
or vertical positioning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $499.00 
OV5-10 - OSCILLATING VERTtCAL SPINDLE SANDER · w/10 
interchangeable spindles. large cast iron table . . .  $1495.00 
DS·2O - 20" DtSC SANDER · w/3 HP American motor. large 
tilting cast iron table - single phase . . . . . . . . . .  $1395.00 
same as above but three phase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1295.00 
BW5-25 - 25' WtDE BELT SANDER · with adjustable platen. 
10 HP 3 PH main motor . . . . . . . . . . . .  $5495.00 
BW5-37 - 37" WIDE BELT SANDER · with adjustable platen. 
15 HP 3 PH main motor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $8495.00 
BW-462M - 4 side MOULDER/STtCKER • w/3 PH motors. less 
heads . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  $9BOO.00 
BWM·314 - 3 side MOULDER/PLANER · w/3 PH motors. with 
tooling for all heads . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6900.00 
M5-12 - MORTISER · hollow chisel type. floor model $1295.00 

SANDING BELTS 

Need sanding belts? We stock the following sizes in 60. 80. 100 
and 120 grit. All are aluminum oxide, cloth back. Try some of 
these top quality belts, we are sure you will like them. 

StZE 
1 x 42 
3 x 21 
3 x 24 
4 x 24 
6 x 48 
6 x 89 

25 x 60 
37 x 60 

PRtCE EA. 
$ .95 

1 .49 
1 .69 
2.25 
3.99 
8.99 

24.95 
34.95 

PRICE EA. 10 OR MORE 
$ .75 

1.10 
1.25 
1 .89 
2.99 
6.99 

21 .95 
30.95 

?Iti�i?lta� MACHINERY 

545 BANDSAW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CALL FOR 
FS-35 PLANER/JOINTER . . . . . . . . . . . .  YOUR 
MORTISER FOR FS·35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  SPECIAL 
T3 SHAPER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . DISCOUNTED 

Sliding Table . . . . . . . . . . . . • , . . . . . .  PRICE 
Miter Gauge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . ON THE 

L55 STROKE SANDER. . . . • . . • . . . . . . ENTIRE 
1100 LATHE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  MINI·MAX 
CT·100 COPiER . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LINE 

BRIDGEWOOD' PLANER/JOINTER KNIVES 

Hi·grade YEW S600 (M2 Steel) knives. Exact sizes listed. 
Sets noted are packaged in strong plastic cases. 

3 PC/SET 6" x 'Y,," x .093" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 23.95 
3 PC/SET 8" x 'A " x �" . .  . .  . .  . . . . . . .  29.95 
4 PCISET 8" x 1�" x %" . . 46.95 
3 PC/SET 12" x 1%" x %" . . . . , • . . " . .  " . . . . . . .  54.95 
4 PC/SET 12" x 1%" x % "  72.95 
3 PC/SET 13" x 1�" x :4" . .  . . . . . . . . . . . 57.95 
3 PC/SET 15" x 1 "  x %" 62.95 
3 PC/SET 16" x 1 "  x �" . . . . . • . . . • . 65.95 
3 PC/SET 20" x 1 "  x %" . . .  B3.95 
4 PC/SET 20" x 1 "  x '4" . .  . . . . . . . . .  1 10.95 
3 PC/SET 24" x 1:4" x '4" . . . .  112.95 
4 PC/SET 24" x 1:4"  x :4" . . . 149.95 

Carbide Tipped Available - 57 per inch 

�J . . 

, 

I �� 
� 

BRIDGEWOOD'" BED & FEED ROLL GAUGE SET -
supplied in wooden box. three castings & one dial in· 
dicator to .001 " accuracy. Accurately Adjust Planer 
Knives. Jointer Knives. Bedrolls. etc. This is a must for 
all shops. Only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 49.95 TOTAL 

NEW·IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

MADE IN U.S.A. - SINGLE PHASE · TEFC. BALL BEARING 
1 H.P. 1600 RPM (NEMA 56) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $125.00 
2 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 56) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  139.00 
3 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 1451) . . . . . . . • . . .  225.00 
3 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 162T) . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 235.00 
3 H.P. 1600 RPM (NEMA 184T) . . . . . . . . .  250.00 
5 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 184T) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  300.00 
5 H.P. 1600 RPM (NEMA 184T) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  325.00 
7% H.P. 1600 RPM (NEMA 21ST) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  529.00 

MADE IN U.S.A. - THREE PHASE · TEFC. BALL BEARING 
1 % H.P. 1600 RPM (NEMA 145T) . . .  125.00 
3 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 1 62T) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  155.00 
3 H.P. 1600 RPM (NEMA 162T) . .  , . . . .  165.00 
5 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 184T) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  200.00 
7% H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 213T) . . . . . . .  , . . .  , . . . .  250.00 
10 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 215T) . . . . .  350.00 
15 H.P. 3600 RPM (NEMA 254T) . . .  450.00 

MOTORS SHIPPED FOB YORK. PA. 

BRIDGEWOOD' DRILL PRESSES 

INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS 
MODEL SWtNG CHUCK TYPE PRICE 

BW·1012B 10" Y: .  BENCH 5159.00 
BW·1412B 14' Yz · BENCH 199.00 
BW·1458B 14" r BENCH 249.00 
BW·1758B 17" '" BENCH 269.00 
BW·1412F 14" Y:. FLOOR 269.00 
BW·1458F 14" 'I." FLOOR 319.00 
BW·1758F 17" 'I." FLOOR 339.00 
BW·2501 F 20" 'I.' FLOOR 569.00 

BRIDGEWOOD' ROLLER STANDS 

II Two models - both with heavy cast 
iron bases for extra stability. 

1 1 "  Roller model RS·2 $59.95 '� : 7" Roller model RS·l $39.95 
. '" 

� ._��.�. _ FACTORY SPECIALS 

10' DML DELUXE IN DUSTRIAL MADE 

CARBIDE SAW BLADES IN U.S.A. 

Dl040 GA General Purpose · 40 tooth ATB . . .  $34.95 
01 060 CA Cut Off . 60 tooth ATB . . . . . . . . . . .  $42.95 
D1 060 CT Cut Off . 60 tooth TCG . . . . . . . . . . .  $42.95 
D1080 TA Trim · 80 tooth ATB . . . . .  $51 .95 
D1 080 TT Trim · 80 tooth TCG . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $51 .95 
NEW DML "SAW MAN" special - one each of Dl 024R 
rip. D1050 PL planer. D1080 TA trim packaged in wooden 
box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $126.00 
ROUTER BITS & SHAPER CUTTERS AND BANDSAW 
BLADES IN STOCK AT SIMILAR SAVINGS-CALL 
FOR PRICES 

SINGLEY SLEEVELESS DRUM SANDERS 

MADE 
IN U.S.A. 

Illustration shows 
'h H Adapter inserted 

Never buy sleeves again!! These drums are designed to 
use sandpaper cut from standard size sheets. Stocked 
in the following sizes: (less adapter). 

314'" X 3'" . 
I "  x 3" . 
2" x 3".  
2'hH X 3" 

$14.50 1 3" x 3" . . .  51 7.50 1 3" x 6" . .  527.50 
1 3.50 2'h'" x 4'h" 21 .00 ¥,, '" Adapter 1 .50 
15.50 3" x 4% '  22.50 'h " Adapter 1 .50 
1 6.00 2'h" x 6" 25.50 

BRIDGEWOOD'" DUST COLLECTORS 

MODEL H.P. C.F.M. TYPE PRICE 
BW015A 1 610 2·BAG $269.00 
SF.(J15 1 750 2·BAG 319.00 
BW()()2A 2 1 182 2·BAG 429.00 
BW()()3A 3 1883 4·BAG 595.00 
SF.(J()3 3 1883 4·BAG 795.00 

DUST COLLECTOR ACCESSORIES 

CREATE THE SYSTEM TO MEET YOUR NEEDS�!!  

A B C PRICE MODEL 
5" 5" 8" $21.50 Y·85 
6 6 8 22.00 Y·86 
6 6 7 21 .00 Y·76 
5 5 7 20.00 Y·75 
5 5 6 17.00 Y·65 
5 5 5 1 6.50 Y·55 
4 4 5 1 6.00 Y·54 

4 4 4 1 6.00 Y-44 
3 3 4 t 6.00 Y-43 

Y I CAST SHUT OFF GATES I 
MODEL PRICE l4�ice ea. 

R+3 $ 9.50 MODEL Price ea. or mor 

R·5-4 9.50 +- GA·3 514.00 $11.50 
R·6·5 10.50 � R·6-4 10.50 

R·7·5 1 1 .50 

R·7·6 1 1 .50 

R·8·5 I 12.50 
R·8·6 12.50 

GA-4 15 00  t2.50 

GA·5 19.50 15.50 

GA� 2400 19 50 

GA·7 30 00 24 50 

HEAVY DUTY REINFORCED I PVC FLEX HOSE 

� 
HOSE CLAMPS 

MODEL PRICE 

HC-4 $2.40 
HC-5 $3.00 

I I PRICE I I MODEL PER FT. SIZE L BWFH.4 1 52.50 I 4" DIA. I I BWFH·5I 3.55 I 5" DIA. I 

SIZE 

4 "  

5" 

NEW. 52 PAGE CATALOG See our Wide selection. For your 
copy. send $1 .00 

El WILKE 
�t-.C\\\NERY COMPANY 

� 
VISA 
OR 

MASTERCARD 
ACCEPTED 

t) YORK.PA. IW 
TELEPHONE: 717 846-2800 

'-___________ FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY _ ..... A
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Aico Tool Supply, Inc. 

- - � 

Toe·! � l q  u ly I n c 
---- - - _ ._-----

21235 u.s. 33 w .. t 

ELKHART, IN 465 1 6  
":'1-800-552·7604::S l.a.437·2911 
While Quantities Last BLACK & DECKER 

1042 114 Holgun 163. 
1 046 114 Holgun 163. 

MAKITA 2 600 Holgun 125. 

10" Table Saw 698. 
1 3 1 1  Holgun 183. 

1 114·· HP Router 166. 1321 1 12 Rev. Drill 232. 

Jig Saw 286. 1 703 10" Mitre Box 313. 
7 1/4" Circ. Saw 194. 2620 3/8'· Rev. Drill 1 74. 
7 114" Saw 250. 1941 3/8" Rev. Drill 1 46. 
318'· Cordless Drill Kit 178. 2038 Drywall Scrgun 1 60. 

6010DWK 318'· Cordless Drill- 174. 2046 Screwgun 209. 
driver 6513 Impact Wrench 1 99. 

6012HDW 318" Cordless Driver· 6520 318 Ratchel 89. 
drill 6539 318" Air Imp. 1 09. 

6013BR 112" Drill 208. 137. 6558 1/2" Air Imp. 89. 
6070DW 318" Cordless Driver 108. 59. 6590 112" Impact 149. 
6092DW 318" Cordless Driver 208. 123. ' 7224 112" Rev. Drill 90. Kit 7254 112·' Drill 6093DW 318" Cordless Driver 224. 133. 

90. 

Kit 2750 4 114·' Grinder 1 1 5. 
Drywall Screwdriver 156. 78. 5014 314·'  R. Hammer 269. 

Screwdriver 192. 94. 61 16 R. Angle Sander 195. 
4 318 x 4 Sander 92. 54. 6 1 1 8  Air Sander 1 95. 
4 318 x 4 Sander 92. 6152 5'· Disc Sander 56. 
318" Drill 99. 3028-09 7 1/4 ' Saw Cat 1 1 9. 
Recip. Saw 3102 Cutsaw 163. 
Jigsaw 3153 Jigsaw 1 94. 

LSI 000 10" Mitresaw 3157 Jigsaw 201 . 
9207SPB 7" Sander Polisher 234. 3159 Jigsaw 201 . 

2720 1 1I2HP Rouler 219. 
3328 3 HP Router 500. 

�:N 

4008 Sander 85. 
3304 ELU Router 299. 
3375 ELU Planer 280. 
3380 ELU JointerlSpliner 485. 

® ,  BOSCH SIOUX �\ 
1604 1 314 HP Rouler 219. 123. 1 450HP 114" Air Drill 145. 

1608 Router Trimmer 129. 84. 1 454HP 318·' Air Drill 1 45. 

98. 
98. 
79. 

1 1 0. 
1 47. 
159. 
1 15. 
1 00. 
92. 

1 0L 
13L 

62. 
72. 
53. 
72. 
53. 
54. 
67. 

1 70. 
1 1 4. 
1 14. 

33. 
79. 
98. 

128. 
127. 
133. 
12L 
330. 
60. 
210. 
1 96. 
340. 

96. 
96. 

Saw 169. 100. 02303 Air Driver 3 1 7. 23L 
Air Jigsaw 
Air Shear 
Air Nibbler 
Air Form Cutter 
Laminate Trimmer 
Offset Base Trimmer 
Installers Kit 
Router 1 HP 
Router 1 112HP 

·'0'· Handle Router 
1 314 HP 

Fixed Base Router 
3 114 HP 

• 
_&IBKBI 

Plolessional 

359. 252. 
525. 368. 
500. 350. 
700. 490. 
135. 97. 
269. 178. 
269. 177. 
159. 91.50 
195. 137. 
243. 163. 

500. 350. 

2P2603AQ 112" Screwdriver 282. 
2P2603 112" Screwdriver 272. 
2P2607 112·' Screwdriver 241 .  

MASTER POWER 
1442 114" Air Drill 215. 
1488 li4·· Air Dri.1I 1 79. 
2298 112" sq. Dr. Impact 165. 
2461 Pos. CIUlch Screw- 320. 

driver 
4415 Orbital Sander 190. 
51 1 1  3/8" Drill 
5130 112·' Drill 

Write For Free Catalog 

dOB· � 
_ .. _---....... � 
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162. 
157. 
139. 

127. 
90. 
99. 

163. 

1 1 4. 
1 1 8. 
128. 
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UNDERSTANDING 
ORIGINAL HARDWARE 

VNDER THE TABLE HARDWARE • • . 

Seldom seen, usually never 
polished, often taken for 
granted, - catches for tilt 
top's, hinges for drop leaves 
and holding c lips for 
sectional dining tables all 
contribute to the function of 
the finished piece. 
Square, round, lion paw, or 
cup casters of all sizes, using 
brass, china, wood, cast iron, 
leather, or no wheels 
finished thousands of legs 
since 1 700. 
Call or write for free mini
catalog, or send $5.00 for 
our full 108 page catalog. 
We now reproduce more 
than 100 items like these. 

<;11 .... Q .. 'It� <l1.p'odoeu"". 
463 W. Lincoln Hwy • Exton, PA 19341 • (215) 363-7330 

World's Best Machinery Value 
Not the Cheapest . Not the Most Expensive 
Simply the Most for Your Money -Guaranteed. 
1 0" Table Saw V.S. Lathe Slot M ortiser 
1 - H P  Band Saw Dupl icator Combinations 
3-Speed Shaper Jointer/ Planer Accessories 

1 -BOO-USA-KITY • ��: ��,?;������D�:;�1 5  
Distributed 
In the US. 

Exclusively by 

Strong 

FARRIS 
ACHINER 

Featuring American-made woodworking machinery: 

• Joint Matic • Scroll Saws (14, 18, & 20 inch) • Pin Routers 
• Planers • Molding Machine • Multi-Purpose Stands 

For more information caU or write: 

Strong Tool Design, 20425 Beatrice, Dept. FW 
Livonia, Michigan 48152 • (313) 476-3317 



P I N RO U T E R  
S peed and Prec i s i o n  at a 
S m a l l S h o p  Pr i ce.  
With t h e  Award Winning Onsrud 
I nverted Router, templates are so 
simple it  is econom ical t o  reproduce 
one part or h u ndreds. See us at IWF Machinery 

Call or write for o u r  free Show. August 21·:Il. 

l iterature today. Adama. Boudl #2513 

MODEL 2003 
(704) 528·4528 

P. O. Box 416, Highway 21 South; Troutman, N .C .  28166 

�-DUSTKING 
DUST COLLECTION SYSTEMS 

1-5 HP 

Portable-Stationary 

2 HP Complete 45900 & Frt. 

2 HP Kit 38900 & Frt. 

Cast Aluminum Blowers · TEFC Motors 
5-Year Warranty · MADE IN U.S.A. 

1-800-345-0598 
(513) 367-1423 

BEC INDUSTRIES 
51 Washington St. • Sunman, IN 47041 

U·CAN·BUILD 
W OODW ORKING MACHINES & HAND TOOLS 

ACCURATE • RUGGED • VIBRATION FREE 

DESIGNS HUGE BEARINGS & WORK ARBORS 
FEATURE: AMERICAN MADE INDUSTRIAL MOTOR 

HEAVY-STRONG MD FIBERBOARD CONSTRUCTION 

16" SCROLL 

~ 
� CO :. 

24" 

1 8" BANDSAW 

INBOARD 
OUTBOARD 
WOODLATHE 

(RESAWS 12" HARDWOODS WITH EASE) 

10" TILT ARBOR 
TABLESAW 

VARIABLE SPEED MODELS AVAILABLE 

• • •  AND MANY MORE WOODWORKING MACHINES, 

ALSO ASSEMBLIES FOR BUILDING EXOTIC WOOD & BRASS 

SQUARES, GAUGES, AND WOODEN PLANES 

FREE BROCHURE 

CALL: (314) 838-8644 

W RITE: J.M. W ISE & CO. 
BOX 598 
FLORISSANT, MO 63032 

.J NltIO 
1.5hp Router 

$1 1 4  

Mdll IlMcripllon Coot 
100 �hp Router 92 
830 lhp Router 93 
191 l.5hp w/D·Handle 128 
538 l.5hp XHD Router 184 
537 1� XHD wID·Handle 198 
518 3hp 5·spd Route< 323 
520 3hp XHD Router 300 
895 l.Shp Router wll8ble 189 
898 Shaper Table 108 
309 Trimmer 84 
310 Trimmer 114 
312 Offset Trimmer 129 
319 Tilt-Base Trimmer 138 

III '380 . , 3")(24" BS 

.
' 

$179 

, 

1330 
Speed Bloc 
Fintsh Sander 

$52 

3"x21" BS wlo bag 
3"x21" BS wlbag 
3"x24" BS wlo bag 
4" x24" BS wlbag 
4" x24" BS wlo bag 
3"x24" Wrm Gear wlbg 
3" x24" Wrm Gr w/o bg 
112 S heet Finish Sander 

13808 80 Grit 
13600 100 Grit 
1 3620 120 Grit 
13618 180 Grit 
1 3622 220 Grit 
1 3599 Dispenser 
13597 SloIo' Pad for '330 
13598 Stikit Pad for 1505 

Plate Joiner 

1555 

S.w Boaa BladH 
12151 6" Combination 4 
12152 6" Plywood 4.50 
12154 6" Carbide T;pped 8 

315-1 7V." bp Hodt 13amp !Ill 
11315-1 lV,' bp Handle 

wJcase & Carbide Blade 1 1 9  
8 1 7  7V.· Push Hndl l3amp !Ill 
9817 7W' Push Handle 

wJcase & Carbide Blade 119 
517 7V." Computer 

Controlled 14.Samp 149 
388·1 8V." Top Hndl 13amp 125 
314 4V2" Wrm Gr Trim Saw 1 1 9  
9314 41/2" Trim Saw wlcase 149 

12274 7V." Crbd tipped Blade 

*1548 
Top Handle 

4.Bamp 

$1 1 9  

7848 Barrel Grip 4.Bamp 119 
7348 Tp Hrdl vs 8a,<>neI Saw 1 1 5  
548 _m G r  Bayone' S aw  159 
954. Wxm Gear wlcase 179 

100 Cad es Ham mer OriN 
Scr ewdriver 155 

810 Cordless Screwdriver 120 
884 V," ,Handle 1 1 5  
7501 V." lIS ()'17OOrpm Samp 1 1 2  
888 %" T-Handle 1 1 2  
821 II" YS O·l000rpm 4arnp 84 
7511 II" vs ()'l 000rpm 5amp 109 
7557 II" vs At. Angle 

500-22OOrpm 5.2arnp 184 
7558 1'2" 2-spd At Angle 

wlaJs#J 8arnp 1'2' ()'Handle Bamp 
1'2" Spade Hndl Bamp 
1'2" ()'Handle 6amp 
1/2" Spade Hndl 6amp 

Mdll 
7541 
7542 
855 

7544 
7545 
7523 

7525 

7533 
3!1l1 

513 

IlMcription 
XHD re.t Teks Samp 
XHD \IS rfN leks Samp 
4O()()rpm \IS reversing 
Drywall 4arnp 
XHD rev �I Samp 
XHO \'S r9V 1 5amp 
\IS rev positive dutch 
Screwdriver Samp 
Rev positive dutch 
ScreNdriver Samp �lr��h 5amp 

Coot 
1 1 7  
1 1 9  

85 
114 
105 

135 

138 
159 

89 

.9852 � 
Versa-Plane Kit _ 
10amp 

$275 1 " ,  _ I 

303 
304 
305 
881 
7845 
7847 
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SSOOA 3�)(5V2� Finish Sanders 70 40 
AP10 10" Surface Planer 820 399 
SU6200 '12 Sheet Finish Sander 210 130 
B7075K 3")(21" Belt Sand. 

w/bag/cse. . 211 130 
87100 3".24" Belt Sand. w/bag 281 150 
B7200 4".24" Belt Sand. w/bag 351 182 
W640 7V. " 13 amp Circular Saw 210 114 
TS380 14" Mitre Box 773 385 
RA200 BV. " Radial Saw 515 285 
TS251U 10" Mitre Saw 392 188 
JSE60 VlSpeed Jig Saw 234 128 
RA2500 10" Radial Arm Saw 679 392 
TR30U Laminate Tnmmer 163 88 
Rl50K 1 H.P. Ping. Router wIese 206 119 
R230 Ph H.P. Router . 251 165 
R331 2 H.P. O-Handle Router 304 189 
R500 2'/. H.P. Plunge Aouler . 326 198 
ll21lUK 3%" Planer wIese . . 2116 119 
L580A 6',.. .. Planer 10.5 amp 548 298 
S600A v. Sheet Finish Sander 88 59 

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE! 
All Above Ryobi Tool Prices 

Take Additional 10% OFF Sale Prices 

NEW FROM RYOBI 
TS200-8V, " Compound Mitre Saw 

list 299 Special Sale 149 
RE600-3 H.P. V/Spd. Plunge Router 

list 398 Special Sale 209 
BE321-3"x21" V/Spd. Belt Sander 

List 259 Special Sale 129 

MILWAUKEE TOOLS 
PflICE BUSTERS � � Usl Sale 
0224-1 3 ..... drill 4.5A magnum . . . . 179 109 
0234-1 '12" drill 4.5A magnum . . . .  119 109 
02"",' '12" drill 4.5A magnum . . .  179 109 

0222·' 3,," drill 3.3A 0-1000 rpm . . 165 100 
0228-' 3;''' drill 3.3A 0-1000 rpm . . 145 100 
0375-1 lhI" close quarter drill . 195 118 
0210-' 3,-1"  cordless drill 2 spd . . . 195 115 
0212·' ". .. cordless drill v/spd. . 229 129 
653g.1 Cordless screwdriver 190 rpm 103 59 
3102-' Plmbrs rt angle drill kit . . . . 295 115 

3002·' Electricians rt angle drill . .  290 169 
5399 lh" D-hdle ham drill kit . . . 284 165 
1616-1 H.D. Hole Hawg wJcs . . 375 230 
6511 2 sp sazsall w/cs . 207 119 
6f05 BY. "  circle saw . . . . . . .  199 122 
6750-1 Drywall gun 0-4 000 4.5A . 141 89 
6798-1 Tek screwdriver . . . .  173 105 
6Ufi 2 sp band saw wkase . 416 250 
62� TSC bandsaw wkase . 416 250 
6507 TSC sazsall w/case . . . . .  219 129 
6170 14" chop saw . 349 209 
6012 Orbital sander 3%"x73A1" . 179 100 
60U Orbital sander 41h"x9V. " . 189 108 
6305 6 V. " cordless circle saw . .  239 134 
6753-1 Drywall gun 0-4000 3.5A. . .  125 73 
8977 Var. temp heat gun . . . . . . .  108 10 
Q21.C-l �. v. spd. cordless drill . . .  195 125 
53f7-1 �" v. spd. hammer drill kit m 145 
0211-' � .. cordless driver drill 205 120 
5371-1 112" v. spd. hammer drill kit 313 199 
3107-1 112" v. spd. rt angle drill kit 305 189 
6754-1 Drywall gun 0-4000 4.5A . .  173 115 
6232 4¥." bandsaw wlcase . . . . . 452 275 
6747-1 Drywall driver-0-2 5OO 141 85 
0230-1 3,," drill 0-1700 rpm . . . . . . 165 103 
3300-1 112" v. spd. magnum f1 angle kit . . 279 180 
5620 Router 1 H.P.-8 amp . . . . . 289 175 
5660 Router 11/2 H.P.-l0 amp . .  299 180 
5680 Router 2 H.P.-12 amp . . . 350 Z20 
5455 '/''' polisher 1750 rpm . . . .  199 130 
5535 7" pofisher 2800 rmp . . 209 14lJ 
6215 16" chain saw . . . . . . . . . . . 229' 14lJ 
1975 Heat gun . 81 55 
6366 7Y." circular saw . . . .  117 106 
6368 711." circular saw . 216 125 
0216-1 2 spd cordless drill Hi-torque 215 139 
2035-1 112" drill keyless chuck mag 114 125 
6016 1/. sheet pad sander . . 65 4lJ 
6147 41J2" sanderlgrinder wiese 1112 110 
8950 8 gal wetJdry vac. . 189 130 
8955 10 gal wetJdry vac . . . . . . . .  279 189 
0239-1 '12" drill keyless chuck 174 115 
6749-1 Drywall gun 0-2500 4.5A . .  114 122 
6111 7Y. " worm drive saw . . . . .  275 155 

FREUD SAW BLADES 
'AI" Bore-Industrial Grade 

CARBIDE TIPPED SAW BLADES 

Item No. DescriptiDft Olam. Teeth US! Sale 
W72MOlO Gen'l Purp. 10"' 40 71.49 36 
WI2MOtO Cul-oft 10" 60 9U9 42 
lUI4MGll Combination 10" 50 15.25 37 
W85MGlO Super Cut-otf 10" 80 126.90 62 
lMnMGlO Ripping 10ff 24 74,22 36 
W73M010 CuI off 10" 60 91.16 31 
PS203 Gen'l Purp. 7Y. " 24 31.42 19 
PS3G3 P1ywood 7V. " 40 37.74 22 
D S306  6· Dado - Carbide. . 161.13 92 
DS30I 8· Dado · Carbide. . 205J9 101 
FO t�"xs,,· Biscuits 

llIO().()ty. . .  . . . . . . . .  25 
FlO 2'''''x�'' Biscuits 

llIO().()ty. 25 
F2tI 23,,·xl" Biscuits 

1QOO.Oty. . .  25 
FA Assorts Biscuits l000-0ty. . . . 211 

* * * 

28 Fine Woodworking 

Model 

6070DW 3/," var. spd. rev. 7.2v 
60710WK JAI" var. spd. rev. 

w/removable batt 
50810W 33,," saw kit 

5600DW 6V. " circular saw 
60100WK 3,-1;" cordless drill kit 
6010S0W � .. cordless drill . 
OAJOOODW�" angle drill 
60100l � .. drill wfflashlight 
6012HDW 2 spd. driver drill 

wleluteh & case" 
67100W Cordless screwdvr kit 
6092DW Vlspd. & case" 
&a930W Vlspd. w/clutch & case' 
68910W Drywall gun 0-1400 
632007·4 9.6 volt battery. 
632002-4 7.2 volt battery 

5007NBA 71f. " saw w/elee. brake 
500IINBA 81f. "  saw w/elee. brake 

81)4510 Sander 
99008 3"x21" belt sander 

992408 3"x24" belt sander w/bag 
9035 'h sheet finish sander 
90458 '12 sheet finish sander 
9Q.45N If. sht fin. sand. w/bag 
4200N 43A." eirc. saw 7.5 amp 
5201NA 10'1. ff circ. saw 12 amp 
43018V Orb. vlsp jig saw 3.5 amp 
JRJOOOWl 2 sp recip saw wlcse 
JRlOOOV Vs. recip saw w/case 
LS1020 New to" mitre saw 
9820-2 Blade sharpener 
410 Oust collection unit 
3705 Offset trimmer 
19008W 3V. " planer wlcase 
llOOHO 3V. " planer wlcase 
92U7SPC 7" sander-polisher 
36018 PA. H.P. router . 
3700B '12 H.P. trimmer 
95018 4" grinder 
B04530 6" round sander 
804550 If. " pad sander w/bag 
OAlOOOR 3/a� angle drill 
OP4700 112" vlsp w/rev. 4.8 amp 
HP1030W l,4." v.S.r. hammer drill wlcs 
6300lR 112" angle drill w/rev 
2708W 81f, " lable saw 
2711 to" table saw w/brake 
GVSOOO Disc sander 

680008 2 500 rpm 3.5 amp 
68OO08V 0-2500 rpm 3.5 amp 

680108 4000 rpm 3.5 amp 
680108V 0-4 000 rpm 3.5 amp 
2030N 12" planer/lointer 
2040 15%" planer 
18058 61A1" planer kit w/case 
JVl600 var. speed jig saw 
JV2000 var. speed orb. jig saw 
50058A 51h� circular saw 
95038H 4112" sander-grinder kit 
OPlnO 3;''' drill rev. 0-1800 rpm 

lIsl Sale 

108 61 

180 105 
222 130 
284 167 
174 102 
94 55 

228 133 
188 113 

210 113 
176 103 
218 115 
232 123 
204 120 

48 33 
40 30 

2tI8 127 
232 145 

92 52 
234 138 
248 145 

96 53 
194 109 
196 110 
190 112 
480 300 
· 248 

198 
· 208 

396 
302 
410 
228 
198 
344 
250 
218 
162 
146 
98 
92 

222 
178 
176 
302 
396 
698 
108 
146 
156 
146 
156 

2580 
2180 
54B 
186 
206 
192 
166 
99 

145 
122 
125 
210 
190 
269 
125 
116 
199 
139 
120 

90 
65 
55 
46 

130 
110 
102 
176 
250 
465 
fiT 
80 
88 
80 
85 

6510lVR 3,," drill rev. 0-1500 rpm 144 

1495 
1240 
340 
125 
135 
113 
83 
55 
n 

125 
325 
m 
165 

60138R 'h" drill rev. 6 amp 2D8 
5402A 16" circular saw - 12 amp 542 
36128R 3 H.P. plunge router 338 
9401 4" x24" belt sander w/bag 288 
3620 tV. H.P. plunge router 

wiese 
4302C Vlspd. orb. Jig saw 

166 
256 
250 
630 
338 
194 
338 

5077B 71f. " Hypoid saw. 
lS1430 14" Mitre saw 
2414 14" cui-off saw ACIOC 
5007NB 71/4 " circ saw 13 amp . 
36128 3 HP plunge router sq/b 

SKIL SIZZLERS 
Model 
5510 
5625 
5650 
5665 
5750 
5765 
5790 
5825 
5865 
4575 
3810 
595 
7565 
2535-04 
2135-04 
n 
5350 
5250 

Usl 
(551) 5'12" cire saw 130 
(552) 6'12" circ saw 164 
(553) 7V. " circ saw 164 
(554) 81/. " circ saw 1115 
(807) 7'/4" circ - drop 1001 175 
(808) 8Y. " cire . drop loot 204 
(810) 10'1. " circ - drop loot . 350 
(367) 6112" worm saw . . 257 
(825) 8'1. " worm saw . 283 
Vari - orbit jig saw 120 
10" Mitre saw . � 349 
3"x21" sander w/bag 5.5A 197 
'I. " palm sander . 62 
7.N drill w/x-tra ball 142 
IN drill w/x-tra ball . 210 
7V. " worm drive 261 
2'/3 HP circ. saw 90 
2'h HP circ. saw . . 66 

Sale 
82 

108 
108 
118 
115 
130 
225 
139 
149 
82 

179 
125 

41 
97 

l1B 
135 

69 
49 

BOSTITCH PNEUMATIC TOOLS 
Model 
N80C 

N80S 

f.l6.50 

N12B·1 

135 

Utility coil nailer framing, 
decking, sheathing -
1'12"·3'1. " nails . 

Stick Nailer framing. 
decking, sheathing -
2�3'h" nails 

Sheathing and decking 
stapler 

Coil roofing nailer -
��llA" nails . 

list Sale 

725 4711 

725 4711 

515 34lI 

n5 47U 

425 275 
Roofing staplers applic. 01 

asphalt strip shingles 
Brad nailer and stapler . .  · 229 149 

* * * 

* * * 

DELTA TOOLS 

34·410 Saw Complete 
w/l'h H.P. motor & stand 

679.00 

33·150 Saw Buck 
509.00 

28·243S 14" Band Saw 
w/open stand, light attach. 

'12 H.P. motor 
499.00 

28-283F 14" Band Saw 
w/enctosed stand & 

l/. H.P. motor 
599.110 

43·122 Lt. Duty Shaper 
w/stand & 1 H.P. motor 

499.00 

17·900 161h" Floor Drill Press 
2B5.00 

* 

ZJ.700 
Wet/Dry Grinder 

125.00 

* * 

* * * 
PIRANHA By Black & Decker CARBIDE TOOTH SAW BLADE • Advanced saw blade technology. Exclusive 

design out-performs regular carbide blades. • An excellent aU-purpose blade. 

Model _ Size /I Teelh list Sale 

73-756 6-112 
73-717 7-114 
73-737 7-1/4 
73-757 7-114 
73-758 8 
73-759 8-114 
73·739 9 
73-769 9 
73-740 10 
73-770 10 
73-715 5112 

36 27.75 
1 8  12.30 
24 1 5.68 
40 28.78 
40 40.70 
40 41.48 
30 30.40 
60 65.05 
32 31 .95 
60 65.55 
16 t 3.25 

1 5.20 
7.50 
8.90 

1 6.20 
22.60 
23.00 
t7.10 
35.70 
24.20 
36.25 
7.30 

"NEW" BULLET DRILL BIT SETS 
8 piece ';', to V. HSS 
It piece 'A, 10 1/. HSS 
14 piece '/" 10 '12 HSS 
21 piece 'A, 10 1A. HSS 
29 piece 'A, 10 '12 HSS 

list Sale 
.1U5 11.95 
. 27.18 14.95 
49.03 28.95 

.86.50 49 

.162.75 89 

ADJUSTABLE HANDSCREWS 

11 
.2 
.3 
.. 

Jaw lenglh 

4" 
5" 
6" 
7"  
8" 
10" 
12" 
14" 
16" 

Open 80x 
Cap list Sale 01 6 
2" 12.05 7.75 41.85 

2'12" 12.95 8.80 47.50 
3" 13.88 9.35 50.50 

3'12" 14.92 9.90 53.50 
4'''" 16.61 10.95 59.10 

6" 18.98 12.60 68.00 
8'12" 21.78 14.95 80.75 
10" 27.62 18.35 99.00 
12" 35.93 2�25 141.75 

STYLE 37 2';''' Throat '14 "X3/4 " 
Box 

Item No. Jaw length list Sale 01 6 
3706 6" 8.27 5.80 31.35 
3712 12" 9. t7 �25 33.75 
3718 18" 10.12 7.30 39.45 
ln4 24" 11.tJ7 7.75 4U5 
373lI 30" 12.35 8.711 47.00 
J736 36" 13.49 9.40 50.75 

PONY CLAMP FIXTURES 
Lots 

Model list Sale of 12 
50 3/. " black pipe clamps 11.68 8.25 90 
52 'f2" black pipe clamps . .  9.73 6.75 73 

STYLE J. ADJUSTABLE 
HANDSCREW KITS 
Model 
J04 
J06 
J08 
Jl0 
J12 

Open Cap 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 

BOSCH 

list Sale 
6.47 4.00 
7.38 4.50 
8.31 5.10 
9.69 5.95 

12 7.40 

Model lisl Sale 
1581VS Top hdle. jig saw . 235 129 
1582VS Barrell grip 220 119 
1942 Heat gun 6500.9000 99 69 
12no 3"x24" B.s. w/bag 295 195 
1mO 4"x24" B.S. w/bag 315 219 
11-212 Bulldog lA" SDS rotary 339 1119 
1196VSRK 1 ..... vs hammer drill 2(15 119 
1191VSR '12" vs hammer dritt . 219 129 
16011 5.6 amp lam trimmer 135 75 
16011l Same as above wflrimguide 139 79 
1 601T  5.6 amp tilt base trim 155 89 
1609 5.6 amp offset base trim . . 199 119 
1609K Lam installers kit w/1 609 285 169 

Ollset base, trimmer tilt base. trimguide. 
'I. " collet. collet nut. wrenches. 

hex keys and case 

1601 1 H.P. 790 walt motor 
25,500 rpm 159 95 

1602 Ph H.P. 1000 wall motor 
25.000 rpm . 195 109 

1603 Ph H.P. 0 handle 

1604 

1606 

1 000 watt . 
I¥. H.P. 10 amp 

25,000 rpm 
13,'. H.P. 0 handle 

1120 wall 

219 119 

219 119 

. 243 129 
3258 3'1. " planer w/blade guard 

5.7 amp . 205 139 
32700 3"x21" dustless belt sander 

5 amp 219 145 
12730VS Var spd. 4"x24" 6 speed 

range sander 10.5 amp . 339 219 
1611 3 H.P. trigger hdle. plunge 

base slo start . 339 219 

HITACHI IS" MITRE SAW 
,t:-I5fB Ust 630.110 Sal. 389.00 

FREUD IS" CARBIOE BLADE 
108 Tooth lU85M015 

Ust 181.00 Slle 118.00 

* * * 

* * * 
BLACK & DECKER!!! 
Black & Decker Cordless 
Model 
1950 
1980 
1987 
1947 

Hi·torque drill kit w/case 
Clutch scrudrill kit wlease 
Vlspd. scrudrill kit wfcase 
Vlspd. hi-torque kit wlcase 

Black & Decker Deals 

list Sale 

190 115 
193 115 
209 125 
2(11 117 

Model list Sale 
2054 Versa clutch screwgun -

teks & wd screws 232 140 
2037 0·4000 5 amp drywall gun 160 92 
1175 3A." 0-2000 3.5 amp drill . 96 54 
2034 0-4000 4.5 amp drywall gun 138 rT 
4015 '12 sheet sander 3 amp . . . 190 109 
2600 3A." 0·t2oo 4.5 amp drill 119 73 
4018 '12 sheel sander 2.3 amp 122 74 

Black & Decker Saw-A-Thon 
Model Ust Sale 
3051 71/. " worm drive 13 amp . 246 142 
3103 2 spd recip wlcase . 190 127 
3028 71/. " eirc wlt8 tooth 

earb blade 125 78 
1103 10" mitre w/GO tooth 

earb blade . . 313 186 
3047·09 7'1. " super saw cat w/brake 270 164 
3048-09 8'1. "  super saw cat wlbrake 285 174 
3157 Orb vlspd. jig saw 212 126 
3153 V/spd. jig saw 205 123 

NEW FROM BLACK & DECKER 
1107 8'h" Compound Crosscut Saw 

automatic brake-cuts 
2xl0 at goo 2x6 al 450 
Ust 710.00 Sale 469.00 

PORTER CABLE 
Model USC Sale 
630 1 H.P. router 6.8 amp . . . . . 165 115 
690 1112 H.P. router 8 amp . . . . .  205 125 
691 1 '12 H.P. router 0 hdle . . 225 156 
536 1112 H.P. speedmatic router 300 207 
518 3 H.P. 5 speed router . 520 357 
520 3 H.P. 15 amp router . . . 490 340 
309 3.8 amp lam trimmer . . . . . 135 93 
310 3.8 amp H.D. lam trimmer . 190 132 ' 
312 Offset base lam trimmer . .  205 142 
319 Tilt base lam trimmer . . . . .  221 152 
695 1112 H.P. routerlshaper . . . . . 283 197 
696 H.D. shaper table . . . . _ . 155 101 
351 3"x21· belt sander wlo bag 202 14lJ 
352 3"x21" belt sander w/bag . 212 148 
J60 3�x24" belt sander w/bag . 297 205 
361 3"x24" beit sander wlo bag 277 192 
362 4"x24" belt sander w/bag . 312 215 
363 4"x24" belt sander wlo bag 297 205 
587 7V. " speedtronic 14.5 amp 

eirc saw . 220 152 
31$-1 7'1. " top handle 13 amp 

circ saw . . . . .  178 109 
617 7Y. " pushhandle 13 amp . . 178 109 
346-1 6'12" top handle 12 amp . . . 16i.SG 115 
368·1 8Y." top handle 13 amp . . 188 131 
314 4'12" trim saw 4.5 amp . . . .  115 121 
541 X HD bayonet saw . . . . . . .  245 l1U 
9548 X HD bayonet saw wlease . 265 1115 
9629 Recip saw vlsp 8 amp . . . .  225 139 
9627 Recip saw 2 speed 8 amp . 215 133 
666 J,l" H.D. vsp drill · Hdl . 176 122 
620 34" H.D. 4 amp 1000 rpm 132 92 
621 lA." H.D. v spd. 0-1000 rpm 14lJ 98 
320 Abrasive plane 3 amp . . . .  14lJ 98 
126 Porta plane 7 amp . . . . . . . 280 193 
9118 Porta plane 7 amp kit . . . . . 315 218 
653 Versa plane 10 amp . . .  399 m 
9652 Versa plane 10 amp kit . 419 Z88 
7545 0-2 500 v spd. drywall gun 

5.2 amp . 163 114 
505 '12 sheet pad sander . . . .  117 116 
7511 � .. v spd. dritt 5.2 amp . . . 175 122 
7514 112" v spd. drill 0-750 . . . . .  180 125 
303 Paint remover . . . . . . . . .  Z20 150 
304 7" disc sander 4000 rpm . 1117 130 
305 7" disc polisher 2000 rpm lrT 130 
367 3'1. " planer 6.5 amp . 210 145 
537 1'12 H.P. 0 hdle router . 315 220 
7541 Top hdl jig saw 4.8 amp . . .  205 137 
7648 Barrel grip jig saw 4.8 amp 205 137 
330 Speed block sander 

'/. sheet . 91 56 
555 Plate biscuit joiner 5 amp 

wlcase . . . . . . . . . .  26U5 162 
345 6"' saw boss 9 amp . . . .  1 S4..S0 107 
5060 "Stair Ease" stair templet . 194 135 
5061 "Stair Ease" hard wood 

stair templel . . .  204 142 
655 0-4000 drywall gun 4 amp . 125 17 
7540 0·4000 5.2 amp gun . . .  158 110 
100 % H.P. router. 155 107 
59381 Door hanging kit 219 152 
399 Drywall cutout unit . . . . . . .  104050 69 
43218 Drywall cutout unit 

replacement bit . . . . . . . . . 6.75 5.50 
5008 Dovetail template kit . 95 69 
97650 1/2" v/spd hammer dritt 

wlcase . . . 211 149 
5009 Mortise & Tenon jig . . AU5 31 

STICK IT �PER 
13599 Dispenser . . . . .  21.95 13 

* 
80 grit paper 10 yd roll . 13 10 
100, 120, 180, 220 10 yd roll .11.50 9 

* * 



IF YOU VALUE YOU R FINGERS .. . . .  
YOU NEED A RIPSTRATE® 
The RI PSTRATE holds the work tight against the fence 
with no hands near the blade. Makes perfect, straight 
cuts. Wheels lock to prevent kickbacks. Requires no 
adjustment for stock width or thickness. 
Over 25,000 now in use in amateur, professional, school, 
government, military, and corporate maintenance shops. 

One year guarantee, 30 day money back trial.  $69 
prepaid. Check, M.O., Visa or M.C. Free Brochure. 

Write or cal l our tol l  free number: 800-421-0256. 
Fisher H i l l  Products 1 Fisher H i l l  Fitzwil l iam, NH 0344 

TO DO 
YOUR 
BEST 
ALONE 

AND TO 
ORGANIZE 

1. Models available lor 
any machine 

WORK SUPPORTS 
2. OUTFEED ROLLERS laId 
neatly to save space 

YOUR SHOP WITH EASE 

f!i"r3HTC PRODUCTS, INC. L.i.i.i.:t 1�0 E. HUDSON, ROYAL OAK, MICHIGAN 48067 
FREE CATALOG! CALL 80<r624-2027I(313)399-6185, ext. 120 

What do YOU look for 

in a band saw? 

• Power 

• Stabi l ity 

• Balance 

• Throat Depth 

Pro-32 
1 2" 'l4HP 

• Resaw Capacity 

• Cast I ron Wheels 

• Cast Iron Table 

• Vibration Free 

Cutting 

has it! 

A COMPLETE LINE OF QUALITY 
WOODWORKING MACHINERY 

A Division of SCMI, 5933-A Peachtree Ind. Blvd., Norcross, GA 30092 

FOR I NFORMATION AND N EAREST DEALER 

CALL 1 -800-447- 1 35 1  
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Now You 
Can Solve 

All Your 
Feet-Inch 
Problems 

Qttickly & 
Simply! 

Now for a limited time 
Only $79.95-

II El a �  
II El El l!ID  
B El EI  

o m a l9 (§]  You Save $10.00! 
Now you can save time and cut costly errors by solving all 

your woodworking problems right in feet, inches and frac
tions-with the new Construction Master™ feet-inch calculator. 

The perfect tool for cabinet making, design, framing, 
estimating, stairs, masonry, concrete, square footage, lineal 
footag'3, stringers, roof rafters [inc. hips and valleys], squaring
up rooms and much, much more. 

Adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides right in 
feet, inches and any fraction-1l2's, 114's, 1I8's, 111 6's, 1132's, 
up to 1164's-or no fraction at all. And you can mix fractions. 

Converts between all dimension formats
feet-inch-fraction, decimal (10th's, 100ths), yards, inches and 
meters-including square and cubic. All with just one button. 

Solves diagonals and right triangle instantly 
and directly in feet and inches. You just enter the two known 
sides, and press one button to solve for the third. With rafters 

you can also use "pitch" and 1 side. Solves hips and valleys too! 

Figures lumber costs for individual boards, multiple 
pieces or an entire job with a quick and simple built-in program 
that keeps track of both total board feet and total dollars. 

Also works as a standard math calculator with 
memory (which also takes dimensions) and battery-saving auto 
shut-off. Compact (2-3/4 x 5-1 /8 x 1 /4") and lightweight (4 oz.), 
includes simple instructions, fuIl 1 -Yr. Warranty, 1 -Yr. batteries 
and vinyl case-or an optional custom-fitted, leather case. 

To order, simply fill out and return the coupon below, or, 
ca ll  tol l-free 24 Hrs. everyday 1 -800-854-8075 (in Calif .• 
calf 1-800-231-0546) to place your charge-card order by phone. 

Save $10 on the Construction Master™ with 
this special offer to readers of Fine Woodwo/king-just $79.95! 

Order yours Risk Free for 14 days! If for any 
reason you're not 100% delighted. return it for a fulf refund. 
r - - - - - - Clip & Afei/ TodIlY/ -------::;'1 
1 Calculated Industries Inc. Toll Free 24 Hrs. 7 Days 1 

22720 Savi Ranch Parkway 1 -800-854-8075 1 Yorba Linda, CA 92686 (CA 1-800-231-O546) 1 
1 714-921-1800 Total 1 
1 Please rush 

me the r-�==�����������=-�7-�1 1 following Leather case 
order: Gold Initials $ 1 lin it. $ 1 

1 Oty. Dille. 5-9 $74.95 · 10+ $69.95 $ __ 1 1 Plus FREE ShjJping $ __ 1 Name __________________________________ ___ 1 Address 1 
1 City/St'Zip 1 
1 0 Check 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 Am/Exp 1 
1 Account No. Exp Date _1_ 1 �ign Here 

__________ 
FW-�8--1 
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YOUR LUMBER and MACHINERY CONNECTION 
CALL FOR BEST PRICES ON 

RBI:  Scroll Saws 
Planners 

?ltUd11ta� 
And 

Joint Machines 

1 0 pc. 1 2"x1 8" Baltic Birch Plywood $18 Delivered 
TOP QUALITY HARDWOODS 
SPECIAL !I 
1 00  Bd. Ft. 4/4 Select Kiln Dried Walnut $225 
1 00  Bd. Ft. 4/4 Select Kiln D. Hard Maple 
FOB MAYODAN 
Send $1 .00 For 
Lumber and Machinery Catalogue 

gA;::;:���C:= " .. � TURNING SQUARES. DRAWER SIDES. CARVING BLANKS. Qun .... "'I/U;CHAU' 
DRAWER SIDES IN OAK. CEDAR. MAPLE 

"FUTURE ITEMS" 
COUNTRY STYLE AND CLAW/BALL TABLE GEGS. 

ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE IN QUANTITIES Of ONE OR MORE. 

l INCLUDING TABLE �ASES. QUEEN ANNE LEGS. AND B.T.A. 
QUEEN ANNE C�AIRS.WHICH ARE SIIIPPED ,ROM STOCK 

sI{� CWooJ, g>� '0110. 
·'FREE BROCHURE" -::; - -=: '74 F_t Dr., Morrt.lo_. TN 37114 DEPT. HQ3H 

;Ia DAVID J AD .... S TELEPHONE 
�"t (1151 $l1·2M2 

MAKE BEAUTIFUL RAISED PANEL DOORS • . . 
WITH YOUR 1/4" ROUTERI 

Professional production quality bit makes it quick and easy to 
produce matching rails and stiles - the panel raising bit with 
ball bearing guide makes the raised panel 
perfect every time. 

Regular value Over $1 50.00 

SALE PRICE $6995 FOR COMPLETE SET 

ORDER ITEM 6054 for 1/4" Shank Set 
(Includes all bits shown) 

RAIL 

PANEL 

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF PANEL DOOR 
(WITH ONE RAIL REMOVED) 

RAISED PANEL BIT 
SUPPLIED WITH 
BALL BEARING 

2" laTge Diameter 

CARBIDE liPPED 
114" Shank 

REVERSIBLE 
COMBINATION 

RAIL and STILE BIT 
(For making matching rails and stiles in 

raised panel doors. etc.) 
Works with stock from 
1 1116·· 10 7/S·· thK:k 

CARBIDE TIPPED -TWO FLUTE 
114" SHANK 

supplied wijh Ball Bearing 

To order by Master Charge or Visa Toll Free 
7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service Call 

1-800-523-2445 
or send check to: MLCS. LTD .• P.O. Box 4053F. Rydal, PA 19046 
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EAUTE™ 
S AT I N · C R E M E · WAX 
The natural choice 
is good 
for your wood. 
You're a person who takes pride in your 
work. So why use anything but the best? 

Unlike other waxes, Beaute contains no 
silicones or paraffins. These substances 
can actually have an adverse effect on the 
finish of your fine wood. 

Beaute is a natural blend, and it's good for 
your wood. Beaute protects and enhances, 
leaving no residue. And the soft, buttery 
texture makes it easy to apply. 

Try the natural choice. 
Contact Roger A. Reed, Inc . ,  
P.O.  Box 508, Reading, MA 0 1 867.  
Telephone (6 1 7)944-4640. 

Pink Ivory 

Dagame 

Brazilian Rosewood 
Pea. 

Plum 

Burls 

Snakewood 

Bubinga 

Koa 
Satinwood 
Cocobolo 

Padauk 

Rosewood 

Bloodwood 

Ziricote 

Purpleheart 

C.Ebony 

Pau Rosa 

Camphor 

U '> a matlef 01 prIde fOf both 01 us 

Popular, 
Pocket-size 

MINI-LiGNO 

$110 
Only 

incl. Case, 
Batteries 
and Pins 
for :Y,e" and �'e· 
Measuring Depth. 

Quality Exotic 
Wood 
» TURNERS « 

Thick PIIonk. too" Bowls/Square. 
» CABINET MAKERS « 

Individually Selected Lumber 
too" 

furniture/Boxe./lnlays o-!OSpecitos 
AI Inquiries Wek:ome···eal or Write �I}{l<ru�a 

125 Jacqueline Drive 
Berea Ohio 44017 

243·4452 

Pernambuco 

Mac. Ebony 

E.I. Rosew ood 

Bacote 

Curly Maple 
Quilted Maple 
Af. Ebony 

Zebrano 

Lacewood 

Lignum Vitae 

Osage 

Tulipwood 
Blackwood 

Mahogany 

Jelutong 

Holly 

Wenge 

Goncalo Alves 

Many More . . 

It-s a matter of 
Pflde lor both 01 us 

that the moisture content of wood is 
crucial. Moisture related defects such as 
surface checks, warpage, cracks, loose 
jOints, foggy finishes, etc., can ruin 
the best piece ever built. 

moisture defects are irreversible. 
Therefore don't waste money and 
time on wet wood. Use a moisture 
meter to be sure you work 
only wilh dry wood. 

TOOLS-TO-GO INC. 
15935 N.W. 57TH AVENUE , HIALEAH. FLORIDA 33014 

TO PLACE AN ORDER: 

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 -800-4451 41 9 (USA) 1 -800-330-5057 (FL 
WE ACCEPT MCNISAlDISCOVERICHECKlMONEY ORDER 

ColI It< quo ... on 0_ p'",*,cIa. o.d ... .,.. $50.00 sNpped FREE. 0-70 .... shWocf F.O.B. HioIMh, 
Florida.. C.I our tel fr. , for freight ,.._. Florida rMidenta add 6% .... tao Pnc::. good .... Ie au"._ IMt 

1 2.5" SURFACE PLANER 

limited 
Time 

Now Only 

$ 40 1  

"'TlI12 
C10FA 
"C15FB 
CJuv 
CJ&5VA 
F20A 
0100 
D10VC 
DRC1D 
Dl0De 
01'2 
SVl2SA 
.875 
C&DA 

'HasE758 
EZ5C12 
EZ50II 
EZ_ 
PC�l 
SSPEIIOO 
asPE&O 
EHB25 

V.l. 

NP1G2 
NP22 
1'2 
EMI2 
PC2581 
NP303 
1IC101 
NI'3OII 
NP305 
IIC201 
IIC2O:I 

TTG-125! THE ULTIMATE POWER PLANER! 
ITS THE ONE YOU'VE WAITED FORI 

·Ac"01 mod. m.y VOl'( oIi�1y �om pi_._. 
F.O.B. HlaIeah 

@HITACHI 
3 HP Plunp 1Iou .... $&0.00 _ _  • • • • • • • •. $1&0.00 
10" Deluxe Miter .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $275.00 
15- Deluxe Miter .... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .. $311.00 
D hondla, orbital jlg aaw, vtri.bl. 0j>Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1.00 
Orblllll ,_, vtri _ apoed. . . . ,1.00 
3 1/4· Pion.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .  . . . .  ".00 
� Sor_drl_ Cord _ Drill �.6V . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  $121,00 
� V .. apoed Rev. DriI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $74.00 
3m' cord .. acrewdriver drtI 7.'Z'I. . . . . .  . . . .. .. . • . . . . . ".00 
Var.Ca_3I8" ... _riv .. drtH72V . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • . $111.00 
1/4· lDng noM dI. grind •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . $107.00 
114· sh ___ ..,d ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S5I.OO 

3x21 batt und... . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . '158.00 
6 11'- cord .... drQAar MW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 •• 00 

lEG All PRO'· ""-,-,.. � Var . ....... 31121 _dar ..... ba, .. . land • • • • • • • • • • • • $1 __ 115 , 
Cord _ "", __ , adj 2 pooIlon hond •. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ".5 

' . , 
Cord _ v ... apoed drll/drl_ 7.2V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '111.00 
2 apoed cadl_ drtlVdriv .. 7.2V. . . . . . . . . . . .  '113.00 
7 11'- �d" thoe draJI . ... . "e rnoet pcJWIeI'ft.A • • • • • • $121.DO 
_tooth Radp'OQItng _. • • • • . . . . .  .1_ 
B_cntc loph"- 'g _ _  In _ cue .. . . . . . . .  ,1_ 
3 1/4· ltnlsh pion .. -.,dudoa __ and 
BOOw_. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . • 1 •. 00 20000rpm. III shoat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .7.00 

·SAFETY EQUIPM ENT-

.... tygoggl • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '1.56 
duet ma .. wi repl.:eable fitter . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 A8 
raplaoamant Nt. It< NP22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .bag 015 .n 
earmuffl . . .. es 
."",,laId chornlc:<oJ a "'111 . . . . . 14.15 
oIngla ..,1II ,..p;._ with .,.wldg. 7.:13 
"'111 carWidp It< NP 3031304. . . . . . . . . . . .12 
__ dp"""'- d.-l « '-cal (W/O cotIrIdp) 1.40 

oingla _gar aop'_ "'111 a chornlc:<oJ (wi" carWld",,). . . .  7 .. 
"'111 carwld"" It< NP 305/306.. . .  . 1.&0 ..... y poInl_c:<oJ coRidp lor NP 305/306. . . . . 3.20 

"SCHEPPACH* 

12/14· _ _ 4 HP 1 phuo 4000 rpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 1285.00 __ -1I*>d1a rnouldar 3 lip 1 phuo, 
300C).«)()0.lIOOOrpm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ll_ 
... 1 .. _ .... $'4 .... � .. ..,_, 1_ ""  .... " , . ,  4141.00 
1 0 112' _lop 111-"....., (..., . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .  112.00 
vwlaIlI.apMd -.I a ...... band __ lind . . . . . . . . .  _75 
_banch -111M oI .. 58ic32 dr_, 2 vI_ hy, 
bench doge Wt'hotw aero. N Iront . . . . . . .  27I.IS 

I jJ Portaligri I *HAND TOOLS* 

_ Hoia Guid •. . . .. . .  SAOO 

_ Hole Syolom . . . . . ..... 00 

l 00 Sor_. .  . . . . . .  ss.so 

sooSor_ . . . · . . . . .  515.111 

VIoa I I '� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$5a.I5 
25 pc. Brad PT -.I bll MI-_...., . . . . . . . . . . .... _ 
___ gGauge . _ . . . . . PUIS 
_ blldopth gaug .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .... 

StoIcn.y _ alap _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... 

We -rr' ia'p variety 01 hand _. 
CIIlusloral,.,..._. 

w • •• not,...,..-Ior ,-opI_ orren ·  um .... ...--
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AND 

CLAMPS 
Dependable extra hands for all types of clamping 

and work-holding jobs: woodworking projects, 
home maintenance, and funliture repair. 

Write for FREE LITERATURE. For big 32-page 
"how-to-clamp-it" catalog, send SO¢ . 

ASK YOUR DEALER 

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP COMPANY 
THE CLAMP FOLKS 

431 N. Ashland Ave. / Chlcago, IL 60622 

FS Tool Corporation 
P.O Box 510, 210 Eighth Street 
Lewiston, NY 14092 
1-800-387-9723 

Contact us for more 
information and for the 
name of your local au
thorized FS Tool Dealer. 

Over 3,000 Stock Items at Affordable Prices. 
U n l ike other manufacturers, two com
m itments have earned us a reputation 
as a n  industry leader and world-class 
m a n ufacturer; 

1. Our attitude: to use the fi nest mate
r ials ava i lable, develop and use the 
latest i n  advanced machi nery, take 
pride in our  work and care a bout the 
safety and productivity of our customers. 

NEW YORK • TORONTO 

32 Fine Woodworking 

• 

2. Our product offeri n g :  to bui ld and 
stock the entire ra nge of industrial 
woodworking cutti ng tools i n c l u d i ng 
saw blades, c utters, insert tool ing,  
d isposable knives, router bits, bor ing 
bits and diamond tools. 

FS Tool . . .  you r  complete 
industr ial  woodworking cutting tool 
manufacturer. 

ATLANTA • LOS ANGELES 

When You Really 
Want to Learn 

Painted Finishes . . . 
Day Studio 
Workshop 

Teaching is our business 
The Day Studio provides the highest quality, most com· 

prehensive and practical instruction possible and has been 
involved in the business of applying and teaching the art 
of the painted finishes for over 15 years. 

3 New Videos Demonstrated on Furniture 
• Painted Finishes for Fine Furniture 599.95 
• Traditional Gilding & Contemporary MetallicsS99.95 
• Woodgraining, Marquetry & Fantasy Graining599.95 

THE DAY STIJDIO VIDEO LIBRARY 
Videotapes providing complete step-by-step faux finishing 
instructions are coordinated to manufactured paint colors. 
• Stone & Marble $99.95 • Wall Glazing $99.95 
• Semi·Precious Stones, • Marbleizing 

Tortoise & Inlays $99.95 on Walls $99.95 
S99.95 for each I - hour color tape. VHS or Beta. Send for 
order form or call and order direct. Visa/MC 415/626-9300 

HANDS -ON WORKSHOP 
Each "Hands-on·· Workshop teaches all the important and 
valuable painted finishing techniques and produces an i.n
pressive portfolio of samples, the most powerful visual too) 
for presentation and selling. 
Two Workshop Locations: 
San Francisco Trompe L'oeil/Casein - Jun 6-17 

New York 

Stone & Marble - Jul 1 1 - 22 
Glazing & Gilding - Jul 25 -Aug 5 
Color - Aug 22 -26 
Stone & Marble - Sep \9-30 
Color - Oct 31-Nov4 
Stone & Marble - Nov 7 -18 
Trompe L'oeil/Casein - Nov 28 - Dec 9 

2 week Workshops S1500. I week Workshops $750. Enroll
ment limited, first come first served. 
Write for 1988 schedule & brochure. All inquiries handled 
through San Francisco office. 

U S E D  ROUTER BITS 
SOMETHING NEW YOU ASK ? 

NOT REALLY. 

BYROM Router Bits have been used 
by professional woodworkers for over 
40 years_ The reason is simple. _ . 

QUALITY! 
You can count on our dealers, too. 

For responsive service, fast del ivery, 
competitive pricing  and total support. 
Send $3_00 (get $4 dealer refundable 

coupon), for our NEW 1 988 
CATALOG featuring over 670 router 

bits_ See why BYROM is 
'The World's Router Bit Source". 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

BYROM INTERNATIONAL 
P.O. Box 246, DEPT_ FW5Chardon, Ohio 44024 



'Iz Hp, 1 Ph 
1725, TEFC 

$1 00 
l3507M . ¥.Hp. 1Ph.1725. TEFC 
l3506. ¥.Hp. l Ph.3450. TEF C 

l351 OM . 1 Hp, 1 Ph. 1725. TEFC 

l3509M.l Hp.l  Ph.3450. TEFC 

l3514M. 1 'I. Hp. 1 Ph. 1725. TEFC 

l351 3M.l  'I.Hp. l Ph,3450. TEFC 

l3515M.2Hp. lPh, 3450, TEFC 

shop.vac 
464-38 

140 
165 

185 

220 

12 Gallon;j 
Wet/Ory Vac 

== $1 59 . . 

:.lo.. 0=_ 

NEW! 3 Hp 
Plunge Router 

$1 99 
169 

1 18 

1609K.31nl Trimmer KI1 159 

lS81VS. Top Handle vs Jigsaw 124 

1 5S2VS. Sarrel Grlp vs Jlgsaw 1 1 7  

1 1 212VSR. lf. " Bulldog Rtry Hammer 199 

920VSRK.9 6V.3/8 VSR 0,,11 KII 129 

921VSRK.9. 6V.3/8YSR OrKIIClu"h 139 

1632YSK. Y S Reci p S  ... W/cs 129 
1654. ]II. "Saw wlet blade 109 

9315·1. 7·1/4 Saw/case & ct Blada 

9617. 7·114 Saw/case & ct Blade 

lS1020.10 

lS1430.14· 
. 

109 
159 

95 
129 

129 

129 

135 

310S. Dual Range vs CU1�w/case 

31S7.VS. Orbi1aI Jlgsaw 129 

26S7, 9. 6V. 3/8vsr Crdlss Serudl Kit 129 

2647.9 6V.3/Svsr Crdless OrIlIKI1 129 

5014. l/. · ·  SOS Rotary Hammer 179 

PiRii1Iia� CAR'" TOOTH .... W.....,' 
73-717 7'10.18 Tooth C. T . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
73-737 7'Io.24 TooIh C.T . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
73-757 7'10140 Tooth C. T . . . . . . . . . . 1 6  
73-719 8'10122 TooIh C. T .  . 1 0  
73-759 8'10140 Tooth C .  T . . . . . . . . . . 2 5  
73-740 10.32 TooIh C. T .  . . .  1 9  
73-770 10.60 Tooth C .  T .  . . . . . .  40 

lIuy 3 Deduct 10% 

ptaner 

l '1.H p  Vert. 
Twin Tank 

$299 

Osc. Spindle Sander 

$1 499 
JBS-14MW.1C" MellWd Bandsaw 

J8S·lB. lS" '  Wood BandsaW 799 
OC-610. l H p  Dust Collector 339 

DC-1 182. 2Hp Oust Collector 479 
JWP-15H, IS" Aaner w/stand 999 

JJ·6, 6 
. 

Long B,d Jointer 379 

JJ-S. S . Long Bed Joint,r 899 
JTS· 1 0. l 0· · . l VIHp hbl, Saw 449 

JTS·1 2. 1 2 " , l lhHp Table Slw 499 

JPF-3-1 .  l H p . 1 Ph.3-Whool Feodor 849 

JPF-3-3. lHp.3Ph.3-Whool Foodor 789 
Wide S.1t Sanders 25""'0 37"' CAll 

CALL TOLL FREE FOR MIKE 
1 ·800·358·3096 

Unisaw 

$1 279* 

268 

398 

328 

258 

258 

' i�'��' ;t 
6012HOW,2·spd Cordlas Drm Kit 

3612B,3 HP Sq Baso Plungo Roulor . 189 
3612BR.3 HP Rd Base Plung. Roul. 189 

B04S1 0, 1J. Sheet Sander 59 
B04SS0, II. Sheet Sand'r w/BIO ' , 49 

9900B,3.21 Sandor wl8ag . 145 
99240B,3x24 Sinder w/BIO 145 

9401 ,4x24 Slnd'r w/BaQ . 165 

JR3000V, V.S. Cui saw wlC ... . . . . 124 

S001NBA,71/. " SIW wi Brake . 125 

5011B. 7'1. " Hypoid Saw . 1 45  

6510lVR,3IB" VSR Drill 

Anniversary 
5D1h �' 

Ski I.... FREE 
$1 39 B�;DE 

77-04. 7'1." Worm Drive Saw Kit 158 
2735-04.1 2Y.318" VSR Cordll .. Kill 1 8  
2535-04. 7.2V.3111 YSR Cordi •• Kit 101 
3810. 10".  lUMP. MHro Sa.. 178 

98 

Coil Nailer 

$399 
N12B·' Coil Rooling Nailer 399 

N60FN t v. " ·2'1, " Finish Nail'r 339 

NSOS-1 16d Stick Nailer 399 

T31·1 SIS'"·," Snd Taeker 139 

T28·S Finish Stapler 259 

CWC100 l H p 4  Gal Comp" .. " 299 

NAilS & STAPLES PRICED TO SEll' 

a 

w/Fence 

$599 

6508 
V.S. Sawzall $1 29 � 

0222-1 .318 VSR 3.5 AMP Drill . 
0228-1.318 VSR 3.5 AMP Drill . 
0234-1 ,318 VSR 4.5 AMP Magum DrlD9 
0244-1 , 3IB VSR 4.5 AMP Magum DrlD9 

0375-1 ,3/8 VSR Closo Qua"or Dr . .  1 1 9  
0235-1 . 112 YSR Koyt •• Magum Dr 119 
6368,7'1. "  Saw/case & RiO F,ne, . .  129 
6507, VS Sawzall w/eaSl . 129 

CB7SF,Ruaw Bandsaw . 
Pl00F, 12" Pllnlf . 
Rl00,l HP Dust Coillel .. 
Cl0FA,10" MHro Sa .. . 
C15FII, 15" MHro Saw 

Handser. 

2. 1 2 ' Handser.w 

3, 14 
. 

Handserew 

. 1 39 

. .  239 

23 
9 

cR.) 
35-593, 8X48 TC&F . . . 40 
35-606, 9X40 AT8&R . . . . . . . . . .  40 
35-61 1 ,  10X18 FT(rip) . . . . . . . . .  40 
35-61 4, 10X48AT8 . . . . . . . . . . .  40 
35-617, 10X50 AT8&R . . . . . . . . .  40 
35-592. 8X64AT8 45 
35-616. 10X60 ATB 45 
35-619. 10X60 TC& F 45 
35-623. 10X80 ATB 69 
35-625. 10X80 TC&F 75 
35-560. 8"C T O.do kll 129 
35·550. 6" C T Dildo kit 109 

AU DELTA CAli_DE IN.ADES 
AND SHAPEII CUTTEIIS 

NOIN ON SALE 

EC-9QQ,5pc Shlpor 
94-100,5pc Routor Clb Sit . . . . . .  145 
91-104,6pc 'h""""t.r III! Sot . .  129 
91-100,13pc 'h"Routor Illl SIt . . . .  199 
92-100, 26pc R ... t. Bit Sot . . .  .'279 
90-100,15pc Routor Bit Sit . . 139 
lIB-tOO,9pc R ... t. Bit Sot . . . . . . . .  99 
FII-tOO, t6pc Fontnor lilt Sot . . 139 
FB-l07,7 pc Fontnor lit Sot . . 49 
DII-050,50pc Drill Bit Sot . . . .  59 

Aaner 

$358 
RA200.8 '10" Portlblt Radial SIW . . .  224 
RA2500, 10" Radial Saw wl.tand . 399 
R1S0K, lHp Auno. "out., W/UH , 109 
"SOO,2V.' 'Hp Plung. Rout. . . 159 
"50 1 , 2 '1. "Hp Aung. Rout,r , . 159 
RE600,3Hp Eltet .. Plungt Rout • . 199 
IIE321 .3.21 YS Bolt Sindor . . . 129 

149 

4. 16" Handser,. 

210, 1"' HandserlW 
3/0. 6" Hlndser,w 

4/0, 5" Hlndserew 

5/0, 4" Handscr'w 

7224. 24" I-Bar Clamp 
7236. 36" I-Bar Clamp 
7248. 48" I-Bar Clamp 

7260. 60" '·Sar Clamp 

16 1712. 10" Fold-up Radial Saw . . 299 
699 

. 899 

. eg9 

17 7770-10.10" 3Hp Radial Saw 
19 7790.12",3'h"Hp RadlaI Saw . 

21 3590.10" Planlr/Joint. 
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don't let our low prices � you ! 
SANDSTAR™ - The new wide belt 
sanders that reward you forthlnklng In 
fresh ways about what a wide belt 
sander can do, what It should look like, 
and how much It should cost. SAND
STAR finishes: smooth, precise, blem
Ish-free. SANDSTAR features: sepa
rate drive & feed motors, electric eye 
tracking, pneumatic belt tensioning, 
drum or padded-platen sanding, and 
virtually dust-free operation, all built 
on a welded steel frame. All at an as
tonishingly low price. Let us prove why 
you don't have to pay more to get first 
quality end results. 

ULTRA8AND™ - Shop-tested drum sanders de
signed by woodworkers, with 8 models (plus exclu
sive features and options) to fit your needs. Acquire 
versatility + control with two drums - for simulta
neous use of coarse and fine grits, with one hard 
drum for uncompromising precision and one felt
padded drum for extra smoothness. A low price and 
low operating costs reward you with a fast return on 
your Investment. ULTRASAND performance pays 
you back with Improved productivity, higher quality 
products, and Increased customer satisfaction. 

Let us reveal how the benefits, features, price, and performance 
of a sander from KUSTER MFG. can revolutionize your opera

tion. Call or write today for a free informative catalog. 

Kuster Manufacturing, Inc. 
P.O. Box 34-FW 

Skillman, NJ 08558 
Phone: 1-201-359-4680 

--- - ---

KUSTER MFG. 
MACHINERY & TOOLS 

P O WE R · PE R F OR MA NCE · PR I CE  

Soften Edges 
Quickly & Easily 

Use the Radi Plane. More 
precise than sanding and 
faster than routing, it was 
designed for rounding edges. 
Twin high·carbon cutlers 
provide a rough and finish 
cut in one pass. Solid rock· 
maple body and gleaming 
brass sale plate make the 
Radi Plane as beautiful as it 
is  practical. 

Acton Moulding and 
Supply, lnc. 
614Q County Ad 1 7  
Helena, A L  35080 
'·800·228-0474 
205·663-0130 

AAA Wholesale Tool and 
Supply 
17309 Roscoe Boulevard 
Northridge. CA 91325 
81 8·996·1800 

Alias AmerlcanTool Co. 
869 N Hollywood Way 
Burbank. CA 91505 
818·954·9497 

Nemy Electric Tool Co. 
7635·A Auburn Blvd 
Cmus Heights CA 95610 
916·723·1088 

Tool City 8 
14136 E Firestone Blvd 
Santa Fe Springs CA 90670 
1·800·423·7899 
1 ·800·826·7819 ICA) 

Wisnoms Hardware 
Corner 1st & Delaware 
San Mateo CA 94401 
41 5·348·1082 

Schlosser Tool & Machinery 
301 BryantS! 
Denver CO 80219 
303·922·8244 

Brian's Tool Sales 
9 Moody Road 
Enheld CT 06082 
203·623·6282 

Jacksonville Woodworkers 
Supply, Inc. 
2535 Powers Ave 
Jacksonville Fl 33207 
904·737·7508 

R.A. Ness & Co. 
8888 N Milwaukee Ave 
Nlles.ll 60648 
312·824·0565 

The Tool Haus 
630 N Sllverfeal 
GladWin MI 48624 
1 -800·828-0�1 
m-234·0489IMII 

Woodworking Machinery & 
Supplies 
294 Beaty Dr 
Belmont. NC 28012  
704·827·3190 

The Tool Chest 
45 Emerson Plaza East 
Emerson. NJ 07630 
201·261 -8665 1261 ·Tooll 

Hadeler Hardware Inc. 
3 No MalnSt 
Pearl River NY 10965 
914·735·2066 

Norlhland Woodworking 
Supply 
1 Lee @ N  Genesee Sts 
Uhca NY 13502 
315·724·1299 

The Woodworkers' Store at 
Brewer's 
161 E Boston Post Road 
Mamaroneck NY 10543 
914·698·3232 

Whole Earth Access 
2990 7th Slreet 
Berkeley CA 94710 
41 5·848-3600 

Diversified Equipment & Supply lehman Hardware 

1 1 223 Blair Road 4779 Kidron Ad 

Charlotte NC 28212 Kidron OH 44636 

704.545.5198 216·857·5441 

Blades come fully sharpened and can 
be micro·adjusted to put a radius of 
from 1116" to 1/4" on any edge. 

Molt Master Power Tools 
5228 Markel Slreet 
Youngslown. OH 44512 
2 16-183·2130 

Oualily Saw & Tool, Inc. 
32a S Main SI 
Mansheld OH 44903 
419·526·4221 
1-800·523-4221 10HI 

Woodcrafters Supply Co. 
20 Arcadia Avenue 
Columbus OH 43202 
614·262·8095 

Wooderallers 
212 N E S,xth 
Portland OR 97232 
503·231·0226 

Mar·Wood Hardwoods 
406·A Hunllngdon Pike 
Rockledge PA 191 1 1  
1·800·255·8363 
215·663·0446 (PAl 

Olde Mill Cabinet Shoppe 
Rd#3 Box 547·A 
Camp Bet1y Washington Ad 
York PA 17402 
717·755·8884 

Cherokee lumber Company 
1410 SeVierville Pike 
Maryville TN 37802 
615-982-8250 

Wood World 
13650 Floyd Rd SUlle 101 
Dallas TX 75243 
214·669-9130 

The Source 
7305 Boudcnol Dr 
SprcngheJd VA 22150 
800·452·9999 
703·644·5460 

Country Home Center 
Jet Rles 15 & 100 
MOrriSVille. VT 05661 
802·888·3177 

Madison Builders Supply, Inc. 
2021 E Madison 
Seattle WA 98122 
206·328·2964 
800·426· 1 1 64 

The Wooden Boal Shop 
1007 NE Soal 5t 
Seattle WA 98105 
206·634·36110 

Reinhold Brothers Company 
2402 West lIsbon Avenue 
Milwaukee WI 53205 
414·344·5230 

For other areas contact: Robert Larson Company, Inc. 
33 Dorman Ave. ,  San FranCiSCO, CA 94t24 ' (4t 5) 821 · 1 021 

Dealer inquiries 
welcomed. 
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:J lU'. 1 ph. 230V �lolOr �lagnetic 

Conu'Ol Call 

I W I u>. 1 151230V 1 ph. �loLOr & 
Swit.ch Call 

1 60-2 Vm'. Speed LaU,c I HP 

1 15f23O Call 

260-1 Vm". Speed u,U,e 1 I u> 
1 1 5t230 Mag. Control Call 

1 180·1 G" Jointer I lIP. I ph. 

1 15f23OV �lolOl' Call 

480 S" Jointer 1 1rl HP. 1 ph. 

1 1512:JOV Motor Call 

490·1 15" i3<Uld Saw w/base 
1 lIP. U5t23OV MalO., Can 

34·01 15" Floor �Ioclel Drill press 

m I U'. Molar Can 
130·] 14" Planer :l I l l>, 1 ph. 230V 

So. Burlington, \"1' O:HU;J B02·BG:J·OO:JG 
"Freight included, Except Alaska & Hawaii 



DOMESTIC & FOREIGN 

HARDWOODS 
Qual i ty stock for 

Cabinet Work 

Most a l l  s izes from 
1 "  up to 4 "  in thickness 

HARDWOODS 

ASH- BASSWOOD 
B I RC H  - BUTTERNUT 

C H ERRY - C H ESTNUT 
EBONY - MAPLE-OAK 
POPLAR- ROSEWOOD 

TEAK-WALNUT 
A l so hardwood plywoods 

SOFTWOODS 

SUGAR P I N E - CYPRESS 
C EDAR- SPRUCE 
DOUGLAS FIR etc.  

MAURICE L. CONDON CO. ,  INC. 
248 Ferris Avenue 

Whi te P la ins, N .Y. 10603 
9 14-946-4 1 1 1  

Monday through Friday 
8 AM to 4:30 PM 

20" PLANER 

• Large 20" x 8" capacity 
• 4 Blade ball bearing cutterhead 
• 2 Automatic feeds - 16 & 20 FPM 
• 3 H.P. single phase 220V motor 
• Table size is 26" x 20" and is precision 

ground cast iron. 
• Dust hood and extension rollers are 

standard equipment. 
• Weighs a hefty 950 Ibs. 

MODEL G 1 033 
ONLY $1295.00! 

FOB WILLIAMSPORT, PA 
or BELLINGHAM, WA 

WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI: 
P.O. BOX 2069 
BELLINGHAM. WA 98227 
(2061 647-0801 Several Lines 

r 
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- - - - - - - - - - -

ANYTIME ANYWHERE ANYWOOD 
W&H Molder-Planer & Lathe 
Professionals and hobbyists alike know the strengths of our products! 

The W&H Molder-Planer converts from planing to molding in only two minutes, and 
duplicates moldings from 3/4" deep to 7" wide. 

Our 1 2 "  Lathe, with its cast iron headstock/tailstock and solid steel ways, has four
speed versatility and 46" between centers! 

Superior made-in-USA construction, exceptional warranties, and free 30 day trials are 
your assurance of long life and total satisfaction. 

Mail this ad or call us toll-free today. 

• 
1 -800-258-1380 In NH 603-654-6828 
Wil l iams & Hussey 
P.O. Box 1 1 49, Dept. 1 38EA 
Wi lton,  NH 03086 
YES! Send your free information kit today! 

Name ____________________________________________ __ 
Address __________________________________________ _ 
City ____________________ State __________ Zip ________ __ 

- - - - - - - - - - -
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GRIZZL V'S WINNERS! 

DUST COLLECTORS 
These three models have sold extremely 
well and are an absolute necessity for any 
shop where sawdust & chips are a problem. 

MODEL G1028 - 2 Bags, 1 H.P. 

ONLY $295.00 
MODEL G1029 - 2 Bags, 2 H.P. 

ONLY $355.00 
MODEL G1030 - 4 Bags, 3 H.P. 

ONLY $525.00 
PRICES ARE FOB BELLINGHAM, WA 

or WILLIAMSPORT, PA 

• 15" x 6" capacity 

1 5" 
PLANER 

THE 
BEST 1 5" 
PLANER 
ON THE 

MARKET! 

• 3 blade, ball-bearing cutterhead 

• 2 H.P. single phase 220V motor 

• Heavy duty cast-iron construction 

• Dust hood & extension rollers are 
standard equipment 

• Weighs a solid 500 Ibs. 

MODEL G 1 021 
ONLY $695.00! 

FOB WILLIAMSPORT, PA 
or BELLINGHAM, WA 

EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI: 
2406 REACH ROAD 
WILLIAMSPORT. PA 17701 
(7171 326-3806 Several Lines 
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Carbide Sawblades 
Compromises in quality make for affordable cuts 

by Jim Cummins 

Fig. 1 :  Terminology 

Shou lder 

Optional copper layer 
for extra resiliency 

Tooth face 

Relief here allows 
resharpening without 
contacting gullet. 

Carbide tip 

Long tooth design for 
extra life requires more 
power, risks breakage. 

Teeth set in pockets 
for extra support 

AII-purpose 'blade .... 
All-purpose 4O-tooth 'blade 
can be ground for sharp cuts 

RiP'.�ad� 
or long life, as. expJained in Fig. 2. 

"Typical heavY-duty rip blade with long 
. - - shoulder to limit ·depth of cut and prevent 
.�" . · tooth damage from ove.rJoad. Not good 

fo; crosscutting; will chip plywoods, -
plastic�) . particleboard. 
4- .  � Y _ • 

Trim blade 

Blades with very many teeth 
cut smoothly in all materials, 
but have cramped gullet space 
and small shoulders that may 
fail if abused (see photo p. 39). 

More hoo/c., cuts faster, easier, rougher. 

Combination blade 

Non-ferrous-metal cutting blade 

Non·ferrous blad� gives smooth cuts in wooCf, 
plywoods, plastics, particleboard; good cholf;8 
for radial-arm·and miter saws. Low or negative 
rake cuts smoothly, requires more power. 

Any sawblade is a series of compromises that affect how)ong the blade 
how smoothly it will cut and how much power it will reqUIre. A gain in one of fh�rse:�"'sr\ 
requires a loss in the others, as further explained in Fig. 2. The text discusses how these valrfajt!/�s, 
add up to help you chqose the best cut for the money. 

A top·of· the·line carbide tablesaw blade costs more than 
some motorized 1 0· in. tablesaws. Does it make sense for 

a woodworker to shell out 5 1 00'plus for such a blade ? 
There's no single answer, but after researching this article, I for· 
mulated a two· part rule of thumb: First, don't spend more than 
1 5% of the cost of your tablesaw on any one blade; second, figure 
on spending from 2 5% to 50% of the saw's cost on three or four 
special·purpose blades that will let you cut just about anything. 
While this may sound arbitrary, it's based on careful observations, 

No sawblade can be better than the tablesaw powering it. In 
fact, I spent about 5900 on sawblades for my Sears saw in the first 
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five years I ran my shop, ignorantly buying tootllier blades each 
time in hopes of finding one that would cut both smoothly and at 
an economical rate. It wasn't until I bought a RockweIVDelta 
Contractors Saw with about 50% more horsepower that I found 
out I had some real winners. Four of these are in constant use 
today, while the rest of my investment mostly hangs on the wall. 

I'll tell you what my oid favorites are, but I'm convinced that 
the most Significant part of my list is the type of blade, not the 
manufacturer: a 1 0· tooth ripping blade (Winchester), which can 
slog through full·depth cuts on anything I've ever fed it; a 
40·tooth combination blade (Freud ) that's on the saw 95% of the 



time; an 80-tooth, thin-kerf plywood blade (Freud); and a 1 20-tooth 

no-set steel blade (Simonds), which I use for cutting aluminum 
picture-frame molding, but which can give me a glassy surface on 
wood on the few days a year I want it. At one time, all my blades 
were steel. I switched to carbide because my steel blades dulled 
too quickly, especially in abrasive, man-made materials. One saw
blade manufacturer I talked with mentioned an informal test his 
company had done comparing two types of carbide blades with a 
steel blade. One carbide blade cut 1 2,000 linear ft. of particle
board; the other cut 9,000 ft.; the steel blade was hopelessly 
dull after 300 ft. 

My saw is now about 10 years old, and while it's in pretty good 
tune and a darn nice machine for the money, it's incapable of 

showing up noticeable differences in blades that cost more than 
about 8 55. But when I tried the same expensive sawblades on a 
new, fine-tuned, General tablesaw, their special qualities became 
apparent. The owner of the saw, Jim Van Etten of Perkasie, N.J. ,  
had recently spent three hours getting the blade perfectly parallel 
with the miter slots, aligning his Biesemeyer fence and adjusting 
his shopmade sliding tables. This attention is critical for smooth, 
splinter-free cuts. One easy day-to-day test for proper fence 
alignment is that both sides of tile cut should show an X-pattern 
resulting from the front teeth cutting down and the back teeth 
cutting up. For some applications, the back of the fence can be 
canted a hair away from the blade. This will give a smoother cut 
on the fence side of tile blade, but on the offcut, the teeth at the 
back of the blade will cause a rough cut and surface tearout. 

For this article, I interviewed major sawblade manufacturers, as 
well as some small saw shops. I called woodworkers around the 
country for their opinions. I bought, and borrowed, about four 
dozen blades, tried them in my shop and persuaded other wood
workers to try them in theirs. Taking a look at this assortment is 
by no means a "test." That would require subjecting perhaps 
three dozen blades of each design from each manufacturer to test 
cuts until they were dull. Without such rigor, results are bound 
to be subjective, although some clear patterns did emerge: Saw
blades do work best cutting the materials tile manufacturers say 
they should cut and, yes, you get what you pay for. When I 
counted last, I owned 28 sawblades; the ones tllat I prefer to use 
are tile most expensive in each category. This doesn't mean, 
however, that you have to pay big bucks for good cuts. 

Grades and tolerances - Most manufacturers make several 
grades of blades, aimed at tl1fee broad markets. The top line is for 
industrial use. The middle line is for contractors. The bottom line 
is for "consumers." 

Industry needs sawblades so uniform tlley can be ganged up 1 0  
or more a t  a time on an arbor, then run a t  high horsepower and 
feed rates. Ten-inch industrial blades sell in the range from $75 
to $200, depending on the number of teetll. Even so, a large part 
of the blade's cost is the plate-the alloy-steel disc the teeth are 
brazed to. Both the initial cost of the plate and the cost of the 
manufacturing steps to bring it to close tolerances can make an 
expensive blade even more costly. 

Contractors don't need industrial-quality blades and are more 
likely to be concerned with the most cut for the dollar. By relax
ing tolerances a little and automating, manufacturers can sell very 
good blades between 835 and 860. SpeCial promotions can yield 
incredible values-Freud's new version of my oId combination 
blade, for exanlple, costs less than half, from today's discounters, 
of what I paid retail. Similar values from U.S. Saw, DML, SystiMa
tic, Delta, Amana, FS Tool, Forrest and all tile others competing 
for your dollar make carbide blades real bargains. 

Two setups for checking blade/arbor runout. If you don't 
have a dial indicator, you can make do with an engineers' 
rule clamped to the miter gauge and an automotive feeler 
gauge to check the gaps. The masking tape on this blade 
indicates high spots-initial runout was 0.007 in. -yet by 
reorienting the blade on the arbor, it was made to run true. 

Industry thinks "consumers" just want to get the job done as 

cheaply as possible. Tolerances are so loose in this part of the 
market that it's safe to generalize: Good blades don't come in 
blister packs; the flashier the packaging, the cheaper the blade. 

The technology to make the best sawblade in the world is 
available to anyone who wants to use it. The few proprietary 
patents and new tooth designs don't amount to all that much. In 
fact, any carbide sawblade you pick up is likely to be worth the 
money, provided you buy it on sale. There are many ways to get 
sawblades into an attractive price range for contractors and 
homeowners. It's a benefit, when making up your mind to buy, to 
be able to discern where the cost cutting was done. First, let's 
consider the saw plate. 

The plate -The plate should be alloy steel that's tempered to an 
appropriate hardness. Standards range anywhere from 30Rc 
(Rockwell C scale) to 46Rc or even 48Rc. Most plates on industrial 
blades range from 38Rc to 44Rc. The higher the plate hardness, 
the more the blade can be deflected and twisted without perma
nent deformation. Some manufacturers talk about plate hardness 
in their ads, and you can always ask the ones who don't. For the 
average woodworker feeding the saw by hand, plate hardness is 

not as important as it is in industry, where feed rates can 
approach 300 ft. per minute. 

What is important is that the plate is the reference for all 
sharpening. The arbor hole in the plate should be as snug as pos
sible on tile arbor. It is the reference for the concentricity of the 
teeth; the plate surface just below the teeth is the reference for 
top, face and side grinding. Two ways of checking plate flatness, 

or runout, are shown in the photo above. Holding a backlit 
straightedge against the plate will also show runout. A plate that 
is not flat will be forced flat as each tOOtll is sharpened, tllen will 
spring back, leaving the teeth out of line. A blade that is not con
centric because of a loose-fitting arbor hole, or that has teeth out 
of line, will not only be less efficient and less smooth cutting, but 
will require more frequent sharpenings, at S 10 to 820 a shot. 

Cheap plates are merely punched out- as if using a cookie cut
ter-then polished to look good in tile store. The dividing line 
seems to be about 8 25,  discount price. Such a blade might be an 
excellent value if you pl�n to rough-cut cheap stock and discard 
the blade after a sharpening or two. 

Better plates are flattened by sanding or grinding. A sanded 
plate will show grind marks that spiral out noticeably toward the 
rim; ground plates, which can be made more precisely, will show 
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marks that are concentric. The finer the grind marks, generally, 
the more careful the manufacturer was. A plate can lose its flat
ness through abuse. Sticking a screwdriver in an expansion slot to 
loosen the arbor nut is not wise-as little as O.OO I - in. abrupt run
out makes for a noticeably scratchy cut. Heat buildup from hard 
running or forcing an overdull blade can also distort the plate. 

Manufacturers go to great lengths to make sawblades look 
good, but one thing that hasn't occurred to them yet is that you 
can look into the arbor hole and tell a lot about how carefully a 
blade was made. Cheap arbor holes are simply punched to size, 
and this is obvious to the eye. The edges of the hole will be bent 

Fig_ 2: Grinds 

Blades can be designed to work best in par
ticular materials by choosing the appropriate 
combination of hook angle, grind type, grind 
angles and number of teeth. Some of the nec
essary compromises are noted below. 

Side view 

in, and there will be a fracture line within the hole showing 
where the center popped loose. Better arbor holes are at first cut 
or punched to a rough diameter, then brought to true round by 
reaming or grinding. Reaming is fast and leaves a smooth surface 
with minor, intermittent scoring and chatter marks. Grinding is 

better, but bad grinding is done fast, leaving slag and rough score 
marks. Manufacturers who skimp on arbor-hole machining tend 
to make the hole oversize, on the theory that if a blade fits loose

ly, it's better than if it doesn't fit at all. But if a blade fits loosely, 
it's only by luck that you'll ever get it to run true. 

The other quality affecting the plate is its tensioning. Tension-

�

���r:s 

Hook 
angle 

Front view 

Side 
profi le 
relief 

Side bevel relief 

Top view 

----r i' 40 
. . d h . d "  �bl �--"':::""':'------'-L..I_ra:.;;!l ------.. ..... -' I )Ie 

Flat or rtp grtn c ops mto en gram- Is sta e 
in cut, long lasting, but takes power. With high 
hook angle, this profile is good for ripping 
solid wood. With low or negative hook angle, 
this profile is good for non-ferrous metals. So 
called 'glue line' blades have reduced 
side profile relief and cut slower. 

Alternate face bevel imparts slight top bevel. 
Face bevels are most often, but not always, 
seen on teeth that have top bevels as well. 
Face bevels tend to clear sawdust well, pro
ducing longer life and requiring less power for 
fast feed in all materials. 

Alternate top bevels slice, and may be from 5° 
to 40°. Mild bevels with high hook angles re
duce power demands for ripping; moderate 
bevels of 10° to 20°, usually seen in combina
tion with moderate hook angles of from 6° to 15� cut clean for all-purpose work in solid 
woods, most plywoods; high bevels, 25° and 
up, usually with low or negative hook angle, 
minimize surface tearout in delicate plywoods 
and melamine. 

Triple-chip tooth gouges out initial groove, 
limiting surface tearout to center of kerf; 
rakers then clean-cut edges of kerf. Rakers 
may be flat grind for long life (top), alternate
top-bevel or alternate-face-bevel for less sur
face tea rout (bottom). Hook angles have same 
effects noted above: High hook angles result 
in longer life with less power required, but cut 
rougher; low or negative hook angles cut 
smoother, require higher feed pressure. 
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ing is pre-distorting the saw plate by means of hammering or roller 
pressure. This leaves stresses in the steel that tend to push the 
blade's rim out when the blade is at rest. When the blade is run
ning, centrifugal force at the rim balances the tensioning and lets 
the plate run true. Tensioning also allows for some rim expansion 
from heat buildup. To a major extent, the blade's expansion slots 
leave room for this, and I believe that tensioning of a 1 0- in. blade 
in average use is less important than its flatness. Runout, or blade 

wobble, should be no more than 0.004 in., and a gradual runout 
affecting many teeth is better than an abrupt one. 

Plates can be made in various thicknesses. Some Japanese 
plates are so thin that they cut kerfs barely more than VI6 in. 

wide, while some rip blades clear a kerf of almost 3A6 in., and a 
number of blades have thin-rim designs that feature a heavy plate 
in the center with a thinner edge. Standard plate thickness is 
about 0.085 in., which seems good for most work. My favorite rip 
blade's plate is 0.095 in. thick. I like the heavy plate on this blade 
for several reasons: Its mass keeps it turning when a thin plate 
might bind and helps damp out shock from hitting knots or con
trary grain. And it's also almost deflection-free. 

A good case can be made for thin-kerf blades, provided they 
are not misused. On tablesaws that bog down frequently, a blade 
with a narrower kerf has the advantage of needing less power 
because it is removing less wood. The main problem with thin-kerf 
blades is vibration in the cut, causing deep gouging that has to be 
planed or sanded away. It is a good idea not to force thin-kerf 
blades so that they slow down from normal speed range-the 
blade's natural vibration frequency will become excited and am
plified by vibrations generated in cutting, causing the blade to 
flutter. Also, don't feed too slowly, as heat buildup may distort 
the plate. I have not found that stiffeners or dampeners are neces
sary to get good cuts on my saw, but on a more powerful saw 
allowing faster feed rates, they may prove beneficial. It is a good 
idea to save thin-kerf blades for cutting top-grade stock that's not 
likely to warp or twist. As one woodworker I talked with put it; 
"When you're cutting a 5 200 claro walnut board or a S l OO sheet 
of plywood, a thin-kerf blade can mean the difference between a 
usable offcut and a piece of scrap." Smaller diameters of the 
thin-kerf family make admirable blades for hand-held circular 
saws, because their free-cutting action greatly reduces fatigue. 

Here's a tip from the experts: After you tighten the arbor nut, 
give the saw a short power bump, then watch for runout as the 
blade winds down. If ther�'s any runout viSible, change tile blade's 
orientation on the arbor and try again until it runs true. If using 
stabilizers or a dampener, rotate these to various orientations as 
well. While checking one sawblade with a dial indicator, I was 
able to reduce a nmout of 0.007 in. to nothing-a freak occurrence 
where my arbor and plate runout exactly cancelled each other. 

The carbide - Carbide is composed of fine grains of extremely 
hard tungsten-carbon particles cemented together with cobalt as 
a binder in a process called sintering, which involves pressing 
powders together, while applying heat below melting tempera
ture, to produce a coherent mass. Carbide is usually rated on a 
hardness scale from C l  (soft and tough, with up to 8% cobalt) to 
C4 (hard and brittle, with as little as 2% cobalt). I would not 
make a big deal about which carbide grade the manufacturer 
uses, because C1 carbide is about 89Rc, and C4 is about 94Rc 
(diamond is lOORc). Also, tlle "C" rating does not define the mate
rial-carbide grains may be coarse, fine or mixed; binder alloys 
vary; homogeneity within each tooth can vary. Cheap carbide 
may be so full of voids that the cutting edge simply flakes away, 
but good carbide is pretty much all good. I found no bad carbide 

Blades with a lot of teeth don't have much room for shoul· 
ders. Here are a few that failed-most likely while cutting 
aluminum-and were returned as 'defective' to the dealer. 

on any blade except a Sears 20- tooth all-purpose ( 525), which 
had seven teeth chipped or pitted, as shown in the photo on p. 4 1 .  

To make a tooth, the mixture of carbon and cobalt i s  pressed 
together in a mold and sintered into solid form in an oven. Teeth 
can be molded so close to final size that, on cheap blades, the 
tops alone are ground, with the faces and sides retaining the dull 

gray, matte finish from the mold. Avoid these. Some design ap
proaches to shape are shown in the drawings, but I feel normal, 
moderate-sized teeth up to about If> in. long are the best bet. 
The photos on p. 4 1  show nearly 20 years of grinding on my first 
carbide blade from Sears (535 then, 555  now), and there's a little 
more life in it yet. Big teeth may promise a few more sharpenings, 
but you'll use a lot of power and time over the l ife of the blade, 
dragging them through the cut. 

The carbide chunks are brazed into pockets on the plate'S 
shoulders, which were cut, along with the gullets, when the plate 
was made. Teeth brazed directly to the front of a blade without 
being pocketed used to be the sign of a really cheap blade, but I 
found none of these. Also, I did not find bad brazing on any of the 
sawblades I considered for this article, so I will not dwell on 
the things that can go wrong-shoulders losing temper and being 
softened by too much heat, lack of adhesion from too little heat, 
serious voids, etc. It seems these are problems of the past, but 
that's not to say you shouldn't keep your eyes open. 

The nwnber of teeth -There's something immediately appeal
ing about a blade with a lot of teetll. The truth is, however, that 
you are best off with the fewest teeth you can get away with for 

the job. The rule is that there should be at least two, but not 
more than four, teeth in the cut at any one time. For extended 
blade life, it pays to raise your sawblade high when smoothness is 
not important. Use the guard, of course. Lower the blade to get 
more teeth in the material for smoother cuts. 

The more teeth, the faster the blade dulls, for three reasons: 

First, when there are a lot of teeth, each tooth takes small chips, 
which gives a smooth surface with little breakout and chipping, 

but each toOtil hits the wood more often and the initial impact 
against the wood is a serious dulling factor. Second, when there 
are a lot of teeth, blades tend to recut the chips, in effect doing 
much more work than is necessary. A third factor is chip size. 
Good-sized chips carry away much of the heat from cutting; small 
chips don't. Blades with a lot of teeth run hot and cut slow. 

Another factor working against high tooth numbers is geome
try. There's only about 30 in. around the rim of a l O- in. sawblade, 
and each tooth needs room for the carbide chunk, for the gul
let and for the shoulder. An 80-tooth blade needs three times 

80 divisions, or approximately Vs in. for carbide, Vs in. for gul

let, and Vs in. for shoulder. Take a look at the damaged high-tooth 

blades shown in the photo above. If such a blade flutters a little, 
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Fig_ 3: New faces 

V-face or hollow face produces two points 
when top is ground flat- minimizes surface 
tearout. With triple-chip grind, hook angle is 
reduced at tip, for smoother-cut edge. 

==�DJI!1!!E*!E!$======4r:JlIz«t!:.'!r::X =:;::. ===;;;;.(�. Hook-face tooth has high rake angle when new. "'r � 
Thin-kerf design cuts fast and rough. Alternate teeth offset -----

Low-profile or horizontal tooth 
cuts fast and rough. 

or catches an offcut or a loose knot, a tooth can find itself taking 
three times the impact load for which it was designed, which will 
break either the braze, the tooth or the shoulder. This is a par
ticularly serious problem if you are trying to cut aluminum iJ;! a 
miter saw. Don't do it. 

Hook angles, as shown in figure 1 ,  are built into a blade when 
the plate is cut. The higher the hook angle, the more aggressive, 
and rougher, the cut. The lower the hook angle, the more the 
tooth acts as a scraper. Let's say a "normal" hook angle is 1 0°. A 
higher hook angle makes a blade act as if it had fewer teeth-it  
will cut  faster and require less power. A lower hook angle, par
ticularly a negative hook angle, makes a blade act as if it had 
more teeth. Blades with lots of teeth and low hook angles may 
excel on a miter saw or a radial-arm saw, where cuts are relative
ly short and feed pressure not too important. But if they are used 
on the tablesaw, they may require objectionally high feed pres
sure and may heat up too much on long cuts, burning the work 
and pOSSibly warping the plate. 

The advice to use as few teeth as possible depends on the cut
ting job. All else being equal, the more teeth, the smoother the 
cut. Rip blades usually run from 1 0  teeth to 40 teeth. If you have 
to surface the sawn edge anyway, it makes little sense to choose a 
rip blade with more than 20 teeth. Blades with more than 50 
teeth are usually designed to crosscut wood or to saw plywoods, 
non-ferrous metals, particleboard and plastics, where smoothness 
of the cut is more important than speed and blade life. 

The grind-Every cutting edge needs some elementary clear
ances, or relief angles, which are shown in figure 2. These allow 
the cutting edge to bite into the work without friction from the 
top and sides of the tooth. Top and side clearances are fairly 

standard, and there's not much to be said about them except that 
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blades should be cleaned when pitch starts to build up in these 
areas. Typical cleaners include kerosene, alcohol, ammonia or 
oven cleaner. 

Clearance between the sides of the plate and the work being cut 
is provided by mak.ing the teeth wider than the plate. In addition, 
there is usually a radial (or side-profile) clearance of typically 
0.007 in. to 0.0 1 0  in. from the tip of d1e tood1 down to the bottom 
of the tooth. Some planer-type blades have radial clearances of 
0.00 1 in. and less for an especially smooth cut, rivaling hollow
ground steel blades. The two best-known contenders for an ulti
mately smooth cut, Forrest's Woodworker I and Freud's LU85M, 
take different approaches toward d1e goal. Forrest grinds little 
or no radial clearance and uses a thin plate machined to very 
precise tolerances to provide sufficient plate clearance. Freud's 
LU85M is designed to have as little plate clearance as possible, on 
the theory that if a tood1 doesn't stick out far, it can't scratch 
much. The blade is therefore coated with Teflon, because in most 
cutting, the plate will rub. Freud includes special sharpening 
instructions, because if this blade is sharpened normally, all plate 
clearance can be lost and the blade may start to smoke. While 
this design approach may have its drawbacks, it makes the blade 
particularly appropriate for vibration-prone machinery-miter 
saws, radial-arm saws and tablesaws with lumpy belts, arbor run
out, out-of-round pulleys, unbalanced motors or od1er flaws
provided there's enough power to keep it turning. 

With these obligatory clearances in mind, the simplest grind is 
a flat-top, flat-face rip tooth. It works like a chisel with the grain, 
chopping in, then popping out hefty chips. The whole edge cuts, 
so the blade requires considerable power, but wear is slow be
cause it's spread across the whole cutting edge. Square teeth have 
a stable cutting geometry. This is offset somewhat by typically 
high hook angles that follow changes in grain direction, leading 



This old Sears blade ([eft) has been resharpened many times. Although there's 
hardly any carbide left, the blade cuts smoother than the new one at right because 
it was sharpened more carefully. It also cuts easier, because the teeth have become 
smaller and thinner, so less carbide has to be dragged through the cut. 

It>s worth inspecting blades before you 
buy. On this Sears combination blade 
(about $25), seven of the 20 teeth were 
chippetl or had pitting and inclusions. 
Even on costly blades, magnification 
may show similar sharpening damage. 

to rough cuts. Like a chisel, a rip tooth cuts poorly cross-grain. 
A cure for the rough cut, while keeping balance, is the triple

chip design. A leading tooth has its corners ground off so it plows 
a center groove, which is then cleaned up by one or more rip 
teeth, called rakers, that follow it. These blades are effective in 
particleboard or other materials that have uniform tough struc
ture. A triple-chip blade with square rakers and a low or negative 
hook angle is good for non-ferrous metals, but not for cross-grain 

cutting in splintery plywoods. Where surface splintering is a 
problem, you need teeth with sharp corners to sever the work. 

There are a few ways to grind points onto teeth. If a rip tooth's 
face is beveled, a mild point on one corner of the tooth will 
result because of the way the face bevel intersects the top clear
ance angle. Points can be put onto teeth by such exotic grinds as 
V- top grinds, hollow faces or concave faces, but by far, the most 
common tactic is to alternately bevel the tops of the teeth. This 
bevel can be as mild as 5° or as steep as 4<f. The higher the bevel 
angle, the sharper and more fragile the tooth. 

For cutting splintery plywoods, a triple-chip tooth may be 
followed by two or more alternate-top-bevel teeth. Such a blade 
with mild top bevels will be more stable in the cut than one with 
high top bevels. The tradeoff in triple-chip blades is that one with 
square rakers may splinter the veneer, bu t will produce a 
smoother-cut edge. One with high alternate top bevels will pro
duce a scratchier-cut edge but with no tearout, and is best for 
veneer, laminate or melanline. If the tearout problem is para
mount, you want a blade with top bevels of between 30° and 4<f. 
Such a blade will dull fast, but the long point will still give a 
splinter-free cut for a longer time than a shallow-bevel blade that 
is in fact sharper. 

Triple-chip blades are designed for man-made materials, but if 
they have moderate alternate- top-bevel rakers, they can be used 
on solid woods as well, making them something of a jack-of-all
trades. Another good all-around blade would be a 40- tooth with 
alternate top bevels between 1 5° and 200. Spokesmen throughout 
the industry recommend this type of blade for general-purpose 
cutting in the average sho·p. It can smoothy crosscut solid woods, 
plywoods, particleboard and laminates, and if not pushed too 
hard, can rip up to 2- in.- thick hardwoods. 

The last candidate for all-purpose work is a combination blade 
like my oid Freud, Witll groups of teeth consisting of four alter
nate- top-bevel teeth followed by a flat-top raker ground a little 
lower. The usual number of teetll is 50, ten groups separated by 
deep gullets. Because of their popularity, everybody makes a 
blade of this design-I tried half a dozen and thought they were 
all excellent-but the consensus is that you are better off buying 

separate blades more specifically designed for the work at hand. 
Figure 3 shows a few new tooth shapes. The V-top and hollow

face grinds can be found on some very good sawblades indeed, 
and produce chip-free cuts in difficult plywoods and melamine. 
But fancy teeth on cheap blades seem aimed for the consumer 
market, and the generally loose tolerances necessitated by this 
price range mean you might get a very good blade for the money, 
but you might also not. A V- tooth gives a smoother cut than tile 
number of teeth would suggest, but requires high feed pressure. 
The hook tooth and tile horizontal tooth both cut very fast, but I 
wouldn't call either cut smootll. 

The polish-With tile grind geometry established, the next con
sideration is how well tile carbide has . been sharpened. Carbide 
must be ground with diamond wheels. Some shops use as coarse 
as 1 80-grit wheels, but the best shops finish with up to 600 grit. 
Diamond of 400 grit leaves a finish on carbide comparable to 
what an �O-grit aluminum-oxide grinding wheel leaves on steel. 
TIle surface depends not only on tile grit size, but on the slow
ness of tile pass, tile lubricant used and the condition of the 
wheel. Contrary to general opinion, sil icon- carbide "green 
wheels" do not sharpen carbide, but merely remove the cobalt 
binder material. They can be used to rough-shape carbide, but 
will not leave a true sharp edge. 

A rough grind on tile face, sides and top indicates that the cut
ting edge is ragged, and there is a good chance that the points of 
many teeth will be missing. Any manufacturer can have a bad day 
in tllis regard and it doesn't necessarily mean that the blade is 
inferior. Provided the plate is good, you'll get many years' work 
from it, and a good sharpening service can make the blade better 
than new indefinitely. A highly polished carbide surface, on the 
other hand, does not necessarily indicate a sharp cutting edge. It 
may be the result of a glazed, clogged and worn diamond wheel 
that has overheated tile cutting edge, leaving it weak and frac
tured-you'll be more likely to see this on a resharpening rather 
than on tile original grind, and I'd worry about it. The true test of 
a good grind is to inspect the cutting edge under magnification. 
You can verify this yourself very easily. Take a carbide blade that 
has seen some service and look for a tooth that has picked up 
more than its share of pitch on tile top or face. I'll bet that even 

under low magnification, you will find the tooth's corners 
chipped off. By examining teeth under higher magnification, say 
20X or 30X, you can tell a lot about how a blade will cut even 
before you mount it on the saw. D 

Jim Cummins is an associate editor of Fine Woodworking 
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The author builds period 
reproduction mantels, such 
as the one shown here, 
using antebellum mantels as 
inspiration_ This 
bloclifront mantel 
incorporates grooved 
pilasters, raised panels 
and a variety of moldings 
made with simple 
milling procedures_ 

Building Fireplace Mantels 
Antebellum designs provide inspzration 

by Ben Erickson 

F ireplace mantels of the antebellum South range from rigid 
interpretations of classical architectural styles to more 
homely examples shaped by the whim of the homeowner and 

his builder's skills. To arrive at mantel designs for the houses I 
restore, I've studied 25 antebellum mantels in central-western 
Alabama, where I live. Built in the Greek Revival style that swept 
the young republic between 1 825 and 1 860, these designs have 
been a good source of inspiration, and when altered to suit modern 
building codes, they're perfectly suitable for new homes as well. 

Even though Greek Revival is associated with strict rules of 
proportioning and detail, I haven't been able to develop universal 
design rules based on mantels I've seen. I suspect the local build
ers lacked formal architectural training and copied high-style 
pieces they had seen or heard about. I'm not the first designer to 
have problems determining proportions. Even Asher Benjamin, 
1 9th-century housewright, author and architectural authority, 
was reluctant to formulate precise guidelines. "The proportions 
of chimney pieces," he wrote, "I am obliged to leave to the judge
ment of the workman, as no exact rule can be laid down that will 

answer for every room." Still, the following construction guide
lines enable you to design and build a mantel to suit any fireplace. 
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Mantel anatomy-Mantels are embellishments meant to frame 
the fireplace, the focal point of the room in the days before cen
tral heating. The word mantel itself defines the entire ornamental 
structure surrounding the fireplace, not just the shelf above it. 
Figure 1 illustrates one type of mantel popular in the antebellum 
South, an elaborate design I call a blockfront. Figure 2 shows two 
more common styles. Although they have markedly different ap
pearances, all of these mantels consist of four major elements: a 
field, a shelf, pilasters and applied moldings. Some designs incor
porate a ftfth element: a decorative entablature board. 

The field is appropriately named, for it serves as the foundation 
to which the other parts are fastened. Basically, the field is an 
inverted U-shaped assembly made of three pieces-two vertical 
boards on either side of the fireplace opening and a horizontal 
board that spans the two. The field is made as a single unit, thus 
the mantel can be built on the bench and then attached to the 
wall. Field boards are traditionally solid wood, 1 in. to 1 % in. 
thick, with the horizontal piece tenoned into the verticals. In 
new work to be painted, you could just as easily use cabinet
grade plywood whose dimensional stability will reduce warping. 

Figure 1 shows typical dimensions for fields in period work But 

Drawings: lee Hov 



Fig. 1 :  Blockfront mantel 

Shelf applied to field first, then pilasters 
and plinth applied, then moldings wrap 
around pilasters. 

Shelf height 
varies from 52 in. to 62 in. 

Pilasters extend 
from top of 
plinth to 
underside of 
shelf. 

Moldings conceal 
joint in pilaster. 

Detail :  Mantel profile 

Pilaster, 4 in . 
to 7 in . wide, 
1 in. to 2 in . 
thick 

Nails are concealed 
by subsequent pieces 
of moldings. r-----_____ -::./ 1 
��,_--r_--�--J� 1� 

_ % 

�����1% 
__ - 1 

Molding conceals 
joint between 
pilaster and plinth. 

Molding trimmed 
to fiL irregularities 

-in-wall .,p''- . 
...... . . ... �.'" . .-

32 

Break-away nails 

Field 

Pilaster 

Fig. 2: Mantel types 

Simplest mantel 
consists of a field 
with a wide molding 
running up the 
vertical field and 
along the horizontal 
field under the shelf. 
The molding is 
mitered at the 
corners, forming a 
picture-frame effect. 

:-'" .,.;t. 

Shelf attached to field 

Entablature can be 
left plain or decorated 
with moldings. 

Horizontal field width, 
1 3  in. to 24 in . 

A more complex 
version is based on 
the column and 
lintel found in 
classical Greek and 
Roman architecture. 
The shelf rests atop 
a rectangular 
entablature board 
that spans a pair of 
pilasters mounted on 
either side of the 
fireplace opening. 
Entablature and 
pilasters are often 
scaled-down versions 
of the home's 
exterior facade. 
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in designing a mantel around existing brickwork, the fireplace 
opening's size, building code requirements and the need to have 
the shelf at a convenient height above the floor may severely lim

it variation in field dimension, particularly the horizontal field. 
Ideally, the horizontal field should be one-and-a-half times to 
twice as wide as the verticals to allow space to accommodate the 
graduated bands of moldings beneath the shelf. If a field this wide 
isn't workable, use less molding or no molding at all, otherwise 

the design will appear too crowded. Consider building the hori
zontal as a frame-and-panel construction if it must be very wide. 

The shelf is glued and nailed or screwed to the top edge of the 
horizontal field and to the ends of the vertical fields. Shelves I've 

examined vary in thickness from 1 in. to 2 in. and in width from 
8 in. to 1 2  in. I've found that the average thickness and width, 

about 1 % in. by 9% in., looks right for the majority of mantels 

I build. The shelf should be long enough to extend about 2 in. to 
4 in. past the outermost moldings applied beneath the shelf. In 
some period mantels, the vertical fields extend above the horizontal 
field by the thickness of the shelf. The shelf is notched around the 
verticals and nailed or screwed into place. This gives additional sup
port to the shelf, but it's not a necessity, as the moldings, pilasters 
and entablature add additional support. If you decide on a ply
wood field, reinforce the shelf joint with dowels or plates. 

Pilasters are the tall, rectangular projections that, along with 

Making mantel moldings 
With a little ingenuity, you don't need a 
shop full of expensive machinery to 
make mantel moldings. I make most of 
the proffies I need with a molding head 
on my tablesaw and with standard and 
shop-modified bits on my router table. 
Remember, a mantel doesn't require 
hundreds of lineal feet of molding, just 
two or three yards of each proffie. 

I shape the large nosing beneath the 
mantel shelf with a set of matched cut
ters in a molding head. (Mine is a Sears 
model 9HT3218 with a I-in. radius cut
ter.) With the cutter head set up (see fig
ure 3), I tilt the arbor to get the radius I 
want and take several shallow passes with 
each cutter until I reach the necessary 
depth. I finish the cut with a regular saw
blade tilted at an angle and then smooth 
to the final shape with a handplane and 
120-grit sandpaper. If you don't have a 
molding head, this proffie, along with 
many large convex shapes,  can be 
rough-shaped on the tablesaw with mul
tiple passes, then finished by hand. For 
all edge-shaping and sawing operations, 
use a featherboard to hold the work 
firmly against the fence. 

The large cove moldings applied be-

neath the shelf are also made on the ta
blesaw by feeding the wood diagonally 
across a regular sawblade. Varying the 
fence's angle and/or tilting the blade 
controls the cove's shape. For a nearly 
circular cove, feed the stock at close to a 
right angle; a deep, elliptical cove will 
result if the fence is more parallel to the 
blade. Tilting the arbor will make one 
side of the curve steeper, and a smaller 
blade will give a tighter curve. I make 
shallow, slow passes, increasing the 
blade height about Ilt6 in. per pass. A 
small cove can be milled into a large 
board and then sawn off, or a larger cove 
can be ripped down the center to pro
duce two separate moldings, as shown 
in the photo at right. For more on table
sawn moldings, see FWW #35 or FWW 
on Woodshop Specialties. 

Through and stopped flutes for pilas
ters are made quickly on the router 
table. Stopped flutes are blind-cut by 
plunging the wood down onto the bit 
while holding one edge of the pilaster 
firmly against the router-table fence. To 
keep track of where to start and stop the 
cut, I mark reference lines on the back of 
the pilaster and align these with marks on 

Fig. 3: Cutting a nosing Remove auxiliary fence 
for second cut. 

Auxi l iary fence 
screwed to 
saw fence 

Fin ished profi le 

Take shallow passes, 
tilt molding head on first and 
second cuts. 
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Second cut shapes 
remaining portion 
of curve. 

Fingerboard holds 
workpiece firmly 
against fence. 

\ 
Final cut with regular 
sawblade slices flat 
section. 

To cut a cove molding, run the work
piece along a fence a ngled to the 
blade. Make several shallow cuts, then 
rip the workpiece in half. Hold the work 
against the fence with a featherboard, 
using a push stick to finish the cut. 

the fence showing the bit's precise posi
tion. The centers of the flutes are marked 
lightly on the workpiece's face, then the 
fence is set an appropriate distance from 
the bit's center. lf your pilaster stock is 
warped or bowed, press it down firmly 
over the bit, otherwise the flutes will be 
too shallow and uneven. 

For through flutes, pass the pilaster 
over the bit along its full length, allow
ing the flutes to enter and exit at the 
ends. This may sound like a shortcut, 
but it's perfectly acceptable. Many peri
od mantels I've studied have pilasters 
decorated in this fashion. 

For matching unusual period mold
ings, I regrind high-speed steel router 
bits to the shape I need. First, I regrind a 
%-in.- or %-in.-wide, 60-grit grinding 
wheel to a curve. I shape the wheel using 
a star wheel or diamond-tip dresser, then 
coat a rabbet bit with layout die and mark 
the desired shape on the bit with a car
bide- tip machinist  scribe (Sears 
9HT4078). Next, I slowly grind to the 
line, holding the bit with locking pliers 
and quenching often to prevent softening 
the steel. Finally, I hone the bit with a slip 
stone. The entire process takes about an 
hour and is a good way to press old high
speed steel bits back into service. For 
more on grinding router bits, see FWW 
on Making and Modifying Tools. -B.B. 



moldings, give a mantel its architectural presence. Pilasters are 
usually solid boards, 1 in. to 2 in. thick, glued and screwed onto 
the vertical field from the rear before the mantel is installed. 
Depending on how elaborate the mantel is to be, pilasters can be 
straight or tapered in width toward the top at a Vi-in. to %- in. 

taper per foot of length. Pilasters can be left plain, reeded or flut
ed, as shown in the photo on p. 42, and can extend directly to 
the floor or be mounted atop a plinth block, as shown in figure 1 .  

Tiers of moldings usually extend beneath the shelf in step- like 
bands. ote in the photo on p. 42 that the moldings are mitered 
and return back to the wall or the field. The moldings, combina
tions of coves, rounds and ogees, are usually built up, but you 
could install a single-piece molding, such as a wide crown, in
stead. Although it's more work to fasten many individual pieces, 
it's easier to cut tight miters on them rather than fitting one large 

piece. For a less ornate mantel, you can skip the molding entirely, 
applying a rectangle of molding to the field that visually suggests 
a panel, as shown in the photo at right. 

Building a mantel-Armed with the average dimensions of 
mantels I've studied, I begin with a scale drawing of the fireplace 
and hearth, roughing in the shape of the mantel around it. I alter 
the dimensions of the mantel's components until they look right. 
Check your local building codes before settling on a design. Most 
require a minimum of 8 in. of exposed brick between the mantel 
and the fireplace opening, and some require that the shelf be at 
least 1 2  in. above the opening. This is usually not a problem, but 
it's better to know it ahead of construction. 

The overall width of the mantel should be such dlat the vertical 
fields extend to dle outer edge of the heardl, though in hearths set 
flush with the floor, dle fields can run past the hearth, onto the 
flooring. With a raised heardl, the fields must stop flush with or 
slighdy inside the outer edge of dle heardl. 111e height of the shelf 
above the floor can vary from 52 in. to 62 in., with 58 in. about 
average. In a floor-level flfeplace widl a low opening, 52 in. is 
about right; if the shelf is much higher dlan thiS, the horizontal 
field will be too wide and look awkward. Just the opposite is true 
for a fireplace with a raised hearth; a shelf height of 62 in. (above 
the floor) works well, otherwise the field will be too narrow. 

Usually the facing bricks on the front of the fireplace are laid 
flush with the surrounding wall so the mantel can simply bridge the 
gap. Occasionally, facing bricks are laid with dleir full width 
standing proud of the wall, so the mantel must box them in. In 
these cases, side pieces must be glued to the back face of the verti
cal fields and the shelf must be wide enough to accommodate the 
thickness of the bricks. For this reason, it's best to do final mea
suring after the brickwork and hearth are completed. This avoids 
the unpleasant surprise of a beautifully built mantel that won't fit  
dle wall. If  the wall protrudes slightly past the bricks, take up the 
gap with molding applied around the inside of the mantel opening. 

I assemble a mantel in the following sequence. First the field is 
glued and the shelf is glued, nailed or screwed on. Next, the pi
lasters and plinth blocks are butted under the shelf and screwed 
to the field from the back. If the mantel has an entablature board, 
it is screwed into place from behind and then the pilasters and 
plinth block are mounted below it. Finally, the moldings are mi
tered around dle pilasters (and the entablature, if there is one). 
As shown in figure 1 ,  the nails that fasten moldings under the 
shelf are hidden by subsequent moldings. I nail small mitered 
moldings with break-away nails (available from HGH Hardware 
Supply, Inc., 39 1 2  2nd Ave. S., Box 3 1 1 92, Birmingham, Ala., 
35222) that are of very small dianleters and extremely brittle. 
Driven in and left standing proud of the molding face, they can 

Erickson built this mantel for a fireplace on a raised hearth. 
The fireplace mantel extends away from the wall approxi
mately 4 in. to accommodate the fireplace's facing bricks, 
which were laid proud of the wall. 

be snapped off about 1/16 in. beneath the surface of the molding 
with a sideways hammer tap. 

The mantel is centered on dle fireplace opening and nailed to 
the wall studs thrOUgll dle field at top and bottom with 1 6d casing 
nails countersunk and filled. If the ftIled holes will detract from 
the appearance of a natural finish, leave off one of the moldings 
beneath the shelf, attach the mantel to the wall where the mold
ing will go and apply dle molding to cover your tracks. The small 
finish nails fastening the molding will be less visible. To fasten the 
bottom of the mantel, leave off the plinth blocks at construction, 
then use them to hide your nail holes after installation. 

After the mantel is attached to dle wall, a tn- in.- to '%- in.-dlick 

molding, usually with a bead cut on the edge, is applied to the 
inner and outer edges of the field. I normally make two sets of 
moldings, one the exact size and one slightly wider than it needs 
to be. If the mantel fits snugly to the wall with few irregularities, I 
use the narrow molding. To accommodate a bumpy wall, I plane 

the wider molding to fit using a block plane. Unless iliere is a 
major irregularity, I don't scribe iliese moldings but plane iliem 
by eye until I get a perfect fit. 

Mantels can be painted, stained or clear-finished. I generally 
use poplar for painted or stained mantels and walnut or mahogany 
for clear-finished work. Many antebellum mantels were painted 
black to resemble marble and to make iliem less likely to show 
soot, which was more of a problem in iliose days when fires 
were burned around the clock than today when iliey are used 
only occassionally. D 

Ben Erickson builds furniture and millwork in Eutaw, Ala. , and 

wrote about antebellum shutters in FWW #53. 

Further reading _______ _ 
The Classical Orders of Architecture by Robert Chitham. Rizzoli Inter
national Publications, Inc., 597 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 1 00 1 7; 1 985. 

The Gentleman and Cabinet-maker's Director by Thomas Chippen
dale. Dover Publications Inc., (reprint third edition), 1 80 Varick St., 
New York, NY 1 0014 ;  1 966. 

The American Builder's Companion by Asher Benjamin. Dover Publi
cations Inc., (reprint sixth edition), see address above; 1 969. 
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After he grew tired of unprofitable furn iture commissions, Lydgate turned his energies to mass producing small boxes, sushi 
sets and chopsticks. The sushi sets retail for $70; a pair of chopsticks range in price from $8 to $10. 

I operate a woodworking business that produces multiple·edi· 
tion jewelry boxes, chopsticks and sushi sets. I started out by 
myself nine years ago in a small garage; the first year I grossed 

$ 1 2,000. Today, I have six employees, a 3,000·sq.·ft. commercial 
workshop and gross sales in the low six figures. The multiples 
market makes the most sense for me, and I want to explain what 
led me to this business decision. 

By way of background, my career as a designer· craftsman grew 
out of my assembling a harpsichord kit for my wife while in gra· 
duate school. I decided to veneer rather than paint the case, and 
the results were so spectacular that I became interested in the 
two·dimensional possibilities of wood veneer. I began producing 
wall plaques, place mats and eventually backgammon sets, which 
I sold to a local craft gallery. By the end of graduate school, I'd 

logged enough hours in the shop and earned enough money to 
consider making a living at my craft. Moreover, I was ready for a 
change from academics and felt  confident about focusing on 
work uniquely expressive of my tastes. 

Frolll crafts to furniture - I  continued selling my veneer work 
to galleries and at craft fairs, and added a line of cutting boards, 
chopsticks and small boxes. But these sales wouldn't keep me 
afloat for long. When one gallery asked me to build a set of book· 
cases, I jumped at it. A dozen commissions later, I'd became skillful 
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at selling my work, but was spending more time negotiating than 
working in my shop, where I preferred to be. Within a few months, 
several events soured me on commission furniture work. One client 
who had commissioned a wall system and conference table sud· 
denly hedged on the agreed price. Then a major desk commission, 
completed a year earlier, was damaged by movers when the clients 
relocated; and, the clients expected me to repair it free of charge. 
Finally, a rosewood roll top I'd slaved over for months was reo 
turned because the husband (who signed the checks) didn't like 
the drawer handles I had carefully made to his wife's specifica

tions. He insisted I replace them, even over her objections. 

Multiples to the rescue -My ego bruised, time wasted and 
proletarian leanings thoroughly aroused, I was ready to abandon 
the furniture business altogether. But how would I replace the earn
ings furniture had been producing� Fortunately, the demand for 
my production items was about to exceed my capacity to make 
them, so production pieces made more sense than ever. They 
were fun to make, there was a ready market and I had the processes 
down. In addition to being predictable and profitable, multiples 
were more manageable than furniture-simpler to make, more 
conservative of raw materials and easier to handle and sell. No 
single item ever cost that much, so there was less to worry about
if one didn't pass quality control, it wasn't the end of the world. 



In a shop of some 3,000 sq. ft., Lydgate, above, has relatively 
few machine tools, but he has designed fixtures for virtually 
all of the redundant operations multiples require. 

These readily marketable boxes can be made in large 
enough quantities to be sold profitably, retail or wholesale. 

Once you decide, as I did, to concentrate on multiples, three 
problems must be solved: what products to make; who will make 
them and how; and how and where will they be marketed. 

If you're starting from scratch, as I did, my best advice is to 
produce something-any thing-you enjoy making that has sales 
appeal . It's essential to take advantage of the materials, equipment 

and technical skill you already possess. Your product may not be 
as perfect as you'd like, but keep on cranking it out. This is the 

only way I know to get better. Above all ,  avoid the mental road· 
block that plagues so many talented people-the impossibility of 

producing work as good as the ideal vision in your mind. 

My early veneer pieces arose naturally from work I was already 
doing. Likewise, my cutting boards evolved as a profitable way to 
utilize scraps from furniture jobs. More often than I like to admit, 
a wildly successful product has originated in a suggestion, even 
an offhand remark someone else made. One gallery owner told 
me chopsticks in exotic woods would be fun-now, nine years 

later, chopsticks and accessories account for a third of my busi· 
ness. Once, a friend visiting my shop remarked, as tactfully as he 
could, that one of my boxes had a lovely design, but that it was 
too small to be practical. He suggested I add an inch to each 
dimension, along with a removable tray and a velvet l ining. That 

box has become so popular I have buyers for all I can possibly 

make far into the future. 

Photos: George Post. (') 1987 

Setting the price -Making multiples inevitably leads to whole· 

sale, rather than retai l ,  selling. This means all your costs and 
profits must be reflected in the wholesale price, which a retailer 

typically will double to arrive at the retail price. Douhling the 
wholesale price may seem excessive, but remember, the shop or 
gallery owner is also running a small business. As far as I 'm con· 
cerned, after I sell a retailer my work, it's none of my business 
how the retail price is set. 

The trick is to set a wholesale price that's both low enough to 
maximize sales and high enough to maximize your profit. Pro· 

duction cost, overhead and profit are the principal components 
of the wholesale price. The following is a summary of some ( but 

not necessarily all) of the items you should consider. Production 
costs include raw materials ( lumber, hardware, fabric, fittings) ,  

production supplies ( glue, sandpaper, oil, wax ) and labor. In cal· 
culating labor, pay yourself a realistic wage. It's self· defeating to 
lower the cost of your products by grossly underpaying your 
most· valued worker. 

Overhead includes electricity, shop rent, shop and tool mainte· 
nance and repair, interest on business indebtedness, legal matters, 
accounting, insurance, payroll taxes, office expenses, automobiles, 
packaging supplies and marketing. [ tack on 1 5% of the produc· 
tion cost to cover marketing expenses. I then add between 1 5% 
and 30% for profit, capital improvements and contingencies. The 
resulting figure is the wholesale price. 

However, there is a shortcut you can use. I call it "the rule of 
four." You total your costs for materials, production, labor and 
overhead; double this number to produce the wholesale price; 
and double that total (or multiply the original total by four)  to 
produce the retail price. Both methods are general guidelines, 
not hard· and· fast formulas. Experience will tell which formula 

works best for you. 
To give a concrete example, my pencil box, pictured at left, 

sells at wholesale for 5 30. This breaks down as follows: 

Lumber 
Production supplies 
Overhead 

Labor-milling @ 5 50/hr. 
Labor-assembly & finish 5 1 0/hr 

Marketing 
Profit 

Total 

5 3.50 
5 .50 

52.00 

56. 50 
5 5.00 

52 .50 
5 1 0.00 

530.00 

If [ had fol lowed the rule of four, this product should sell $35  
wholesale and 570 retail, but I felt the box would sell better at 
560 retail. 

How to ntake it-Craftspeople vary widely in their ability to 

enjoy, or at least tolerate, having employees. A work force reo 
quires someone, usually you, to spend considerable time and 

money managing it. But if you want your business to grow, soon· 

er or later you'll have to hire. If you're skillful, you can create 

an environment where shared responsibility, camaraderie and 
dedication to a common goal give you back far more than the 
employees ever take out of you. 

I believe, however, that a multiples business must start 9ut as a 
solo enterprise. Once you're familiar with all the production 
steps and what can go wrong at each one, you can consider 
whether an assistant could do some of the tasks. For example, I 
personally mill all the parts for every piece my shop produces. 
First of all, I really enjoy turning huge piles of raw lumber into 
neat stacks of precisely milled parts. Second, because I primarily 
use highly figured, extremely expensive exotic lumber, I'm the 
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only one I trust to get the maximum quality and yield out of the 
raw materials. And finally, this is the only way I can be sure each 
piece reflects my sense of design. 

Once I've prepared the parts, however, my assistants do the 

gluing, assembly and finish work. I perform some of the more 
delicate milling operations and supervise the process along the 
way, but I mostly try to stay out of the way until the end, when I 

inspect the pieces, sign them and package them for shipping. 

How and where to market-Let's assume you've had the per
sistence to develop a product you enjoy making-the bugs are 
out of the production process and you have an inventory of fin

ished pieces piling up on the shelves. It's time to shift some of 
your energies from the shop to the marketplace. If you can find 
someone to market your work, all well and good, but it's been 
my experience that the craftsperson is the best choice to market 
the work. 

Craftspeople today have a great lUXUry that was not available 
20 years ago-a large, well-organized and growing wholesale market 
for fine crafts, both through galleries and established craft shows. 

One of your first priorities should be to exhibit at one of the 
wholesale shows that take place at least a dozen times a 'year 
throughout the country. ( Contact the American Craft Enterprises, 
P.O. Box 1 0, New Paltz, N.Y. 1 2561  for more information.) The 

application process, cost and logistics of these shows can be intimi
dating, but, as with your products, start where you feel comfortable 

and keep at it until you find which shows are best for you. 
My marketing approach involves two general concerns: how 

my work is presented to potential buyers and what market seg

ments are most promising for me. How your product looks to 
customers ultimately determines whether they buy it. If you only 

sell at retail craft shows, you can rely on appearance alone to get 
your message across. TIlis means you should have a well-designed, 
professional bOOtil tllat shows your products to best advantage. For 
wholesale, your aim should be to show the retailer how appeal
ing your work might look in his or her store. As your market 
grows, you'll need sophisticated ways to present your work. 
These include a brochure with photos, preferably in color, a 
price list/order form, background information on you and your 

craft, invoices, shipping labels, stationary and product-care tags. 
Be kind to yourself and your cash flow while starting out, and 

make do with tile Simplest printed forms available. 

As an antidote to the repetitiveness of multiples, Lydgate 
builds one-oj-a-kind pieces like this maple and rosewood 
jewelry case, which sold for $1,200. 
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Initially, a good-quality rubber stamp will suffice for graphics, 
stationery, labels and such. For background information and artist's 
biography, I relied on my typewriter and a photocopy machine 
until last year, when I finally switched to a handsome-but very 
expensive-printed brochure. TIle only tiling you can't afford to 
shortcut is good photography. Fortunately, many trade shows offer 

the services of a professional craft photographer at reasonable 
rates. And you can make arrangements by telephone to have 
some of the most experienced craft photographers, such as 
George Post, who took the shots illustrating this article, photo
graph your work in their own studiOS, if you're willing to send 

the objects through the mail. Nothing sells like color, and for 

under $600 you can get a one-page, 8%- in. by l l -in. color 

product sheet, including layout, color separations and typeset

ting, from any of several volume printers who advertise in Crafts 

Report ( P.O. Box 1 992, Wilmington, Del. 1 9899) and similar 
trade journals. What's important is not a slick, packaged look, but 
rather an approach that captures what you feel is important to 
convey about your work. 

What's my market segment ? -My first market was local retail 
craft shows, usually held outdoors on weekends. As my products 

developed, however, I found the cost of outdoor shows 
outweighed the economic return reflected in the Sunday-evening 
receipts count. As a result, I cut back on tile outdoor shows and 

sharpened my efforts at selling indoors, in a professionally dis
played gallery setting surrounded by other high-quality work. 
Now I've stopped doing retail shows altogether. 

Galleries, located through show contacts or from mail lists, are 
another good outlet. When I was just starting out, I was so eager 

to sell my work that I'd offer galleries very favorable terms-say 
net payment within 30 days, with no minimum order. As my 
business grew, I shipped to galleries on consignment; this gener
ated lots of goodwill and many long-standing customers. Now 
that I'm more established, I no longer consign. Now, I'm more 
interested in developing accounts with good track records than 
in finding increased numbers of new outlets. 

Additional markets can be reached tllfough magaZine advertis

ing, your own mail-order catalog or participation in joint craft 
catalogs. I've had very good luck with my own direct-mail cam
paign. Around Christmas, I always mail out 2 ,500 brochures to 

past customers whose names I've collected at shows, plus a list of 

500 galleries. Only 1 % or 2% of these generate orders, but often, 
these turn into reliable accounts. Overall, I've calculated it costs 
me about S40 to find a new account by mail versus S 50 to S 1 00 
through a show. And mail order is a lot less wearing than a show. 
InCidentally, if you want to try mail order, I strongly recommend 
you engage a milil-order service to sort your list and produce 
labels. It's more than worth the small cost. 

Succeeding as a craftsperson requires faith in yourself, persis
tence, common sense, the willingness to learn from your mistakes 
and a bit of luck. In my experience, the single, most important 
among these is persistence. Although my business is multiples, 

I'm now at the point where I can return to unique, one-of-a-kind 
or limited-edition pieces. I've recently done a series of sculptural 
containers, loosely presented as jewelry boxes or silver chests, 
one of which is shown at left. Most important, I've found a way 
to pursue my own aesthetic vision, develop a life-style I am in 

control of, at least much of the time, and finally do better eco
nomically than merely making a living. 0 

Tony Lydgate operates Master Designs in Wood. He lives in Palo 

Alto, Calif. 



Multiples on a router table by Robin Cosman 

My father was a woodworker in heavily 
forested New' Brunswick, so I grew u p  
around wood and tools. A s  far back a s  I 
can remember, I have worked with 
wood, whether it was making paddle
boats or carving handgrips for an air 
pistol. As a result, I've developed an 
affinity for small, well-crafted objects 
like the boxes I now produce. 

I make these boxes in my spare time 
and earn a good profit selling them 
through local galleries.  The boxes 
shown here sell for $65 retail, $ 32.50 
wholesale. My boxes are very labor in
tensive, but I keep my overhead low 
because I don't n e e d  m a ny powe r 
tools. Much of the work is done on a 
small, portable router table I built for 
cutting joints, grooving the sides and 
setting hinges on the boxes. Made in 
runs of 1 2 ,  each box requires about 
two hours of labor. Building a dozen 
boxes at a time makes my part-time 
production profitable, without leaving 
me bored with the repetition. 

Finger joints or miters decorated with 
the mock dovetail shown in figure 1 
join the box corners. The lids pivot on 
a wooden hinge made from a dowel-a 
nice feature I learned about from Dale 
Nish at Brigham Young University. I've 
since learned this same hinge was used 
by 18th-century box makers in Scotland. 
(Editor's note: Despite their apparent 
ancient lineage, some wooden hinges 
may be protected by patents. Spider 
Johnson of Mason, Tex., has notified us 
that he has applied for such a patent.) 
The drawings and photos show the 
steps for making a box. One secret of 
efficient production work is to make 
conSistently accurate parts. After I've 
surface-planed enough lumber for 1 2  
boxes,  I s e t  u p  t h e  tablesaw with a 
miter gauge and stop block to cut sides 
and ends precisely square. Before ma
chining the sides and ends, I cut the 
box l i ds a n d  b o t t o m s ,  s a n d  them 
smooth and oil  the m .  For sanding, 
three orbital sanders with 1 50-, 220-
and 320-grit paper are well worth the 
extra cost. 

While the oil is drying on the tops, I 
s e t  u p  my r o u t e r  t a b l e  to c u t  t h e  
stopped grooves in the sides t o  house 
the box lid and bottom. There's less 
tearout if this step is done before the 
finger joints are cut. On boxes with 
sides that are 5/16 in. thick, a }!t6-in. bit 
makes an aesthetically pleasing fmger. 
Although I cut my finger joints on the 
router table, they can be cut on the ta
blesaw, as described in FWW #69. After 

With corller joints suited for quick construction on a router table, the author's 
small wooden boxes are a practical, profitable craft item. 

Fig. 1 :  Joinery details 

Insert false pins into sockets 
milled in corners of box. 

J. 
Miter joint � 

On finger-jointed 
boxes, bottoms and 
tops are let into 
stopped grooves. 

Tablesaw fence 

Saw false pins at 1r 
angles, then rip from 
main stock. 
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The hinges are made from a dowel turned from the same species of wood used for 
the box body. A shopmade caliper assures consistent diameter. A semi-circular 
rabbet houses the hinge. It's cut on the router table with a core-box bit. 

Fig. 2: Hinge detail  Welding rod pivot, Y16-in. 

( _____ ' -...l..fF_' -...\.L£��{1 8, ��(,"---�D �O 
Cut hinge dowel into odd 
number of sections. 
Setscrews 

Pin-dri l l i ng j ig made from 
1- in . steel rod Saw projecting hinge 

flush after assembly. 

the fingers are cut, the box is dry-as
sembled with the lid and bottom in 
place. If eve rything fits, I square up the 
box and apply Hot Stuff cyanoacrylate 
glue on the corners. The water-thin 
glue can be seeped into an already-as
sembled jOint and then set with a shot 
of accelerator catalyst. 

For the mock dovetails, I first miter 
the parts, then lay them end for end, 
outside face up. I run lengths of strap
ping tape along the parts, letting a few 
inches overhang the ends. After yellow 
glue is applied to the miters, I fold the 
pieces into a box, using the overhanging 
tape as a clamp. Once the glue is dry, I 
cut the sockets for the mock dovetails. 
Because commercially available bits 
don't produce a distinct enough dove
tail, I ground a bit to about 12°. 

After I have glued up all the boxes, 
I'm ready to slice off the lid on the ta
blesaw. I decide where the box should 
be cut apart and then, if the box is fin
ger-jointed, center the cut in the middle 
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of a finger. Removing a %-in. kerf 
down the middle of a �1t6-in. finger 
leaves lA1 in. on each half of the box. 
Working on a stationary belt sander, I 
use the remaining fingers as a guide
once they are sanded flush, the lid 
mates perfectly to the box. 

The wooden hinge is next. As figure 2 
shows, the binge itself consists of a 
lathe-turned dowel made of the same 
wood species as the box. You could, 
however, use a standard hardware
store dowel. The dowel is sawn into an 
odd number of sections (odd numbers 
look better than even), which are let 
into a semi-circular rabbet routed into 
the back edge of both the box body and 
the lid with a core-box bit. The binge 
pivots on lA-in. lengths of a 1/16-in.-dia. 
welding rod and, once assembled, the 
binge sections are glued alternately to 
the lid and box body. 

To turn the dowels safely and accu
rately, I use a mini drive center on my 
lathe, checking for consistent diameter 

with a shopmade caliper consisting of a 
small scrap block with a groove milled 
in it by the same core-box bit that cuts 
the semi-circular rabbet. The dowels 
are initially turned 1 in. longer than 
the box, sawn into sections and then 
trimmed to final length. One of the 
biggest problems I've encountered is 
drilling perfectly centered holes in the 
dowels for the pivot pins. I solved the 
problem by having a machinist make 
the jig shown in figure 2. If you don't 
want to go to this trouble for just a few 
boxes, you could probably make the jig 
of wood and epoxy the 1f16-in. -dia. 
binge-pin bit in place. (See FWW #62, 
p. 10 for another dowel-drilling method) 

The semi -circu1ar rabbets for the hinge 
are cut on the router table, beginning 
with the box body. The rabbet depth is 
critical; if it isn't correct, a sprung hinge 
might keep the box from closing or, 
worse, it will open too wide and jam. I cut 
the rabbet in the box body first. This rab
bet must be positioned so the pivot points 
will be just inside the back edge of the 
box and tangent to the box's top edge. Ifs 
best to use a scrap piece to get the depth 
just right. To cut the lid rabbet, I lower 
the bit and move the fence forward, then 
using a scrap piece, I readjust the cutting 
depth and fence position until the lid 
fits with a tiny gap near the hinge end. 
This will prevent a sprung hinge. 

The outermost hinge sections are 
glued to the box body and then alter
nate sections are glued to the lid. To 
avoid confusion, I pencil a "g" at points 
where the binge is to be glued. A piece 
of cellophane tape stretched across the 
back of the box along the narrow edge 
of the rabbet prevents glue squeeze
out from seizing the lid. Apply a small 
bead of glue at the marked points-yel
low glue or cyanoacrylate-and once 
everything is lined up, apply just 
enough clamp pressure to hold the box 
together. After the glue dries, I remove 
the projecting back of the hinge on the 
tablesaw, then sand everything flush, 
using the same sequential procedure 
as with the lids. A couple of coats of 
Minwax Antique Oil followed by two 
coats of Liberon Black Bison furniture 
wax leaves a satin-smooth finish. 0 

Rob i n  Cos m a n  is a stu d e n t  a t  
Brigham Young University. He plans 
to ope n  a fu rn itu re shop in New 
Brunswick upon graduation. Hot Stuff 
glue, m in i-sp u r  drive centers a n d  
Black Bison furniture wax a re avail
able fro m  Craft Supplies U.S.A., 1287 
E. 1120 S., Provo, Utah 84601; (801) 
373-091 7. Brass rod is available from 
Small Parts Inc., 6891 N.E. Third Ave., 
Miam i, Fla. 33138; (305) 751 0856. 



A cheap saw kit the author 
encountered at a 1950s in
dustrial-arts show inspired 
the designfor this shopmade 
para llel-arm scroll saw. 
Powered by an old dryer 
motor, the saw's 2-in. stroke 
makes for an aggressive cut. 

Shopmade Scroll Saw 
Eccentric drive simplifies construction 

by Mark White 

I was a high· school student in the mid· 1950s when I attended 
my first industrial· arts conference in Oswego, N.Y. One of the 
displays there featured a cheap kit for a motorized version of 

the wooden scroll saw my great uncles had used to cut fretwork 
for fancy houses they built at the turn of the century. TIle saw was 
made almost entirely of unfinished, %-in. ash. It was simple and 
homely, but boy could it cut. For years, I 've tried to lay my hands 
on one, but the manufacturer has disappeared without a trace. 

Since I had already built  a large walking· beam saw (see 
rww # 24 or rww on Making and MOdifying Machines), I final· 
ly decided to design my own scroll saw. I ended up with a saw 
that performs as well as any of the factory· made machines I've 
tried and will saw very tight curves in wood up to 2 in. thick, 
leaving a smooth surface that requires no sanding. For inside cuts 
on fretwork, the blade can be removed, threaded through a hole 
in the wood and reinstalled in less than 30 seconds. 

Inspired by the homely kit I'd seen years earlier, I made my 
saw as simple as possible. Basically, it consists of two parallel 
wooden arms mounted on a rigid wooden frame and kept in ten
sion by the blade at one end and a stout nylon cord at the other 
end. The blade is driven by the reciprocating motion generated 
by a pair of eccentric, rotating weights attached to the lower arm 
with a shaft and pillow block. An old clothes-dryer motor drives a 
section of rubber hose that acts as a flexible shaft to spin the 
weights. Because the weights are eccentrically mounted, they ac
tually unbalance the pillow-block shaft, causing it to oscillate one 
cycle for every revolution of the motor. Although the stroke can 
be varied by changing the length of the weights, I've found that 
weights made from 2- in. bar stock, 3Y2 in. long, work best with 
the 6-in. coping sawblades I use in the saw. These longer blades 
produce a more aggressive cut than the 4- in. blades most scroll 

PhOtos; Marion Stirrup 

saws use. As shown here, the saw has a 24- in. throat, but if you 
need a smaller or larger throat, you can scale the dimensions up 
or down without affecting performance. 

Building the frame and arms -When choosing wood for the 
frame, pick a stable and warp-resistant material. For this saw, I 
used two Sitka-spruce 2x 1 2s about 32 in. long, because that's 
what I had. White pine or fir would work as well, or if you want a 
nicer- looking saw, use walnut, beech or maple. To ensure precise 
alignment of the arm pivot holes, screw the boards for the frame 
together and machine both parts at once. The pivot holes- '/2 in. 
dia. for the top arm and % in. dia. for the bottom arm-should be 
bored on a drill press. Bore the large access holes for the rotating 
weights with a Forstner bit or a hole saw, or saw them out with a 
jigsaw and much patience. After bandsawing the frames to shape, 
I separate the two sections and rout a radius on all the edges 
except those that mate to the base and the saw table. 

I also used spruce for the arms, but ash, cherry and pine are 
good choices, too. Whatever wood you pick, keep the weight of 
the arms as low as possible near the blade end. If the arms are too 
heavy, excess vibration and poor reciprocating action will result. 
One advantage of spruce is that it has sound knots hard enough 
to serve as bearings for the bolts or rods on which each arm pivots. 
On one of the saws I 've built, a 1 'i.- in. knot drilled for the pivot 
shaft and regularly lubricated with gear oil has lasted four years as 
a bearing. The lower pivot on the saw shown here is a %-in.-dia. 
steel rod in an Oilite bearing of the equivalent inside diameter. 
Oilite bearings-seU:lubricating, sintered bronze sleeves-are avail
able in a range of sizes. Refer to the supplies box for a source. 

As the drawing shows, the distance from the pivot point to the 
blade mount is '!. in. longer on the top arm than it is on the 
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bottom arm. This causes the blade to back out of the cut on the 
upstroke and advance into the material on the downstroke, in
creasing blade life and improving performance. Reducing the 
blade rake (angle) to lis in. will make the blade less aggreSSive 
and the cut more precise. 

The eccentric drive - For the drive, you'll need some %-in.  by 
2 - in. mild steel bar stock, a Y/2-in. to 3%-in. bolt to serve as a 
shaft and a %-in. ID pillow block. As shown in detail C, the 
weights are fashioned from the bar stock, then mounted on 
either side of the pillow-block bearing by the shaft. The threads 
on the bolt's excess length are filed or ground off to give the 
rubber-hose coupler good purchase. To make the weights, I first 
bored the bar stock, then cut them to final size. It's tough boring 
large holes in heavy steel, so I started by boring a %-in. hole, 
which I then enlarged to % in. Do this boring on a drill press and 
be sure to clamp the steel firmly and keep your hands well clear 
of the work. 

I assembled the drive mechanism by holding the bolt head 
tightly in a vise while the nut was drawn up very lightly. Washers, 
or a 'Is-in. nut, can be used as spacers to keep the weights from 
striking the arm as they rotate. As you tighten the nut, make sure 
the weights are aligned so they'll rotate in unison, otherwise the 
reciprocating action will be uneven. Once it's assembled, posi
tion the pillow block on the lower arm, as shown in the drawing. 
Before bolting the pillow block down, make sure the weights rotate 
through their full arc without striking the arm. If they strike the 
arm, add a thicker spacer. By the way, the drive can be positioned 
so the motor is on either side of the saw. 

Assembling the saw-Begin assembly by inserting the arm piv
ot bolts in their holes and positioning the upper and lower arms 
on the frame. Rotate the eccentric weights by hand, and on the 
inside of the frame, mark the path they describe. With a large 
Forstner bit and/or a chisel, chop clearance cavities in both fr�me 
pieces to accommodate the rotating weights. Remember, the 
arm's travel is at least 1 in. in both directions, so be sure you've 
provided enougll clearance. Although the spinning weights are 
well protected by the saw's frames, it's probably not a bad idea to 
fashion some sort of a removable guard for the back of the saw as 
an added safety feature. Before proceeding with final assembly, 
the blade holders and tensioner must be made. 

I made the blade holders from %-in. key stock, as shown in the 
drawing. Each blade holder fits into a slot cut into the end of the 
arm and is held in place by a 3/16-in. steel pin. If you can find 
them, pins that are hardened and ground will work best with the 
softer key stock, but in a pinch, a small bolt could also suffice. 
The blade itself is inserted tllfOUgh the holder's slot and held in 
place by pins on the ends of the blade. 

To cut well, the blade must be under considerable tension; and 
on commercial saws, this is usually done with a tllfeaded rod. But 
in keeping with my saw's low-tech design, my tensioner is simply 
a loop of nylon cord that passes around a %-in. pin in the lower 
arm and through a hole in the upper arm, where it wraps around 
a dowel. Twisting the loop tensions the blade, as with a bowsaw. 
This setup may sound crude, but it's effective, and because it's 
flexible, the saw won't shake itself apart when a blade breaks. 
Sometimes, vibration will tend to unwind the tensioner, a problem 
that can be remedied by carving a detent notch for the dowel 
where it seats against its mounting knob. 

To minimize warping, I finish both sides of the frames with 
varnish or shellac before assembling the saw. Once the fmish is 
dry, I test assemble the parts, tightening the fasteners fingertight. 
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Fig_ 1 :  Scroll saw plan 

Pivot top arm on 'h-in. machine -
bolt; bottom arm on 3,4-in. rod. 

Upper arm; 
25% in . long �.-=�� ___ -------�:-----::--::-- --=:=:-:;:= 

Detail A�e 

Arm, 
1 '1z x  1 
Steel pin, 
3/'6 in . 

Pin on blade locks 
into blade holder's slot. 

�� 
i-o--tt------------16% 

---
------_._-----
--

L-e-�-----------16% 

Spring, %x 1 %, 
let into shal low 
holes in arm 

Lower arm, 
32 in . long 

Fabricate blade holders 
from %-in. steel key stock; 
top holder is 1% in. long, 
bottom is �/B in. 

With a blade installed and lightly tensioned, I move the arms by 
hand. They should slide lightly against the sides of the frame. If 
there's binding, trim as needed with a handplane. To keep the 
lower arm rougllly centered in its swing and to give the rotating 
weights some resistance to work against, I mounted three coil 
springs between the lower arm and the saw's base. The springs
straight from the hardware store-are 1 % in. long, % in. in diame
ter. To hold each spring fast against vibration, I bent one end of 
the coil down and threaded it into a small hole bored in the base. 
Long finishing nails will temporarily hold the coil springs in place 
while the saw is attached to its plywood base. 

Trial run-To test the saw, I chuck a bolt into a variable-speed 
drill and connect this tllfough a section of rubber hose to the 
eccentric drive shaft. I run the machine for a few minutes at slow 
speed to check everything out. Both arms should reciprocate 
freely with minimal vibration. If the front or back of the bottom 
arm strikes the base, adjust the position of the springs or install 
stiffer ones. Once this test is done, I connect a permanent motor 
and switch. The saw doesn't require much power-% HP to % HP 
should be plenty at 1 ,720 RPM. Do not, under any circumstances, 
use a 3,450-RPM motor. Unless you reduce its speed tllfough pul
leys, a motor this fast will cause dangerous vibration. 

To finish up the saw, I make a 20-in.-dia. elliptical saw table 
out of %-in. plywood and screw it to the frames with drywall 



Tensioning cord �L-� __ - 15% _�r --------'1 

--

1 1 %  

o 

mounted ,t_-==-----:--:::---:I,)�������: a pillow-� �,,/r,'I.fI'r;'" bearing generate the saw's 
reciprocating action. The motor 
is connected to the reciprocal 
drive through a rubber hose, 
which acts as a flexible shaft. 

Detail B :  Bottom pivot Detail C: Eccentric drive Nut and collar act as 
Thread nylon tensioning 
cord through mortise and 
loop around steel pin. 

Bolt threaded into %-in. 
steel rod pivot. 

f Frame 

.---...:..... Sleeve or 
Oil ite 
bearing 

Arm 

II��� __ � ...... .-__ �����vvasher 

Spring fits 
in shallow 
hole. 

Pil low block, 
%-in . lo 

Eccentric weight 
fabricated from 
�x2x3� steel 
bar stock. 

spacers to keep rotating 
weights clear of arm. t / Coli" 

Bolt, % x 3'12, 
Lower arm � serves as drive shaft 

screws. For a really smooth surface, cover the table with Formica 
or make it out of an old sink cutout. In either case, a buffing with 
paste wax will make maneuvering the workpiece easier for small· 
radius scroll work. I've come up with solutions for the two aspects 
of using a scroll saw that I find most unpleasant: vibration and 
dust. A 3- in. · thick foam-rubber pad placed under the saw's base 
dampens noise and vibration conSiderably and keeps the saw from 
walking across the table. On a few of the machines I've built, I 
tapped into the airstream coming off the motor's cooling fan and 
diverted it through a Yz-in. copper tube to a point just in front of 
dle blade. If you do this, make sure to orient the tube so it blows 
dust toward the back of the saw and not toward dle operator. D 

Mark White teaches WOOdworking, welding and house construc
tion at the University of Alaska outpost on Kodiak Island. 

To provide good purchase ��/ for rubber hose, grind off � threads. 

� Spring fits over nut on end of \? %-in.-dia. carriage bolt. 

Sources of supply ______ _ 
Pillow blocks and motors are available locally from Grainger's. For a 
catalog and list of distributors, write WW Grainger, Inc., 5959 W 
Howard St., iles, IL 60648; ( 3 1 2) 647-8900. 
Bar stock, Oilite bearings and hardware are available from Small Parts, 
690 1 .E. Third Ave., Miami, FL 33238; ( 305) 75 1 -0856. 
Key and bar stock is available from Metal by Mail, 1 8 1 70 W Davidson 
Road, Brookfield, WI 53005; (4 1 4) 786-4276. 
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Leg-and-Apron Table 
Add a removable leaf when company comes 

by Chris Becksvoort 

I 
Locate screw holes 
as close to 
split as possible. 

" t8ble gets a leaf, 
split the top here. 

O To allow fOr wqod 
movement, ho� 
¥8 -'Iongated. 

Optional extension slides 
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Apron rail , 
3/. in . thick 



I designed this round table to solve a space problem in a tiny 

apartment my wife and I once shared. Our dining room was a 
niche surrounded by three walls, leaving far too little space 

for a rectangular table. A round tabletop on a square leg-and

apron base promised the most usable surface area in the least 
floor space. I've since built about 30 of these tables, some with 
up to three removable leaves that expand the top to accommo
date more people. Over the years, I've refined the details a little, 
but the table remains a straightforward piece you can build with 
minimal tools in a couple days. 

The tabletop is 48 in. in diameter, which will seat four com

fortably or six: in a pinch if you don't wish to add a leaf. You can 

scale the top and base up or down slightly, but wholesale depar
ture from the dimensions given isn't advisable. The plans call for 
a 24- in. space between the legs-plenty of room for knees and 
legs. For a smaller top, you could move the legs a little closer 

together, but if you scale the top up and widen the leg stance 
accordingly, spacing greater than about 26 in. will look awkward. 
Leg spacing is complicated by the fact that a round top overhangs 
a square base unevenly. As a result, when the apron is viewed 

from straight on, the table appears to be all overhang; when 
viewed diagonally, it appears to have too little overhang. By 
experimenting with a mock-up, I arrived at a visual compromise 
represented by the dimensions in figure 1 .  If you need a larger 
table, I suggest you add one or two leaves instead of gluing up a 

bigger single-piece top. 

Getting started-There are any number of ways to build a leg
and-apron table, but for expediency, I follow a definite order of 
events, regardless of the method. First of all, I glue up one or 
more tabletops several days before beginning construction. When 
I do my weekly errands in Portland, I drop off the tops at a local 
millwork house where they're sanded to 1 50 grit on an abrasive 
planer. This machine sanding is well wortll the $20 or so it costs: 
The tops emerge perfectly flat and ready to finish after a final 

sanding to 220 grit. 
Some woodworkers argue tllat it's best to glue up a tabletop so 

the boards' growtll rings are either all up or all down, reasoning 
that any cupping will be easier to restrain if it occurs in the sanle 
direction. Others alternate tlle growth rings, claiming it's better 
to have several small warps than one big one. Frankly, I don't 
accept either point of view. I'm most interested in a nice-looking 

top, so I orient the boards for best color and grain match and let 
the growth rings fall where they may. So far, I've had no problems 
with warping. Whether the table will have a leaf or not, I glue up 
the top in two sections that can fit through the mill's 36-in. capacity 
sander. For a top without a leaf, I glue the two sections together 
before marking the circle with a trammel and bandsawing it. Leafed 

tabletops are clamped for marking, then bandsawn as two halves. 
I begin construction of the base by making the legs. Over the 

years, I've experimented with various sizes and tapers and have 

finally decided there's no good argument for making the legs 
thicker than the minimum dimensions needed to support the ta

ble. Even the thinnest legs will support vertical loads imposed on 
a table, so the chief design concern is balancing the legs' visual 
weight with their ability to resist wobble. On the table illustrated 

here, the legs taper from 1 % in. to 1 Va in. This proportion looks 

just right with a 48-in.-dia. top, % in. thick, and it results in a rigid 

base. For visual balance, a thicker or larger top might look nice 
with a heavier leg, but I think the table would look awkward with 
a 2- in.-thick leg. 

To save the trouble of crosscutting them individually, I rip all 

the legs from a s ingle 1 %- in . - thick board cut  to the exact 

Drnwings: D:wid Dann 

With a 48-in. round top on a square, leg-and-apron base, the 
author's table will accommodate four people_ Built with three 
removable leaves, there's room for eight to 10 people. 

Fig. 2 :  Tablesaw taper jig 

Top of leg goes here. 
Screw acts as stop for 
minor adjustments. 

' /  

, I I I 
Feed · r 
this I 
edge 
against 
fence. 

D 

Begin with scrap 
longer than leg. 

Position 
marked-out leg as 
shown, trace 
outline on scrap, 
then bandsaw 
the angle. 

Start of taper intersects jig her� 

The tablesaw jig, above, provides a reli
able way to taper the legs. Tapers are 
cut only on the legs' two inside surfaces. 
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For tenoning with a single setup, above, the 
tablesaw's cutting depth is set to the shoul
der depth, the fence (or a stop block) to the 
shoulder length. With the stock held firmly 
against the miter gauge, multiple passes 

form the cheek. 

Wooden extension slides convert an ordinary table into one that e:\pands. To in
stall the slides, the top is attached to the base and the slides are screwed to the 
underside of the top. Then the base is removed so the apron rails can be tabiesawn, 
above, using a miter gauge. A scrap taped to the apron acts as a shim, preventing 
binding during the cut. A brass latch, below, locks the leaves together. 

Glue blocks, above, glued and screwed at the 
bottom edge of the apron bolster the joint 
against damage from an accidental kick. 
The author's trademark, a penny let into the 
leg, dates the piece for posterity. Pulled 
home with clamps, the tenons, below, are 
pinned with 1/4-in. dowels. 

length of the legs. Each leg is then tapered on the tablesaw with 
the jig shown in figure 2 .  If you prefer, you can mark the taper on 
the leg and bandsaw to the line or use the jointer tapering setup 
described in FWW #54, p. 54. Keep in mind, though, the tapers 
are cut only on the legs' two inside surfaces. Position the legs to 
expose the nicest figure and color on the two outside surfaces. 
Also, note that the taper starts about 5 in. below the top of the 
leg, leaving a flat for the apron to bear against. 

The apron-As with the legs, the table apron's width is a trade
off between ergonomics and aesthetics. A 4 - in. apron is wide 
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enough to provide substantial tenon shoulders, but not so wide 
that you bang your knees on it. The few tables I 've made with 
3-in. aprons look fine, but aprons 5 in. or larger give the table a 
low-slung, bottom-heavy look. In leg-and-apron tables, the aprons 
are usually joined to the legs by a mortise and tenon. On older 
tables, you'll often see a haunched tenon. Even though a haunch 
will help keep the apron from twisting, I don't think it's worth 
the extra time required to cut it. Also, the apron is screwed to 
the tabletop near the corners, which are further braced against 
twisting with stout glue blocks. Besides, the apron twisting 
doesn't threaten the joint as much as a swift kick to the end of 



the leg does. The glue blocks, positioned at the bottom edge of 
the apron and screwed into the leg, are good insurance against 
such a broken jOint. 

The detail in figure 1 shows the joint dimensions. I cut the 
mortises on a slot mortiser equipped with a fence and a series of 
stops. This means I have to mark out only one of the legs, then 
use it to set the fence and stops for cutting the rest of the pieces. 
If you plan to chop the mortises by hand (see FWW #66) or by 
some other method that's not j igable, you'll need to mark each 
joint individually. In either case, take care to cut the mortise in 
the right place, that is, on the sides with the tapers. And, don't 
forget to offset the mortises toward the outside of the leg, as 
shown in figure 1 .  Mortises 7/8 in. deep will just meet inside a 
1 %-in. -thick leg, and there's really no need to make them any 
deeper. If you've cut mortises with a router or slot mortiser, 
you'll need to either square the mortise with a chisel or round 
the tenon. I've found that rounding the tenon with a knife is a 
quick, rather pleasant job. 

Cutting short tenons -Tenons are easy and quick to cut on 
the tablesaw. To set up for tenoning, I take a long scrap cut from 
the stock used for aprons and center it over one of the leg mortises. 
With a knife, I mark the mortise width on my scrap, then set the 
tablesaw's depth of cut just shy of the knife marks. Next, I posi
tion the fence (or a stop block clamped to it) so it's as far from 
the inside edge of the blade as the shoulder is long, in this case, 
% in. Allowing for a %- in. kerf, this produces a 7/8- in.- long tenon. 
The shoulders are cut first by firmly holding the scrap in the 
miter gauge and feeding its squared end against the fence or stop 
block. To form the cheeks of the tenons, I nibble away the waste 
in multiple passes, starting at the squared end and working to
ward the shoulder cut. With both cheeks wasted, I try the fit. If 
the tenon's too loose, I reduce the depth of cut and try again with 
another scrap. If it's too tight, I increase the depth until the fit is 
just right. Because increasing the depth removes material frOl11 
both sides, make minute adjustments and try the fit as you go. 

Assembly-With all the parts cut out, the base goes together in 
about 1 0  minutes. I first bore holes in the aprons for the top 
mounting screws and sand everything to 220 grit. I don't usually 
dry-assemble a simple piece like this table, but I do check that all 
the tenons fit snugly into their mortises and that the shoulders 
seat correctIy. At final assembly, I pull the tenons home with clamps 
and bore %-in.-dia. holes through the joint into which 1 %-in. 
hardwood dowels are driven, pinning the tenon. The dowels are 
later pared flush with the leg surface. You can turn your own 
dowels or buy them in hardwood species from Midwest Dowel 
Works, 463 1  Hutchinson Road, Cincinatti, Ohio, 4 5248. At as
sembly, check two critical things: Make sure tile aprons go into 
the correct mortises, or the holes you bored for the top will be 
upside down; check the base for square by measuring diagonally 
across tile inside edges of the legs. If everything looks right, I 
make up glue blocks, then screw and glue them at tile corners. 

All that remains is to screw tile top to the base. Before I do 
tIlis, however, I elongate the screw holes with a rasp to give the 
screws room to move as the tabletop shrinks and swells with the 
seasons. When drilling the mounting holes, it's a good idea to use 
a depth stop on tile bit. otIling is more embarrasSing-or harder 
to repair-than an accidental hole through a tabletop. 

Adding a leaf-If the table is to get a leaf, I screw the two sepa
rate tabletop sections to tile base, just as I would a single-piece 
top. Then, afrer the table extension mechanism is installed on the 

Fig_ 3: Typical leaf detail  

) 
Table lock keeps 
leaves from 
separating. 

Apron screwed to leaf. 

1 

underside of the top, I remove the base and simply crosscut the 
aprons on the tablesaw, using a scrapwood shim under the apron 
so it won't pinch the sawblade. Once the base is reinstalled, tile 
kerf space remaining between the two halves of tile apron allows 
for wood movement. You can make your own table-extension 
slides (see FWW #65) or buy one of the many commercial mod
els available. I prefer a commercially made wooden slide made by 
Walter of Wabash and available from the Woodworkers' Store 
(see sources of supply). For a single leaf, 24 in. wide, use a slide 
with a 26-in. opening. Two leaves will require a 50-in. opening 
slide, but the table will then expand to a racetrack shape 8 ft. 
long, with room for eight or 10 people. The table could accom
modate up to three leaves, providing seating for 1 0  to 1 2  people, 
but I wouldn't recommend making it any bigger without a center 
leg to support the additional leaves. 

The leaves should be about 24 in. wide and their length should 
equal the diameter of the top. To keep the apron from warping 
and to hide tile extension mechanism, fasten short sections of 
apron rail to the underside of the leaves. To align the leaves, table 
pins made from tapered dowels should be let into the edges of 
each leaf. Pin spacing isn't critical, but a 4-ft. leaf should have at 
least three table pins. To keep the leaves from separating, install 
table latches under the top and position them so each leaf can be 
latched to its neighbor. 

A final sanding followed by tile finish of your choice completes 
the table. I normally use Watco oil, but if the top will see hard, 
daily use, lacquer or varnish would be more appropriate because 
of its durability. D 

Chris Becksvoort makes furniture in New Gloucester, Me. He 
wrote about fastening tabletops in FWW #62. 

Sources of supp/y ______ _ 

Table slides, tapered alignment pins and table locks are available 
from The Woodworkers' Store, 2 1 80 1  Industrial Blvd., Rogers, M 
55374, (6 1 2)  428-4 1 0 1 .  

Table locks and slides are available from Garrett Wade, 1 6 1  Ave. of 
the Americas, New York, NY 1 00 1 3, (800) 221 -2942 or ( 2 1 2) 807-
1 757 (in NY), and in Canada from Lee Yalley Tools Ltd., P.O. Box 
6295, Station J, Ottawa, Onto K2AlT4, ( 6 1 3 )  596-0350. 
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Fig 1 :  Anatomy of a thickness planer 

In feed roll is usually 
serrated for better 
grip on board 
being fed. 

Pressure bar Chips deflected by chip breaker are thrown out of machine 
by force of cutterhead and sucked up if dust collector is fitted. 

Outfeed roll is smooth 
steel or rubber-covered 
to not mar freshly 
surfaced board. 

�::::-__ ..,.""'--_ Spring-pressure 
.-= ....... ,-,;7" screws 

Adjust cut thickness by 
changing distance between 
planer's head and bed. 

Fig 2: Cross section 
of cutterhead 

Spring tension holds 
feed rolls in firm contact 
with workpiece. o 

Board should be fed into planer with 
grain pointing opposite feed direction. 

Bed rolls adjust up and down 
and can reduce friction between 
board and planer bed. 

Thickness-Planer P rimer 
Fine-tuning is the key to smooth planing 

by Alfred E. Holland, Jr. and David Kinter 

T here are many types of  planers on the market, ranging 
from small hand-fed 4-in. to 6-in. models to large production 
machines with multiple cutterheads capable of surfacing a 

million feet a week. Despite differences in size and features, all 
planers operate on the same principles. If you understand these 
principles, you can adjust your planer properly to obtain consis
tently flat lumber that's smooth as sill�. The planers we'll discuss 
in this article are those most commonly found in the home shop 
or small woodworking business-the single-cutterhead surface 
planer with a maximum width of 1 2  in. to 1 8  in., often called a 
"cabinet" or "pony" planer. 

A typical planer consists of a flat bed supported by a frame, 
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usually cast iron. The frame supports a 1 Y2-HP to 3-HP motor 
that drives a multi-knife cutterhead suspended above the bed. 
The motor also powers a series of rolls above the bed that push 
wood through the machine. A board placed on the bed is grabbed 
by the infeed roll, which presses it flat and drives it into the spin
ning cutterhead. Just ahead of the cutterhead, a metal bar called 
the chip breaker helps break off chips raised by the cutterhead 
and clear shavings out of the planer. Behind the cutterhead is 
another bar, called the pressure bar, which also holds the wood 
flat against the bed. An outfeed roll behind the pressure bar pulls 
the wood out of the planer. Depth of cut is determined by the 
distance between the bed and the cutterhead arc and is controlled 



by turning a crank wheel that either moves the head (containing 
the cutterhead and feed-roll assembly) or the bed up and down. 

Unlike a handplane blade, which slices a single shaving at a 
pass, the multiple knives in a planer's cutterhead each take many 
small shavings as the board is fed past. The cylindrical cutterhead 
has slots in it that hold two, three or four knives. The knives are 
held in place by locking screws, which let the knives be adjusted 
or removed. These screws don't bear directly against the knives, 
but contact knife- length bars called gibs, which distribute the 
pressure of the screws evenly and help curl over the wood chips 
sliced off by the knife. 

The infeed and outfeed rolls on small planers are driven by 
chains or belts connected via a gear-reduction box to the cutter
head. The rotational speed of these rolls determines how fast the 
lumber passes through tlle planer. The infeed roll is typically a 
serrated steel cylinder that grips the top surface of the rough 
stock fed into the planer. The outfeed roll is usually either 
smooth or rubber-covered steel, so it won't mar the freshly milled 
surface of the wood. Both feed rolls must press the stock flat 
against the bed to ensure a straight cut, but must also accommo
date the irregular thickness of rough lumber. To achieve this, the 
rolls are spring-loaded and travel vertically to allow for thickness 
variations. Bed rolls are not usually powered and are positioned 
in openings in tlle bed directly below the feed rolls. They reduce 
feed friction by lifting the board off the bed slightly. 

For a smooth cut, the wood must remain flat on the bed during 
the cut, so the chip breaker and pressure bar are very important. 
Besides holding the work down, the chip breaker also directs the 
chips out of the machine (and into tlle dust collector, if one is 
fitted) and minimizes tearout by breaking off chips lifted by the 
cutterhead's cutting action. The pressure bar is a rigid steel plate 
adjusted to align with the lowest swing of the rotating knives, and 
therefore, to the thickness of the just-planed lumber. Some of the 
smaller machines get along without a pressure bar, but these 
planers usually have slower feed rates and can't remove as much 
material in a single pass as those with pressure bars. 

More sophisticated planers employ a segmented infeed roll 
that can accommodate greater surface irregularities than a single 
serrated roll. This prevents slipping when boards of varying 
thicknesses are run simultaneously tllfOUgh the planer. The feed 
speed on some planers can be adjusted either by flipping a lever 
or changing a belt. This is a critical feature if you surface both 
hardwoods and softwoods, because hardwoods usually require a 
slower feed speed than softwoods. 

Some planers are also equipped with anti-kickback fingers or 
pawls to prevent the cutterhead from throwing a board back at 
the operator. Knife-setting devices that can knock the drudgery 
out of changing knives are also common on more elaborate 
planers. These devices include jacking screws built into the cut
terhead to raise or lower knife height or separate jigs that clamp 
the knives in the proper position while they're being locked into 
the cutterhead. Production-model planers usually offer a knife
grinding attachment that allows the knives to be jOinted, ground 
and honed while they're still in the cutterhead. Most small shops, 
however, send their knives out for professional sharpening. 

Tuning up a planer-Start by leveling the planer-both side to 
side and front to back. A spinning cutterhead works like a gyro
scope and runs smoothest when level. When out of level, it 
strains against its bearings and causes excessive wear. If the floor 
you place the planer on is fairly level, it should be heavy enough 
to stay put, but we've always bolted our planers down to ensure 
they don't move and that each foot assumes its share of the load. 

If you remove the head and turn it upside down, you can see 
(from left to right) the anti-kickback pawls, serrated infeed 
roll, chip breaker and smooth-steel ouifeed roll on this Delta 
13-in. planer. A pressure bar, normally located between the 
cutterhead and the ouifeed roll, has been omitted on the Delta. 

The cylindrical steel cutterhead has three slots milled in it to 
hold the knives. The knife-locking screws don't bear directly 
on knives, but distribute their pressure on wedge-shaped gibs. 
Each gib has aflute along its upper edge to help deflect chips. 

For most adjustments, the cutterhead is the main reference 
surface. Its position in the frame can't be altered, so the other 
components must be aligned to it. First, check to see that the 
planer's bed is parallel to the cutterhead along its length. You can 
measure the distance between the bed and each end of the cut
terhead with an inside caliper or pass a trued-up block of wood 
between tlle two components. Place the block under the cutter
head and reduce the thickness adjustment until the block just 
passes through the opening. If you feel an equal amount of drag 
as you pass the block through the opening at several points along 
the cutterhead, the head and bed are parallel. If the block sticks 
at one end and flies tllfOUgh at the other, you'll have to adjust the 
bed. When the bed and cutterhead are out of alignment, you 
might also find that the thickness adjustment is difficult to crank 
up or down or that you can wiggle the bed up and down or side 
to side. Realigning the table will likely cure these problems, too. 

If the thickness adjustment is based on the synchronized rota
tion of two or more threaded rods, raising the bed's lower edge 
by repositioning the drive gear(s) on the end of the rod will level 
the table. If you have a planer bed with gibs and ways (slotted 
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With this Delta planer's head partially disassembled and on 
its side, you can see the infeed-roll pressure spring, which 
bears on a sliding bearing block supporting the roll's shaft. A 
screw on top of the head adjusts the spring's tension and how 
hard the roll presses down on the work. Screws at either end 
of the roll must be set to give equal pressure. 

When the pressure of the infeed roll is set too high, the roll's 
steel serrations will often emboss a pattern into the planed 
board. If a light cut is taken, marks will usually remain. 

Though it doesn't often need to be reset, the chip breaker's 
height is set on many planers by turning two adjusting screws 
that raise or lower the chip breaker relative to the cutting arc. 

tracks), you may have to readjust the gibs in the ways by adding 
metal shim stock between them or by judiciously filing or scrap
ing. If the thickness adjustment is based on two wedges that slide 
against each other, check for dirt between the mating surfaces. 
Also, file or scrape away any high spots on the surfaces. If you 
still can't align the bed and cutterhead, a last resort is to set the 
knives parallel to the bed by locking them in the cutterhead at a 
slight angle, but we don't recommend this as a final solution. Get 
a machinist to take a look at the machine first. 

Feed roll adjustment-On most planers, feed rolls are set by 
tightening or loosening the spring-pressure screws found on top 
of the planer (see figure 1 ). The infeed setting must strike a 
balance-the pressure should be sufficient to move the board but 
not so great that the serrated roll leaves an imprint deeper than 
the thickness the cutterhead will plane off. Start with the springs 
at their lowest compression, then try a paper-thin pass. If the 
infeed roll slips, increase the spring pressure. Embossing can 
sometimes be a real problem with thin, soft stock. In this case, 
it's okay to raise d1e infeed rolls until they barely contact the 
wood, as long as you take thin cuts that require less feed pres
sure. CAUTION: Don't forget to lower d1e rolls before taking any 
heavy cuts or else a dangerous kickback could occur. The out
feed-roll pressure isn't as great as on the infeed, but it shouldn't 
slip on the wood or allow d1e wood to lift from the bed. The 
outfeed roll is adjusted the same way as the infeed. 

Chip breaker and pressure bar-The chip breaker should be 
set so its bottom edge is far enough below the cutterhead arc to 
keep the stock from lifting off the bed. The chip breaker rarely 
needs adjustment. While the chip breaker's setting isn't critical, 
d1e pressure bar is another matter. If it's set too low, the work
piece will jam in the planer. If it's too high, the wood will bounce 
under the cutterhead, resulting in chatter or tearout. Because the 
adjustment is so important, we never do it until after we're sure 
the feed rolls are right and the bed leveled. After thicknessing a 
scrap, shut d1e planer off, unplug it and wait for the cutterhead to 
come to rest. Now slip the surfaced scrap into the planer and 
check to see if it just slips under the pressure bar with a friction 
fit. This is largely a matter of feel, but with some practice you'll 
be able to tell if the piece is sticking or if there's too much play. 
If necessary, loosen the retaining bolts and adjust. After years of 
use, the pressure bar will wear more in the center than at the 
ends, so a board might jam along the edges of the bed but chatter 
when passed through the center. If this happens, remove the bar 
and file it straight or have a machinist grind it true. 

Bed rolls-How you set d1e bed rolls depends on the kind of 
surfacing you do. The rougher d1e lumber, the higher the bed 
rolls must be set to reduce friction between the lumber and the 
bed. If the bed rolls are set too high, the workpiece passing over 
d1em may begin to vibrate, creating a rippled surface. While this 
won't be a problem with 8/4 maple, even a well-adjusted machine 
will devour thin wood with gusto. Smaller machines generally 
plane thin stock more successfully, because the smaller-diameter 
heads and closer pOSitioning of feed rolls shortens the length of a 
board that c;w vibrate. For finishing cuts on relatively smooth 
surfaces, the bed rolls should be set just about dead even with 
the bed's surface. Measure the setting by laying a straightedge 
across bod1 rolls on one side of the machine and inserting a feel
er gauge between the straightedge and the bed. Settings will vary 
from 0 in. to 0.002 in. for finish planing and up to 0.008 in. for 
surfacing rough stock. The bed rolls can be quickly adjusted by 



With a straightedge spanning the bed rolls, insert a feeler 
gauge between the straightedge and table to measure bed-roll 
length. Eccentric bolts at the ends of the bed-roll shafts can be 

built-in levers on some planers; on others, locking bolts must be 
loosened before any adjustment can be made. 

The belts that drive the cutterhead and feed rolls should be 
checked occasionally for wear and tightened if necessary, but 
don't overdo it. Overtightening a belt strains bearings and short
ens their lives. A good rule of thumb is that when slight pressure 
is applied, the belts should flex about Y32 in. for every inch of 
belt between pulleys. Apply belt dressing, available in spray cans 
or solid sticks at auto-supply stores, a couple of times a year to 
reduce slipping. Chains and sprockets exposed to dust and shav
ings should be lubricated with graphite or other dry lubricants. If 
they're enclosed in a tight case, a light greasing will do. 

Sharpening and installing knives -No amount of adjustment 
will make up for dull, improperly installed knives. Knife replace
ment can be tedious, but the more accurately you work, the 
smoother the surface your planer will produce. Unless your 
planer is equipped with a special knife-grinding attachment, dull 
knives must be removed from the head before they can be sharp
ened. To shorten downtime, keep an extra set of sharp knives 
handy to swap with the dull ones. After removing the dull knives, 
clean the slots in the cutterhead, removing any debris that might 
prevent the knives from seating properly. Use oven cleaner or a 
Scotch-Brite pad moistened with diesel oil to remove the accu
mulations of pitch and resins, then wipe the head with a damp 
rag and let it dry thoroughly. 

If you're ambitious or own a knife-grinding setup, you can joint 
and sharpen your own knives. But it's difficult to get them per
fectly straight, so most woodworkers we know send them out to 
a sharpening shop. When you get your knives back, make sure 
each edge has been jointed straight and hasn't been burned blue. 
Properly sharpened knives will have a burr on the edge that must 
be honed away on a water or oil stone prior to installation. Keep
ing the bevel flat on the stone, lightly hone each knife until its 
edge is smooth and shiny. It's l ikely the bevel will be hollow 

turned to raise or lower each end of the roll independently. 
For planing thin lumber, the bed rolls can be lowered flush 
with the table. The planer's head has been removedfor clarity. 

ground, so the stone will contact only the tip and heel of the 
bevel, thus reducing the amount of metal that must be removed 
to eliminate the burr. If you often surface difficult woods, like 
curly maple, a small bevel can be honed on the back of each 
knife, blunting tlle cutting angle slightly and giving it more of a 
scraping action that's less apt to lift wild grain. (For more on back 
beveling, see FWW # 55, p. 74.) These dubbed-over edges are 
more likely to burn the stock, however, and put additional stress 
on the cutterhead bearings. When the honing is completed, clean 
the knives with mineral spirits or naptha. 

Install each knife in the cutterhead with its gib and tighten the 
locking screws enough to hold the knife in the slot, yet leave it 
loose enough to be moved later on. The trick is to get all the 
knives to protrude the same amount from the head so each shares 
the cutting load equally. Otherwise, the knives will wear uneven
ly and the cut will be rippled. Setting the knives to exact height is 
best done with a dial indicator on a crow's foot base (see accom
panying sidebar on p. 62) or a knife-setting gauge, which sits 
astride the cutterhead and re(erences the precise knife height. 

Tap each knife down into the head (or raise it up if the cutter
head is equipped with jacking screws) until all the knives protrude 

about '/8 in. from the cutterhead. As you do the final tightening, 
each knife will scoot up a bit, but they'll all move a similar 
amount if everything is clean. Make sure the cutterhead will ro
tate without hitting anything and check that it is parallel to the 
bed, as described above. 

If the knives aren't set correctly, the high knife will collect 
more residue and dull faster than the others. As it dulls, it'll heat 
up and melted resins from the lumber will stick to it. As soon as 
you notice this buildup, correct the problem. If you wait. the 
heat might actually anneal the cutting edge, reducing its edge
holding ability. 

Operating a planer-The planer is a relatively safe machine to 
use, but a few words of caution are in order. Thickness planers 
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can only remove so much material in one pass, usually between 
1,116 in and Iii in. Attempting to remove more will result in 
either a jammed or broken machine. If chips jam the feed works, 
don't lower the bed to remove the stock until the cutterhead has 
stopped turning. Never reach into a planer that's running. Never 
plane a board that's shorter than the distance between the feed 
rolls. Otherwise, the piece could lodge in the planer, only to be 
shattered as it bounces into the cutterhead. No matter what hap
pens, never look into the infeed end of a running planer; a board 
might be kicked back by the force of the cutterhead. And always 
wear eye, ear and breathing protection, even when running the 
planer for just a few minutes at a time. 

There's more to planing than just feeding boards into the ma
chine. By itself, a planer will not make warped stock flat: One 
side of the wood must ftrst be flattened on the jointer or with a 
handplane. If you feed a twisted, winding board into a planer, the 
feed rolls will flatten it out as they move it past the cutterhead, 
but once the roll pressure is gone, the twist will reappear in the 
freshly planed board. Joint each piece flat but not necessarily 
clean on one face; low spots that remain rough will be cleaned 
up by the planer. Check the board's grain direction and feed it 
into the planer, jointed side down, with the grain oriented as 

shown in figure 1 .  If the grain doesn't clearly run in only one 
direction, feed it in the most prominent grain direction, angling 
the board slightly through tile planer. Flip the boards end for end 
to reverse grain direction and then plane the opposite face of each 
board. Removing equal amounts of material from both faces will 
minimize warping if the board is case hardened from kiln drying. 

Knots, splits, checks -When pOSSible, cut defects out before 
planing the board. Also, you can cut down on planing time by 
cutting parts for a project to rough length, then planing the 
shorter pieces flat and smooth, rather than trying to flatten a long 
plank along its length and cutting it later. Thin stock, especially 
with erratic grain, might shatter as it's being planed unless it's 
supported underneath by a backing board. Smaller boards can be 
temporarily stuck to a scrap piece of plywood with double-stick 
tape. Without a backing board, it's usually not possible to plane 
stock less than Ys in. thick to % in. thick. 

Planer probleOls -One of the most common planing problems 
is end sniping, which results in a board that's thinner at the 
ends than in the middle. Sniping usually occurs because the 
board is not held flat on the planer bed and it rises into tile cut-

Adjusting a planer with a dial indicator by Robert M. Vaughan 

When a machinist assembles a station
ary woodshop machine like a planer, 
he often relies on a dial indicator to 
check alignments and part sizes. It 
makes sense for woodworkers to use 
the same tool when adjusting machines. 
A dial indicator is more suited to fine 
work than a ruler or tape measure. My 
eyes find it a lot easier, for exanlple, to 
see a difference of 0.016 in. as 16 divi
sions on the face of a dial than to see a 
%oi-in. difference on a tape measure. 
The indicator quantifies adjustments 
that might otherwise be a matter of 
"feel," and thus makes them quicker to 
perform with more predictable results_ 

The dial indicator I've found best for 
most planer work has a range of lJ4 in., 
though indicators with a range of any
where from % in. to 1 in. are available. 
The end of the shaft on most indicators 
has a removabl e  tip;  I keep both 
rounded and flat tips on hand. The ball 
tip is ideal for feed-roll work, while the 
convex tip is best for knife setting. 

While of limited use on a thickness 
planer, a magnetic base is the most 
commonly used means of mounting the 
dial indicator and temporarily fixing it 
to the work area. It has an on-off switch 
that engages or disengages a magnetic 
field that holds it to any iron or steel 
object. An adjustable arm and swivel 
arrangement allows the indicator to be 
rigidly held in any position relative to 
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The cuuerhead gauge base allows a 
dial indicator to be used for seuing the 
depth of the knives in the cuuerhead. 
While the base rides on the head itself, 
the indicator's tip rides on the blade's 
edge and registers its height on the dial. 

the base. With the base attached to the 
side of the planer and the indicator 
shaft pressed against the planer's bed 
(perpendicular to the surface), I can 
crank the planer's thickness-adjusting 
wheel back and forth a few times to see 
if it raises and lowers the bed (or head) 
with consistent accuracy. I also can use 
a magnetic-base mounted indicator to 
quickly check the straightness of 

shafts, the roundness of pulleys or 
sheaves or the amount of free play be
tween any two moving parts. 

Besides the magnetic base, two other 
bases make the dial indicator a particu
larly useful tool for planer adjustments. 
The cutterhead gauge base rests on the 
cutterhead and allows the end of the 
indicator shaft to ride directly on the 
edge of a planer knife. With it, you can 
quickly check how far each knife pro
trudes from the cutterhead, making 
sure all the knives are set at exactly the 
Sanle height. The bed- and feed-roll 
base is a three-footed base that holds 
the dial indicator precisely perpen
dicular to a flat surface, allowing quick 
checks of cutterhead parallelism and 
feed- and bed-roll adjustment. 

You can make your own cutterhead 
gauge base and feed-roll gauge base, as 
I did, from some scrap pieces of steel 
or a l u m i n u m  and a few m a c h i n e  
screws and nuts. The photos show how 
they are constructed. If you do make 
your own bases, make them for the 
particular dial indicator you plan to 
use, because the dimensions of various 
indicators are not all the same. You can 
also purchase commercially made bases 
from Powermatic Corp., Morrison Rd., 
McMinnville, TN 37110. They sell both 
a feed-roll gauge base (#2230002) and 
a cutterhead gauge base (#2230007) 
that will work on Powermatic, as well 



terhead. Lowering the pressure bar to eliminate freeplay between 
the stock and the bed, dropping the bed rolls flush to the bed or 
increasing the downward pressure of the feed rolls should elimi
nate sniping. Also, long stock can lever itself into the cutterhead 
and cause sniping, so always support long boards with infeed and 
outfeed tables or by hand. 

Occasionally, a board with significant variations in thickness 
will jam in the planer. It can sometimes be freed without shutting 
the planer off by butting another board against its end (or side, 
if skewed) and pushing the stuck piece through. Sometimes a 
large chip lodged between the bed and bed rolls will cause a 
board to stick or leave a long rut on the bottom of the board. 
Shut off the planer and clear the chips and any gunk that may 
have accumulated on the bed rolls before it ruins your lumber or 
your patience. 

If you're not getting surfaces as smooth as you'd like from 
your planer, chatter may be the problem. It  could be caused by 
an uneven knife setting and/or dull knives, too fast a feed rate 
or the oscillation of thin stock between the bed and cutter
head. A high knife will cut deeper and leave dozens of little 
troughs along the board, and as the knife dulls, it will compress 
the board's fibers and burnish the surface rather than slice i t  

clean. The compressed fibers are nearly impossible to  sand out. 
The rate at which a board passes by the cutterhead greatly in

fluences the quality of the planed surface: Lower feed rates will 
produce more closely spaced knife cuts and thus smoother sur
faces. But if slow feeding doesn't agree with your production 
schedule, take the first passes on rough boards at a high feed rate, 
then slow the fe�d down for the fmish passes. Watch it with 
woods that have a high resin or sugar content, such as rosewood 
or cherry, because they tend to burn at slower feed rates-espe
cially if the knives are getting dull. If you can't change the feed 
speed, take lighter cuts on each pass. 

Surfacing any type of wood with ribbon or fiddleback grain, 
crotch swirls and medullary ray flakes can be challenging. Just 
remember that a slow feed rate, thin cuts and sharp knives all 
help conquer wicked grain. If you take too much in a single pass 
or feed the board against its grain, you'll end up listening to 
chunks of wood tearing out and clattering through the dust col
lection system or bouncing off the ceiling. And, the surfaced 
board will look just as bad as it sounded. 0 

Alfred E Holland, Jr. is a woodworker in Orangevale, Calif. 
David Kinter is a self-employed woodworker in Boise, Ida. 

the base positioned on the bed, rotate 
the cutterhead so a smooth section 
contacts the tip, then take readings at 
several spots along the cutterhead 
length. The feed rolls can be checked 
for parallel this way too, as well as to 
determine if they've worn more in the 
middle than at the ends. If the wear is 
great enough, the feed rolls, or even 
the planer bed, may need to be re-ma
chined. Use the indicator to check the 
alignment and straightness of the chip 
breaker and pressure bar and to re
check them after the final tightening of 
their locking screws to make sure they 
haven't shifted. 

The height of the bed rolls can be set with a dial indicator mounted in a magnetic 
base, but a three-Jooted feed-roll gauge base, right, will do the job quicker. The 
indicator can also be flipped in the feed-roll gauge base to check the alignment of 
all the parts of the planer's head assembly, including the cutterhead andfeed rolls. 

Reverse the dial indicator in the base 
so its shaft points down to check the 
bed rolls for proper adjustment and 
uneven wear. Zero the indicator by po
sitioning all three base feet on the bed. 
Then, place the base so its feet bridge 
the bed-roll gap, the tip contacting the 
roll at its highest point. The indicator 
will directly measure the roll's projec
tion above the bed. If you're getting 
erratic readings, examine the surface 
of the roll for large dips, rough spots or 
gunk that could cause the hand to 
move unpredictably. 0 as other, machines_ Each comes with 

its own dial indicator and sells for 
about $90_ 

To use a cutterhead base, first mount 
the indicator in the base and position it 
so the tip touches a smooth section of 
the cutterhead cylinder_ Rotate the in
dicator's movable outer dial to zero the 
needle. Now set it over the knife as 
shown in the photo on the facing page 

and move it back. and forth slightly, 
perpendicular to the edge, until the 
dial shows its highest reading, which 
should be about % in. Check the knife 
at both ends as well as at several places 
along its length before locking it down 
and checking the next knife. 

To check cutterhead parallelism, in
stall the indicator in the feed-roll base 
with the tip projecting upwards. With 

Robert Vaughan is a professional 
woodworker, with his own shop in 
Roanoke, Va. Other sources of dial 
indicators and m agnetic bases in
clude Enco Man ufacturing Co., 5000 
W. Bloomingdale Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
60639, and L.S. Starrett Co., 121 Cres
cent St., Athol, Mass. 01331. 
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Photos abO\·c and below: Stretch Tucmmler 

Inspired by shells and buds picked up on the beach, Gillam 
combined his boatbuilding skills with an avocational interest 
in turning to produce these slit bowls and vases. Tbey're 
made of butternut finished with a linseed oil/varnish mixture. 
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A Boatbuilder's 
Bowls 
Overlapping techniques 

by Stu Gillam 

M y work as a boatbuilder has both grown out of and fos
tered my appreciation of shape. Lately, I've found my 
lathe work is similarly motivated by my preoccupation 

with examining the various objects around me in terms of shape, 
surface texture and line. So it was, I found myself on the beach 
one day, a shell in my right hand, a bud in my left, noting the 
similarities between the two and admiring how their edges 
seemed to wrap around each other. It occurred to me that I 
could produce such shapes in wood by combining boatbuilding 
techniques with turning. 

In brief, my method is to turn the shape, cut it open, boil it and 
roll it up. The turning is fairly straightforward. If I have a large 
enough blank, I screw it directly to the faceplate and part off the 
turning beyond the reach of the screws. If the blank is too small 
for this, I simply glue on an extra pad of wood with five-minute 
epoxy, then part off the turning at the seam. The pictured vases 
are butternut, which has proven to be a near-perfect wood for slit 
turnings. It's very stable, turns well and bends easily when heated. 

I turn the outside first between the faceplate and a live center 
on my Shopsmith, sanding the wood smooth and sealing it tem
porarily with Butcher's wax to prevent checking. The finished 
outside surface then serves as a reference for hollowing the 
inside. Turning the inside of a vase through a small opening cre
ates a couple of problems. For one thing, the lathe needs to be 
periodically stopped so shavings trapped inside the vase can 
be blown or vacuumed out. Also, because the cutting edge is as 
much as 1 2  in. from the tool rest, tool chatter becomes a major 
problem, especially on a Shopsmith, which isn't robust enough to 
support deep faceplate work. To compensate, I've ballasted the 
machine with a block of granite and railroad iron and rigged up 
an adjustable steady rest that supports the outboard end of the 
turning with two pairs of furniture castors. 

To further control chatter and to allow undercutting of the 
vase's abruptly curved shoulders, I've developed my own turning 
tools. The largest of tllese, for deep rouglling of the inside, is 
made of an old file 1 8 in. long and 3,4 in. in section. A second 
tool has its shank bent so the cutting edge is roughly parallel with 
the axis of the handle, making it possible to pivot the shank on 
tlle tool rest to cut around corners. I press tlle handle against my 
hip and grasp the tool shank just inside and just outside the pivot 



Turning an un,derCln vase 

Deep faceplate work isn't the Shopsmith's forte, 
so Gillam ballasted the machine with granite and 
iron, then clamped on a steady rest made with 
furniture castors. Above, he's roughing the bowl's 
interior with a gouge made from an old file. 

A straight gouge 
can't reach these 
areas through a 
narrow opening. 

Gouge with bent shank 
pivots on tool rest to 
reach into undercut areas. 

After turning, the vase is sawn along its length. The edges are beveled so they can bend past each other more easily. In the center 
photo, Gillam pares a teardrop-shaped bevel for clearance. Ten minutes of boiling plasticizes the butternut enough for bending. 

point on the tool rest. Using this three-point grip with a little 
body English, light, controlled cuts are possible. 

I've found wall thicknesses of about % in. bend and fold easily 
after heating, yet are sturdy enough to withstand bending. Because 
a section through the wall is exposed after bending, its thickness 
must be uniform and fairly smooth, otherwise tool marks and pits 
will show as an irregular edge. When the piece has been turned 
inside and out, I sand the outside with 320 grit and what I can 
reach of the inside with 400 grit. Then, using stiff paper as a batten, 
I lay out a line for the sawcut. While the piece is still on the lathe, 
I cut to the line with a fine-toothed saw. To ease the strain of one 
edge passing over the other, both edges must have relief cuts. At 
the base of the sawcut, I chisel or knife a relief cut on the edge I 
want to pass underneath. This bevel goes from a straight feather
edge at the top of the sawcut to a teardrop shape nearer the 
bowl's base, as shown in the photos above. The teardrop shape is 
necessary because the bowl's walls are less flexible near the base 
and thus can't be bent as easily as the walls nearer the top. At this 
point, the vase can be parted off the lathe and prepared for bending. 

In boatbuilding, planks are steamed or soaked in hot water to 
plasticize the wood for bending, but my bowls are small enough 
to simply plop into a washbasin of vigorously boiling water for 

five or 1 0  minutes. To heat the piece evenly, I hold it underwater 
with a stick. My hands protected with heavy gloves, I fish out the 
turning and immediately bend it, tucking one edge under the 
other and rolling it up, just as you would a newspaper. A scrap of 
cloth wrapped tightly around the bowl holds the shape until the 
wood cools. I generally shape the exposed edges with carving 
tools, then sand again with 320-,400- and 600-grit sandpaper, 
taking care to get under the overlap. I use a sanding disc mount
ed on the Shopsmith to true up the vase's bottom, because the 
bending usually distorts it so badly that the vase won't stand up 
correctly. I fmish my turnings with a mixture of one part turpen
tine, two parts spar varnish and three parts boiled linseed oil. 

A final word about shape: A tall, narrow vase, like the one 
shown here, will roll easily as one edge can be deflected toward 
the center. The broader-shape bowl won't surrender so easily. 
The only way I've managed to fold this kind of shape is to carry 
the sawcut all the way across the bottom and then pare a triangu
lar clearance notch in one edge halfway up the bowl's side. This 
allows the two edges to interpenetrate during bending. I make a 
plug from parted-off scrap to patch the bottom. 0 

Stu Gillam builds boats and turns wood in Hancock, Me. 
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Demystifying Wax 
Clearing up some cloudy questions about an ancient finish 

by Bob Flexner 

I 've used wax for years to restore the luster of the finish on 
the furniture I repair. But it wasn't until I started testing some 
of the popular brands that I realized what a thoroughly mis

understood material wax is. Consider, for example, the following 
statements made by well-known polish manufacturers and authors 
of books on finishing: "A finish must breathe, and wax prevents 
this." "You should remove wax twice a year because it builds up 
and softens the film with age." "This traditional polishing wax 
. . .  feeds the wood." "Wax tends to get gradually darker over the 
years." Despite the authority of the sources, I've found all these 
claims to be utter nonsense. 

The ad hype concerning wax products is so prevalent that I 
think many people are confused about using wax to polish, pro
tect and care for wooden furnishings. In my quest to clear up 
confusion about waxes, I interviewed a dozen finish chemists and 
professional wood finishers. I hope the following explanations 
will clear the air about what wax does (or does not do), how it 
works and how to use it. 

First, a quick introduction to the waxes. Manufacturers today 
can choose from many natural and synthetic waxes to obtain a 
good wax product-one that protects well and is easy to apply. 
Among the most popular waxes: Beeswax is a soft wax secreted 
by bees for comb building and was historically the primary wax 
for woodwork; carnauba wax comes from palm leaves and is the 
hardest of the natural waxes; candelilla, from a desert plant found 
in northern Mexico and southern Texas, is often used in blends 
because of its low cost and compatibility in mixing with other wax
es; and paraffin refined from petroleum is a very soft wax that's 
often blended with harder waxes to make them easier to apply. 

Dozens of brands of commercial waxes suitable for applying 
over furniture finishes are available_ Among the most common 
raw ingredients are the ones shown in the plastic bags at the 
right. From left to right: beeswax, candelilla and carnauba. 
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The key to understanding wax lies in knowing its natural prop
erties: It's a substance that's insoluble in water; a thin film of wax 
is capable of withstanding wear because it creates a low-friction 
surface things slide off of; wax bonds with tenacity to almost any 
solid material, but not to itself; and wax can be easily dissolved in 
a solvent, such as mineral spirits. The first two characteristics are 
important for understanding how wax protects, the third and 
fourth for understanding how to apply and remove it. 

Wax protectioR-The primary finish on a piece of furniture, 
whether it be oil, lacquer or varnish, protects the wood from 
liquids or abrasion and reduces the exchange of moisture vapor 
between the wood and the atmosphere. Contrary to the all-too
commonly held belief, wood does not need to breathe, nor does 
it need to be fed. In fact, ideally, we would want to seal it off 
entirely from the atmosphere if we could. This moisture ex
change, which will occur no matter what type of fmish is applied, 
may cause · the wood to warp, veneer to come loose, joints to 
come apart, and if the moisture is severe enough, wood to rot. 
Keeping the finish in good shape will postpone these problems, 
and wax is the best material I know of to accomplish this. It will 
repel liquids and deflect blows that might otherwise destroy the 
finish. Most waxes are inexpensive and easy to apply, and a wax 
finish is simple to keep in good repair. Further, a well-buffed 
wax coating imparts a soft, pleasing luster to a finish that can 
accentuate both the wood's color and grain. 

Most woodworking finishes bond well to themselves and offer 
more protection if a thicker layer is built up with several coats. 
On the other hand, wax used as a polish is a material where less 
is better. To understand thiS, take a colored wax crayon and rub 
it on a piece of glass. If you keep rubbing long enough, all the 
wax ends up on the glass. But if you try to remove the wax from 
the glass with a cloth, you'll find that all of it wipes off except for 
a film so thin you can't see it. No amount of rubbing will remove 
this. Though wax crayons are softer than most waxes, the analogy 
still holds. Wax adheres with great strength to almost any solid 
surface, but it doesn't bond well to itself. 

When the excess wax isn't properly buffed off, the effect is 
somewhat like the crayon on glass. As more coats are added, the 
wax layer becomes thicker and, like the crayon, will smear and 
mar easily. Further, this gummy layer collects dust and darkens 
over the years due to the dirt that becomes embedded in it. This 
has led many to believe that it's the wax itself that darkens with 
age. But if only one or two coats of wax are applied and rubbed 
down to the thirmest possible layer, a water-repellent and mar
resistant surface that will not smear or collect dust is produced. 
There's no reason to apply more coats of wax, since additional 
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coats won't necessarily add protection and they will probably rub 
off when you buff it out. So despite the claims of polish manufac
turers, a well-buffed wax finish will never develop wax buildup. 

Applying wax .... You can apply wax with steel wool, a dry or 
dampened cloth, or with a lump of wax inside a cloth. They all 
work decently, but there are some distinctions worth noting. 
Steel wool guarantees a duller sheen when waxing over a glossy 
finish. It's good if you want to dull a too-shiny surface and apply 
wax at tile same time. But a steel-wool applicator shouldn't be used 
if you want the final finish to have a maximum gloss. Using a dry 
cloth works fme, but a danlpened clOtll makes application smooth
er. My favorite way of applying wax, however, is to put a chunk 
of it inside a cotton cloth. I hold it in my hand for a minute or 
two, warming and kneading tile wax so it will spread evenly 
tl1fough the cloth. I can wax a fairly large surface quickly, without 
having to constantly reach back in the can to pick up more wax. 

Obtaining an optimally thin coat of wax on a surface isn't diffi
cult when you understand how solvents are used to make wax 
work. Solvents such as turpentine, mineral spirits and naptha 
are added to wax blends to create workable pastes and liquids. 
(CAUTION: Because these solvents are flammable, never heat 
commercial or homemade waxes over an open flame.) After tile 
softened wax is applied and tile solvents evaporate, the wax reso
lidifies. If you allow this thicker- than-desired wax layer to dry 
completely, it will take a lot of rubbing to get the excess off. If, 
however, you catch the wax at the point where it's bonded to the 
surface but the excess is still soft, then it wipes off easily-even if 
you've applied a very tllick coat. You can't predict how long this 
drying process will take, as instructions on most wax products 
would lead you to believe. The appropriate moment to buff out 
the wax occurs relatively soon after application, but varies with 
the temperature and evaporation rate of the solvents. Visually, 
you can see it happening when the wax loses its wet shine and 
hazes over. If you wipe the wax before it dries, you'll remove tqo 
much. If you wait too long, you'll get streaks that will be difficult 
to remove, save with an electric buffer or polisher. You can also 
remove streaks by applying a new layer of wax to redissolve the 
hardened one, allowing it to be buffed out evenly. If you can 
smear the surface with your finger, then you have not removed 
all the excess wax. 

In the same way tlut fresh wax can redissolve dried wax, the 
solvents used to make wax can also be used to remove it. A rag 
moistened with naptha or mineral spirits will quickly remove all 
the wax on a surface. aptlla leaves little residue and evaporates 
quickly, so it's my favorite solvent. Neither naptha, mineral spirits 
or any other commercial wax I know of will damage any primary 
finish, as long as the finish is more than two or three days old. 

Putting wax to the test 

Solvents-not waxes-are the main ingredients in most liquid
spray and Wipe-on polishes sold in supermarkets and department 
stores. Therefore, never apply one of these polishes to a waxed 
surface, because the polish might cause the wax to streak or re
move it altogether. Waxed woodwork should be dusted with a 
dry cloth or feather duster and cleaned, if necessary, with a damp 
cloth. If a waxed surface becomes dull or marred, try rubbing out 
the marks and buffing up tile luster with a soft cloth. If this fails, 
try another application of wax. This might be needed once every 
three months to a year on a tabletop that gets constant use and 
much less often on surfaces that see less use. If marks don't come 
out with re-waxing, the damage is likely in the primary finish. 

Reviving a finish-Wax also can be effective for reviving the 
appearance of an old, worn finish. You can apply the new wax 
right over the old, because the solvents will redissolve any re
maining old wax. It may be advisable to clean tile piece first with 
mild soap and water to remove any dirt that has accumulated on 
the surface. It may even be necessary to rub out the piece with 
steel wool or sand lightly if the primary finish is lightly scratched 
or crazed. But this should never be done to a very old finish 
that has historic value. To hide scratches and recolor worn or 
damaged areas, you can apply pigmented waxes that come in 
wood tones. Most clear waxes can be colored with regular oil
based pigments. Experiment on a small inconspicuous section of 
a finished piece to determine the procedure that will get the best 
results. Remember though, a wax coating is very thin and won't 
hide imperfections on a badly cracked or worn finish. It should 
seldom, if ever, be necessary to remove tile wax completely from 
an older piece, and could be ruinous on an antique: It might de
stroy some of the patina and reduce the value of tile piece. 

In addition to its use as a polish on an existing finish, wax can 
be used as a primary finish, as it was in the 1 6th to 1 8th centur
ies. But unfinished woods can absorb a great deal of wax, so it 
will be necessary to apply many coats. Just as witll the wax crayon 
analogy, wax that builds several layers thick in the wood's pores 
and crevices does not bond well to itself. But these areas are so 
small that they have little effect on the overall wax surface. To 
reduce the number of wax coats needed to finish a piece of 
woodwork completely, it's best to seal the wood first with a coat 
of thinned shellac or oil. No more than one coat of wax should 
ever be needed on a sealed surface, but there are almost always 
small areas tllat don't get waxed the first time. A second coat 
ensures complete coverage and an even luster. D 

Bob Flexner repairs and l-efinishes furniture in Norman, Okla. 
His videotape, Repairing Furniture, is available from the Taun
ton Press, Box 355, Newtown, Conn. 06470. 

I've used many commercially made 
waxes during my 1 5-year career as a 
furniture restorer and also made up 
my own concoctions from old formulas. 
I never noticed any substantial differ
ences between waxes, but I always as
sumed I would find them if I looked 
closely enough. So, when I tested 1 3  
waxes for th is  article,  I was a l ittle 
surprised at how close the overall re
sults were, despite the differences 

in the waxes' cost and composition. Beaute and French Buffing Wax are 
cream waxes, with a consistency be
tween a paste and a liquid- like cold 
cream. The Liberon Beeswax Polish and 
George Frank's Water-Wax are both liquid 
waxes. The Water-Wax is a homemade 
mixture of carnauba and candelilla wax
es emulsified in hot water by a formula 
given in Frank's book Adventures in 
Woodfinishing (Taunton Press, 1981 ).  
The majority of commercial wax prod-

The waxes I tested (shown at the bot
tom of t h e  fac i ng page ) i nc l u d e d  
floor waxes, general-purpose paste wax
es, waxes designed to clean and polish 
fine furniture and liquid wax polishes. 
Behlen's Blue Label, M inwax, Trewax, 
Butcher'S Wax, Johnson's Paste Wax, 
Liberon Black Bison, Briwax and Livos 
Bekos waxes are paste waxes with a stiff 
consistency out of the can. Renaissance, 
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Above, left: If a wax is left on too long before the excess is buffed away, streaks will 
result, as seen on the right side of this test piece. Reapplying wax will soften the 
swirled coat so it can be buffed out evenly. Above, right: Wax will cause water to 
bead up and flow off, but it cannot protect against hot water after a spill. Despite 
the two coats of wax applied to this test sample, the grain of the maple plywood was 
raised and the wax dissolved after less than a minute of contact with hot water. 

ucts are a mixture of waxes, including 
paraffin, beeswax, carnauba and cande
lilla dissolved in solvents. Renaissance 
wax is a petroleum derivative, like par
affin. The manufacturer says its refining 
process creates a "microcrystalline" or 
more compact crystal structure, making 
the wax tougher and with a higher melt
ing point than paraffin. 

I prepared wooden test pieces by 
staining I-ft. squares of maple plywood 
a dark walnut color, then applying a 
number of coats of shellac. I us�d shel
lac because it would quickly show signs 
of water damage, and I stained the sam
ples dark to show up wax streaking and 
unevenness in luster. The first test I 
performed was for sheen, and I com
pared the 1 3  waxes by putting two wax 
coats on each test piece. I was expecting 
waxes containing mostly soft beeswax, 
like Livos Bekos, to produce a duller 
finish than waxes made with a high 
percentage of harder waxes.  But I 
couldn't see any difference in sheen at 
all between the samples. I tried the 
experiment again, but this time on a 
cherry hutch I had in my shop for re
pair. I put a different wax on each of the 
six drawers, two raised-panel doors, two 
sides and top and still couldn't see any 
difference in surface luster. However, 
the cherry hutch had a slightly higher 
gloss than the newly shellacked and 
rubbed-out plywood test pieces. There
fore, I decided that the final sheen 
depended more on the luster of the 
primary finish than on the type of wax I 
applied over it. 

I performed a scuff test by subjecting 
each of the samples to repeated glanc
ing blows from the cor . r of a book. 
The scuff marks buffed ",ut easily, un
less the wood was hit hard enough to 
damage the finish underneath the wax. 
There was no noticeable difference in 
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how the 1 3  waxes resisted scuffing. 
There also wasn't any difference in the 
way the waxes repelled water. The wax
es offered very little protection when I 
allowed small puddles of water to stand 
on the sample piece, and none prevent
ed the penetration of water for more 
than a minute or so. After one or two 
minutes, the maple plywood's grain 
would start to rise. After each sample 
was dried, the wax finishes always re
mained intact-with no blushing or 
change in color or luster-despite the 
damage to the plywood. For comparison, 
I tested Pledge, a spray polish containing 
silicone; Oz, an emulsified cream pol
ish; and Simoniz II, an automobile wax. 
All of them yielded the same results as 
the 1 3  sample waxes. 

Although none of the waxes are im
pervious to moisture, they do bead 
up liquids and make them run off easi
er, reducing the contact of the liquid 
with the surface. Ultimately, however, 
water-resistance depends on the kind of 
underlying finish and its condition. 
Older varnished and lacquered surfaces 
with deteriorated finishes may water
mark, because the surface film has 
begun to fail. But on newly-lacquered 
surfaces, cold water stayed beaded up 
on the wax for hours with no apparent 
damage to either the finish or the wax. 

Applying hot water to the waxed sam
ples produced more dramatic results. 
The heated water started to melt the 
wax at about 140°, and all the samples 
showed a dull luster where the water 
had made contact. The dull spot could 
be eliminated, though, by applying a 
new coat of wax over it and buffing it 
up. Water above 1 50° damaged the 
shellac and dulled the wax film. 

I tried several different methods of 
wax application during the testing to 
see if the liquid polishes were more 

prone to streaking or leaving an un
even sheen than the harder, paste-wax 
types that have less solvent in them. 
Once again, all the waxes performed 
the same and predictably left streaks if 
left on too long before buffing. I tried 
using steel wool to remove the excess 
wax, as advocated by some wax makers. 
I found it almost impossible to keep 
the steel wool from removing all the 
wax, as well as a bit of the primary 
finish. I also tried following �e direc
tions on some wax-container labels, 
which recommended waiting from 5 
minutes to 20 minutes and up to 24 
hours before buffing off the excess. In 
all cases, hand buffing was very hard 
work, and I often resorted to my elec
tric polisher. In contrast, it was easier 
to buff the excess immediately after 
the wax formed a haze, and I couldn't 
see any difference in the fin3l results. 

When evaluating my results, you 
should remember the tests I performed 
were under workshop conditions, not 
laboratory conditions. Even though 
there are scientifically measurable 
differences between the hardness and 
melting points of the components in 
each mixture, I couldn't detect signifi
cant differences in appearance or pro
tection. Further, the tests convinced 
me that the differences between wax 
brands are not great enough to have 
any practical value for the woodworker 
and surely don't justify buying some of 
the more expensive brands. Nor do 
they justify the trouble and danger of 
making your own wax mixtures. -B.P. 

Sources of supply 
Beaute: Roger A. Reed Inc., P.O. Box 508, 
Reading, MA 0 1 867. 

Behlen's Blue Label and French Buffing 
Wax: Garrett Wade Co., 1 6 1  Ave. of the 
Americas, New York, NY 1 00 1 3. 

Black Bison and Beeswax Polish: Liberon 
Supplies, P.O. Box 1 750, Mendocino, CA 
95460. 

Briwax: Briwax Int., P.O. Box 3327, Red· 
wood City, CA 94064. 

Butcher'S Wax: The Butcher Polishing 
Co., 1 20 Bartlett St. ,  Marlborough, MA 
0 1 752-30 1 3. 

Johnson Paste Wax: S . C .  Johnson & 
Son, Inc. ,  1 5 2 5  Howe St. ,  Racine, WI 
53403-50 1 1 .  

Livos Bekos: Livos PlantChemistry, 6 1 4  
Agua Fria St., Santa Fe, NM 8750 1 .  

Minwax: Minwax Co. Inc., 1 02 Chestnut 
Ridge Plaza, Montvale, NJ 07649. 

Renaissance: Cereus Inc., 1 84 Warburton 
Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706. 

Trewax: Trewax Co., 1 164 1 Pike St., Santa 
Fe Springs, CA 90670. 

Water-Wax: Ingredients for George Frank's 
Water-Wax are available from the Olde 
M ill Cabinet Shoppe, RD#3,  P.O. Box 
547A, Camp Betty Washington Rd., York, 
PA 1 7402. 



Inspired byJames Krenov's understated aesthetic, the author built this showcase cabinetfrom 
European maple. The carcase is joined by dowels, allowing delicate shaping of the cabinet 
top and bouom that wouldn't be practical with other corner joints. 

Carcase Doweling . 
Accuracy and patience ensure success 

by Monroe Robinson 

I learned about cabinet doweling from James Krenov at the 
College of the Redwoods. Krenov is well· known for his gra· 
ciously proportioned wall and showcase cabinets, delicate 

carcases that are ideally suited for doweled corner joints. But the 
technique is just as appropriate for larger cabinets and, if done 
accurately, dowels are as strong as any other corner joint and can 
be made fairly quickly with few tools. More important, doweling 
is versatile, offering design options not available with other joints. 

For the European maple showcase cabinet I built to illustrate 
this article, doweling was really my only choice. Because I want· 
ed to plane a decorative profile on the edges of the cabinet's 
solid-wood top and bottom, I extended them slightly past the 
carcase sides. Dovetails here would have been difficult to lay 
out and cut on the curved carcase sides and would have prevent-

ed me from shaping the overhanging top and bottom. 
Doweling has one advantage over almost any other joint (except 

perhaps plate joinery in some applications)-it's equally effective 
in solid-wood or veneered panels or in combinations of the two. 
In the rosewood china hutch on p. 70, for example, I wanted the 
appearance of frame-and-panel construction but the rigidity of 
veneered panels. To achieve thiS, I glued rails and stiles to panels 
made of lumbercore plywood veneered with %2-in. rosewood. 
Even the rails and stiles are veneered plywood, and the entire 
lower case is doweled into the base, forming a rigid structure. 

Tools for doweling-Since boring accurate holes is what dow
eling is all about, you need brad-point drill bits and, ideally, a 
mortising machine or horizontal borer, both to make a doweling 
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Robinson's rosewood china hutch, above, is also doweled. The 
lower carcase consists of a mock frame-andpanel structure 
doweled into a base and a solid-wood top, while the upper car
case is made of frames into which glass panes have been set. 
He stiffened the structure by gluing veneered panels into the 
solid-wood frames that form the backs of both upper and lower 
carcases. Normally, panels would float freely in the frames. 

To accurately align dowels in parts being joined, the author 
makes a scrapwood doweling jig to serve as a boring guide. 
In the photo above, he has nailed the jig to the cabinet side 
for end grain boring. Below, it's reversed and nailed to the 
cabinet bottom to bore matching holes. The doweling jig is 
bandsawn to the profile of the carcase side, and a heel is 
glued and nailed to one end to aid in alignment. 
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jig for the specific carcase you'll be building and to bore holes in 
the endgrain pieces. If a mortiser or horizontal· boring machine 
isn't available, you might consider building one (see FWW on 

Making and Modifying Machines), but the truth is, you can get 
by with just a drill press and/or a portable electric drill. These 
two tools can drill holes accurately enough for doweling, but 
they will require careful setup to achieve good results. 

A brad point will bore a much cleaner hole in wood than a 
regular twist drill. Typically, a selection of l;4-in., %6-in., %-in. 
and tn-in. brad points will be sufficient for matching the dowel 
sizes you'll be using. If the available brad points won't match an 
undersize or oversize dowel, standard metal drills-available in a 
far greater range of sizes-can be ground to make a brad point of 
the exact size. To regrind a bit, I use a regular bench grinder with 
an aluminum-oxide wheel. The corner of the wheel has been 
rounded off slightly, which makes reshaping the bit much easier. 
For a larger-diameter bit, you need to shape a larger radius on the 
edge of the wheel. I use a diamond-tipped dressing rod to true 
the face of the grinding wheel and shape the radius edges. In 
grinding a point on a metal bit, the exact angles aren't critical but 
the point must be perfectly centered, so don't rotate or move the 
bit from side to side while you're grinding. Be careful not to 
overheat the bit by grinding too aggressively. 

Dowels are available in two types: fluted and spiral groove. The 
flutes and spirals help spread the glue, 'making a better bond be
tween the dowel and hole. Either type of dowel is fine, although I 
prefer the fluted ones, because they are machined more precisely 
and thus fit into the hole more easily. Also, fluted dowels allow 
excess glue to escape, preventing the dowel from being forced 
out of the hole by hydraulic pressure. Some people make their 
own dowels out of standard, hardware-store dowels. If you do this, 
make sure the dowels match the diameter of the bits you have 
and chamfer the ends of each dowel so they'll slide easily into the 
holes. In any case, the diameter of the dowel should be slightly 
greater than one· third the thickness of the stock you are using. I 
have no rules on dowel length, but generally I bore Side-grain 
holes to within about % in. of breaking through the opposite side; 
the endgrain holes are bored to an equivalent depth. 

The trick to strong carcase doweling is accuracy, and this is 
achieved with a doweling jig made specifically for each carcase. 
The jig I learned about from Krenov is shown in the photos at left. 
It's nothing more than a block of wood with holes matching the 
dowel spacing bored through it. The jig is nailed and/or clamped 
to the carcase parts and aligns the drill bit for boring. I make the 
jig from a scrap of dense hardwood to minimize wear during bor
ing. Make sure the stock for your jig is perfectly square in section, 
otherwise your dowel holes will be at an angle, spoiling accuracy. 
This is especially true if you're boring with a portable drill. 

Hole spacing is a matter of personal preference. On my show
case, I spaced the tn-in. dowels about 1 in. apart (center to 
center), but near the edges ' of the joint, . I spaced them closer 
to help the joint resist cupping. With the holes marked out on 
the jig, I bore them on the mortising machine or drill press. I like 
to bandsaw the jig precisely to the carcase side's cross section
this helps me see if I'm using the jig in the correct relationship to 
the cabinet during all steps of construction. Finally, I glue and 
nail a small wood heel on the squared end of the jig to help lo
cate it exactly within the board's width. 

Order of events -Because doweling lends itself to so many 
construction styles, the actual joinery of a piece can happen at 
any of various stages. If the parts are all square in section and no 
subsequent shaping is desired, you can Simply cut your cabinet 
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Fig. 1 :  Showcase cabinet 

. -. ' ' . 
Form laminate door rails from 
six layers of bandsawn veneer. 

Cabinet overall height, 28 in . 

See Fig. 2 for 
lock details. 

Bridle joint joins rails to stile. 

Bandsawn mortise 

Bottom rai l , 3/0 X F/8 in . ; 
top rai l , %x 1% i n . 

Mul l ion --'---

Curved rai l  

Back panel is o/32-in. bandsawn veneer over 
'IS-in. plywood door skin. Panel is glued 

into rabbet milled into cabinet back. 

Plywood, Va�. n . 1 
Veneer, 0/32 in . �E_�������2���� 

____ :7 
Cabinet side section 

f.-.[ ui� [J -;.-
l\�. --------��--� .-r-�1�------- 5% ------��1 

=_.-===-_. 

Cabinet sides, U/16 x 5%x 26% 

Top and bottom are 0/16 in. thick, 
9� in. wide at center, 
6� in. wide at ends. 

Mullion is held in by 
notch cut into molding. 

Nailed-on molding 
holds glass in place. 



Allowing for sprlngback of the door's form-lami
nated rails was hopeless guesswork, so Robinson 
built the curved door first, then made the carcase 
to match. He dry-assembled the cabinet sides, 
above, to an oversized top and bottom, then traced 
the outline of the sides, right, using a compass to 
allow extra material for shaping. After doweling, 
the top and bottom were shaped with hand tools. 
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A carver's burr chucked in a hand drill, left, cleans up the dowel holes and 
forms a slightly enlarged opening to ease entry of the dowels. To set dowels 
to the proper depth, above, a scrap makes a handy depth gauge. Spacing 
of dowels isn't critical, but to prevent cupping from opening the joint, the 
two outermost dowels should be spaced more closely than the rest. In the 
photo below, the cabinet is being test assembled. Before final glue-up, Rob
inson chopped mortises for the door's knife hinges. 



Fig_ 2: Lock detail 

Cabinet side Cabinet side 

Strike 
Catch housing is made of 
soldered ',Is-in. -thick brass. 

Mortise strike into 
front edge of cabinet 
side. 

Turn shank 

Keyhole 

on wood lathe. Rubber washer epoxied into housing 
acts as a bumper for key. 

Keyhole made from ',4-in. -/0 brass plumbing nipple fits 
into 'I2-in. hole bored in edge of door. 

Key hand-shaped from brass sheet stock 

parts to size and dowel them together. Because the curved rails 
of the cabinet door shown here were form laminated, however, and 
thus subject to springback, there was no way to predict just how 
the curve would come out. Thus, I made the door first, reasoning 
that it's far easier to shape the cabinet parts to match the door's 
curve than vice versa. (For more on controlling springback and 
form lamination, see FWW #54 or FWW on Bending Wood. ) 

When I had finished the door, I cut the carcase sides to the 
exact length and shaped their convex proille with handplanes. 
Next, I surface-planed the lumber for the carcase top and bottom 
and finish-planed their inside surfaces. But at this point, the top 
and bottom were left longer .and wider than their finished dimen
sions. To locate the dowel holes in the top and bottom, I set the 
carcase sides up with the top and bottom and with the door in 
place, and then checked everything for a good fit. Next, I trace? 
the outline of the sides onto the oversize top and bottom, marked 
all the parts so I could reassemble them correctly and took down 
my mock-up to bore the dowel holes. 

It doesn't matter whether you bore the endgrain or side-grain 
holes fu-st, but in either case, align the doweling jig so its proille 
matches the appropriate surface and the glued-on heel is firmly 
butted to the correct edge. Don't attempt to hold the jig in place 
by hand. It will surely slip and mislocate the holes. Instead, nail it 
in place. I use 1 5;s-in. hardened paneling nails that push snugly 
through pre-drilled holes in the jig. The nails are tapped only part 
way in for easy removal. For boring the endgrain holes in the 
carcase sides, I use my mortising machine, set at the same boring 
height I used to make the doweling jig. If you're going to use a 
portable drill instead, I suggest clamping the doweling jig with 
a bar clamp to make absolutely certain it won't move. Use a scrap 
block to keep the clamp from marring the opposite end of the 
work. Set a stop collar or masking-tape marker on the drill bit 
so the hole depth is just slightly deeper than the length of the 
dowel. This will keep the dowel from bottoming, preventing the 
joint from closing. 

To bore the holes in the corresponding piece, in this case the 
cabinet top or bottom, the j ig is reversed and the nails are pulled 
and put in from the opposite side. Align the jig and tap the nails 
in. I use a drill press to bore holes in the top and bottom but 
again, a portable drill is fine, as long as you clamp both the board 
and the jig firmly to your bench. Once all the holes are bored, I 
use an eggbeater drill with a countersink or carver's burr to en
large the lip of the hole a bit so the dowel enters more easily. 

Assembly-The beauty of doweling is in allowing an almost un
limited freedom of expression at the points where two boards 
join at a right angle. After all the dowel holes are bored, I mark 
out the carcase top and bottom and cut them to the final size to 
ready them for fmal detailing. The edge of the carcase bottom 
was then detailed with a gently sloping bevel, which I formed 
with a handplane and chisels. I routed a cove along the top edge 
and then used carving tools to texture the machined surfaces. 

The final fitting and a test assembly follow the detailing. For 
test fitting, glue the dowels into the cabinet side only, using a 
short scrap of undersized dowel to spread glue evenly in the 
hole. Dab just a little glue on the dowel itself, not too much or 
you'll have a mess to clean up. Tap the dowels into their holes, 
using a scrap block of the appropriate thickness as a depth gauge. 
Now, do a complete dry clamp-up of the cabinet, making sure the 
dowels seat completely and the carcase is perfectly square. 
Check for square by measuring diagonally from corner to corner 
either with a tape measure or with a pair of sticks or pinch rods. 
The dry assembly is a good time to iron out any problems in 
clamping strategy. Now's the time to find out if you don't have 
enough clamps and/or pads to do the real thing. 

If everything checks out, I knock apart the test assembly using 
padded blocks and finish any pre-assembly details. This cabinet 
involved routing the rabbet for the back panel and chopping 
mortises for the door's knife hinges before proceeding to the final 
glue-up. I finished the cabinet with several coats of very thin 
shellac, sanded between coats with 400-grit sandpaper and fm
ished up with a coat of Goddard's furniture wax. 

One final note about hardware: The knife hinges for the cabinet 
door are available from many local hardware stores and various 
mail-order supply houses, but the lock and key are custom-made. 
Although this might seem difficult to do, cutting and shaping 
brass is quite easy. The drawing above shows how the lock was 
made, using a hacksaw, files and soldering iron. The parts were 
made from brass sheet stock, except for the keyhole, which is a 
standard %-in.-m plumbing nipple. The key's shank was turned 
round on a wood lathe. 0 

Monroe Robinson is a graduate of the College of the Redwoods in 
Fort Bragg, Calif., and a professional furnituremaker in Little Riv
er, Calif. Goddard's wax is available from Woodcraft Supply Corp., 
p. 0. Box 4000, Woburn, Mass. 01888, and in Canada from Lee 
Valley Tools Ltd., P.o. Box 6295, Station ], Ottawa, Ont K2A 1T4. 
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Fig_ 1 :  Anatomy of a marking gauge 

Adjustable fence slides freely on beam. 

Beam is usually 8 in. to 12 in. long 
on a marking or mortise gauge 
and 18 in. to 24 in. long on a 
panel gauge. 

Using the Marking Gauge 

When I want to cut some dovetails or make a few mortise-and
tenon joints by hand, the first tool I reach for isn't the saw or the 
chisel-it's the marking gauge. A marking gauge is the fastest and 
most accurate way I know to lay out lines for cutting joints and 
to mark stock to be edged, jointed, thicknessed with a handplane 
or ripped to width with a handsaw. 

A basic marking gauge consists of a sharp steel point set into a 
stick called a beam. A block with a hole in it, called the fence, 
slides on the beam and locks firmly to it with a thumbscrew or 
cam lock (see figure 1 above). In use, the fence rides against the 
edge of the stock being marked while the point scratches a thin 
line. The distance from the point to the fence determines how far 
from the edge the line is scribed. Marking can be done with the 
grain, across the grain or on the endgrain of a workpiece. 

The advantage of using a marking gauge instead of a pencil to 
mark a layout line is that the scribed line is much thinner than a 
pencil line, so it can be placed on the workpiece with pinpoint 
accuracy. This is essential if you want to cut precise joinery. 
When you saw or pare to the relatively wide pencil line, it's easy 
to make a mistake and produce a loose or too-tight jOint. Further, 
the marking gauge scribes a consistently thin line, whereas a pencil 
line changes in thickness depending on whether the pencil point 
is sharp or dull. A disadvantage to scribing layout lines with a 
gauge is that if you make a mistake, you can't erase the etched-in 
line- it has to be scraped or sanded out. 

Types of gauges -I keep several kinds of marking gauges handy 
in my shop: a regular marking gauge, a mortise gauge and a panel 
gauge. Each has a specific use. The marking gauge has a single 
point and a beam that's 8 in. to 1 2  in. long. It's used for many 
layout jobs, from marking stock that's to be dressed to locating 
the position of a row of holes to marking the depth of dovetails. 
The panel gauge is also single pointed, with an 1 8- in.-long to 
24-in.-long beam. It looks like a longer, bigger version of the 
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Adjustable point 

Single steel point on marking gauge 
cuts a mark into the wood. 

i'ri';;��;;;;v';'n
'
t" locking screw from denting beam. 

Brass inserts on some gauge fences protect 
the wooden parts from excess wear. 

by Frank Klausz 

marking gauge. It's great for marking boards or panels to be 
ripped to exact width or for doing marking jobs on boards too 
wide for a regular marking gauge. The mortise gauge also looks 
like the marking gauge and has a 8-in. beam, but it has two points 
and can mark out two parallel lines at once. This is essential for 
good mortise-and-tenon joints. 

Marking and mortise gauges are readily available from tool 
shops, or you can make a gauge yourself (see accompanying article 
on p. 76). Panel gauges are uncommon, because most people do 
their ripping on the tablesaw instead of by hand. You'll have to 
find a panel gauge either at an antique tool sale or make one. 
Regardless of type, most gauges have nail-like pOints, which 
scratch the surface of the workpiece instead of cut it cleanly. A 
nail point that just scratches will make a fuzzy line when used 
across the grain and is likely to follow the grain and veer off 
when working along the grain. For best results, the point of a 
gauge should be refiled to a knife-like proftie. Remove the point 
from the gauge before filing; otherwise, the beam of the gauge 
will be scratched. After filing the point to the knife shape, shown 
in figure 2, reset the point into the beam so the leading edge of 
the knife points away from the fence about 5° to 1 if. When you 
pull the edge toward yourself during marking, the skewed leading edge 
wilJ pull the fence tighter against the workpiece. On mortise gauges, 
both points are filed and set as above. Set the points to protrude 
from the beam the same amount so they'll make equally deep marks. 

The Jnar king gauge -When I use my marking gauge for a layout 
job, say marking the depth of dovetails on a set of drawer sides, I 

fi rst set the posit ion of the gauge's  adjustable fence.  
Because the distance from the gauge's fence to the point must 
match the thickness of the drawer sides, it's easiest to set the posi
tion by holding the gauge against a drawer side for direct reference 
instead of measuring the side with a ruler and then transfering the 
distance to the gauge. With the gauge's fence in position, tighten the 



fence's locking screw enough to secure the fence on the beam. 
Don't overtighten the screw; otherwise, its point may dent the 
beam. Before I begin marking, I stack all the pieces to be marked on 
top of one another with their ends overhanging as shown in the 
photo at right. Holding the top drawer side firmly with one hand, I 

bring the fence of the marking gauge against the edge of the drawer 
side and, with light pressure, score a line across the end. I apply 
pressure at a 45" angle as I pull the gauge toward me- to press the 
fence firmly against the stock and engage the point so it'll scribe 
a light line. When I finish all the pieces, I flip the stack over and do 
the other sides. Then, I turn the stack end for end and repeat the 
process. This way there's no wasted motion and less chance that an 
end will miss getting marked. 

A marking gauge will score endgrain as cleanly as it scores 

across the grain. When cutting half-blind dovetails on a drawer 
front for instance, the dovetails' depth must be marked on the 
endgrain as well as on the sidegrain of the drawer front. If you 
have trouble holding the piece steady while you mark the end, 
support it in a vise or hold it firmly under your armpit. Also, the 
scored line may be harder to see on the endgrain, so highlight it 
with a pencil if necessary. 

You have to be a bit more careful when marking along the 
grain, because the grain may cause the gauge's point to veer off. 
To prevent this, refile the point as described on the previous 
page and keep the fence firmly against the work. Also, it's best to 
take a couple of light passes with the gauge rather than one heavy 
one, especially on an unplaned surface. I often use my gauge 
along the grain to size and thickness a square chair or table leg by 
hand. I first square two adjacent sides of a piece wider and 
thicker than the finished leg with a jack plane and try square. 
These two sides provide reference surfaces for marking and plan
ing the other two. I then set my marking gauge to the final size 
and scribe a line down the length of one squared-up side and the 
unplaned side parallel to it, with the fence bearing on the second 
squared side. With the leg clamped down on the bench, second 
squared side down, I use a jack plane to chamfer the top edges at 
about 45° down to the scribed lines. Then, with a smooth plane, I 
plane down the leg's thickness until the chamfers are gone-a 
sign that I've reached the scribes. Repeat this process to square 
the remaining unplaned side. 

The panel gauge -The panel gauge works just like the marking 
gauge, except you must use two hands-one to hold the fence 
against the edge of the workpiece and the other to press the 
scribing point to the stock. Square one edge of a board and use it 
as a reference surface to mark the board's width on both sides 
with the panel gauge. The board can then be ripped (or trimmed 
by the chamfer method above) to the same width from one end 
to the other. This is especially important if you're gluing up 

several boards for a large rectangular tabletop and want the top's 
final dimensions even. 

Although marking gauges are best for scribing straight lines, I 
occasionally need to mark around the top of a round table for 
edgebanding or scribe along the length of a serpentine leg or ta
ble apron. Since the fence of a regular marking gauge is straight, 
the gauge will wobble as you try to work around a curve. On a 
single radius concave edge, you can keep both ends of the fence 
firmly seated as you scribe. A convex edge gives the fence only 
one point of contact in the middle, so you must wrap your fin
gers around the ends to act as shims and keep the gauge's beam 
pointed toward the radius center. This is very difficult if you 
try to scribe more than 1 in. to 2 in. from the edge. A better 
method is to shape an auxiliary fence to fit the curved edge and 

Fig_ 2: Marking-gauge points 
End view Side view 

Conical point 
tends to 
scratch instead 
of cut. 

Regular nail point 

Set the refiled 
point (or points 
on a mortise 
gauge) into beam 
at a slight angle, 
as shown, so point 
will pull gauge 
fence tighter 
to edge of 
workpiece 
during marking 

Sharp knife n 
profile cuts 
wood fibers 
cleanly. 

Refiled point 

To make marking a set of drawer sides quick and orderly, 
stack the sides and mark your way down through the pile. 
Mark each set of ends in sequence to minimize the risk of 
mismarking similar pieces or skipping a piece. 

Although it's an uncommon marking tool, the panel gauge is 
handy for marking a panel or a wide board to be handsawn 
to consistant width. Two hands hold the long-beamed gauge 
for stability and to get a clean scribe line. 
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Fig. 3: Auxiliary marking-gauge 
fence 

Shaped scraps taped to the marking 
gauge's fence act as auxiliary fences, 
aI/owing a gauge to mark along a 
curved or beveled edge. 

The mortise gauge scribes two parallel 
lines for marking mortise-and-tenon 

joints or grooves to be plowed out with 
a multi plane. The distance between the 
points is adjustable, as is the position 
of the fence on the beam. 

Using a tightly held pencil as a mark
ing gauge, Klausz marks the board's 
edge from both sides to find its center. 

tape it to your gauge. This can also be the solution if the edge 
you want to scribe is mitered or beveled and the gauge's fence 
can't contact it solidly. 

The mortise gauge -Mostly used for laying out mortise-and
tenon jOints, as shown in the photo above, left, the double-pointed 
mortise gauge can be used to mark grooves and slots as well. One 
of the two points is fixed and the other can be moved up and 
down on the beam. Before marking out a mortise-and-tenon 
jOint, I set the distance between the two points to match the 
width of the chisel I'll use to chop the mortise. I hold one edge 
of the chisel's blade against the fixed point's tip, then slide the 
other point until it just touches the blade's other edge. Then the 
fence is set so the two points will scribe at a set distance from 
the stock's edge. Locking the fence also locks the movable point 
on many gauges. 

Mark the mortise first, then use the same gauge adjustment to 
mark the tenons (if the faces of the two frame members will be 
flush). Remember to saw to the outside of the scribed line; other
wise, your tenon will fit too loosely in the mortise. I start at the 
tenon's base and mark with the grain, moving the gauge around 

Shopmade Marking Gauges 

I got the idea for this two-dowel marking gauge while trying to 
simplify a more complex gauge. The tool couldn't be much easier 
to make: It's nothing more than two short lengths of dowel and a 
piece of scrap for the fence block. Unlike traditional gauges, the 
locking mechanism requires no thumbscrews or clumsy wedges, 
just the two dowels sliding in intersecting holes. The larger of the 
dowels, the beam, carries the pin or blade that does the marking. 
The smaller locking dowel has a wedge cut into it, which presses 
against a flat on the beam, locking the gauge setting. 

Figure 1 shows the sequence of construction. I prefer maple 
for the fence because it's cheap and durable, but any tight
grained hardwood will do. For the beam and pin, you can turn 
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the end and then finishing at the base on the other side, marking 
all three sides in one motion. If you have several sets of mortises 
and tenons to mark, lay the pieces side by side and mark them in 
order. Just as with the dovetail depth marking, this makes the 
layout process faster and more orderly. 

Mar king without a gauge -If you don't have a marking gauge, 
you can easily mark lines with a sharp pencil, as long as the lines 
aren't more than an inch or two from an edge. Grasp the pencil 
firmly with your thumb, middle and index fingers and use the 
middle finger's nail as a fence, as shown in the photo above. Be 
sure to mark with your fingers pointing away from the direction 
you move your hand, lest you get a splinter under your fingernail. 
You can find the center of a board's thickness by grasping the 
pencil and marking a line you estimate to be centered along the 
edge of the board from one side. Then, without changing your 
grasp on the pencil, mark the edge from the other side. The dif
ference between the two lines will be the exact center. D 

Frank Klausz makes furniture and restores antiques at his shop 
in Pluckemin, NJ 

by Fred Palmer 

your own hardwood dowels or buy them at your local hardware 
store. I recommend making several fences at once from a single 
piece of stock-it'll be easier to clamp the stock for hole boring, 
preferably with a drill press. After boring, bandsaw the fences to 
shape and sand their edges smooth. 

The dowels for the beam and locking pin should be turned or 
sanded slightly undersized so they'll slide smoothly in their holes 
without binding or sticking. The beams shown here are 7% in. 
long, but this dimension can be altered to suit. I handplaned the 
flat on each beam by clamping the dowel between dogs on my 
bench. The flat should be about % in. wide and uniform from 
end to end. The low-angle wedge cut into the locking pin is the 



Fig. 1 :  Two-dowel marking gauge 

Center of locking·pin hole intersects edge of beam hole. Radius to suit. 

T 2% 

1������� 
Hole, Hole, 
Y2 in . dia. 1 in. dia. 

Step 2 :  Beam 
.......:� __ ------==--= 7% or to suit 

Dowel, 1 in . dia. 

Step 3 : Locking pins 

To plane flat, 
clamp dowel 
between bench dogs. 

;.-1 � __ n_18���>_-+",-1 """"""_-_ -_-_F_)l8��_-_";;'_ -1-1-___ 1 
T 

Bore holes for several fences at once, then bandsaw to shape. 

Saw wedge, then pare 
to fit with sharp chisel. 

---r-T 
Step 4: Fitting cutter or pin Press pin into o/.u-in. hole . 

Hardwood wedge 
in angled mortise 

For general marking, 
make a pin out of 
a sharpened 
drywall screw. 

For better cross-grain 
marking, make a 
cutter from a broken 
,//U-in. drill bit or . . .  

Made from a pair of dowels and a scrapwood fence, each of 
these gauges is fitted with a different type of cutter. At left, a 
hardwood wedge holds a cutter made from a hacksaw blade. 

. . .  a bit of hacksaw � 
blade locked 
with a wedge. 

���:;/���fi�, to 

then �harpened. .." 

A broken drill bit sharpened and fitted into the center 
gauge's beam is good for general marking, and the drywall 
screw in the gauge at right works well for most applications. 
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secret of the gauge's quick adjusting action. To fit the pin, saw 
the deep end of the notch with a backsaw, then pare out the 
notch with a chisel until the beam slides easily through its hole 
with the pin fully unlocked. A tad of looseness is okay, but too 
much play will allow the beam to rotate, making the gauge can
tankerous to adjust. To lock the gauge, simply press the pin with 
your thumb. The pin should travel less than % in. before firmly 
engaging the beam's flat. 

If the locking action works to your satisfaction, mount a pin or 
blade in the beam, as shown in step 4. With a drywall screw or a 
drill point as a scribing pin, the gauge is excellent for general 

Large-Scale Layout 

I've spent a lifetime woodworking, mostly building boats and 
dealing with large sheets of plywood and other materials. Before 
a boatbuilder even touches a stick of wood, he must loft the 
boat's curved lines, tllat is, draw a full-size layup on the shop 
floQr that serves as the actual template for the boat's parts. The 
layup is drawn on a precise grid of straight lines, with crossings at 
exactly 9Cf'. Errors in the basic grid could lead to inaccurate mea
surements and consequent difficulties in building the boat. 

Cabinetmakers too need to mark out large surfaces accurately, 
yet tool manufacturers haven't provided squares, bevels and 
straightedges large enough for this sort of work. They seem to 
assume we never want to mark out or test a right angle greater 
than 1 2  in. The solution is to make your own marking tools and 
refresh yourself on those geometric constructions you did in 
school with a compass and paper. 

For short lines up to 48 in., I use a steel straightedge; for longer 
lines, I use wooden straightedges. Note the plural. I have tWo 
8-ft.- long straightedges-enough to span a plywood sheet. Having 
two means one can test the other. Mine are made from straight
grained spruce, but you could just as easily use a hardwood like 
ash, which would better resist damage along the edges. When I 
first made them, I had to rep lane the edges every few weeks until 
the sticks settled to the shop atmosphere enough to retain their 
straightness indefinitely. My straightedges have a chamfer on 
their working edge and a curve planed in their back edge. 111ere 
are two reasons for the curved back: It gives stiffness and resis
tance to bending at the center, but just as important, it stops me 
from using the wrong edge. To get the edge straight, joint the 
stick on a jointer with at least a 4-ft. bed or simply plane the edge 
with a try plane, Sighting as you go and correcting any quick 
bends or flat spots. 

As with squares, a line longer than 8 ft. is never marked by 
successive moves of a straightedge. For longer lines, the solution 
is a chalkline, but not the ratller coarse string carpenters use
this leaves a line Yt6 in. wide, much too wide for a cabinetmaker. 
Instead, use crochet cotton, which is fine, strong and whiskery 
enough to take up the chalk dust. I keep my line on a reel I 
turned. The reel has hollows for thumb and finger, so it revolves 
easily. For the other end of the line, I made a little awl with a 
point out of a steel knitting pin. For chalking most surfaces, I use 
ordinary school chalk; for a darker line on a light surface, char
coal will do nicely. 

To strike a line, push the awl through a loop in the line and 
into the wood. Hold the reel so it revolves easily, then walk back 
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marking work; but for cleaner cross-grain cuts, say for tenon 
shoulders or dovetail layouts, file the point to a knife edge to 
serve as a cutting gauge. Although the three cutters shown in the 
drawing work well, the cutter made from a hacksaw blade held in 
place by a hardwood wedge is easiest to remove and sharpen, 
even if it is more work to make. A couple of coats of oil or 
wax will make the beam slide smoothly and protect the gauge 
against dirt. 0 

Fred Palmer is the managing editor of the Pensacola News Journal 
and is an amateur woodworker. He lives in Pensacola, Fla. 

by Percy Blandford 

from the awl, using the other hand to rub chalk on the line. 
When you have the distance you want, stretch the line without 
jerking it and hold it to tlle surface being marked. If the length is 
not more than 1 5  ft., reach out as far as you can and lift the line a 
few inches while maintaining tension. Let it spring back to depos
it a line of chalk. If the line is longer, get an assistant to lift the 
string near the center to strike it. It is important that the lift be 
square to the surface; otherwise, the str;uck line will not be true. 

Deposited chalk is not very permanent. If you need a more 
permanent line, put pencil marks at intervals along the struck 
line, then use a straightedge and pencil to go over the line 
between the marks. 

There are several geometric methods for drawing one line 
square to another. At small scale, this is easily done with a 
compass, but when the measurements involve feet rather than 
inches, you will need a pair of trammel heads attached to a long 
stick of wood. If you don't have these tools, you can get by with 
nails driven through a strip of wood or several strips nailed to
gether. But it is not difficult to make a pair of trammels secured 
to a bar with wedges, as shown in figure 1 .  The dimensions are 
not critical, but if you make the heads to fit a I - in. by 2- in. bar, 
use %-in. steel rod secured with epoxy for the marking points. 
At times, a pencil is preferable to a steel point-one can be put 
through a hole in the trammel head and held with a wedge. 

The simple way of using trammels to erect a perpendicular is 
shown in method 1 .  If your work demands great accuracy, there 
are two considerations. It is difficult to be certain of the exact 
crossing point of the arcs at point D if they meet at a shallow 
angle, which is the result of too narrow a baseline. Therefore, 
proportion your trammel settings so the arcs at point D will cross 
at near 9Cf'. Second, have the arcs at point D crossing farther from 
the baseline than the final length you want the perpendicular line to 
be; otherwise, you might introduce error by extending the line past 
the intersection with a straightedge. 

Very often the perpendicular must be marked near a corner and 
the method just described will not work. In this case, use the tech
nique described in method 2, which relies on the fact that any trian
gle whose base is the diameter of a circle and whose apex is on the 
circumference of the same circle must have an apex angle of 9Cf'. As 
with the first geometric method, choose a size that puts the arc 
crossings farther from the baseline than the most distant point on 
the perpendicular. 

When you need really large sizes, a trammel becomes rather 
unwieldy. It is possible to use a steel tape measure, marking the 



Fig. 1 :  Trammel points 

Shopmade trammel head with point and penci l 

Wedge locks 
head on bar. 

Two methods for laying out perpendiculars 

Method 1 :  

For very large radii markups, 
make a compass of nailed-up scrap. 

Method 2: 

c 
0/ 3. Swing trammels to mark I ,�---arc through baseline and 

at estimated point where 
perpendicular will intersect. 

4. Strike or mark line 
through these points. 

2. Measure equal 
distances from 
intersection 
(BA =AC). 

A 

3. Strike equal arcs, 
from B and C. Connect 
arc crossing (0) 
with intersection (A). 

c 
A 

2. So arcs will cross at 
near right angles, 
position trammel at 
about 45° to baseline. 

A 

5. Line drawn 
from C to A is 
perpendicular 
to baseline. 

1. Mark perpendicular/baseline intersection (A). 1. Locate intersection (A) on baseline. 

Fig. 2: Oversized try square 

Leave slight side play in mortise so 
blade can be adjusted before glue dries. 

Lip let into mortise 
keeps blade from 
tipping off an edge. w, 

distance with a pencil while the center is held with an awl by an 
assistant. A more accurate method, however, is to improvise a 
compass from scrapwood temporarily nailed together. An awl 
provides the center, and the compass length is cut to the intend
ed radius. If shorter radii are needed, cut notches in the compass, 
as shown in figure 1 .  

Geometry takes care of the very large constructions, but it can 
be unnecessarily tedious when working with pieces 1 8  in. wide 
to 48 in. wide. If you often work within these sizes, it is worth
while to make your own large squares. I have two and would feel 
lost without them. The first is simple. It is just a giant plywood 
drafting square cut as large as a standard plywood sheet will al
low. It is made of marine-grade mahogany plywood, which is 
stout enough to be stiff without being very heavy. The square is 
laid out using the geometric method described above. The center 
is cut out for lightness. 

I also have a wooden try square made of oak, mainly because 

that was the wood I had at the time. Any straight-grained species 
will do just as well. The square is difficult to adjust if the wood 
warps after you have made the square, so prepare the pieces 
some time in advance and keep them in the shop for a month or 
so to give them time to acclimate to the shop's humidity. Con
struction is straightforward, but sizes and assembly have to be 
accurate. In particular, edges must be straight, square and per
fectly parallel. Give the mortise and tenon very slight sideways 
clearance, then as you assemble with glue in the joint, set the 
blade to a line marked square to the edge of a plywood sheet. Try 
the blade both ways, then leave the glue to harden. The little lip 
mortised into the handle prevents it from tilting in use. The lip is 
acceptable, because the square is used mainly for surface work 
and not for testing over edges-a small square does that. 0 

Percy Blandford is a boatbuilder, draftsman and author. He 
lives in Stratford-upon-Avon, England. 
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Tropical Deforestation 
Are woodworkers to blame? 

by George Putz 

W oodworkers who regularly build with rosewood, pa
dauk and other exotic timbers may sometimes worry 
that they are encouraging the destruction of tropical 

forests, but the amount of wood they use is almost insignificant. 
While it's true that l .7% of the world's moist tropical forests are 
being cleared annually, the exotics prized by woodworkers are 
what commercial fishermen would classuy as a "bicatch," a saleable 
material gathered incidentally to the real business at hand-cut
ting trees for construction lumber and firewood, and clearing 
land for pulp-tree plantations, hydroelectric projects, cattle 
ranches, farms and roads. 

The destruction of these forests would continue even if small 
cabinet shops and hobbyists stopped buying exotic timbers. This 
is not to say that woodworkers are blameless. Our contribution 
to the problem is smallest among the lumber consumers, but it's 
the most specific. We are virtually the sole users of such exotic 
species as coco bolo, rosewood, ebony and purpleheart. The money 
we pay for these timbers trickles down to loggers in Africa, South 
America, Asia and other countries and encourages them to con
tinue the "harvest" of exotics. This might be acceptable if the 
jungle regenerated quickly and easily from this cutting, but it 
doesn't. It can take hundreds of years for a tropical forest to 
regenerate and even then, many species of plants and animals 
may never come back. We owe it to ourselves as craftspeople to 
understand the problem and wield what clout we can to encour
age the preservation of these virtually irreplaceable forests. 

You must realize, though, that in much of the world, tropical 
timbers are not prized for their beauty or considered very valu
able. The wood is so cheap in Asian countries that vast quantities 
are used for dunnage, a trade name for pallets and ship ballasts. 
Hardwoods that would be a woodworker's delight in this country 
become paper, plywood or cheap mass-produced furniture for 
growing Asian markets. It may seem criminal to waste magnificent 
trees for such mundane products, but they are crucially impor
tant sources of hard cash in the tropical forests of developing 
Third World countries, where day-to-day survival is more of an 
issue than the environment or conservation. 

Human survival versus forest conservation- Explosive 

population growth and unsound farming practices also promote 
tropical deforestation. The populations of many developing coun
tries are growing at alarming rates. Brazil's population, for 
instance, is expected to double in the next 30 years. Hundreds of 
thousands of landless, urban poor are relocating to the Amazon 
basin as part of the government's land reform policy. The peas
ants move into the forest, cut trees for lumber and firewood, then 
slash and burn much of the remaining timber to create farmland. 
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Unfortunately, the jungle floor is not fertile enough to sustain 
many crops. After several meager harvests, which further deplete 
the soil, the peasants bring in cattle to range on any remaining 
scrub growth. When the land won't even support cattle, it's aban
doned-a highly eroded, parched semi-desert. The peasants move 
on to clear-cut another jungle tract, and the cycle is repeated. 
There are similar jungle resettlement programs underway in 
Peru, Bolivia and Colombia. 

It's not surprising that Third World people don't understand 
the problem or need for reform. Much of the rest of the world is 
equally unaware. Too often, vital news concerning these forests 
goes unreported. In 1 982, a sawmill waste fire ignited a blaze that 
consumed 3.9 million acres of Borneo jungle. Weeks later, 
the fire received one paragraph on the third page of the New 

York Times. And, much of what little is reported is wrong and 
misleading. Several timber-exporting countries, apparently un
aware of environmental-monitoring satellites, habitually lie to the 
international community about their forest cutting. India and 
Indonesia are worst in tllis regard, underreporting their cuts by 
as much as 800%. 

The importance of rain forests -Like Mideast oil wells, tropi
cal forests are far from Western woodworkers, but they are 
important to us. Life-saving drugs, like vincristine and vinblastine, 
used to treat leukemia are produced from the rosy periwinkle, a 
jungle plant destroyed in clear-cutting. Gums and resins produced 
in the rain forests are components of varnishes and inks. Oils 
from the tropics provide the essence for mouthwashes, perfumes 
and deodorants. Other oils and waxes, like carnauba, are still 
gathered solely from forests in northeast Brazil. The latex used in 
paints comes from both forests and plantations. This is to say 
nothing of the potential, undiscovered resources within these 
forests. With every tree burned, up in smoke go undiscovered 
organisms for genetic research, future food crops and other pos
sible life-saving drugs. 

Tropical forests can infinitely supply food, fuel and lumber, 
providing these products aren't taken at a rate that exceeds the 
forest's ability to supply the1l1. Agro-forestry is the science of 
cultivating the forest so it continuously supplies more than just 
wood. For instance, citrus and mulberry trees have been planted 
successfully in the jungle throughout Polynesia. Third World 
countries are beginning to realize that agro-forestry can provide 
much of their country's needed foreign exchange while preserv
ing their forests. 

These forests have more than economic importance. Even though 
they comprise only 7% of the world's forest cover, scientists be
lieve they are crucial to maintaining the carbon dioxide level in 
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The tropical timber trade 

The bar graphs below il lustrate the vast quantities of tropical woods converted into 
furniture, panels, wood pulp, houses, ships, pal lets, handles for steak knives and an 
immense variety of other products. Though this is an immense volume of wood, for
esters estimate it pales compared to the unknown quantity wasted by slash-and-burn 
land clearance or inefficient wood processing. The major consumers are represented 
here, the largest being Japan. The graphs are representative of typical consumption in 
that Japan prefers to import sawlogs and do its own processing, while the United 
States and Europe buy more processed lumber and veneer. Note that the unit of mea
sure for the graphs on tropical sawlogs and tropical lumber is 100,000 cubic meters. 
This equals a block of wood 3 ft., 3 in. high, 3 ft., 3 in. wide and 62 miles long. The unit 
of measure for tropical veneers is 1 ,000 cubic meters or one hundredth that amount. 
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the Earth's atmosphere, important for plant photosynthesis and, 
in part, for maintaining the Earth's atmospheric temperature. The 
vegetation of the tropical forests soaks up rainfall and maintains 
proper continental drainage patterns, preventing flooding and re
ducing erosion. 

Tropical versus temperate forests - Rain forests exist in a 
wide swath, extending hundreds of miles north and south of the 
equator. They are found in southern Central America, northern 
and central South America, throughout much of Southeast Asia, 
western, coastal and central Africa and northern Australia. Rainfall 
in these areas often exceeds 1 00 in. a year (as compared to about 
44 in. to 46 in. where I live in northern New England). The diversi
ty of plant and animal life in tropical forests is staggering. They 
are home to several thousand tree species (as opposed to about 
700 found in the United States and Canada), millions of insect 
species, and at least 1 00,000 species of birds, fish and reptiles. 

Tropical forests are a product of the basic biological axiom that 
organisms thrive and diversifY in a nurturing environment. Forests 
that grow in harsh environments have large numbers of fewer 
species. To illustrate this, compare a one-acre plot from the three 
forest types that produce many of our wood sto<;ks: a birch
beech-maple forest in northern New England, a mixed hardwood 
forest of West Virginia and a Brazilian rain forest. 

A fully developed northeastern hardwood stand would include 
about two dozen species of woody plants, including shrubs. 
About a half dozen of these species, including ash, red oak and 
maple, are suitable for woodworking. The West Virginia forest 
contains about 70 species-two dozen of them suitable for wood
working. Added to some of the species previously mentioned 
would be walnut and cherry. In the Brazilian stand, more than 
l OO tree species grow in an acre and perhaps 75 of them would 
be suitable for woodworking. 

If a woodcutter seeks a particular tree species, he will find as 
many as 30 in the Northeastern forest, perhaps eight or nine in 
the West Virginia forest, but only one in the Brazilian forest. 
Harvesting a large quantity of good clear logs of a particular spe
cies is rather simple in fully developed temperate forests-say 30 
oak trees can be taken from one acre. To get just one Brazilian 
rosewood tree, however, entails a comparatively huge effort and 
yields enormous waste as surrounding trees are bulldozed away 
to make logging trails or damaged by the felling and skidding pro
cess-a situation only slightly improved where elephants are used 
in Southeast Asia. A huge area, perhaps hundreds of acres, must 
be cleared to take 30 rosewoods. In tropical logging, the rule of 
thumb is that 50% of the forest must be cleared to extract l O% 
of its wood. 

Then there is the problem of how tropical forests grow. Con
sider that the hardwood stand in the northeastern United States is 
only about 1 0,000 years old and that all the vegetation you see 
represents about 23% of the living matter in the forest. The rest 
is in the soil. On the other hand, the usual tropical forest is 
between 40 million and 70 million years old, and as much as 93% 
of the forest's living matter exists above the soil. Cut all the trees 
in the temperate woods, and we still have a lot of resources left 
with which to grow a new forest. Cut down a tropical forest, and 
we've taken the whole biological ball of wax. 

Furthermore, the thin and fragile topsoils are compacted by 
the bulldozers that clear logging roads and drag out felled trees. 
Without the shade provided by the tree canopy, the exposed soil 
bakes in the sun and is pummeled by rainfall that otherwise 
would have been deflected by the leaves. Instead of being ab
sorbed, the water runs along the ground's surface and gains speed 
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going down hills, washing away meager topsoil and leaching the 
few nutrients in the soil left behind. In Costa Rica, scientists 
studying soil erosion in clear-cut forests have found that suspend
ed matter (soil and organiC debris) in lakes and streams near the 
felled area increases by 1 ,600%. Nitrogen, an element vital to soil 
health, leaches from the soil into the water, with increases of 
800% found. It's estimated that it takes 1 ,000 years for a badly 
eroded forest soil to completely regenerate, whether it be in a 
tropical or temperate forest. 

In a northern forest, a responsibly harvested clear-cut, one in 
which measures have been taken to reduce erosion, has good 
rich soil on which to regenerate and lots of parent stock nearby 
to reseed the barren area. In a tropical forest, the nearest tree of 
the same species is acres away. Tropical forests should not be 
thought of so much as a stand of trees, but rather as a very complex 
and diverse community of organisms. Tropical tree species need 
more than just another tree to provide seeds for continuation of a 
species; they need an enormously complex and diverse system 
involving mammals, birds, insects, reptiles and other pollinators 
and seed dispersers. 

This complex system is easily disturbed. Every time an exotic 
tree is cut, we risk throwing a wrench into the tropical forest's 
ecosystem. The more trees removed, the more damage done. If 
trees are to be harvested for lumber, tl1ey need to be taken spar
ingly and carefully to allow the forest enough time to regenerate. 

Growing demand, s hrinking supplies -The supply of exotic 
sawlogs exported to the United States is bound to dwindle in 
coming years for at least two reasons, aside from blatant defores
tation. As Third World nations develop their economies, they will 
pocket more profit from their wood exports by turning their own 
timber into chipboard and finished or semi-finished wood prod
ucts like desk accessories, furniture parts or finished furniture. 
They will saw more of their own lumber and slice more of their 
own veneer rather than export sawlogs. Their paper consumption 
will also increase, and trees that otherwise would have been 
sawn for furniture-grade lumber may be pulped instead. You 
would think that those trees worth more for lumber or veneer 
than for pulp would be reserved for those products, but expedien
cy often rules the day in developing nations, and the logs may be 
pulped regardless. The result is that wide, solid planks of exotic 
timber will be more expensive and scarcer. Woodworkers will 
have to use more veneer and more veneered panels produced in 
the exporting countries. 

Increasingly, exotics and other timbers are being traded as a 
future's commodity in tl1e same sense tl1at soybeans and corn are. 
When you buy a select piece of exotic lumber, you may be com
peting with traders buying vast quantities of the same wood. 
Lumber is not as readily available as yearly food crops, so when 
timber futures are traded, vast quantities are locked up in ware
houses, awaiting the day when the contract comes due, perhaps 
1 0  years hence. I've heard that vast quantities of premium 
softwoods have been warehoused in British Columbia. I'm not 
sure whether premium exotics have been warehoused as well, 
but it wouldn't surprise me, in light of tl1e demand for exotics 
(see the bar graph located on the previous page). Too, fads 
can wreak havoc. In the late 1 970s, the Japanese discovered 
bowling, and in 1 8  months, built 50,000 lanes, driving up the 
price of rock (sugar) maple from 70¢ a bd. ft. to $ 4  a bd. ft. 
Entire groves of sugar maples evaporated, and several furniture, 
flooring and cabinet veneer mills were driven to their knees as 
a result. A similar situation could occur just as easily with 
tropical timbers. 



A call to action-Though at ever-increasing expense, there is a 
sufficient supply of exotics to meet the needs of industry and the 
small-shop woodworker for another 30 years. During the next 1 5  
years, when traditional species give out or near depletion, new 
species with unfamiliar names and working qualities will appear 
on the market. Whether or not woodworkers use these exotics 
will have a negligible effect on tropical deforestation. My advice 
is to buy quality stocks now-store and protect them. They should 
appreciate at about double the general inflation rate, and you will 
have them regardless of fluctuations in the timber market. 

As woodworkers, we should organize into acquisition coopera
tives that monitor the forest policies and cutting practices 
of tropical-wood exporters. We can then contract with those 
countries to buy exotic timbers, paying the premiums and costs 
necessary to maintain forests on a sustainable basis. This has the 
effect, essentially, of buying easements on the future tranquility 
of these forests. This would be very expensive to do and would 

make for extremely expensive exotic timbers, so I'm not hopeful 
that this will come about. 

We should exert what influence we can, because small doesn't 
necessarily mean inSignificant. The cumulative effect of our ef
forts, plus those of biologists, botanists and others who care 
about the future health of the rain forest, can be substantial. We 
should take what actions we can, while there are still rain forests 
left to save. 0 

George Putz, a freelance writel� edito!· and naturalist in Vinal
haven, Me., is cwrently working on a book on global deforestation 
to be published by Houghton MiJflin Co. For more information 
on rain forest destruction, contact the Environmental Defense 
Funet, International Program, Suite 150, 1 616 P St., NW, Wash
ington, D. C 20036; Rain Forest Action NetwOl"k, Suite 28, 300 
Broadway, San Francisco, Calif. 94133; 01" F1"iends of the Earth, 
530 7th St., 5.E., Washington, D. C 20003. 

A cabinetmaker visits the jungle by Lucinda Leech 

Bougainville, Papua New Guinea: "Tem
perature in the mid-90s (Fahrenheit), 
ground extremely muddy. Struggling 
to balance on logs and clumps of palm 
leaves in the mud. I frequently slip or 
get caught and tripped up by barbed 
vines. Razor-edged leaves shredding 
my legs. I stop for a m.inute to catch my 
breath and find flies and inch-long 
ants crawling in the mixture of sweat 
and blood around my ankles. Struggle 
on, hot, tired, thirsty, hungry, longing 
to find a bulldozer and hitch a lift back. 
Oh, you concerned environmentalists 
sitting on your backsides in comfy city 
offices-what do you want to save this 
hell of a jungle for ?  You think it pretty, 
yet you don't bother to come here to 
see for yourself. As for me, I'm too 
busy trying to find a footing and keep 
up with my guide to stop and gaze." 

This excerpt from my diary, May 16, 
1987, reminds me of how intense the 
jungle can be to a cabinetmaker such 
as myself, whose only contact with the 
tropics was with the wood I worked. An 
overreaction, fortunately I felt better 
after lunch. Mind you, I wasn't hacking 
my way through the jungle, but was 
slogging along a bulldozed logging trail 
with the manager of an Australian tim
ber company_ The rain forest is a beau
tiful and compelling place, true to the 
image nurtured in glossy coffee-table 
books, but it's also hostile. Jungles are 
as impenetrable as they are said to be, 
but you're attacked by ticks, leeches 
and ants rather than exciting tigers. 

My interest in rain forests began a few 
years ago when I started hearing more 
and more about tropical deforestation. 
I wondered what my responsibilities as 
a wood user were and was determined 

l)hO(05: Lucinda Lc;:ech 

The author visited rainforests such as this one near Aseke, P.N.G., while investigat
ing tropical deforestation in Southeast Asia, South America and Australia. 

to find out firsthand if the horror sto
ries I had read about were true. In 
1986, with the help of a travel scholar
ship from the Worshipful Company of 
Furniture Makers (a London-based 
guild), I took a three-week trip to the 
Amazon basin in Brazil. The next year, 
I financed my own eight-week trip 
through peninsular Malaysia, Australia, 
Papua New Guinea (P.N.GJ and the 
Solomon Islands-all areas that support 
dense rain forests. My stay in these 

countries was briefer than I would have 
liked, because I couldn't spend too 
much time away from my cabinet shop 
in Oxford, England. Therefore, my views 
are shaped more from observation than 
from thorough, academic-like research 
afforded by a long stay in an area. 

I started my trip with many precon
ceived notions of ecological disaster. 
In the course of the two trips, my views 
on the subject were broadened, and I 
can see now that the issue is more com-
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plex than I once thought. It's certain that 
forest products must be harvested to 
meet the economic and social needs of 
the developing nations in which they 
are located. The question remains 
whether the changes will be for the 
long-term benefit of these nations, and 
ourselves, or whether they will be to 
our collective detriment. 

Timbering in the tropics: While on 
Bougainville, I saw loggers felling 1 50-
ft.-tall trees, some of them with 100 ft. 
of trunk to the first branch. A man 
wielding a chainsaw with a 3-ft.-Iong 
bar stepped up to each tree and in five 
minutes, felled what took centuries 
to grow. Roaring bulldozers and log 
skidders crashed, smashed and ground 
through the jungle, tearing up under
growth and spewing diesel fumes. It's 
easy to look on this destruction and 
say it should be banned. But the devel
oping countries I visited cannot simply 
leave their forests alone; they need 
the income from their timber exports. 
Worldwide tropical hardwood timber 
exports are worth $8 billion a year in 
U.S. currency, and the tropical-timber 
trade accounts for about 60% of the 
world's hardwood trade. 

Yet using rain forests as a resource 
need not destroy them. For instance, 
The Hyundai Group (a major interna
tional industrial corporation based in 
Seoul, South Korea) representatives in 

the nearby Solomon Islands proudly 
showed me how they observed logging 
regulations, keeping the required 164 ft. 
(50 meters) from streams, rivers and 
ponds and not logging on slopes with 
more than a 20% grade. Even small 
companies can carefully harvest small 
quantities of high-quality timber. I saw 
such a logging operation in the Ewingar 
Forest in the state of New South Wales, 
Australia. I was several miles into the 
logging area before I discovered a sin
gle felled tree. Short logging trails had 
been cut at an angle off the main road 
and trees were carefully dropped into 
these trails so they would do minimum 
damage as they fell. 

Environmentalists often give the im
pression that tropical forests will be 
logged out tomorrow. After visiting 
Guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands, I 
learned that much of the forested ter
rain in tropical countries often is too 
steep or swampy to log economically. I 
heard from various sources that in an
other five years, Guadalcanal would be 
logged out. In fact, this applies only to 
the 1 5% of the island accessible for 
logging; the rest is too mountainous or 
swampy. P.N.G. consists of 46 million 
hectares, and of that, only 1 5  million 
are considered accessible for logging 
(1 hectare = 2.47 acres). In addition to 
natural barriers, all the countries I 
visited have legislation limiting the 
amount of timber that can be cut. Malay-

This rainforest, near Manaus, Brazil, was cleared in typicalfashion -the area was 
clear·cut, then burned, with much of the wood being wasted. Cleared rain forests 
are poor sitesfor farming. Their topsoil is too thin and too deficient in nutrients to 
grow crops, and they can hardly support grazing cattle. 
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sia enacted a National Forest Policy in 
1977 that declared 39% of the country's 
total area to be a permanent forest es
tate. Of this, 7.9 million hectares are 
loggable, while 3.7 million are protected 
forest. The policy was a reaction to 
massive timber cutting there- one 
third of the country's forest had been 
cleared in the last 20 years. Incidental
ly, this was not Malaysia's first step to 
protect its forests. In 1938, it set aside 
4,343 square kilometers of rain forest 
for Taman Negara National Park. 

I'm not naively saying that tropical 
deforestation is easily controlled with 
legislation. It's virtually impossible 
to police remote jungle logging, and 
corruption is a way of life in many 
developing nations. Timber money is 
said to run politics in Sarawak (a 
region north of Borneo belonging to 
Malaysia). And, a couple of thousand 
miles east, I arrived in P.N.G. only to 
find some key government people I 
needed to talk to had disappeared in 
the wake of a timber-price scandal. 
Allegedly, the quantity, grades and 
species of timber shipments had been 
purposefully misrecorded so less export 
tax would be due on them. A commis
sion of inquiry had been established to 
investigate the scandal. I wonder if the 
commission would also learn of the ac
tivities of a timber company I visited 
there. I was bumping along a logging 
trail in a truck with the company's 
manager when he let it slip that two 
logging teams (I'd estimate 10 or 20 
men) were felling illegally, in preserved 
forest, that day. 

Tree plantations: I believe the rain 
forest's recuperative powers and its 
own inaccessibility will probably have 
more to do with saving it from destruc
tion than high-minded conservation 
goals. I visited a forest in Guadalcanal 
that had been logged 20 years ago and 
found the dense undergrowth that had 
sprung up was hiding most traces of 
previous activity, at least to my unedu
cated eye. The only clue of logging was 
that the giant trees were gone. Still, the 
load on the jungle can and should be 
reduced by growing tree plantations 
for construction materials or paper 
pulp, neither of which require the 
high-quality forest trees being felled to 
provide them. 

Plantations are still new and some
what experimental. Those begun 30 
years ago are only now starting to pay 
off, and the ones I visited in P.N.G. and 
peninsular Malaysia would still not be 
harvestable for another 10 or 1 5  years. 
Plantation trees are more easily har
vestable and more uniform than their 
natural counterparts. Their uniformity 
makes them less ecologically diverse 



Above, a worker bucks up a log at a 
sawmill on Bougainville, P.N.G., while 
the mill's waste and marginal logs 
burn in the background. Many saw
mills in developing nations are n 't 
equipped to process wood beyond basic 
sawing. This is changing, however, as 
developing nations look to boost their 
income by exporting fin ished and 
semi-finished wood products. Right, the 
author's guide walks atop a tree felled 
on Bougainville. Rain forest trees are 
often 150 ft. tall with 100 ft. of trunk to 
the first branch. 

than the native rain forest trees, however, 
so plantations can be wiped out from 
insect attack and disease that the natu
ral forest withstands. 

The Stettin Bay Lumber Co., owned 
jointly 25% by the P.N.G. government 
and 75% by the Japanese, was involved 
in a large-scale plantation program 
growing kamarere, teak and erima for 
construction lumber and pulp. I visited 
their kamarere plantation on New Brit
ain island and, much to my surprise, 
found it quite beautiful. The rows of 
kamarere trees were almost like a 
large-scale scuplture. Walking through 
i t  i n  the l e af-fi l tered s u n light ,  I 
thought that if it had been woods at 
home, it would have been the subject 
of a preservation order on account of 
its natural beauty. Plantation trees are 
generally harvested in 1 5- to 30-year 
cycles, but the kamarare can be har
vested sooner. After six years, trees 
about 4 in. in diameter are cut for 
poles, and {"mal harvesting is done 14 
years later when the trees are 1 5  in. to 
16 in. in diameter at breast height. Ap
parantly, plantations aren't enough to 
meet the company's needs. It's cutting 
trees on 200,000 hectares of natural 
forest and negotiating to log on an
other 100,000 hectares. 

Peninsular Malaysia is "recycling" 
plantation-grown Para rubber trees for 
use as construction lumber. The trees 
need to be cut down and replanted every 
25 years, but rather than burn the logs, 
as in the past, they are sawn for lum-

ber. A bland wood, it glues and stains 
well and is well-suited for inexpensive 
furniture. I saw several attractive chairs 
made from it at The Malaysian Timber 
Promotion Board in Kuala Lumpur. 

Ultimately, economic arguments car
ry more weight in developing nations 
than environmental ones. If timber 
was more valuable, that is if timber
producing nations were paid more for 
it, then they'd treat it more like a 
sustainable resource. They would be 
more inclined to enforce timber-cutting 
quotas, crack down on illegal cutting 
and replant for the future. Similarly, tax-

es on timber exports or timber income 
could pay for plantations, forest re
search and selective, small-scale felling. 

I'd be willing to pay more for timber, 
because I've seen how expensive it is to 
extract from the jungle. Though many 
woodworkers would object at first to 
paying more for exotic timbers (they 
are expensive enough already), I sus
pect they'd be more willing if they 
knew the money was subsidizing tim
ber research. 0 

Lucinda Leech builds custom furni
ture at her shop in Oxford, England. 
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..... . ... 
SEND $3.00 

for 
CA TALOG 

SOME QUANTITIES 
MA Y BE LIMITED 

SOORCE® 
WCIO[)\V()R�a::f<tS TOOLs & HARDW.-illE 

7305 Boudinot Drive 
Springfield. Va. 22150 

703-644-5460 

ORDER TOLL FREE US 800-452-9999 VA 800-468- 1778 

�� � .·.CELTA �$15900 _ .... ", ��;'. a' � 0 2 2 2 - 1  J / 8 "  VSk D r i l l  1 0 J . 0 0  
0 2 2 8 - 1  J / 8 "  V S J.  D r i l l  9 9 . 0 0  
0 2 J 4 - 1  1 / 2" K.8nu. D r i l l  1 1 2 . 0 0  

�o-e1 . .... , 
JOININO MACHIN. � • � .. 

0 ) 1 5 - 1  ] / 8 "  Close Q t r  D r l l  1 1 11 . 0 0  
) 1 02 R ll t  Angle D r i l l  Kl t 2 0 9 . 0 0  
J ) O O - I  R a d  D r i l l  1119 . 00 
60 1 6  P . I _  S.nder 3 9 . 9 5  

• $24900 DeltaUnl_1 ., -
_Dry Grindof � 6066 9" S . n d e r  1 2 3 . 0 0  

6 5 0 7  Qutk-lo\c. VS S a w z a l l  1 3 5 .00 
6 7 5 0 - 1  1,.5 a.p Screwgun 8 9 . 00 

J$I. HITACHI' $12900 D olt.  10" Mo.orizod 
TRlZ 'a'lhP Roult!\ 1 (.9.0C Miter Box 7h.a.Jci.tn. G.'� 
��;�v \;�"R���� ;;���;�.c I!::�g 518900 1 1" ;\11 lin J\"iR'I\, \'JIp � 

1101,';';0 P a d  S a n d e r  w / ll a g  48.00 
)61211 J H P  Plunge R o u t e r  1 8 11 . 00 

ClorA 1!/x 10" Miter S"w 269.00 
Cl5t'P. 1 5" Hiler S�IV 389.00 

SFN-) 
SFN-2 
LS-2 
SN-4 
SKS-L 

\"-2" Fin N3Ucr 369 . 00 
2�" Fin Nailer 389 . 00 
Pin NaUer 249.00 
Frnming NnBer 499.00 
Narrow Crown S t a p l r  249.00 

- 1"1 1 """"ltX1S ""' . 
$369 - '_. � "" 
DUST CHUTE - I $ :12.95 [I!� 

AP-l0 BS � 5 E _8 10' Ponable Planer 

10"TllII"i 
ArborUnluw 
WITh 
Unlfence' Saw Guide 

$ 1 695°0 
Heavy Duty WoodShaper 

"007lUA 7 1r;" Saw w / b r a k e  1 1 9 . 00 
6S10V 5 . 2  .... p Screw8,un 9 11 . 0 0  
L S I 0 2 0  1 0 "  K l t r e  lox 2 2 11 . 00 
11'01 I, x 2 1, "  Belt Sander 1 511 . 00 
1 100 JIr;" HO P l a n e r  1 11 11 . 00 
6011) V S R  C d h s  D r i l l  K i t  1 2 11 . 00 

HOl 
HOI, 
H 1 5  
) ) 3 7  
I,on 
1,021, 
))aO 

1�-!l-,1. !i' : • Jil.. .. ��" 
IHP Plunge R o u t e r  
\ H P  [lee P i n g  R o u t e r  1 3 9 . 00 
J-I / 8 "  Unlv P I . n e r  229 . 00 
21o;IIP P l u n g e  R o u t e r  ) 11 11 . 0 0  
J1I2 1 "  lI e l t  S 3 n d e r  
J x 2 l "  [ l e e  B e l  t Sandr 1 11 11 . 00 
Ju I ner I SI' I I n e r  � 1';. 00 

$ 1 495°° _ .... � .... _ .... _� ........ _ .I. BUCK&IIECKBI. 
ong 8ec ..... wl'>fnjlOUbuy. Dal\aIO" T IftngAtbOr 
lJnrNw'OIHuvyOutyWoodShllper�_and 1 1 7 5  J / 8 "  VSR D r i l l  
........ 3DIh.OeIIIwtlMndjlOU._dIeI;IIIOIS200. 1 1 8 0  1 / 8 "  VSR D r i l l  

1 ) 1 2  1 / 2 "  V S R  D r i l l  
1 7 0 )  10" M i t r e  S a w  
1 7 07 Co .. pound C r o s . c u t  

1,9. II� 
11 11 . 0 0  

1 0 9 . 0 0  
1 5 11 . 0 0  

YOU, THE SOURCE. and ","'",OELTA M i t r e  Saw 4 9 11 . 00 

THE SUPREME TEAM I ���! ��:"S:�!!;�� D r i l l  1 � � :�2 
2 0 ) 7  VSR S c rewgun 8 11 . 0 0  

1I 0 1 0 R  C o r d l e " a  S c r e w d r i v e r  3 B . 00 1 7 -900 1 (,11" Urlll I ' r e " "  2 6 9  00 2 6 1 0 1 / 2" R e v  D r i l l  1 1 2 . 0 0  

9 7 11 '  00 2 6 11 0  7 10; "  lI u l l d e r s  S . w c a {  1 1 11 .00 II 0 1 0 2 !i  R Crtl I ca a O r  I v e r -D r  I I I  118. 00 �!  -6 5 1 I ) " 1'1  .. n ... r 
1\500 210;111' 1' 1 u n g e  Rou l e r  1 5 8 .  00 � 8 - 2 8 ) F  I 1, "  113ndllaw 3 1  I, 11 P 
M S O I  21,HI' P l u n g e  Ro u t e r  1 5 8 . 0 0 ))-6110 1 2" R a d i a l  Saw 
5500" 1/6 Shee l Pad S a n d e r  3�. 00 34-99 5 ) / 4HI' S t o e  lc.f e e d e  r 
Sli6200 It S h e e t  Pad S a n d e r  118 . 00 3 1 - 1 5 0  6 "  J o i n t e r  
TOOU T r l  .. R o u t e r  7 8 . 00 3 7 - 3 5 0  8 "  L o n g b e d  J o i n t e r  

:; 11 9
'

00 3048-9 810;" S u p e r  Sawc.{ 1 5 9 . 0 0  

1 1 \1 11
' 

0 0  
) 1 08 2 SI' T i g e r  S.", K i l  1 1 9 . 00 

7 11 S
'

00 5 0 1 1,  3/'" R o t a r y  Halllllle r  1 7 7 .00 

8 11 5  :00 2720 I, H P  Router Cyclone 1 1 9 . 00 
1 2 5 0 . 0 0  Fr •• tr.lght on port.bl •• 

WE SHIP FAST- MOST ORDERS GO SAME DAY ! 

r------------------------, I T echne ' eg ' ca ' Wenders I I. Now Bond Hard & Soft Woods in Seconds : with PiC Best Choice CyA & PiC Pronto. 

I (the Magic is in the Mist !) I. MAJOR Breakthrough! Bond Teak, Rose: wood, Lignumvitae, Cocobolo, Bocote, etc. ,  
I with PiC Glues ! Call or Write for Details. 

! ,. III I 
467 Saratoga Ave, Suite 1 10 
San Jose, California 95129 

(408) 296-0162 
�!��������---���������!- - �  

Study 
Woodworking 
at Bucks County Community College 
o Intensive 2 year career program in 

furniture design and construction 
o Related courses in woodcarving, 

furniture conservation, basic 
woodworking ski l ls  

o Accredited by National Association 
of Schools of Art and Design 

Ca l l  or write for program brochure. 

Director of 
Admissions 
Bucks County 
Commun ity Col lege 
Newtown, PA 18940 
215-968-8100 

TRUE VALUE lorHISH OUALITY machinery 
DUST COLLECTORS 
Heavy duly molar 10 collect sawdusl 
and wood chips easily. 
THREE MODELS: 1 HP. 2HP, 3HP 

BAND SAW 
Powerful CUlling lools, 
wllh full ballance wheels. 
45° lIlting lable. sland. 
mitre guage, rip fence. 
MODEL SK·20BS 20" widlh. 

2HP, fool brake, dusl hood. 
MODEL BS· 0 1 83 1 8" wldlh. 

2HP, 3 speeds, 
MODEL BS·01 63 1 6 "  widlh, 

1 V,HP, 3 speeds. 

STROKE BELT SANDER 
5' working Width, 2HP motor. 
lable SIZe 59" x 22" 
Wllh slidIng lable, dusl hood, 
bell guard 
MODEL SK·1 500BS 

BELT & DISC SANDER 
Easy sanding lools. 
can be pul anywhere. 
with mitre gauge, 
450 tilling lable. 
MODEL SD·0046 V,HP, 

4 "  x 36" belt, 6" disc. 
MODEL SD·00 1 8  V,HP. 

1" x 42" belt, 8" disc, 
MODEL SD·0069 1 HP. W/sland, 

6" x 48" belt, 9" dISC. 

TWO precise contacl drums, 
effecl lve plane sanding. 

SHAPER 

3HP motor for sanding drums. 
V4 HP motor for auto-Infeed. 
MODEL SK·1 5DS 1 5" Width, 
MODEL SK·20DS 20" width. 

MODEL SK·30SP . $799.00 
W,lh 1" & 'I, " spindle. sprong hold dow n ,  
28" x 3 0 "  preciSion ground cast Iron table. 
magnetIc SWitch. forward & reverse control. 
80oo/10000RPM, 3HP/220VI1 PH, lable Insert. 
mitre gauge. 
Exira V, " splndle(SK·301 2) . $ 39.00 
(Proces are F O.B. LOS ANGELES) 

POWER FEEDER 
W,th THREE feed rollers. 
4 feed speeds, can be 
operated on all poSitions. 
MODEL SK·32FD V. HP, 1 Phase 
MODEL SK·30FD 1 HP. 1 or 3 Phase 

FREE CATALOGUE. Don', Miss It l 

WRITE or CALL NOW! 

LOBO POWER TOOLS 
1 0922 KLINGERMAN ST. #3 

S, EL MONTE. CA 91 733 (81 8) 350·1 096 
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VISA 
..... _- CARBIDE·TIPPED SAW BLADES �.'l 

- �O/:�< For years our Japanese-made saw blades have sol d 

,."'-(J:." ... . � ... """:r.�' � wel l  because of their smooth-cutting qual ities, 

� " � balance and high precision. 

� Teeth are made of industrial grade carbide and the � 
"l 

, 

.... 

�I pattern is alternate bevel.  Try one blade and we can 
- almost g uarantee you' l l  be back for more! 

LISTED BELOW ARE OUR MOST POPULAR MODELS: 
MODEL BLADE SIZE HOLE SIZE ** OF TEETH SUGGESTED USE PRICE 

G1 243 9" o/a" 24 Ripping $27.95 PREPAID. 

G1 244 9" o/a" 40 General Purpose $33.95 PREPAID. 

G1245 9" o/a" 60 Fine Finishing/Cabinet Work $40.95 PREPAID. 

G1 246 9" o/a" 80 Super Fine Work/Trimming $45.95 PREPAID. 

G1 247 10" o/a" 30 Ripping $29.95 PREPAID. 

G1 248 10" o/a" 40 General Purpose $34.95 PREPAID. 

G1249 1 0" o/a" 60 Fine Finishing, Cabinet Work $41 .95 PREPAID. 

G1 250 1 0" o/a" 80 Cabinet Work, Trimming $49.95 PREPAID. 

G1251 1 0" 0/8" 100 Super Fine Work/Trimming $57.95 PREPAID. 

G1 252 1 2" o/a" 40 Ripping $41 .95 PREPAID. 

G1 253 1 2" o/a" 60 General Purpose $49.95 PREPAID. 

We carry a complete line of Wood Working machinery at low, low prices. 
Call or write for our 1988 full color catalog - IT'S FREE! 

WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI: � EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI: 
P.O. BOX 2069 • 2406 REACH ROAD 
BELLINGHAM, WA 98227 WILLIAMSPORT, PA 1 7701 
(206) 647-0801 several lines (717) 326-3806 several lines 

MIRRORA - THE HAND MIRROR 
COMPLEMENT 

PERFECTLY BEVELED MIRROR 

ta�V!r�I�. 
895 Motor Parkway 
Hauppauge, New York 11788 

516/234-2200 800-647-7672 

There are over 4,000 money-saving 
reasons why woodworkers rely 
on Constantine. 
4,000 woodwork items-to help you Build-Restore-Repair-Refinish! Over 
200 different woods . . . 150 veneers . . . 500 plans . . .  cabinet hardware . .  . 
96 How-To Books . . . 118 carving tools and chisels . . . 76 inlay designs . .  . 
and lots more for One Stop, Right-Price Shopping without leaving home! 

CONSTANTINE Est. 1812 116 Page Catalog-Only $1.00 

2065M Eastchester Road, Bronx, NY 10461 

Just in Time For Father's Day and Those Summer Jobs! • BUCK&DECKBI INDUSTRIAL HelVY Duty Power Tools 
3/8" Variable Spaid Cordlill Scrudrlll<!!J No 2687 3/8" Verlable Spaid No. 2647 Adlulllble Clulch Screwdriver/Drill KII 

. 

Cordlen Drill KII HII� T.r�ut. R .. ",,�,. 
HII� Torqu •. Rm,,'b'. ,.�.. HII� '''�. port"",,,,. P 
HII� II�. port" .. ",. .. I" �11�-,r"'IICII" ty will. 
'.r Il1Ih·,rHlCllvlty 'lrlni .rllll",lr drIYlnl lCrtwl. 
ICrMrly1fll ."IICltlln.. • Very powerful 100-watt DC 

• Speed continuously variable motor and 9.G-volt Energy Pack 

from 0-800 RPM � .  Ball and sleeve bearing construction 

• Ball bearing construction for for efficiency and long life 

efficiency and long life • Smooth speed control in variable 

1942 Cordless Drill with 98003 Energy Pack, 
Phillips Bit 

speed range from 0-800 RPM 

1982 Scrudrill� with 98003 Energy PaCk. Phillips Bit 

#2647 + Extra Energy Pack #2687 + Extra Energy Pack 
List 259 . 29 List 267.29  

Special 1 29.00 complete ppd. Special 1 39.00 complete ppd. 

80th No. 2647 & No. 2687 InCIUd8S

0

Th8 Following: I + """""""., E7l + 
98038 I hour Fast Charger Carryong Case � , Extra Energy Pack 

PERFECT PARTNERS FOR YOUR CORDLESS DRILL 
13-Piece Buller" Pilot Point'" Bilek Oxlde,Coltld Drill Bit Sit 
#14753 
Contains 1 1 1 6· .  5/64·, 3/32·. 7164·, 
l iB, 9/64, 5/32. 1 1 164. 3116. 13/64, 
7132, 15/64, 1 14, bits in metal index case. 

Idlil lor Cordlln Drill Units 
• Finally. the perfect drill bit for 

cordless drill units 
• Efficient Bullet'· bit 

design yields more holes 
per charge - up to 3 
times more holes per charge. 

OtMrS.!. AYlII,bl. 
IHlvlllull lulIl'" Drlll. AYlUlbll 

�, � 
NI4753 LIST 34.6B 

SPECIAL 1 9.99 ppd. 

THE UNI KIT #96000 
Sturdy Pilltle Star'll lax 
Contllnlng: 26 Inllr1 ll1. 

(Phillips O. , . 2. 3: Siolled 
4-5. 6-B. B-l0. 10-12. 12-
1 4 :  Square Recess 0, " 2, 
3: ToO(" 10,  1 5 ,  20. 25, 
30, 40: Clulch l iB ,  5/32: 
Sockel Head 5/64. 3/32. 
l iB, 5132, 3116) 

I PaWir Sachl Adlpllr 
1 Mllnitle lll Holdlf 
1 MlineUc-Tlp ScrlwtlrlYlr 

wllh StOrlil Hlndll 

SPECIAL 525.00 ppd. � PHILIPPS BROS. SUPPLY, INC_ 

� 
� aNi !J� S¥fIia 

2525 KENSINGTON AVE_ • BUFFALO, NY 1 4226 . 716/839-4800 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800/544-4466 - IN N.V.S. 1-800/238-4466 

FAX: 716�839-4051 

MASTERCARD l1li ® VISAC!C 
Est 

1 92 7 CHECK OR 
MONEY 
ORDER 
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J IG SAWS 

Model 1 58 1 VS 

SAWS SAWS SAWS 
1 582VS Orbit. Aclion Nob Hdle Jig Saw 

3238VS Unv. Shank Mult. Orbil. Jig Saw 

1 651 7'1. Cir .  Saw. 13 .mp 

1 654 7'1," Pivoling Circ. Saw 

1 632 VSK Panlher Recp. Saw 

$ 1 1 8.00 

79.00 

85.00 

1 09.00 

1 39.00 

DRILLS DRILLS DRILLS 
920VSRK 3 / 8 "  9.6 V Cordless Orill 1 29.00 

1 920VSRK 3/8" Cordless Reversing Drill 99.00 
1 1 58VSR 3/8" Var. Spd. Rev. Drill 59.00 

9 1 066 1 /2 "  VSR Mighly Midgel Drill 99.00 

1 1 96VSR 3/8" VSR Hornel Hammer Drill 1 09.00 

1 1 98VSR 1 / 2 "  VSR 2 spd. Hammer Drill 1 25.00 

921VSRK 3/8" Cordless 9.6 V Drill w/clulch 1 39.00 

ROUTERS ROUTERS ROUTERS 
1 60 1  1 h p  Rouler 89.00 

1 602 1 '/1 hp Router 1 1 5.00 

1 604 P it hp Router 1 1 8.00 

1 606 D-Handle. H. hp Router 1 45.00 

90300 Filled Base Router. 3l/, hp 295.00 

90303 Plunge Base Router. 3'h hp 449.50 

1 608 Trim Router 89.00 

1 608M Molor for 1 608/ 1609 Series 83.30 

1 608l laminate Trimmer 89.50 

1 608T Tilt Base Trimmer 95.00 

1 609 Offset Base Trimmer 1 1 9.00 

1 609K Installers Kit 1 6 2.50 

1 6 1 1 Plunge Rouler. 3 hp 1 95.00 

SANDERS SANDERS SANDERS 
32700 3,21 DU51less Bell Sander 98.00 

1 272 3 ",24" Bell Sander 1 59.00 

1 2720 3",24" Bell Sander wlDu51 Colleclor 1 6 9.00 

1 273 4 ",24" Bell Sander 1 65.00 

f 2730 4",24" Bell Sander wlDu51 Colleclor 1 75.00 

1 288 Finishing Sander, '/1 sheet 99.00 

1 273 DVS 4",24" Bell Sander 1 95.00 

OTHER TOOLS 
3268 Heal Gun 55.00 

1 700 10 Gal. Wel/Dry Vacuum 227.50 

3221 18" Professional Hedge Trimmer 94.50 

322 1 l  2 6 "  Professional Hedge Trimmer 1 05.00 

1 347 4'11" Mini Grinder 79.00 

1 323 9" Grinder 99.00 

1 1 2 1 0  5/8 Rotary Hammer 1 69.00 

1 1 2 1 2  3 / 4  Rotary Hammer 1 75.00 

3258 3 " t "  Power Planer 98.00 

H ITACHI 
C 1 5FB Delu,e 1 5 "  miler saw 359.00 

F l 000A 1 2 "  Planner / 6 "  ioiner comb. 1 349.00 

CB75A Band Saw 1 499.00 

Colo. Watts 1 -800-523-6285 
CALL TOLL FREE 

1 -800-525-0750 

VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 

AVIATION/INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
P.o. Box 38 1 59 • Denver, CO 80238 
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P A R  A L 0 K TM 
TABLE SAW FENCE SYSTEM 

'Weil l'll be darned! Irs so simple! Why 
didn't I think of that?" 

We at QUINTEC hear that a lot. 
But irs always nice to 
hearogain. 

Isn't show
ing you the PARALOK Fence, 
call us. We'll try to find one 
that will! If we do not have a 
dealer near you, we'll be happy 
to sell direct. Call us! 
National 1 -800-423-961 1  
Oregon . 503-281 -6096 

QUINTEC 
MANUFACTUR ING INC .  
5128 N.E. 42nd Portland, OR 97218  

MONEY! 
Experts agree . . . a wide-bell slroke sander is Ihe "1001 of 

choice" for panel and long edge sanding . . .  yet this same versatile 
mac�ine will also handle an endless variety of smaller pieces. In 
fact. this one low-cost machine can soon become the "sanding 
center" for your entire shop! 

SEND TODAY FOR FREE FACTS! 
You'lI be amazed at Ihe speed and absolute control this 

machine can bring to all your sanding projects. 
The Model 800 fealUres 3 built-in speeds. a large. 24" x48" 

table with automatic elevation and lever-action. traveling 
pressure plalen. Open-ended design accommodales any lenglh of 
material. Long-lasling belts are 6" xlS6". 

Designed for years of continuous service. the compact Model 
800 (floor space needed is only 3.4'x6.5') is also ideal for Ihe 
serious home woodworker! 

PHONE TOLL FREE 
1-800-538-4200 EXT. 5504 

r-------------------
I WOOOMASTER TOOLS, DEPT. YS04 
I 2908 Oak, Kansas City, MO 64108 
I 0 YES! Please rush my FREE INFORMATION KIT : and details on your 3O·0ay Free Trial Guaranlee. 

: Name __________________________ _ 
: Address 

I I City State __ Zip __ I , -------------------------� 

RAZOR SAW SERIES 
The finest cut in the world! 0.012" (0.3mm) 

Tradition & Technology 
[1J!!!!Ulf_rUUJUlfWOOOJBl10_m_. H _ . . H H. H_ r �� ' .  .,. ' ." Replaceable blade 

( length 9- 1 /2 ") 
Impulse hardened teeth 

(26 per inch) 
Razor saw Dozuki ,  complete Extra blade 
H - 1 70- 1 0D $36.00 H- 1 70-DEX $ 2 5 . 00 
Shipping free until 8/3 1 /88. 
Send $3 for our tool catalog. Razor saw's 
brochure free. 

HIDA JAPANESE TOOL INC. 
1 33 3  San Pablo, Berkeley, CA 94702 

( 4 1 5 )  524- 3 700 

DELMHORST MODEL J-88 
Pocket-Size Wood Moisture Tester 
LED display-type meter indicates ten ranges of 
wood moisture content between 6 and 20 percent. 
Ideal for a woodworking shop or serious craftsman. 

Limited 3-Year Warranty. 
Shipped complete with 
carrying case, batteries 
and pins. 

ORDER ONE TODAY! 
1-800-222-0638 
NJ-201-334-2557 

DELMHORST 
Instrument Company 
P.O. BOX 220, DEPT. 908 
BOONTON, NJ 07005 

Thin HARDWOOD 
Priced Right 

Clear - Kiln Dried - 2 Sides Surfaced 
3" to 10" widths - 3' to 7' lengths 

20 sq. ft. packs - Random widths and lengths 

1/4" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4" 
Red Oak $32 $36 $ 40 $ 60 
Pecan $28 $30 $ 32 
Walnut $36 $44 $ 48 $ 66 
Cherry $36 $44 $ 48 $ 66 
Hard Maple $32 $38 $ 42 $ 54 
Basswood $30 $36 $ 40 $ 50 
Poplar $29 $30 $ 34 $ 38 
Honduras Mahogany $39 $50 $ 55 $ 69 
Teak $65 $70 $100 $130 

Price includes UPS delivery in Contintental U.S.A. 
To order, circle dollar amount above 
Send with check or money order to: 

HARDWOODS OF ILLINOIS 
R.R. 4 - Box 618 • Mt. Vernon. I l  62864 

1l11i1i QUALm • •  ISCOUIIT PRICES ' FJlEE FREI&IIT most arlll 

IELTS: BEST RESIN OVER RESIN. HEAVY DUTY ·X" wr. 
I x 42 $0.70 ea 4 x 36 $1 15 ea 
3 , 21 0.75 6 x 48 2.65 
3 x 24 0.80 6 x 89 4 75 
4 x 24 0.90 PTices quoled 80 gTiI. olher grits available 

AlMESIVl CLOTH DISCS: BEST RESIN OVER RESIN, 
HEAVY DUTY "X' wr. 

5" DIameter $0 65 ea 
6- 75 

9' $t 30 ea 
12- 1 80 

8- 1 05 PrICes quoled 80 gTiI. other gTits available 

CAIIIIET PAPER--IROWII 
40 GTlt 50 PK $16 00 
80 GTit 50 PK 1 2 00  

WETIDRY 'AI'E�8IJCK 
180 thru 1200 100 PK $22 00 

100. 1 20. 1 50  tOO PK 21 00 110 LOAD PAI'E�WHIT£ 
180. 220 100 PK t 8 00  180 Ihru 400 100 PK $19 00 

CLWIII& STICKS $3.50 Small $6.50 Large 
REI MILL CORP., P.O. Box 500. BIGLERVILLE. PA 1 7307 

CALL TOLL FREE-l-(IOD) 822-4003 
M,nimum Order $25.00 . PA Res Add 6"10 • FREE CATALOGUE 



III .... � Indiana call: (317) 271 -1542 
44-page catalog or use 

your MasterCard or VISA 
to order our 50-minute 

demonstration video-$1 0.00 
Wood-Mizer Products, Inc . • Dept. 227 
8180W. 10th St. , , IN 46214-2430 

Full-Size Professional Plan 

ADIRONDACK CHAIR 
Make this classic American 

design. Our special 

version may be 

folded for storage 
by using ordinary 

hardware avaitable 

at your local 
store. Be ready 

for Summer and 

get your plan now! 

• • • • • 512.00 
ICatalog Iree with order) 

FURNITURE DESIGNS, INC" Dept. KA·S8 
1 827 Elmdale Ave., Glenview, lL 60025 

(31 2) 657-7526 

Sleeveless 

DRUM SANDER 
Uses regular sandpaper - 110 pre made sleeves to buyf 

USE ON: 

:��u:.�::���:rnnadrn=1 Jono andp.p .... . 

1" x3" long . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.95 
2" ,3" long. . . .  $15.95 
2'h" )( 3" loog . . . $16.95 
3" ,3" long . . .$17.95 
1" .nd 21'1" .110" . . . . $27.95 
Selof hb ... . . . . . . . $56.95 

3/,' )( 3" long . .  . .$14.95 
2'''''' x 41h" long . .$21.95 
3" x 4'17" long . . . . .$23.95 
2\0\" , 6" long . .  . $25.95 
3" ,6" long . . . . . .  . .  . .  $27.95 Add $2.50 per order tor "'Ipplng. 

Drill press, motor, lathe, 
combo· tools, radial saw, drills. 

AVAILABLE WITH: 
" ,.;" bore with ',;" or 114" shaft 
·'h·20 RH thread (except 3/," )( 3" ) 
·5/1" bore (except 3/," )(3" and 2" x3', 

MC, Visa, Check Of Money order 10: 

SINGLEY SPECIAIJY CO. INC. 
po. BOX 5087F, GREENSBORO, N.C. 27403 

CALL: (919) 852-8581 

Quality Furniture 
Hardware Made Easy! 

It took us over 70 pages to 
sh()l,\/ you our new, expanded 
line of furniture hardware for 
the dedicated craftsman. 
To get your copy, please send 
$4.00 to: • 

PM10N I I J\Q[)w� 
========= IJ[ )= 

7818 Bradshaw Road, Dept. FW17, Upper Falls, MO 2 1 1 56 
Quick Shipment Free Mini·Catalog 

PDWERMATIC Model 1 80 1 8" Planer 
7'hHP, 3PH or SHP, l PH motor. ,!!:I:L. Knife Grinder, Sectional Roll and 

-. Model 66 Table Saw 
Chipbreaker. 

Can For Our Low Prices' 

F.O.B. Our Warehouse 

We carry the entire Powermatic line at very 
attractive prices. Please call for our prices on 
the Model 66 and other Powermatic machines. 
You'll be glad you did! 

$1 099 

World's Best 

FS35 Jointer-Planer 
Length 63" Width 13'1, 
3HP, 1PH or 3HP, 3PH Motor 
Weight 719 Ibs. 

10.4" Resaw Capacity 
1 'hHP Motor, 330 Ibs. $21 95 

Please call or write for more information on the above machinery. 
Please call for our discounted freight rates. FOB our Warehouse. 

MAKITA 
B04510 4" Finishing Sander $49 FREUD SPECIALS 
1 100 3'1, Planer Kit 5179 
lS05 6'1" Planer Kit 52n 
2708 8'1, Table Saw S229 
3312BR Plunge Router 5189 
GUIDES for 3612BR $28 
3601 B 'f," Router $118 
3700B 'I,' Trimmer 595 
4301BV Orbital Jig Saw $139 
500lNB 7'1'" Circular Saw 5109 
6000R '10" Clutch Orill S1 19  
6012HOW 'I" Cordless clutch drill 5109 
9900B 3x21 Belt Sander $129 
998240B 3x24 Belt Sander $139 
9401 4x24 Belt Sander $159 
98202 Blade Sharpener $169 
2040 15" Planer 51399 

LEIGH 
TD514L 24" dovetail jig with 'f," bits for 

W' dovetails S239 
01258-12 New 12" jig for through and 

half blind dovetails 5245 
01258-24 New 24" jig for through and 

hail blind dovetails $279 
Optional Bits in Stock 

TIl08 8 pc. turning tool set 
90-100 15 Pc. Router Bit Set 
92·100 26 Pc. Router Bit Set 
94·100 5 Pc. Router Cabinet Set 
FB-l00 16 Pc. Forstner Bit Set 
EC-900 5 pc. Shaper Cabinet set 
EC-209-213 Raised Panel Cutters 
EC-260 '1." Cabinet Door Set 

Sawblades 
LM72M 10", 24T, Rip Blade 
LU73M 10" ,60T, ATB Cutoff 
LU84M 10", 5OT, Combination 
Set of Three Above 
LU82M 10", 6OT, Triple Chip 
LU85M 10", SOT, Super Blade 
OS306 6" Dado 
OS308 8" Dado 
JS100 Plate Joiner 
JS020 1000 Biscuits 
Fll00 Spare Cutter 

RYDBI SPECIALS 
S500A 3 x 4 'I, Pad 5ander 
SU6200 'f, Sheet Pad Sander 
B7075 3 x 21 Dustless Belt Sander 
B7100 3 x 24 Dustless Belt Sander 
B7200A 4 x 24 Oustless Bell Sander 
R151 lHP Plunge Router 
R501 2'I,HP Plunge Router 
TR30U Trimmer 
T5380 14" Miter Saw 

$ 47.00 
$138.00 
$284.00 
$159.00 
5159.00 
5264.00 
$ B5.00 
$157.00 

5 38 
S38 

5 38 

5 42 
5 59 
$ 99 
$109 
$169 

$ 29.00 
5 34.95 

5 39 
5 99 
5115 
$121 
$148 
5 99 
S159 
5 72 
$369 

FREEBORN 
SHAPER CUTTERS .'i' 10" width of cut 

M50 Series Cope & 
Pattern 

Six Piece Cutter Sel 
3/4" Bore 

!:Irblde T.ntung 

$209 $229 

Raised Panel Cutters $99 $109 
15° Shear - 'I, Bore 

We carry the entire Freeborn line. 
Please call for our prices 

on cutters not listed. 

RECORD 
BENCH PlANES 
04 Smooth Plane $ 35 
05 Jack Plane 5 44 
07 Jointer Plane S 70 
SET of Three Above $139 

VISES 
52 EID 7" Quick Release Vise w/Oog S58 
52'12 EtD 9" Quick Release Vise wtOog S82 
53 E to'h" Quick Release Vise S89 

13 Amp. IIOv 
Motor 
Powerfeed 

CALL FOR 
OUR PRICEI 

Ap-10 Thickness Planer 

Elu 
3303 1 HP Plunge Router 
3304 1 HP Electronic 

Plunge Router 
3337 2·1I4HP Plunge Router 
3338 2-114 Eleclronic 

Plunge Router 
3375 3-118" Planer 
3380 Biscuit Joiner 
4023 3x21 Dustless 

Belt Sander 
4024 3x21 Electronic 

Belt Sander 
4029 4x24 Dustless 

Belt Sander 

BRAD POINT BITS! 
7 Piece Set 
(118" -112" -1I4"shank) 
Large Set 
(518"-314"-7/8"-1"·318" shankl 
Buy Both - Save S3.00 

The Xyloph i le's Company 
1 38 E .  Loudon Ave . •  Lexington, KY 40505 

St91.00 

227.00 
377.00 

4t9.00 
212.00 
368.00 

198.00 

219.00 

356.00 

$8.95 

20.95 

$26.90 

1 -800-354-9083 -M/C VISA- (606) 254-9823 

PORTER CABLE 
5 t8 3HP Speedtronic Router 5323 
630 tHP Router 5 93 
690 1 'f,HP Router $124 
310 Laminale Trimmer S1t4 
312 Offset Laminale Trimmer SI33 
319 Tilt-Base Laminate Trimmer 5138 
330 Speed-Block Sander 5 54 
352 3 , 21 Oustless Belt Sander 5130 
360 3 x 24 Dustless Belt Sander St85 
362 4 x 24 Oustless Belt Sander St98 
555 Plate Joiner 5169 
345 Saw Boss $98 

HITACHI 
F-l000A Joinler-Planer S1395 
CB75F Resaw Bandsaw SI645 
C15FB 15" Miter Saw $409 
Cl0FB 10" Miter Saw S279 
TR12 Plunge Router S173 

CLAMPS 
PONY PIPE CLAMPS 

Each Per 6 
Model 50 W' pipe 7.75 $45 
Model 52 'f," pipe 7.00 S39 

JORGENSEN HAND SCREWS 
3/0 6 10ng, 3" open 9.00 49.00 
2/0 7" long, 3'(," open 9.50 51.00 
o 8" long, 4'1

,
' open 10.50 57.00 

1 10" long, 6" open 12.00 65.00 
2 12" long, 8'1

,
' open 14.00 76.00 

STYLE 35 ALUMNINUM CLAMPS 
3524 24" long 14.50 83.00 
3536 36" long 15.50 88.00 
3648 48" long 17.00 98.00 
3566 60" long 19.50 109.00 
3572 72" long 21.00 1 19.00 

STYLE 72 HEAVY DUTY 
I-BAR CLAMPS 
7724 24" long 
7236 36" long 
7248 48" long 
7260 60" long 

15.50 88.00 
16.50 94.00 
18.25 103.00 
20.25 1 14.00 

H I G HLAND 

SCROLL SAWS 
Featuring: 

Parallel Arm System 
Cuts up to 2" thick 
1 /64" cutting radius 

HT-1200 12" 8enchtop Model $249 
HT- 1 400 14" Floor Model 349 
HT-2000 20" Floor Model 479 

SAFETY 
SPEED CUT 
PANEL SAWS 

/I \ 

Prices start at $880. 
Please call for information 

and prices. 

Orders over $35.00 include delivery 
unless otherwise noted. Prices sub
ject to change without notice 
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CARBIDE TIPPED ROUTER BITS 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTION QUALITY 

SPECIAL OFFER - SAVE 50% - 75% BELOW COST 

1000's SOLD TO al:&n�a� OF FINE 
B �T �E 
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ITEM 
NO. 

#01 

#02 

#03 

#()4 
#OS 

#()6 

#07 

#OS 

#1 1 

#09 

#10 

#12 

#15 

#35 
#36 
#37 

#16 

#17 

#IS 

#19 

#20 

#21 

#22 

#23 

#24 

#25 

#26 

#27 

#2S 

#13 

#14 

�� CUTTING 
DESCRIPTION RADIUS LENGTH 

COVE 
1I4"R 1 /4" I "  1 12" 

31S" R 31S" I V' "  9116" 

1 12" R 1 12" I V," SIS" 

ROUND OVER 
114" R 1 14" I "  1 /2" 

31S" R 3/8" I V.' SIS" 

1 12" R 1 /2" I V.' 3/4" 

ROMAN OGEE 

5/32" R 5132" I V  . .  ' 1 5/32" 

1 14" R 1 /4" l 'h" 314" 

31S" Deep I V.' 1 /2" 
RABBETING 31S" 

118" (KERF) SLOT CUTTER I V. "  lIS" 

II." (KERF) SLOT CUTTER I V. "  1 /4" 

45° CHAMFER 45° l 'h" SIS" 

Angle 

RAISED PANEL 20° I -SIS" 1 /2" 

Angle 

114" V Groove 90° 114" 1/4" 

31S" V Groove 90° 31S" 31S" 

1 12" V Groove 90° 1/2" 1/2" 

31S" Dovetail 9° 31S" 31S" 

1 12" Dovetail 14 ° 1 /2" 1 12" 

314" Dovetail 14° 314" 7/S" 

CORE BOX NOSE) 

3/S" Core Box 3/16" 31S" 31S" 

1 12" Core Box 1 /4" 1/2" 1 1 132" 

3/4" Core Box 3/S" 3/4" SIS" 

GROOVE FORMING OGEE 
1 12" Grooving Ogee 1/2" 31S" 

314" Grooving Ogee 3/4" 711 6" 

1/4" Straight Bit 1 14" 314" 

5/16" Straight B� 5/16" I "  

31S" Straight Bit 31S" I "  

1 12" Straight B� 112" I "  

314" Straight B� 3/4" I "  

112" FLUSH TRIM 1 /2" 1 

3/S" KEY HOLE CUTS 3/8" KEY HOLE FOR 
(This Bi1 only HSS) FLUSH MOUNTING 

PICTURE FRAMES, ETC. 

PRICE 

$1 3.00 

1 4.00 

1 5.00 

1 5.00 

16.00 

1 9.00 

I S.00 

20.00 

14.00 

1 4.00 

1 4.00 

1 5.00 

25.00 

S.OO 

9.00 

1 1 .00 

7.50 

S.50 

1 0.50 

1 1 .00 

1 4.00 

I S.00 

1 6.50 

21 .00 

7.00 

7.00 

7.00 

7.00 

10.50 

S.50 

S.50 

WHEN ORDERING ANY 3 OR MORE, DEDUCT $1 ,00 EACH 
ALL PRICES POSTAGE PAID 

• Professional Production Quality • 1/2" Ball Bearing Pilot 
• 1 /4" Diameter Shanks x 114" Long • One Piece Construction 

• Two Flute Thick High Quality I ung81er Carbide Tips 

To order by Master Charge or Visa Toll Free 
7 Day - 24 Hour Order Service Call 

1 -800-533-9298 
or send check to: 

MlCS, P.O. Box 4053F, Rydal, PA 1 9046 

90 Fine Woodworking 

Everything you need for setting and checking 
jointer and planer knives and rollers 

Traditional jointer and planer knife changing methods take too long and 
can be dangerous. One or more of the knives can be reset too high, too 
low, out of parallel or squirm out of position when tightened in place. 
E l i m i nate these miseries . . .  use the MAGNA-S ET system! Its patented 
magnetic design holds each knife in perfect alignment. Great for shifting 
nicked knives in seconds. 
Order by phone or mail. Use VISA, MASTERCARD, check, money order or 
C.O.D. Add $2.50 for shipping and handling. Allow one week for delivery. 

MAGNA SET Pro Kit __ .$399.95 
Kit Contains:  Planer j ig pair . . . . . . . . 1 59.95 Jointer j ig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $49.95 

Rotacator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 59.95 Wood case and instruction book 

E ach item may be purchased separately. Jointer and planer jigs are also 
available in carbide holding capacity. 

U N IQUEST CORP. (FORMERLY QUEST INDUSTRIES) 

5B5 WEST 3900 SOUTH # 6, MURRAY. UT. B4123 ' BOO 33\ -1 74B or BOI 265-1400 

• 
CALL 
TOLL 
FREE 

ASHMAN TECHNICAL LTD. 

Machinery · Tools · Shop Equipment 

351 Nash Rd, N . ,  Hamilton, Ont.,  Can. LSH 7P4 
(416) 560·2400 

1 -800-263-4507 
DUTY CHARGES INCLUDED I N  ALL PRICES 

SUPER SPRING SPECIALS 

Model 350- 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1275. 
with Biesemeyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .  $1395. 
with EXCALIBUR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1495. 
160-2 VS Lathe, 1 HP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1040. 
1 180- 1 6" Jointer, 1HP . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 725, 
480 8" Jointer, 1 112 HP . . . . . . . . . . .  , $1425. 

.
490- 1 15" Bandsaw, 1 HP . . . . . . . . .  $ 865, 

•• DELTA 
3 HP- 10" - Tilting Arbor Unisaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1260. 
3 HP- 10" - Unifence Model. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1405. 
RT3 1  10" Scoring Saw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $2710. 

-SUPER SPECIALS-
20" Delta Planer-RC5 1 - 5 HP-$3775 

New Excalibur Fence-$329 
u.s. FUNDS - FREIGHT COLLECT - CALL FOR QUOTA TION 



How To Go 
Back In Time, Without 

Wasting Any. 
Now you can recreate the 
classic look of beaded edge 
designs, without long hours 
of laborious work - or or
dering from the mill. With 
the new carbide-tipped edge 
beading bit from Bosch. 

Whether you're matching 
older decorative work, or 
adding your own special 
details, Bosch made this 
new edge beading bit just 

for you. 
Because of its unique de-

sign, you can use this one bit to create 
a variety of different classic edges just 
by varying the depth and angle of cut. 
Sharper, longer lasting carbide-tipped 
cutters ensure consistent, professional 
results; ball bearing pilot protects 
your often expensive stock. 

Precision Engineering, 
Professional Resu Its. 

Bosch router bits perform better for 
you. Precisely computed hook angles 
(A) bring the cutting edge into the 
workpiece for a smooth, clean cut and 
faster feed rate. Large chip pockets 
(B)  clear chips faster, further accel
erating feed rates. Radial relief (C) 

reduces speed-robbing friction, with
out sacrificing bit life. And a steep 
shear angle ( D )  improves chip clear
ance and yields a smooth, chatter
free cut. 

Over 230 Other Bits To 
Choose From. 

Besides this new beading bit, Bosch 
also offers you over 60 other edge
forming bits - from Roman Ogee to 
Cove to Raised Panel, and many 
more. Add to that the over 170 other 
router bit profiles from Bosch, and 
you've got the right bit for just about 
any routing job you can think of. 

Explore the possibilities in the 
Bosch catalog. You can find it, along 
with all the Bosch bits, routers and 
our complete line of fine woodwork
ing power tools at your Bosch Power 
Tool Distributor. Find him in the 
Yellow Pages under "Tools - Electric". 

BOSCH 
IIQuality )6u Can Hold On To." 



DELTA "UNISAW" 
• 1 · 112 HP, 3 HP, 5 HP • 
• Pricing starts 

at $ 1 , 1 55.00 
• INCLUDES $200 

REBATE 

Cabinet Shop 
Shaper 
• 3HP single phase 
• 5HP triple phase 
• 2 reversible speeds 
• 2 spindles, 1", 3/4" 

112" and 1 · 1 14" opt. 

North State 1 0", 1 2", 1 4 "  
Cabinet Shop Saws 

LENEAV&QUALITY 
. 3, 5, or 7·112 HP mtr 
• Magnetic controls 
• Cast iron top 
• Motor cover 
• Uni-Iock fence 

Equal to highest 
quality machine on 
the market 

• $ 1 ,050.00 
10", 12" and 14" models 

Free Freight 

DEL SHAPER 
• Model 43-375 
• 3/4" and 112" Spindles 
• 1 250.00 
• INCLUDES $200 REBATE 

14" IHP Bandsaw $ 295.00 
18" 2HP Bandsaw $ 625.00 
20" Bandsaw $ 1 495.00 
24" Bandsaw $2465.00 

DUST: 2HP $315.00 2 bag 
COLLECTORS: 3HP $495.00 4 bag 

I '; -

UNIQUE Raised Panel 
Door Machine 
• Machines all five 

five components with 
only one operator! 

Wide Belt Sanders 
• Best buy in the industry! 
• variable speed 
• Platen head 
• Dual motors 
• Heavy cast iron & steel 

plate construction 
• 10, 15,  & 20 HP 
• 25" List $7950.00 
Sale 55,850.00 • 15 HP 
37" List $12,000.00 
Sale $8,695.00 • 20HP 
Phase Converter avail. 

':.-� � 
,," ". � 
� � ,. 

• Eliminates Pre-Bandsawing 
of arches 

Delta 1 8 "  
Variable Speed 
Scroll Saw 
Regularly $ 1 , 1 1 7.00 
SALE $689,00 
96 Free blades 

SENCO 
AIR 

TOOLS 

• Router bit collets available 
• large cast iron table 
• 1 year warranty 
• Extra heavy duty 
list $1 ,600.00 
Sale $ 1 ,095.00 
Free Freight 

LENEAVE SUPPLY 
Charlotte, NC 28202 • . • • 

(704) 376-7421 
Freeborn and Freud Shaper Cutters availble 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

305 W Morehead St. .� 
B. DALTON IS YOUR WORKSHOP FOR BOOKS 

have the woodwo� ing books ou need! 

HOW TO MAKE 
ANIMATED TOYS 
David Wakefield 
Make wooden toys with whimsical 
lifelike touches-a lobster with claws 
that snap and clatter, a bobbing whale, 
a lumbering dinosaur-plus planes, 
buses, boats and trucks that shake, 
rumble and roll. All 30 projects come 
with step·by-step instructions, are fully 
illustrated with helpful patterns (most 
full·size). exploded views, close-up 
photos and easy-to-follow diagrams. 
Over 400 patterns cover each part of 
every project. 320 pages (2 color 
throughout). $12.95 

CARPENTRY 
Gasper Lewis 
Over 3 Ibs. of carpentry know-how, with 

92 Fine Woodworking 

MAKING CABINETS 
& BUILT·INS 
Techniques & Plans 
Sam Allen 
The only book you'll need to make 
cabinets, shelves, and modular units. 
Covers every step with over 400 close
up photos and drawings-every door, 
drawer, counter top, carcass, joint, 
hardware. Shows how and when to use 
all woods including-solids, laminates, 
veneer, and particle board. Plus com
plete plans for an entire set of modular 
cabinets-use as is, or customize. Save 
money, add beauty and space efficiency 
to your home. 384 pages. $16.95 

1000 plus illustrations. Whether you're 
building, renovating or just fixing-up, 
step-by-step instructions & tips of the 
trade cover virtually every tool, 
material, building technique you'll ever 
need to know. It's a nail-by-nail, beam
by· beam guide to the ins-and-outs of 
joinery, making/replacing windows and 
doors, fixing creaky stairs, insulating, 
roofing, pouring foundations, installing 
ceilings, floors and kitchen cabinets 
and hundreds of other skills. 576 pages 
(2-color throughout). $18.95 

ROUTER JIGS & 
TECHNIQUES Patrick Spielman 
This complete, brand new router guide 
covers an amazing array of ingenious 
new ideas, products and tricks. Save 
time, save money with hundreds of 
Spielman's shortcuts, plus before-you· 
buy tips and how·to-use techniques. 
You'll find an incredible collection of 
new commercial routing products plus 
plans for revolutionary jigs and fixtures 
you can make yourself-the mitre 
gauge, adjustable split fence, and 
more. Bonus: step-by-step plans for 
building the ultimate router table and 
1000 illustrations. 352 pages, $14.95 

(b' ��� BOOKSELLER 
See the Yellow Pages for the 

B. Dalton location nearest you 
or call 1-800-367·9692. 

3HP 1 5" PLANER 
• Model 3 1 5  
• 3HP motor 
• Cast iron construction 
• Magnetic controls 
• 1 year warranty 
• Dust hood 
• Table extensions 
• Anti Kickback 
. 2  speeds 
• $795.00 

3HP 15" PLANER 
PRICE 
BREAKTHROUGH 
• Model 310 15" Planer 
• Powerful 3HP motor 
• Cast iron construction 
• Magnetic switch 
• 1 year warranty 
• Outstanding quality 
• Stand included 
• Dust hood 
• $725.00 

8" Cabinet Shop Jointer 
• Heavy cast iron 

construction 
• 2HP Single _h ... .c __ _ 
. 9" x 67" bed 
• 3 knife cutterhead 
• Dual tilt fence 
• Magnetic controls 
• list $1 ,350.00 
Sale $775.00 
Free freight 
• 6" jointer unit $325.00 
• 12" Jointer $1 ,695.00 
• Delta 8" jointer $1 ,299.00 

20" 5 HP Planer $ 1 ,295.00 
24" Planer $2,375.00 
. 5  HP + 7-1/2 HP 

Tell us about our competitors prices. 
We try not to be undersold. 

37" Wide 
B e l t  Sander 

SALE - $8,995 
(List · $1 2,495) 
25" Model 
( List · $7995) 
SALE · $6395 

Heavy Duty Construction 
Combination Heads 
37" Model - 20 Hp • 25" Model - 1 5 Hp 
Variable speed conveyers 
power Lift Tables 

Heavy Duty Shaper 

Shipping wt.-530 Ibs. 

List · $1375 
SALE - $995 

5 Hp single or 3 
phase Reversi
ble - 2 speeds · Magnetic Controls 

Choice of S indies 

:: §im.i.lM §�Y.l.Dg¥.@h::�J@r : fu@HiD:�:r,W 
: U9..? :J@I�::: �:�w.:�HH�M�;l9.jM�m�tM: 

Al l tech U .S.A. 
Tyner, N.C. 

U,S. TOLL FREE--1 -800·426-2732 
N.C. (91 9) 221 -81 1 3 



* SANDPAPER * 
NO GIMMICKS - GREAT PRICES 

BELTS: GAfTS ASSORTED 

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

1 1 30 $.69 el 3 1 24 $ .80 ea 

1 1 42 .69 ea 3 1 27 .83 ea 

1 1 44  .69 ea 4 1 2111 .91 ea 

211 1 16 .73 el 4 1 24 .94 ea 

SHEETS: 19 1 11) PIIICE 

CABINET PAPER 

SO / pt 100 / pt 

4O-lJ $16/pt $3O/pt 

5G-D IS/pt 27/pt 

6O-Il 14/pt 2S/pt 

SystiMatic saws cut smoother 
and run quieter. (And they're 
made in America!) 

3 1  18 .74 ea 4 1 36 1 .14 ea 8Q.D 13/pt 23/pt 

3 1 21 .n ea 6 1 48 2.98 ea 100 1h!u lSOC 12/pt 21 /pt 

3 1 2311 .80 II 211 1 80  2.47 II 
For a catalog or the name 
of your nearest dealer, 

OTHER SIZES ON REQUEST FINISHING PAPER cal l BOO-426-0000:' ext. BO. 
NO LOAD PAPER 

SO/pt l00/pt 

SO-A $ 9/pt $16/pt SystiMatic Company 

SO/pt l00/pt 100 1h!u 280A 8 / pt  1 4 / pt  

ISO-A lhlll 4OI).A $10/pt S18/pt 

12530 135th Avenue Northeast 
Kirk)and, Washington 98034 

WET/DRY PAPER 
* Except Canada 

PRESSURE SENSITIVE SO/pt l00/pt 

ADHESIVE DISCS! 220thlll 600A $13/pt $23/ pt  

6" SI.06 el * OTHER ITEMS * 
8" 1.99 el * WIDE BELTS 

9" 2.46 el * ROLLS 

to" 3.05 ea * FLAP WHEELS 

12" US el * PUMP SLEEVES 

15" 6.95 el 

* JUMBO ClEANING STICK * 
18.80 

SEND MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ECON-ABRASIVES 
P. O. BOX B865021 
PLANO, TX 75086 
NATIONAL t·800-367·4101 

SVSTI MATIC 
* MINIMUM ORDER S2S.00 IN TEXAS (214) m·m9 
* MASTERCARO, VISA OR CHECK * TEXAS RES. ADO 7%SAlES TAX 

* SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!' * SHIPPING CHARGES ADO S4.2S • 

Professional quality, precision . . 

This versatile machine makes 
cutting intricate wood patterns easy 
- great for making toys, Jewelry, 
puzzles, fretwork, etc. The blade 
is driven on both up and down 
stroke with a smooth cutting 
parallel rocker arm system. 
This system avoids blade 
breakage and creates 
a smooth finish that virtually 
eliminates sanding. Our saw is 
easy to use and is made with 
a cast construction that insures 
durability. We fully support our 
product with rep@cement parts 
and repairs if needed. Thousands 
of satisfied customers use our 
saw world-wide. NE� 

Super 1 5 ' � Scroll Saw 
Comparable value over $500 $1"<lft..,...95 shipped 

Only � ready 

SPECIFICATIONS: Dust Blower 
• Cast iron construction (Optional - Add $15. 
• Throat depth - 1 5" • Use standard 5" blades 
• Max. depth of cut - 2" • Stroke length - 3/4" 
• Cuts per minute - 1 725 • Table Tilt - 0 • 45· 
• Weight - 43 Ibs • Table Size - 8" x 1 7" 
• Motor - Heavy duty totally enclosed fan cooled 1 1 0V . 1 20V 

UL listed, ball bearing - induction motor 

PENN STATE INDUSTRIES 
2850 Comly Road • Philadelphia, PA 1 91 54 

* 1 -21 5-676-7609 (Ext. 1 5) 
Add $1 5.00 for Blower Option . Visa, MasterCard, Check or Money Order Accepted 

Add $1 0.00 for shipping in Continental U.S . • Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax 

"My SUPER Scroll Saw was delivered two 
days ago and it perjonn.f like the neighbor's 

$700 one. I'm delighted . . . 

Mrs. SA Swartz 
White Cloud, KS 

, "I recently received one of your J 5" 
Scroll Saws a s  a gift and was impressed with 

its construction and other features. I'd say it 

can be compared favorably with such saws 
as Excaliber and the Hegner line. " 

Mr. E. L. Brendza 
San Bernardino, CA 

'" am thrilled with the peiformnnce as is 

my wife who has operated it more than , 
have. As a special automatic machine 

designer for the last 40 years .. ' feel that I 
am qualified to compliment you on a well

designed machine. " 

The Edltor 

C.M. Smeigh 
Ft. Worth, TX 

The Woodworker's Journal 
" Kudos for the folks at Penn State In

dustries for value and customer service! 

When I contacted them concerning a minor 
problem. replacements were rushed out to 
me the same day. 

As an amateur WQO{/worter, I was pleased 

to find that lower priced, well made 

equipment is available from people who 
are willing to stand behind their 

products. 

A. Mortenson 
New Milford, CT 
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Saw Fence 
When choosing 
investments, 
cheaper isn't better ••• 

better 

EXCALIBUR 
MACHINE & TOOL 

COMP ANY 

U. S. A. 
210 Elghlh SI. South. 
Le\Oliston, NY t 4092 
Toll Free: 1·800·387·9789 
CANADA 
3241 Kennedy Rd., If7 

Scaroorough, Ont. Ml V 2J9 
(416) 291-6190 

Like any other pr ecision tool, 
a saw fence is an investment. And when it 

comes to ch oosing investments. cheaper 
isn't better. Better is better. So T·51ot 
owners rightfully count themselves among 

the ranks of perfectionists who have high 
standards and are willing to pay a bit mOTe 
to maintain them. A better saw fence . . .  and 

a more accurate one. The ExcaJjbuT r·SJot 
saw fence will convert your table saw 

into a pr ecison wood-cutting machine. 

.I' Quick inst allation .l'Ripping of lcuge .I Positive front and rear 
on General, Rock- stock is quickly rail locking 

well/Delta, Pow- accomplished tI'I 
��dC�C:- .l'Built-in scale and :�allelism ad-

other saws :h���ior "'Efficient reassembly "'The necessity of precise cuts every for ripping to right or 
always having to time lett of saw blade -
�%��:; � .IManuiactured 

�:����r��x-

fence has been from high-quality eluding the illtimate 
I3liminated materials Guarantee. 

For the name of your nearest Dealer, please Phone 1-800-387-9789 

A 
Revolutionary 
New 
SAW! 

Model 
WE90JWD 

SAW 

U S  Palents Nos 4309931. 4464964. 4562761 
Other Palents Pendtng 

The LINEAR LlNKTM Model WE 901WD offers Ihese 
special features: 

• Large 8" cuHing • Angle cuts to 450 
capacity • Rugged 13 amp 
• Bandsaw smooth cut worm drive 
• Narrow cutting kerf 'I," • Lightweight and 
• Notches without over portable 

cutting • Easy to use 

Linear Link ™ thin '1," band saw smooth cut and large 
8" capacity makes Linear Link ™ ideal for these 
applications: 

• Framing • Log home building 
• Landscaping • Deck work 
• Post and beam • Remodeling 

construction 1�!.f!!:I!). OlS CORP. �V;C·� VE POWER TO MI 49093 

PROGRESSI Three Rivers, 
1100 W. Broadway s\ree� (Outside Michigan) aOO-63S-L\N . an) Toll Free ,- 219 1414 (10 Mich'9 ---., 

(616) -

94 Fine Woodworking 

PLANE -MOLD-SAW-SAND A po",er . . TOOLS t � Feed �J in 
'� ___ -_-c"" [] 

E\1 d @:;. '.)' : ', ' � .. �i '. ' 
.' 

Now you can use this ONE power-feed shop to turn rough 
lumber into moldings, trim, flooring, furniture -- ALL 
popular patterns. R IP-PLANE-MOLO-SANO . . .  separately 
or  in combination with a single motor. Low Cost. . .  You 
can own this power tool for only $50 OOWN I 

30-Day FREE Tria l ! EX����GF��CTS 
NO OILlGATION-NO SALESMAN WILl CALl 
RUSH COUPON Foley-Belsaw Co. 

TOD.IJlY, 6301 Equitable Rd., Dept. 91295 
I I � . Kansa. City. Mo. 64120 

---------------, _ Foley-Bel.aw Co. � 6301 Equitable Rd .. Dept. 91295 

I 
. Kansa. City, Mo. 64120 

I 0 YES, Please send me complete facts about 
: PLANER-MOLDER-SANDER-SAW and details 

I about 3D-Day trial offer. 

: Name _ ____________________ ________ _ 

: Address. ____________________________ _ 

: C i ty· ____________ . ___ ___________ _ 
I State Zi o �-------------------------� 

� 
)mporltb 
�urOptan 
.,arbtnart 

The Sawmill 
FOR WHOLESALE INQUIRIES 

EXOTIC AND DOMESTIC HARDW OODS 
CUSTOM CUTllNG, RESA WING, ABRASIVE PLANING 

EBONIES, ROSEW OODS, MAHOGANIES, PADAUK, 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT W OODS AND MORE 

TOLL FREE 800 345-3103 
PA RESIDENTS CALL (215) 759-2064 

GWoodoorker's GDream 
FOR RETAIL 

INQU1RlES 
NO MlNlMUM 

ORDER 

DlV1SIONS OF 

GUlTAR 
KITS 

THE MARTIN GUITAR CO .. NAZARETH, PA 1 8064 

Clayton Oscillating 
Spindle Sanders. 

For large or small 
shops. Ideal for con
tour sanding. Quick 
change drums. 1f2" 
to 4". Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Cover
ed by 1 yr. war
rantee. 4 models to 
choose from. For 
more i n formation 
write: 

Clayton Enterprises 
2505 W. Dewey Rd. 
Owosso, MI 48867 

Wood Moisture Meter 
Insure your profects against moisture problems. 

O n l y  
$1 1 0  

Includes ham
m e rable e l ec
trode for use 
o n  a l l  woods 
including hard
wo o d .  E l ec-

I trode stores in 
case. Species 
correction table 
on inside cover 
for total convenience and one step operation. 
l.ED. read out. 6-20% range. Batteries includ
ed. One year warranty. Mace in USA. 

To request further informal ion, or to 
order, call: 607·293-7731, or write: � D-TEK Eie<tronics 

V/S4
' RD 3, Box 287 , . I 
• Cooperstown, NY 13326 • l 
----------------------------------



PORTER. mBlE 
% " VSR 
DRILL �� 

1 19. model 7514 

9100 

821 
7511 
888 
7558 
303 
304 
305 
320 
387 
91 18 
9852 
309 
310 
312 
319 
399 
100 
518 
538 
537 
830 

1100 CI ... 1c Router Kit 
(WhIle They La.!!) 

3/8" VSR Droll 
3/8" VSR Drill 
3/8" T·handle drill 
2·Spd. rt. angle drill 
Pro 7" paint remover 
Pro 7" disc sander 
Pro 7" disc polisher 
Abrasive plane 
3 '1. "  plane 
Porta·plane kit 
Versa·plane kit 
Laminate trimmer 
Laminate trimmer 
Offset base lam. trimmer 
Tilt base lam. trimmer 
Drywall cutout unit 
7/8 HP router 
3 HP microprocssr. 5spd. 
1 · '1> HP speedmatic 
1 · \1, HP spdmallc. d-Ilandle 
1 HP router 

PORTER+[JIBLE 
�=���mder 59. 
model 330 
890 1 \I, HP router 

119. 

95. 
119. 
1 19. 
185. 
149. 
125. 
125. 
95. 

140. 
215. 
286. 

89. 
130. 
1 31. 
149. 

72. 
105. 
349. 
199. 
209. 

891 1 · \1, HP router. d·handle 149. 
505 \I, Sht pad sander 1 1 5. 
352 3"x2 1 " dustless belt sander 145. 
382 4"x24" dustless belt sander 210. 
503 3"x24" wormdr. bit. sand.w/bag349. 
314 4· \I, " Trim saw 125. 
315-1 7 V. "  Top handle saw 109. 

548 Heavy duty bayonet saw 189. 
7 548  VS. var. orbit. d-handle jigsaw 1 39. 
7848 VS. var. orbit jigsaw 139. 
9827 2·Spd. Tiger saw wlcase 130. 
9829 Var. spd Tiger saw wlcase 1 38. 
822 VSR fastener dnlVscdriver 129. 
855 Drywall driver. ()'4000 rpm 85. 
7523 Pos. clutch screwdrover 1 39. 
7542 TEKS Driver 1 19. 
7545 VSR Drywall driver 109. 

7V4 " Worm 
Drive Saw 

Model 77 135. 
5825 6·'1, "  Worm drive saw 1 39. 
5510 S·y," Trim saw 83. 
5750 7· 'I. " Circular saw 114-
5790 1()' V. " Circular saw 229. 
5885 S· V. " Circular saw 1 59. 

90-100 
94-100 
CS112 
DII-05O 

D� 
D5-308 
EC900 

FREUD 
15 pc. router bit set 
5 pc. router cabinet set 
1 2  pc. carving set 
50 pc. comb. drill biUbrad 
pt. set 
6" dado 
S" dado 
5 pc. door making shaper 

1 59. 
189. 
109. 

59. 
95. 

109. 

cutter set 319. 
Fa-100 1 6 pc. Forstner bit set 179. 
LM72M008S" x24T tip 38. 
LM72M01010"x24T rip 38. 
LU73M010 1 O"x60T ATB 42. 
LU78M008 8" x64T TCG gen. purpose 59. 
LU82M010 10"x60T TCG 45. 
LUMM008 8" x40 4&R combination 44. 
LUMM011 10" x50T 4&R combination 37. 
LU85M008 S" x64T ATB fine cut·oH 54. 
LU85M010 10"xSOT ATB fine cut·off 82. 
LU85M014 14" x l OST ATB fine cut·off 105. 
PS203 7 V. "  x24T ATB gen. pur pose 19. 
PS303 7 V. " x40T ATB gen. purpose 23. 
TI108 S pc. turning tool set 49. 
WC108 6 . chisel set 30. 

98. 
1:212-1 
0214-1 

0224-1 
0234-1 
0375-1 
1878-1 
3002-1 
3102-1 
5317·1 
8975 
IiIIO 
5825 
5836 
1012 
1014 
8215 
8228 
8245 

3/8" VSR cord less w/clutch 
3/8" cordless drillw/clutch 
3/8" Magrun hoIeshooter 
112" Magnum hoIeshooter 
3/8" clos&quarter drill 

HoI&-hawg k� 
Electricians rt. ang. drill kit 
Plumbers rt. ang. drill kit 3/8" VS hammer drill kit 
Heat gun 
2 hp router 
3" x 24" dust less belt sander 
4" x 24" dustless � sa nder 
1/3 Sheet pad sander 
112 Sheet pad sa nder 
16" Electric chainsaw 
2 speed bandsaw w/case 
Single s peed jigsaw 

126. 
126. 
108. 
112. 
111. 
236-
175. 
110. 
1. 
54-

220. 
219. 
226. 
1 14-
111. 
1. 
276. 
126. [ij1268�_ Variable speed jigsa�W < 1. 

1/ ' -
, � � ( l 

\. 2 S�ed S;�all 
modeT65 1 1  1 19. 

8607 Var. spd. sawzall w/case 121. 
8306 6'1, "  cord less circular saw 135. 
8385 7 V. "  top handla circular saw 106. 
8405 S'1. " circular saw 127. 
85»1 Cordless scr ewdriver 61. 
8643-1 VSR Screwshooler 145-
8750-1 VSR Drywall driver 81. 
8764-1 VSR Magnum drywall driver 115. 
8711&1 Aq. clutch screwshooler 116. @HITACH ..... -� ft V2 " Plunge 
_ Router 

model TR12 169. 
C8DA 6 'I. " cordless c"cular saw 119. 
F20A 3· V. " Plane wlcase 89. 
TRS Laminate trimmer 85. 
TRa 'I. " Plunge rouler 119. 
CR10V VS. Var. orbll reClpro saw 1 1 5.  
DRC10 3/S" Cordless drywall screwgun 85. 
W6V1 ().4000 drywall screwgun 89. 

Plating 
Joining 
Machine 

NEW!169. 
FOREOOM 

Coil 
Roofing 
Nailer 

449. 

'
. Miter Saw 279 \ . � 

.' . model Cl0FA • . 

1 /2" Drill 109. 
8012HDW 2·spd. cordless drlver/drill k� 1 1 5. 
6510LVR 3/S" Drill. heavy duty 75. 
9207SPC 7" Electronic sander/polisher139. 
3812BR 1/2" . 3HP Plunge router 195. 

7h.aJci:tD. NEW, 
7V4 ' Framers Saw 

" 

w/hypold gears 
modE'l 5077B 139 • 
2708 
9401 
9900B 
LS1020 

8"table saw wlcarblde blade 249. 
4"x24" Dustless belt sander 189. 
3"x2 1 "  Dustless belt sander 135. 
10" Miter 229. 

V S 
model 

ar" peed 1 58 1 VS 
Var" Orbit 
J igsaw 129. 

1582VS VS. Var. orbit jigsaw 118. 
3238VS '18. var. orbit SId. CUy jigsaw 85. 
1861 7 '1." Builders cl-ruar saw •• 
1500 16 gauge sl'Mrs 2IJ5. 
1M2 Heavy duty heat gun .. 
32118 Std. duty heat QI.I'l 61. 
3258 3 V. "  � plane 111. 
1800 2'12 HP. D-hancte router 245. 
11104 1'.4 HP Router 1 19. 

1808 1 'I. HP. D-hancte router 128. 

90300 3 V. HP Production router 329. 

11109K laminate trimmer installer's kit 181. 
1808 ON set base laminate trimmer til. 
91 084 3/8"Mighty Mdget VSR drill 811. 
1831K NEW 2-spd Panther r� saw 111. 

Tilt Base � 
Laminate 1 
Trimmer 89 " Model l608T . _. 
1832VSK VS . ... r. orbit Panther rec",o saw 121. 

EI · BlACK& U DECKER 
1 HP Plunge 
Router 185 

W�,;"l;;Jihl""'� 1630 14 gauge n ibbler 3a 

model 3303 • 

3034 7 V. " BUilder's saw cat 
3051 7 V. " Worm drive saw 
7790 12" DeWa:t cont. radial 

226. 
195. 

arm saw 879.· mo.10 to" DeWalt cont. radial 

Drywall 
Screwdriver 
().4()()() rpm 
model seAl 1 E 

91 088 tl2" Mighty Midget VSR dri" 1 •• 
1168VSR 3/8" VSR Dnll 58. 
1 1118VSR 3/8" Hornet II hammer drill 1 •• 
11.VSR 112" VSR hammer drill 126. 
11203 1'1," Rotary hanYner 401. 
11212VSR 5/8" VSR bulldog SDS rotary 
11304 
1 1306 
12720 
12730 
1273DVS 
3270D 

hanYner 185. 
Brute breaker hammer 1298." 
Demolition hammer 861. 
3" x 24" dJSttess belt sander 1811. 
4"x 24" dJSttess belt sander 1 •• 
4"x24" VS dJSttess belt sander2Ol. 
3 "  x 21" dJSttess belt sander 121. 

10" 
Unlsaw 
1 Y2 HP 34·761F 11 39.* 

j$r-: @HITACHI 
Deluxe 10" • 

, t FREIGHT INCLUDED �������_ C15FB Deluxe 1 5" miter saw 379." 
F1000A 12" Planer/6" JOinter combo 1349." 3/4 HP 
CB75A Band saw 1 499." Twin Tank 
C12Y 1 2" Table saw wlo motor 1 189." Hand-Carry C12Y 12" table saw w/3 HP 

A' Hitachi motor 1269." Ir 
P100F 12" Planer 919." Compressor I�EM.mt-10" mOde� g �����Ie 

AM39 HC4 

�, .- 369. David White 
model AP10 Instruments 

FREIGHT INCLUDED Level 

RA200 8" portable radial arm saw 
1120U 3·S/S" Planer kit 
R500 2 V. " H P plunge router 
R150K 1 HP plunge router kit 
TR30U Laminate trimmer 
B7075K 3"x21 " Belt sander k.t 
SSOOA Finishing sander. 1/6 sheet 
TS251 U  10" Miter saw 

.50 'PONY' clamp fixture 

.52 'PONY' clamp fixture 

3/0 6" JORGENSEN hlscrew 
210 7" JORGENSEN hlscrew 
to 8" JORGENSEN hlscrew 
.1 10" JORGENSEN hlscrew 
.2 12"JORGENSEN hlscrew 

7.95 89. 
8.50 89.50 
EA. BOX/8 

8.95 49.95 
9.50 52.50 

10.50 58.75 
12.35 67.25 
14.80 79.95 

10" COhbectols s.w wt1 Yt HP 

� mow 679. 
34-410 WITH FREE SOT CARBIDE BLADE 

FREIGHT INCLUDED 
28-2435 14"  W ood  bandsaw w/std .. 

\I, hp motor 4&0. 
43-122 Shaper. light duty. 1 HP. 1 PH 4&0." 
22-851 AC33 13" Planer 980." 
37·150 6"1ong-bed jointer 

w/electricals 129. " 
37·350 S"1ong-bed jointer 

w/electricals 1248." 
31·730 6" Ben. 1 2" disc 

w/electricals 
Production stocik feedlaf 
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(213) 102-1238 • (714) 525-3581 OPEN • .,." 10 5:30 pm PACIFIC STANDARD 
14136 E. FIRESTONE BLVD. 

SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA. 90670 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED UPS FREIGHT 
PREPAID (CONTINENTAl USA) ON 
ORDERS $50. OR MORE. SINGLE 
ITEMS WEIGHING 70 LBS. OR MORE 
ARE SHIPPED F.O.B. SANTA FE 
SPRINGS, CA CALl FOR DISCOUNT 
FREIGHT RATES. SAlE PRICES, 
LIMITED TIME ONLY AND SUBJECT 
TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. WE 
ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCHARGE, 
DISCOVER, MONEY ORCERS, PER
SONAl CHECKS, SCHOOL PUR
CHASE ORDERS AND AMERICAN EX
PRESS CARDS. SORRY WE ARE 
UNABLE TO SHIP C.O.D. 

--
. . . . . � 

. . . - . .  . 

.. til .. . ..  " "  

FS-l07 7pc F ors1ner  B� 501 $59 
16pc Fors1ner � 501 159 
15pc Rout ... � Set 159 
13pc Yz" Shank Rout ... 501199 �::==-��� AP-l0 10" Planer & Dust ChUle S369 

DC-l Dust ChUle For AP-l0 24.95 Cabinet B� 501 159 
Cabinet 501 

B� 229 EB-l Extra Blades For AP-l0 39_95 
00-1 Depth Gauge For AP-l0 79 Abow Come  With 

Door MMdng Bookt 50pc Drill � 501 59 
5pc Shaper Cabinet 501 289 

99PKI Multiform Router � 575 
99{)34 Loci< M� ... Rou1 ... B� 59 
WC-lOO 6pc Chisel 501 29 
WC-ll0 lOpe Chisel 501 49 
TI-l08 6pc Lathe Tuming Sat 49 
C&112 12pc Carving 501 129 
All FREUD SHAPER & ROUTER BITS 

DISCOUNTED UP TO 50%. 
CAll FOR PRICES 

RNE CUT.cFF CROSS CUT BLADES LU 73M008 8"X4BT A TB $54 
LU 73M009 9"X54T A TB 59 
LU73M010 10"X60T ATB 29 
LU73M012 12"X72T ATB as 
PRECISION PI. YWOOO 

BO-IOR Cordless Screwdriver 44 
RI50 1 H.P. Plunge Rou1... 109 
R500 3 H.P. Plunge Rout... 169 
R501 3 H.P. Plunge Rout... 169 
RA200 8v." Radial Arm Saw 249 
SSOOA Finishing Sander 37 
TR30U laminate Trimmer 79 
TS251U 10" M� ... Saw 169 
TS380 14" M� ... Saw 389 

Att RYOBI TOO/O 011 SALE. 
Phone for Prlt:est 

PORTER+[ABLE-
100 718 H.P. Router $97 
309 laminate Trimmer 99 
310 laminate Trimmer 129 
312 laminate Trimmer 144 
314 4'12" Trim Saw 139 
315-1 7v." Circ. Saw 13 Amp 119 
319 Tm Base Trimm... 149 
320 Abrasive Planer 109 
330 Spe&d Bloc Sander 52 

WITH SnK-tT PADt 

t� =,�,J.��Jc,CG : 345 NEWt Saw Boss 
LU82M010 10"X60T 44 351 3X21" Bell Sander 

5109 
134 
197 
197 
174 
198 
189 
349 
335 
109 

LU82M012 12"X72T TCG 92 352 3X21" Wrth Bag 
COMBINATION BLADES 360 3X24" Wrth Bag 

LU84M008 8"X4OT COMB. 53 361 3X24" Bell Sander 

t��� ����Tcgg�B. 
53 � :�::: :' �r 

LU84MOI2 12"X60T COMB. � 503 Wormdrive Wrth Bag 
RIPPING BLADES � �St!\1>�

X2
�r LM72MOO8 8"X24T FiLAT TOP 43 

WtTH SnK-tT PADt LM72M010 10"X24T FiLAT TOP 36 513 Lock Mortiser 699 OUR GIANT SOO PAGE FULL LM72MOI2 12"X30T FLAT TOP 65 518 3 H.P. 5 SPD. ROUler 359 LINE CATALOG tS YOURS SUPER t:fJ:J:IFTEDBLADES 520 3 H.P. ROUler 339 
FREE WtTH ORDER OF SSO. LUasMOO8 8"XB4T ATB $89 536 1'12" H.P. Spe&dmatic 184 

... 
O_R_M_O_R_E._O_R_O_N_L_Y_S_S_. O_O_EA_"-l t���:m ����lr� �; : �M��� �,;roo

matic 5�:: 
7h..a.Kit.a. LU85MOI2 12"XBOT ATB 99 � �:, �S

� ���er 1: LU85MOI4 14"Xl08T ATB 119 891 lYz" H.P. DtHandle RoUler 149 LU85MOI5 15"X108T ATB 149 895 Shaper Table WlRoUler 199 ATB • AIIemate Top Bevel 
TCG • Triple Chip Grind :as �i�g

e 1
� l '1!!!�����r."'#7i SC-OOI Saw Blade Stabilizer 17 1! CARBlOE DADO SETS 5009 Mortise-Tenon J� 39 

DS306 6" Dado $99 5060 NEWt Stsi Template 159 

9820-2 
410 Dust Collector S239 
1100 3V," Planer 189 
1900BW 3W' Planer 119 
2708 8V," Tab16 Saw 219 
36128 3 H.P. Plunge Rou1er 184 
36128R 3 H.P. Plunge Rout... 199 
4200N 4 3/8" Tri, Saw 109 
4301 BV VS Jig Saw 159 
50058A 5Yz" Trim Saw 119 
SOOTNBA 7v." Saw WlBrake 129 
50778 7W' Wonndrive Saw 149 
6801 DBV Drywall Screwgun 89 
9820-2 Blade S harpener  169 
B04550 Sander W/Bag 49 
JR3000V Recip Saw 129 
LS1000 10' M� ... Saw 229 

AD MAKlTA TOO/O 011 Sale 
Phone for DIM:ount Prlt:est 

9.6 Vol! CordIIa Tool SywIItrw 
6012HDW Driver-Drill � 5119 
6012HD Driver Only 89 
60930W VS Driver-Drill � 139 
6093D VS Driver-Drill Only 79 
4300D J� Saw 69 
50810 3 3/8" Circular Saw 79 
68910 Drywall Screwgun 87 
ML900 Aashl�ht 34 
9.6 Volt Belliif)' 36 
C harger  for Car-Cig. Light... 49 

= ::: t�stab16 Dado 
1
: �� �tv� rJn�te �� 

JS-l00 Joining Machine 169 7514 Yz" VSR Drill 119 
().1()'20 Bisqu�s box of 1000 29 7533 Adj. CIUlch Screwgun 159 

7545 Drywall Screwgun 119 @HITACHI 

TR-12 3 H.P. Plunge Rou1 ... �h 
$80.00 Worth of Accessories 5189 
� lYz H.P. Plunge Rout... 119 
CIOFA 10" DLX M� ... Saw 289 
CI5FB 15" DLX M� ... Saw 425 

AD HrrACHt TOO/O On SALE 
Phone For Prlt:est 

BOSCH 
1212 3X24" Bell SInder 
1273 4X24" Bell Sander 
1581VS Top Handle J� Saw 
1582VS Barrel Grip Jig Saw 
1604 110 H.P. Rout ... 
1608 laminate Trimmer 

7548 Top HDL VS Jig Saw 129 
7848 Barrel Grip VS J� Saw 137 
9118 Porta Plane � 209 
9548 Bayonet J� Saw Kit 179 
9627 2 SPD. Recip Saw � 139 
9629 VS Recip Saw � 149 
9652 Versa Plane � 295 
59361 Hinge Template � 149 

c.n for DIM:ount Prlt:es 011 
ELU Po_ TOO/Ot 

POWERMA1JIC tiii 
Coli for Sale Prices on 
Powermatic Machines 

6010s0w Drill 
6070SDW VSR Drill 
6071DW VSR Drill � 
60710 VSR Drill Only 
D A3000D 3/8" Angle Drill 
9035D Finishing Sander 
37000 laman�e Trimmer 
430TD J� Saw 

849 1608T Titt Base Trimmer 
1� 1609 Offset Trimmer 

9500D Grinder 
40710 Vacuum 
ML700 Aashl�ht 
7.2 Volt Belliif)' 

79 
89 
59 
62 
89 
59 
39 
24 
29 

l609K laminate Trimmer � 
1942 Heavy Duty Heat Gun 
3258 3V," Plane 
112021< Rotary Hammer � 
11212 Rotary Hammer � 
11 2031< Rotary Hammer � 439 
91068 Yz" Mighty Midger Drill 115 

AD BOSCH TOO/O 011 SALE 
Phone for Prlt:est 
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28" Homeshop Fence System 5195 
40" Homeshop Fence System 209 
52" Homeshop Fence System 249 
52" Commercial System 299 
T-Square Radial Stop wrrap& 5& 
Paralock Saw Fence 339 

CIII for SpecIM 0nItIr Fencelt 

Eliminate your joining hassles 
with the latest in plate ;ointers now sale priced 

Porter-Cable 555 has a 
vertical handle with trigger 
switch, SUPER TORQUE 
PO Belt drive, rotating 
depth adiustment, front 
fence for easy vertical 
adiustment, miter fence for 
precise ioint matching, 
dust eiector and carbide 
tipped blade. 

$179.95 

Virutex 0·8\ Sliding 
fence adiustsfor45' and 90' 
ioints, and registers from 
the top of the workpiece. A 
rotating adiuster quickly 
selects groove depth for 
three different plate sizes. 
Includes carbide-tipped 
blade and carrying case. 

$279.00 

Kaiser MINI 3D Top-of
the-line ioiner imported 
exclusively by W.S. Jenks. 
Powerful AEG 600 watt 
motor. Non-slip rubber 
faceplate eliminates mach
ine movement for perfect 
ioints. Guide sets plates at 
90' or 45', and up to 12" 
from work edge. Steel 
carrying case. 

$529.00 
Beechwood Biscuits ... $25.95 Pack of 1000. Sizes 0, 10 or 20. 
Send $2.00 for our comulete woodworking catalog I Refundabie with first order) 

w,S'JENKS & Son 
TOLL-FREE 

1-800-638-6405 1933 Montana Ave. NE Washington DC 20002 

This isn't what you think! 

You're probably looking at this machine thinking to your
self, "Oh, it's one of those all in one tools that takes forever 
to set-up and really isn't practical . "  Think again. This is the 
Toolmax T3 1 0. The T3 1 0  is a quality woodworking tool that 
requires almost no set-up and meets almost any commercial 
quality specification for individual equipment. TheT3 1 0 has 4 
Separate motors which power the 1 0" Table Saw, 1 "  Spin
dle Shaper, 1 2" Jointer, 1 2" Planer, and Mortise. 

If you want to save over 90% of the space in your shop 
and up to 60% of the cost of buying individual equipment, call 
Toolmax for more information or send $ 1 9 .95 (VISA, MC, 
AM EX customers call toll free 1 -800-535-4788 to order by 
phone) for an informative video demonstration tape. 

C ) TOOLMAX TOOL� " P.O. BOX 751323 MAA HOUSTON, TX 77275-1323 
'"'00-53�41" USA ' "'00"325"'330 CA 

1-71 3-947-7030 TX 



CLASSIFIED 
The CLASSIFIED rate i s  S 5.25 per word, minimum a d  1 5  words. All payments must 
accompany orders; all are non-commissionable. The WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE and 
SITUATIO 'S WANTED are for private use by individuals only; the rate is 57.25 per line_ 
Minimum 3 lines, maximum 6 lines, limit 2 insertions per year DISPLAY CLASSIFIED 
rates on request. Send to: Fine Woodworking, Advertising Dept., Box 355, Newtown, 
CT 06470. Deadline for the July/August issue is April 25. 

Busn. Opportunities 
WOOD TOY MANUFACTURERS EED
ED' We are interested in carrying your 
product line in our Gltalog. Please send de
tailed information to: Leigh Moore and As
sociates, Inc., 1 2 1  Lewisville Center, Suite 
167, Lewis\-ille, TX 75067. 

ART CONSULTANTS HAVE NEED FOR 
HANDCRAFTED FURNITURE. Both func
tional and non-funaional pieces wanted. Sub
mit slides with desctiptions and prices to: The 
Svbaris Group, 12872 Sherwood, Huntington 
\X'<xxls, MI 48070. (313) 542-8902. 

DEALEIl t:±::l UIQUlIlIES IIMTED ..Cl-
w. aft • •  1rocI 1m,.rt.r lI.du"l all ,ut. 
lty IIu' 1 .. 11 a ..... , .. . ......... 1lIII1 
1 .. 1 II ... .. . poda!11 .... rtm."I. 
kaale t.a.ly-D. tD'asef ultl. 
.... rt Lant" Cem""1, I"c. 
JJ DermaD Annae 
Sa" mad"., CA. 94124 (415) 11101111 

Help Wanted 
EXPERIENCED CABINETMAKER, custom 
furniture, salary negotiable, located Mt. 
Kisco, Ne,,' York. Designs for Leisure, ltd., 
41 Kensico Dr., Mt. "Kisco, NY 10549. 

VIOLIN REPAIR APPRENTICESHIPS avail
able with finest rare violin shop in the 
countrY. Excellent training program, good 
salary and benefits. Experience helpful. 
Bein & Fushi, Inc., 410 S. Michigan Ave. ,  
Chicago, IL  60605. 

NEEDED FOR AMERICAN WOODWORK
ER MAGAZINE. Appl icant must have 
woodworking job experience or formal 
woodworking training plus experience as a 
writer or editor. Drawing and photo skills a 
plus. Pleasant location one hour from 
Philadelphia and twO hours from NYC. 
Please send resume, salary requirments, 
writing sample and photos of recent work 
in wood to: Personnel Dept. (WE-FW), Ro
dale Press, Inc., 33 East Minor SI., Emmaus, 
PA 18098. E.O.E. 

GUITARMAKER SEEKS FULL TIME 
TRAINEES OR LUTHIERS. Resume to Fac
torv 87S, Zionhill, PA 18981 -0012. (215) 
453-9875 

CABlNETMAKER/FURNITUREMAKER Ex
cellent opportunity for experienced wood
worker in well-equipped shop located in 
central New Jersey. �Iust be able to pro
duce extremely high-end work. Salary 
commensurate with abilities. Call (20 1 )  
442-4023. 

SKlLLED WOODWORKERS for growing 
contemporary fine furniture and cabinetry 
shop. Progressive organization. Jobs are 
project-oriented, limited production and 
one-of-a-kind. Wall/Goldfinger, Inc. ,  7 
Belknap SI., Northfield, VT 05663. (802) 
48%261 .  E.O.E. 

FURNITURE AND CABINET SHOP, in 
NYC, looking for talented \yoodworker/in
staller. Partnership potential. Hi salary, 
good benefits. verv good future. Call Greg
ory (718) 729-7734. 

WOODWORKER/BUSINESS ASSOCIATE 
for growing architectural furnilllre com
pany_ Experienced in all phases of business 
with a dedication to hard work and exact
ing standards. (215) 235-1631 . 

ALL-AROUND EXPERIENCED CABI
NETMAKER. Man or Woman. Excellent 
working environment. Call mornings, Ian 
or Kerry. (203) 776-3099. 

CABINETMAKER WOODCARVER. Pipe 
organ builder needs meticulous crafts
person, highest quality work in Classical 
style. Small workshop, beautiful Shenen
doah Valley. Only serious producers want
ing long-term employment. Start at $6.00 to 
S8.00 plus benefits. Send resume. Taylor 
and Good Organbuilders, Rt. 1, Box 58B, 
Staunton, VA 24401. 

CABINETMAKER: Experienced with hand 
and power tools. Project-oriented shop pro
duces custom wooden furniture and archi
tectural woodwork. Kramer and Eiland 
Woodworking, P.O. Box 221, Washington, 
VA 22747. (703) 675-3882. 

CABINETMAKER. EXCELLENT OPPOR
TUNITY FOR EXPERIENCED WOOD
WORKER in well-equipped shop located in 
Park Slope, Brooklyn, Must be able to produce 
extremely high-end work. Salary commensu
rate with abilities. Call (718) 237-2592 . 

FOU R - PERSON CUSTOM SHOP IN 
YONKERS, NY seeks fully-skilled, self-di
rected cabinetmaker. Salary; quality de
manding work; family major medical; re
laxed atmosphere. (914) 963-9292. 

Situations Wanted 
Leeds Design Workshops graduate seeking 
employment in shop creating one-of-a-kind 
furniture. Will travel anywhere. Andrew J. 
Berger. (413) 584-0543 

Galleries 
GALLERY IN WELLFLEET ON CAPE COD 
wishes to solicit work from furnituremakersl 
craftsmen prodUCing high quality functional 
work. Please send slides to: Alfred Kraft, Box 
1276, Wellfleet, MA 02667 or call (617) 349: 
9576. 

THE WOOD SHOW is inviting interested 
woodworking artists and craftmen to submit 
slide portfoliOS of their work for consider
ation in the exhibition of quality woodwork
ing at The Wood Show, held annually in Au
gust. Please reply to Durham Art Gallery, Box 
1021, Durham, Onto Canada NOG-IRO. (519) 
369-3692. 

Instruction 
FINE FINISHING AND REPAIR - one week 
intensive in-shop training. Will give you all 
the necessary knowledge to start your own 
business. When you've tried all the books 
and the other courses and you still Gln't do it, 
GIll me_ I guarantee I'll teach you. 3rd gen
eration master finisher and woodworker. 
The Hymiller School of Fine Wood Finishing 
and Hand Woodworking, 912 Lakeshire Dr., 
Fairfield Glade, TN 38555. (615) 484-9309. 
Vi�lC. 

HAND JOINERY - one-week intensive train
ing. Sharpening, handplaning, scrapers, dove
t..1.iIs, monise and tenons, proper glue joints. 
You don't have to spend a fortune on machin
erv to be a woodworker. 3rd generation mas
ter craftsman. Hvmiller School of Hand Wood
working. (615) 484-9309_ 

WOODWORKING, design, marketing, low 
tuition. Located in Smoky Mountains. Produc
tion crafts, Haywood Tedmical College, Clyde, 
NC 28721. 

APPRENTICESHIP IN PROFESSIONAL 
FINE FURNITURE MAKING with the promi
nent Jeffrey Greene Design Studio--realistic 
preparation for an uncompromisingly vital ca
reer as an independent artisan designing, mak
ing, marketing the very finest furniture in solid 
walnut/rosewoods. Tuition. ew Hope, PA 
(215) 862-5530. Call don't write. Monday thru 
Friday, 9:30-4:00. 

LEARN TO TURN. Two-day concentrated 
course in all aspeas of lathe. Workshop lo
cated in converted 18th-century spring 
house. Individualized instruction. Reading 
and Lancaster nearby. Send for free bro
chure. James L. Cox Woodworking School, 
R.D_ 2, Box 126, Honey Brook, PA 19344. 
(215) 273-3840. 

HAVE YOU EVER WANTED TO BUILD A 
WOODEN BOAT? Come to Maine and take 
our six week course. Rockport Apprentice
ship, Box 539F, Sea Sr . ,  Rockport, ME 
04856. (207) 236-6071 .  

LEARN FINE FURNITURE MAKING with a 
master craftsman in professional and teach
ing workshop. Situated in beautiful historic 
area. Apply for prospectus to Christopher 
Faulkner, Ashridge Workshops, Dartington, 
Tomes, Devon TQ9 6EW England. 

APPRENTICE WITH MASTER CRAFTS
MEN. Unique in-shop experience. Wood
working and other crafts. Flexible tuition. Bau
lines Craftsman's Guild-FW, Schoonmaker 
Point, Sausalito, CA 94965. (415) 331-8520. 

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION learning mill
ing, designing and building custom furniture, 
jig making. For details call Geoffrey Noden, 
Trenton, NJ (609) 890-8152. 

PRESERVATION CARPENTRY - Nine
month p rogram  for experienced woodwork
ers. Stabilize, preserve and rebuild pre-2Oth
century buildings. Financial aid. Accredited 
member NA1TS. North Bennet Street School, 
39 North Bennet St, Box A, Boston, MA 02113. 
(617) 227-{)J55. 

VIOLIN MAKING & RESTORATION -
Three-year program for making, plus optional 
fourth year for repair/restoration. Financial aid. 
Accredited member NATIS. Nonh Bennet 
Street School, 39A North Bennet St, Boston, 
MA 02113, (617) 227-0155. 

WOODTURNING WORKSHOPS. Two, 
three and five4y classes include funaional 
and artistic turnings. Gallery B, 1 1 121 Rodney 
Parham Rd , Little Rock, AR 72212. (SOl) 221-
0266. VISA, MC, AMEX. 

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF VIOLIN MAKING. 
Full-time, comprehensive program under di
rection of master violin maker. Traditional 
methods of violin construction and repair 
taught; applications now being accepted for 
1988-89 Write CSVM., 3446 North Albany, 
Chicago, 1L 60618. (312) 478-0505 

21 WESTCOMBE. BIDEFORD. DEVON, ENGLAND. 

LEARN TO TURN WOOO 
Sinct 1976 we have taughl over 1400 sludents, botll beginllers 
al'ldmoreadvance1lluroos.Theyhavelearnedlosl"larpenlheir 
loois and properly cui wood, crealing bowls and spindles. 

Two days inlensive instruclion, wilh IWD sludents per class, 
oHered during the week and on weekends. Room, board and 
luilion: S250. Also non-residential rates. 

For tutI course detajls and calalog 01 lurning supplies, wrile: 

RUSS ZIMMERMAN Or caJl 812-3Y-4337 
RFO 3, Box 242 and leave your name 
Putney, Vermont 05346 and address 

PENLAND 
WOOD 
APR, 25 - SEPT. 2 

lEOOOYlE 
LAUREN McDERMOTT 

RICHAIIO T ANIlEN 
STEVE PROCTOR 

SIlAS KOPf 
DAN IIOORtGUEZ 

TRENT WHlmllGTOll 
MICHAEL ptEII5CHAlLA 

Penland SChool EJJ 
Dept. FW5 
Penland, Ne 28765 
704-765-2359 

LEARN WOODEN BOAT BUILDING AND 
DESIGN. Two full-time residential pro
grams that offer intensive training in a cre
ative but diSCiplined environment. VA ap
proved. Accredited member, NATTS. 
Financial aid available. Equal opponunity 
enrollment. The Landing School, Box 
1490F, Kennebunkport, ME 04046_ (207) 
985-7976. 

GENOA is a unique professional educa
tional program offering tudies in the fine 
art of furnituremaking with emphasis on 
design, techniques, structures, and materi
als. Students enjoy a close working rela
tionship with studiO artists. GENOA, Box 
250, Academy St., Genoa, NY 13017. (315) 
497-3000 or 889-7291. 

SUMMER WORKSHOPS 
FURNITURE MAKING & DESIGN 

CARPENTER • FRID 
HALL • KEMNITZER 
KOPF · KORN · MACK 
MALOOF • OSGOOD 
ROBINSON · SCRIVEN 
WEED • ZELKOWITZ 

ANDERSON RANCH ARTS CENTER � 80. 5598 
Snowmass Village, CO 81615 
303/923-3181 

Call or write for our free brochure 

Accessories 

DUST COLLECTION SYSTEM FILTER 
BAGS, fabric (80-in. width, $lO/yd. PPD), 
free system plans. Barter Enterprises, Box 
102B, Prospect Harbor, ME 04669. 

SCROLLSAW LETTER GUIDES, 8 styles, 3 
sizes. SASE for brochure. Sawyer Smith, 
1 1 18 W. Magnolia Blvd., Ste. 202, Burbank, 
CA 91506. 

EDGEHILL CIRCULAR SA WBLADES - Try 
our new line of Edgehi\l brand sawblades and 
dado heads. Industrial quality at economy 
prices. Widely used by professional wood
workers and homecrafters alike. All blades 
manufactured 100% at our USA faaory (est. 
1946). Free price and stock list on request. 
Blade Mfg., Box 12207, Columbus, OH 43212. 

-<;£-C\-\APEL 11/? �TED�� � E N G LI S H H A R DW A R E  8 
(0 LARGE SELECTION ,,':> mE <:''''8 LOW PR'CES ,,,..G (J07) 

rnALOG ·
1f

"''''Ot[S . D���� � 739-917. 
3850 \NEST I-NIY 22, eox 131S. Wl..SON. WYO 83014 USA 

Finishes 

�emShWoo8 Qy� Beautiful, brilliant 
colors. Inexpensive, non-toxic. 
$5 for 2 samples. Professionally 
used. T.H.&.A., P.O. Box 6004, 
Dept. Fw, Rockford, IL 61 125 

POLYESTER WOOD FINISH. A complete 
line of professional produas for prodUCing 
the ultimate pianolhigh tech finish. Clears, 
custom colors. Catalog 51. Donald M. Stein
ert, 800 Messinger Rd., Grants Pass, OR 
97527. (503) 846-6835. 
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SPRAY-ON SUEDE UNING_ Finish any pro
ject with a soft touch, Free brochure (sam
ple enclosed), Donjer Products, Ilene 
Court - Bldg, 8F, Belle Mead, Nj 08502, 
(201) 359-7726, 

Miscellaneous 

BUILDING? RESTORING? REPAIRING? 
USE CHEM-TECH T-88 - the epoxy glue 
professionals use! Strength and reliability 
proven in boats and aircraft over 15 years, 
Introductory offer - � pt. ofT-88 only 59,95 
ppd, USA, Orders shipped within 48 hrs, 
Technical staff on call to answer your ques
tions, Call/write CHEM-TECH, 4469-F 
Lander Rd" Chagrin Falls, OH 44022. (216) 
248-0770. 

BRANDING IRONS. Names, Signatures, lo
gos, any size, design, orcraft CustOm 
Brands, Box 277F, So, Easton, Ma 02375, 
Telephone (617) 238-2163 anytime. 

SCROLLSA W OWNERS! Create wood inlay 
pictures, Free details, Hardwood Inlays, 
P.O, Box 514-FW, USAFA, CO 80840, 

PURE BEESWAX, FROM BEEKEEPER TO 
CRAFTSMAN, Cakes fit the palm of your 
hand, $5 postpaid, Ed Weiss, 3 Whipstick 
Rd" Wilton, CT 06897, 

THE FINE GOLD LEAF PEOPLE 
Genuine, Imitation and Va riegated 

Sheets & Rolls 
Brushes, Supplies & Technical Books 
IN USA: Thtoo Cross Str88t 

Suffsm, NY 10901-4601 
1-800-772- 1212 
(NY-AK 914-368- 1 100) 

IN CANADA: 454lzMrJnce West 
Toronto, ())taOO, M5M 1C4 
4 16-787-7331 

-"WIIIIK WITH THE BEST III THE BUS/IIESS"-

Musical Supplies 

LUTHIERS' SUPPLIES: Imported 
tonewood, tools, varnishes, books, plans, 
parts, accessories, strings, cases, for violins, 
violas, cellos, basses and guitars, Assemble
yourself violin and guitar kits, Catalog, $.50, 
includes 10% discount certificate_ Interna
tional Violin Company, Ltd., Dept. \VR, 4026 
W, Belvedere Ave" Baltimore, MD 21215. 

HAMMERED DULCIMER PLANS! By noted 
builder Charlie AIm, Best book on subject. 
$19,95: Woodworks, Box 218, Brookston, 
IN 47923, (317) 563-3504 

GUITAR SUPPLIES, KITS AND REPAIR 
TOOLS. Hot Stuff super glues, finishing 
supplies. Free 80-page catalog. Stewart
MacDonald, Box 900F, Athens, OH 45701.  
(800) 848-2273, 

REUGE musical movements and accesso
ries. Send 51 for information. Woodsmiths, 
128 Henry Rd., Enola, PA 17025. 

VIOLIN, GUITAR, banjo, mandolin-making 
materials, accessories, books, Catalog, $1.  
International Luthers Supply, Box 580397, 
Tulsa, OK 74158. 

Plans & Kits 
INLAID MAP OF THE UNITED STATES in 
20 different veneers, Precision cut and as
sembled ready for glUing, Three sizes: 13-
in, x 20-in" $45; 22-in. x 32-in., $75; 29-in, x 
44-in" 598, Money back guarantee, For in
formation call or write, Depner Inlay, 10 
South Louis St., Mt. Prospect, IL 60056_ Tel. 
(312) 394-2849. Also custom made inlays, 

WATERBEDS AND BEDROOM FURNI
TURE CATALOG of plans, $2.75. Over 50 
beautiful selections! Kraemer Furniture 
Designs, PO Box 33, 1350 Main St., Plain, 
\'(Ij 53577. 

FULL-SIZE PROFESSIONAL PLANS - Cata
log, $2, Over 200 professionally designed 
plans for building furniture, Traditional, early 
American, Furniture Designs, Inc., CK-58, 1827 
Elmdale Ave_, Glenview, IL 60025, 

DO IT YOURSELF! Build your own heavy
duty, industrilll strength woodworking ma
chinery for only $14.95 for complete set of 
easy-ta-follow plans and instructions, Send $1 
for description of full line of woodworking 
machines, ichols Equipment Company, Box 
1381, \XrUkes-Barre, Pa 18703-1381. 
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SAWMILL, ONE MAN horizontal - travers
ing, and/or Circular, 5-15HP, blades 12 to 
18-in" logs to 24-in D., build $1 ,300. Litera
ture, S3. Plans, $25, Sado Constructors, 79 
Forbes St., East Hartford, CT 06108. 

HOW TO MANUALS, Mission furniture -
outdoor furniture - action tOys, 55 each_ 
Free brochure, Write Smith Brook Press, 
RR I, Diamond POint, NY 12824. 

TWO SELF-PLAYING MUSICAL INSTRU
MENTS, amazing, easy, fun and foolproof 
or refund. Price buys all but the glue, 30-in. 
Windharp, place on window s i l l  and 
breezes play heavenly, phenomenal har
monies, $22 ,50. 8-in. handsome Door 
Harp, simply hang on door and it an
nounces people's entrance with cascades 
of happy harmony_ Craft showlflea market 
goldmine, sells on sight (low wholesale 
prices in plans). 512.50_ Both include full 
size draWings, child's play instructions, all 
materials, postage, handling! Buy both, re
ceive second set door harp hardware free. 
Ahearn Piano Co" Box 1025, Cambridge, 
MA02140, 

CUSTOM CABINET KITS. Cabinetmaster 
premium quality solid hardwoods, Easy as
sembly. Save 40%, $3 catalog. Shea Corpo
ration FWW, Box 6536, Colorado Springs, 
CO 80934, 

WOOD CLOCKS PLANS KITS - Working 
hardwood mechanisms, Finished clocks, 
full-size plans, kits, Color brochure, send 
52. Contemporary Time-Fwc, Box 4883, 
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477, 

OVER 1000 WOODCRAFT PATTERNS! 
Catalog of fun, profitable designs plus sam
ple pattern, 1. Accents (BF-58), Box 7387, 
Gonic, NH 03867, 

Publications 
WOODWORKING BOOK SALE: Big dis
countS, wide selection, free list. Bark Ser
vice Co" Box 637-FW, Troutman, NC 28677_ 

Shows 

f'REE\ 
• '" DecOY 8/. ets 

. WoOd Carv 
WishboO�\lU'S 

ClliseIS· GOUCl" 
QO<I\umio<jlOOIs � p,c_ Engll,h 
P.O. Box 380/Dept. GI03 

Thornburg, VA 22565 
(703) 582-2200 

WOODWORKING '88 - jURIED SHOW 
OCTOBER 2 7- 30.  Application deadline 
july 1. For application write Somerset Mall, 
2801 W. Big Beaver Rd., Troy, Ml 48084 - or 
call (313) 643-6360, 

JUNE 20-AUGUST 20, 1 988, week-long 
hands-on workshops: Sculpture, Basketry, 
joinery, Turning, Furniture Design, A wind
sor-chair demonstration,july 8-9, 1988, Mi
chael Dunbar. Inquiries: Pioneer Crafts 
Council, P.O. Box 2 141-W, Uniontown, PA 
15401. (412) 438-281 1 .  

Tools 
NEW ENGLAND AREA - Call us about your 
industrial machinery needs. New, used, re
built. Woodshop Machines, 78 Regional 
Dr., Concord, NH 03301. (603) 228-2066. 

RESTORED MACHINERY - Finest wood
working machines ever made, Oliver, 
Yates, Northfield, Bandsaws, tablesaws, 
wood lathes, etc. Puget Sound Machinery, 
(206) 857-5088, 

SPECIALS ON EM CO MACHINERY AND 
FINE HAND TOOLS. You don't have to 
spend a fortune to have dependable Euro
pean equipment and fine hand tools (mail 
order only), You'll be talking to a profes
sional woodworker, not a clerk. Catalogs 
and postage 55_john Hymiller, Woodwork
er, 912 Lakeshire Dr., Fairfield Glade, TN 
38555, (615) 484-9309. Mc/visa. 

HENRY TAYLOR TOOLS SINCE 1 834 ,  
Carving tools and turning tools, Send S I  for 
complete catalog, The Wood & Shop Inc., 
5605 N, Lindbergh, St. Louis, MO 63042, 
Dealer inquiries invited, 

UNBEATABLE PRJCES 0 MILWUAKEE, 
PASLODE TOOLS! Visa, MC, Cash, No 
COD's, (707) 443-0416 (Calif), (800) 334-
2494 (USA). 

EW AND SED WOOD AND METAL 
WORKING MACHINERY. onhfield, Hen
drie, State, NeMon, Minimax and others. Spe
cials on Freeborn cutters, Hartford clamps and 
Leeson motors, Plaza Machine Co., RD2, Box 
921, Bethel, vr 05032, (802) 234-%73, 

DUST COLLECTION, Improve the efficiency 
of your shop, Install Wmdon's Blast Gate Dust 
Collection Control System. Low voltage gates 
switch 1 10 or 220 volt collectors, For all your 
dust collection needs. Send $2 for our catalog, 
Windon, Box 1359, Hillsboro, NH 03244, 

NORRIS, SPIERS, MATHIESO , JAPANESE 
ANTIQUE PLANES, Ust available, SASE re
quired. S,W'\y!" P.O. Box S07, Pon Washington, 
NY 1 10SO, 

CARBIDE ROUTER BITS, SAW BLADES, 
SHAPER CUTTERS, OVER 1 000 ITEMS! 
SALE 0 THROUGH JUNE. Send 53.75 for 
illustrated catalog to: P _M.E. Distributors, P.o. 
Box 303, Manteca, CA 95336, 

TOOLS - ANTIQUES & USED - STANLEY, 
Quality selection. Numerous items, Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Visa/Mastercard. Current illustrat
ed list - $I.SO, Subscription - S6'yr., 5 lists. Bob 
Kaune, 511 \YI. 11th, Pon Angeles, WA 98362, 
(206) 452-2292 

DOVETAILING MADE EASY with Keller 
Dovetail System. TIle Simplest, fastest and most 
accurate router system available, Warranteed 
for 20 years! Free brochure. Keller & Com
pany, 1327 I st, Dept. flO, Petaluma, CA 94952, 
(707) 763-9336, 

CUSTOM ROUTER BITS AND SHAPER 
CUTTERS, new manufacturing and retipping, 
complete sharpening service - True-Cut Saw 
and Tool, 1074 Highway 93S, Victor, MT 59875, 
(BOO) 262-2487, 

QUADREX WOODSCREW SETS: BOO asson
ed Quadrex screws, two square-recess driver 
bits and one handdriver, $19.95 plus shipping. 
Waverly Woodworks, Route 5, Box 1204, For
est, VA 24551. Call 1-(BOO) 237-9328. 

NEVER HAVE DULL TOOLS AGAIN-
GUARANTEED. Use our Low-co& NO. 0125 
Sharpening System. Free details: RR I.�pham 
& Co" Craftsmen, 5757 Westheimer, Suite 3-
239, Dept, 2058, Houston, 1)( 77057. 

GROOVING, SPIRALING, ORNAMENTAL 
TUR I G LATHE, HAPFO KF50/ l 000 
special purpose lathe made in Germany, 
Superb design and quality_ For info write 
or call I.W.E,C., Box 1551,  San Marcos, 1)( 
78667. (512) 392-0123. 

USED MACHINERY: Oliver, Davis & Wells, 
Rockwell, Powermatic, Yates, SCM, more, 
Write for list or call. (303) 449-6240. Boul
der Machinery, 4640 N. Broadway, Boul
der, CO 80302, 

� BUY DIRECT! ... I ' 3" lock·notch shaper collars. 
'W_ II '--1-% ,- arbors $54_95_ 

Pattern knives for shapers and Belsaw. 
Sears. RBt and Woodmaster type planers. 
12" planer blades $19,95, 
Also shaper & molder tool steel bars. 

Other patterns available. 
WDR SALES 

9604 E 9604 Belmont. Kansas City, MO 64134 
1-800444-2755 �_ 958 

The u1timate wood threading device. Atta
ches to your router &: makes perfect }.i". 
W", and I" threads. For information: Dept. 
FW, 541 Swan. Rd_ N,E" Newark, OH, 
43055, (614) 345-5045; (800) 331-4718 

r Nationwide � Sales 
• FINANCE PLAN • COMPETITIVE PRICES 
• HELPFUL, KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF 
- LARGE STOCK OF TOOLS & ACCESSORIES 

PAICE QUOTES c.n (800) 241-e748 
TECHNICAL INFO CIIfl (404) 872......a6 

Mail $1.00 for catalog and pr1celst. 
HIGHLAND HARDWARE \,),045 N. Highland Ave, "",,,C, Allanla, GA 30306 

FREEBORN 25% OFF ENTIRE LINE, 35% 
off "sale" items. Safety Speed Cut panel 
saws, $830. (717) 289-4686 

Heirloom Qual i t y Tools 
Bronze Edge Trimming Block Plane $124: Brochure $1 -

Lie-Nielsen -=-T-=-O-=-O-=��ORKS 
Route 1 Warren, ME 04864 

Why not use the 
best toom next time ? 

Ed Spence Co_ now makes 
product ion-qual ity tools 
available to the craftsman_ 
Quality tooling warehouse 
for Forest City, LRH , Onsrud 
Cutter & WKW, 
FOR FREE CATALOG CALL: 
1 -800-822-TOOL Outside CA 
1 -800-858-TOOL Inside CA 

Toy PlanslKits 

MAKE WOODEN TOYS, whirligigs, classic 
autos, swing setS, doll houses, crafts, furniture 
with our plans, parts, kits, supplies, Color cata
log subscription $1.  (614) 484-4363, Cherry 
Tree Toys, Belmont, OH 43718-0369, 

Wood 

HARDWOOD PLYWOODS, Ash, Baltic 
birdl, red, white or natural birch, cherry, ma
hog-my, maple, knotty pine, red oak, white 
oak, walnut, teak: All items �-in. and �-in . 
thickness, Sheet sizes 4x8, 2x8, 4x4, 2x4 or pre
cision cut ( Y,6-in, tolerance) to any size, paying 
for what you order. Edging for all species in 
hardwood veneer Strips or hardwood mold
ing � in. by � in. Sheets of hardwood veneer 
with polyester backing, Wholesale quantity dis
counts. Call (617) 666-1340 for quotations. 
Shipping in USA via UPS or a conunon carrier. 
Boulter Pl ywood Corp., 24 Broadway, Somer
ville, MA 02145, 

EXOTIC AND DOMESTIC HARDWOODS, 
veneers, marine plywood, Baltic birch, bass
wood to 4 in, thick. Nonhwest Lumber Co" 
5035 Lafayette Rd., Indianapolis, IN 46254. 
Phone (317) 293-1100, 

CURLY, BIRD'S-EYE AND QUILTED MA
PLE, 414 - 12/4, Also myrtle and cherry, Bill lar
gent, San Luis Obispa, CA (805) 544-9663 

HOMESTEAD HARDWOODS, 2111 Messick 
Rd, N. Bloomfield, OH 444SO. (216) 889-3770, 
Kiln-dried ash, basswood, buttemut, cherry, 
chesmut, curly maple, oak, poplar, sassafras, 
walnut. 

THE TIGER, BIRD'S- EYE MAPLE SPE
CIALISTS, heavy figure, large inventory, 
Chris Pond, 123 East Lemon St., Lancaster, 
PA 17602. (717) 393-9687. 

SAWMILL-DIRECT, defect-free cocobolo, 
parakingwood, lignum vitae, bocote, pri
mavera, granadillo, and more, Large selec
tion of bowl blanks, squares, lumber, cants, 
logs retaillwholesale, Quality at reasonable 
prices. Tropical Exotic Hardwoods of Latin 
America, Box 1806, Carlsbad, CA 92008, 

REDWOOD LACE BURL, OTHER WEST
ERN SPECIES, squares, slabs, whole, Westenl 
lumber, figured lumber, rare woods, 5.1Jllple 
kits, SASE list Eureka Hardwood Supply, 3346 
D St., Eureka, CA 95SOI. (707) 445-3371. 

HONDURAS ROSEWOOD (Dalbergia Ste
vensonii) logs, preciSion bandsawn lumber, 
squares, mill ends. Borderline Trading Co., 
P,O, Box 428, Dufur, OR 97021. (503) 467-
2533, 



GENUINE WALNUT FLOORING AND 
MOULDINGS. Flooring is tongue and 
groove,'l'.-in., in various widths. This is the 
same beautiful walnut used in furniture 
with interlasting character markings. Write 
Tom McMillan, Frank Purcell Walnut Lum
ber Co., Inc., Box 5 1 15,  Kansas City, KS 
66119. (913) 371-3135. 

VIRGINIA HARDWOODS - Oak, cherry, 
walnut. No minimum, ship by UPS. Lake 
Woods, Huddleston, VA 24104. (703) 297-
7462. Out-of-state 1-(800) 637-633 1.  

QUALITY WALNUT AND CHERRY. Air 
dried, any thickness, many widths. ear 
Exit 23, Pennsylvania Turnpike. Call Frank 
(215) 942-4332. 

AFRICAN EBONY SUPER PRICE direct 
from imponer. \Vholesalelretail. SASE for in
formation. Rare and Exotic Wood, 89 Canal St., 
Rochester, NY 14600. (716) 328-1577. 

CaIlIm1Ia \\bodWCl'lll!n-Restmn 
Your source for: exotic veneers, 
hardw oods, inlays, tools, hardware, 
moldings, craft tJooks, finishes, cane, 
etc. EXclusive . sl!Ppller of Cco8tantIDes 01 New Yor1t, quality p roducts. 

(ooRantlnes \\bod Products, Ioc, 
5318 W. 144th St., � CA. 90260 (LA. ...... ) 21U4S-9484 

EBONY, ROSEWOOD, 
AFRICAN BLACKWOOD CURLY MAPLE '" COCOBOLO 
FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENT�' 
POOL CUES, KNIFE HANDLES 
AND INLAYING. 

For Price Ust 
EXOTIC WOODS CO. Call toll free 

��I;��ie�r-tt6e'S'81 1�-����8���� 

, 
GILMER WOOD CO_ 

503-274-1 2 7 1  

Rare & Exotic Woods 

- in logs, planks & squares 

, over 50 species in stock 

• also cutlery, turning & 
musical instrument woods 221 1 NW SI. Helens Rd., Portland, OR 97210 

QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK 
AND FIGURED LUMBER 
Curly. Sucrs-eye. QUilled. Crotch 

Personahzed Service -(21 5)775-0400 
ADJ. Box 3268. MOh"IO". PA 19S40 9339 

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA 
WOODWORKERS 

50 Domestic & Imponed Woods 
Veneers • Finishes • Mooldings • Hafdware CalVing Stock • Inlays & Bandings 
Plans • Books • Magazines • Quality Tools 

Call or Visit Our SrorrJ 
WOODCRAFTERS' SUPPLY 7703 Peny Hwy. (At. 19) Pittsburgh, Pa. 15237 (412) 367-4330 

UNICORN_ ..... 
UNIVERSAL WOODS ltd 

OVER 9 0  SPECIES IN OUR LARGE 
I N V E N TORY OF QUALITY MATERIAL 
EXOT ICS- DOMEST ICS - M ILLWORK 
VENEER-MAIL ORDER,-FREE CATALOG 

4190 Steeles Ave. West, Woodbridge 
Ontario Canada L4L 358 

C A L L  U S  AT (416) 8S1 2308 

ARROYO HARDWOODS 
Reiail-Whoiesale-i mporters 

Full line of Domestic and Foreign Woods. Lum
ber, Logs, Turning and Carving Stock. PIyv.oods, 
Mouldings and Supplies, Pink Ivory, Rosev.oods, 
Ebonies, CocoboIo, Lignum, Tulipwood, Slack
wood, Oui�ed and Figured Maples, Ulac and 

olher Burls, Snakewood, other species. 
SASE for list. 

2SBS Nina Street Pasadena, CA 91 1 07 
P.O. Box 70781, Tel. (818) 304 -Q021 

VENEER 
* HIGtreST QUALIlY * fULLILNGTH 

* LARGe seLOCTION 
* LOwesT PRICeS 

"Let us show you why we're North 
America's fastest growing 

veneer supplier." 
Rf:TAlLOR 
WHOL�r: 

Wrltc ror I 
11753 Big TYee Road, [ast Aurora, N.Y. 14052 (716) 655-0206 

Wood Parts 
DOWELS - PLUGS - PEGS 

Largest & finest selection 
Oak, Walnut, Hickory, Maple, Cherry, 

Mahogany, Teak, even Treated Dowels. 
Quantity discounts. 

MIDWEST DOWEL WORKS, INC. 
4631 Hutchinson Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45248 

(513) 574-8488 
Catalog on request $ 1 .00 

r �� T I MBER S . . 
TOY, FURNITURE, CHAn & 6AME �_ . Wheels . Spondles 

Options: 28 species, Siz. to 16")( 24-x 45', • Balls . Knobs 
Paneling, Grade c.rtii�.d, 10 styles of T&G logs • Shaker pegs . And more! 

Harmony Exchange l � S/nc . .. 271 ..... sr.� .. ' C ... Io •. 
Free catalog available D�wNl 'I!f-om P,It(Q;OU'C'f3 0'0. 

A1.2 Box 843-W Bo<no NC 28607 704.264-231 4  
P. O . Box B24�FW, Northli.ld, IL 600930(312)'446'5200 

Flooring - Paneling 0 Stress - Skin Panels 

.r.nV- V r-.'(..- ' " »\.t·, , ·- �eI \..v l'l.\)\ � -.N\'\\\�°rl \'/.I:'t � 6Qt<9.. -�t--lGt.· \.�?OO\ 
THE DESIGNER COLLECTION 
rinc�1 exotic and domcslit woods for finc furni
lure, cabinetry, framing and archile<..Iural and dt'Co
(alive details. SEND $14.95 for len pictc �amplcror 
visit nur showroom to sec the entire collcction . 
JOSHUA'S TREES 144 Frost Street 

Brooklyn, 1 1 21 1  718/389.1261 :\\O\.�1.��t.9..9..\�C� -9..t.���\)\ -��;�'f--Y 

MOULDINGS 500.000' tn slock 
PLYWOOD Y," to " •. Good 1 Side or 2 

VENEERS 0 DOWELS 0 PLUGS 
Teak Mahogany and more' 

Call for 

FREE CATALOG! 
SHELL LUMBER 

AND HARDWARE 

2733 SW 27 Ave 
Coconut Grove Fl 33133 
Dade Co. (30S) 8S6-6401 
FL (800) 621-6391 

USA (800) 327-3409 

Hardware 

LARGEST SELECTION of square drive pro
duction screws, wood insens, cross dow
els, T-nuts, and more. p to 75% off. Made 
in U.SA and Canada. Immediate delivery, 
VisalMastercard accepted. Write for order 
forms and price list to Bruss Fastener Divi
Sion, South Bend Millwork and Manufac
turing, P. O. Box 3717,South Bend, Indiana 
46119. (219) 289-2132. 

WOOD & TOOL EXCHANGE 
Limited to use by individuals only 
For Sale 

DeWalt 16-in. radial arm saw, 5HP, 3PH mo
tor. Excellent condition. 81 ,500 or best of
fer. Luther Lyle, Walhalla, sc. (803) 638-
6070 after 5:00. 

Inca cabinetmakers saw w/mortiser; la
mello top; Record multi-planer; carving 
tools; Sharpenset grinder; like new. Paul 
Volpp, 6750 Cabellero, Buena Park, CA 
90620. (714) 522-7551.  

Hegner Hobbymat sci-oll saw. Excellent 
condition with extra blades. $350, finn, Call 
Mike at (513) 733-5097. 

Walnut - select gunstock blanks. 90 sticks 
air-dried 4 years. Dennis, Boca Grande, FL. 
(813) 964-2890. 

Emmen patternmaker's vice - Model No. 1 ,  
(17-in. wide). Completely restored with ex
tra tilt jaw. Price 5650, plus freight. (812) 
423-9209 after 5PM. 

Lathes, super duty Fay and Egan 31 12 x 56, 
Powermatic models 90 & 45, 13-in. floor 
model Bridgewood planer, grinder for 
joiner planer knives. JlJID (301) 384-5376. 

Oliver planer, $1,250; 12-in. Sidney jointer, 
$7oo; J-line wood lathe, $750; 12-in. Tablel 
radial saw-jointer combination machine, 
1924 restored, $ 1 ,200; 26-in. Crescent 
bandsaw, $600. (216) 889-3770. 

Retired guitarmaker selling stock: Indian 
and Brazilian rosewood sets, lumber and 
flitches, fret boards, bridge blanks, mahog
any sets. SASE to T A Bednark, 40 Pleasant 
Pines Ave., Centerville, j\>JA 02632. (617) 
362-8046. 

Cypress and redwood planks, 2 � to 3-in. 
thick, 6-in. to 12-in. wide, up to 12 feet long. 
About 2,200 bd. ft. 82.50 per bd. ft. H .  
Schaller, (215) 434-2158. 

Four mint Record 405 Multiplanes: Come 
in wood box with 24 cutters, $3 1 5  each, 
firm. (Paragon equal costs $400). Mint Pri
mus adj. jack plane-hrnbm. w/lig.vitae, S58. 
Koehler (60S) 334-0522. 

Emmert patternmakers vise, $325.  H 
Porcher, 3536 17th Ave. So., Minneapolis, 
MN 55407. (612) 722-4287. 

Fantastic figured redwood burl direct from 
the logger and sawmill. 2,000 tons of bird's
eye, lace, swirl, tight curly, etc. in huge 6-in . 
cants or resawn to '/.6-in. Green or dry. 
Also have raised burl door panels and 
molding stock. Call (707) 442-0581 or 442-
1319. 

Curly maple f.a.s., mixed thickness random 
width and length, K.D. and A.D. mixed, 
heavy figure, 80¢ a bd. ft., minimum 250 Ft. 
Evenings: (301) 374-6517. 

Must sell mobile shop less tractor, article 
Sept/Oct '85, p. 69, additional inventory 
$19,500.Gary Clay, Box 62, Placerville, CO 
81430. 

Wanted to Buy 

Tailstock for Rockwell Delta heavy-duty 
wood lathe. Also Stanley router No. 91-267 
or 90-150. Call (201) 997-1556. 

Back issues of Fine \Voodworking, Issues 1-
65. Good condition. Call Richard Bunnell, 
65 School St., Avon, CT 06001 .  (203) 693-
2520. 

Wanted. Bird's-eye maple turning square. 
100-300 linear feet. 2 '!. square. (518) 251-
3005. 

DO IT YOURSELF SMALL 
DRY KILNS • • • 

AMERICA'S FAVORITE! 
#66 

POWERMATIC SALE 
Saw, 3 hp. 1 ph. 
for #50 Beisenmeyer 
for 5 hp., 1 ph, 
Shaper, 3 hp., 1 ph. 
1 2" Planer, 3 hp. 

$1 499.00 
add 1 25.00 

IUSI .\"1'_\ 1..\«:11 1 .\' II .\RUWOOn 
o dried to 8% moisture 
o all widths & thicknesses 

Kiln Dry Your Own Wood . 
Now As Little As 50 Board Feet 

Per Month With . 

EBAC'S NEW TRI00 WOOD DRYER!! 
* Sn1aller design for the hobbyist . Simple Operation 
* Very low running costs . Fast Payback! 
* 6% - 8% moisture content kiln dried wood 
* Kiln size as small as 2'12X2'12X7'1' 
* DRYERS UNDER $1000 • MADE IN THE USA 

Call  or Send for FREE ,nformal,on 
EBAC 8-132 E 33rd 51 Depl F Indpls IN -16226 

Call toll  free BOO-433·90 1 1  

Name __________________________________ _ 
Address ------------ -------::c--------------
City State 
Zip __ ---,,,,,-___ Phone ____ -.=-__________ _ o small dryer info 0 larger info 

NEW * 
#26 
#100 
#60 
#180 
#115OA 
#240 

8" Jointer 1 112 hp., 1 ph. 
1 8" Planer 5 hp., 1 ph. 
V.S. Press 3/4 hp., 1 ph. 
24" Planer, 15 hp., 3 ph. 

Orders only Call: 

1-800-533-9282 

add 99.00 
1 ,475.00 
1 ,725.00 

1 ,299.00 
3,995.00 

999.00 
only 9,999.00 

2833 Perry St, Madison, WI 53713 
MasterCard and Visa Weloome 

Available Hardwoods �
D 

. 

o ASH 0 BASSWOOD ,,7'00 o BEECH 0 BIRCH 0 o BUTTERNUT � 
o MAHOGANY 0 MAPLE 
(hard or light, sua (medium or heavy '¥' 
curl) . OAK 
• REO OAK . WHITE OAK 
o WHITE PINE 
o YELLOW POPLAR 0 TEAK 
o WIDE WALNUT AND CHERRY 

P.O. Box 323 0 EAST GOLDEN LANE 
NEW OXFORD, PA 17350 
(717) 624-4323 OR (717) 334-9301 

May/june 1988 99 



Events 

Listings of gallery shows, major craft fairs, lectures, 
workshops and exhibitions are free, but restricted 
to happenings of direct interest to woodworkers. 
We'll list events (including entry deadlines for fu
ture jurled shows) that are current with the months 
printed on the cover of the magazine, with a little 
overlap when space permits. We go to press two 
months before the issue dale of the magazine and 
must be noti fied well in advance. For example, the 
deadline for events to be held in M arch  or April is 
January 1; for July and August, it's May 1, and so on. 

ALABAMA.: ConEerenc e/Workshops-"Continuity & 
Innovation-American Craft: Southeast Meets Southwest," 
American Craft Council Southeast Region annoal confer
ence, June 8-1 1 .  Features workshops and seminars in 
Tuscaloosa and Northport. Write Craig Nutt, conference 
coordinator, ACC-SE, c/o Kentuck Museum, Box 1 27, 
Northport, 35476. 
J aded exhibition-"Spotlight '88: SoutheastlSouthwest 
Crafts," June 2-July 1. Moody Gallery of Art, Univ. of Ala., 
Tuscaloosa. Contact Kentuck Museum, Box 1 27, North
port, 35476. (205) 333- 1 252. 

ALASKA: Workshops-Wilderness workshops; scribe
fit log construction, Mark Fritch, May 4-15, tuition 8325; 
building a sailing pram, Simon Watts, May 1 8-27, tuition 
$375. Harmony Point. Wilderness Lodge. For information, 
contact Harmony Point Lodge, Box 1 10, Seldovia, 99663. 
(907) 234- 7858. 
Seminars-A number of seminars and workshops offered 
by the Alaska Creative Woodworkers Association for its 
members. For more information, write 2 1 36 Alder Drive, 
Anchorage, 99508, or call (907) 278-2455. 

ARKANSAS: Workshops-Furniture design and con
struction by Ken Burnett & Tony Bilello, May 1 6-20. 
Gallery B, 1 1 1 2 1  Rodney Parham Road, Little Rock, 
72212. ( 50 1 )  221 -0266. 

CALIFORNIA: Workshops-Woodworking workshops 
for women, covering traditional joinery using hand tools, 
basic furniture construction and safe power tool use, June 
27-July 1 or July 1 1- 1 5. Maximum 7 women per class. 
Contact Debey Zito, 103 Wool St., San Francisco, 94 1 10. 
( 4 1 5) 648-686 1 .  
Show-Kern River Carvers & Lake Isabella Woodcarvers' 
1st annual woodcarving show, May 1 4- 1 5. Kern County 
Fairgrounds. For details, contact Doug Lake, 1 5 1 2  Club 
View Drive, Bakersfield, 93309 or call (805) 833-63 1 5. 
Workshops-Traditional Japanese woodworking classes. 
ShOji screen, Tansu chest, joinery and hand-shaping. Con
tact Hida Tool & Hardware Co., 1 333 San Pablo Ave., 
Berkeley, 94702. (41 5) 524-3700. 
J aded show-West Coast Woodworking open juried 
furniture show, July. Highlight Gallery. Send SASE for pro
specllt,s to Highlight Gallery, Box 1 5 1 5, Mendocino, 
95460,' o� call (707) 937- 3 1 32. 

COLORADO: Workshops - 1 7  one- and two-week 
summer workshops, the 1 988 furniture design sympo
sium "Making a Living," and a weekend workshop with 

. Sam Maloof, June-August. Anderson Ranch Arts Center, 
5263 Owl Creek Road, Box 5598, Snowmass Village, 
8 1 6 1 5. (303) 923- 3 1 8 1 .  

CONNECTlCllT: J aded show-31st annual crafts ex
position, July 14-16. Historic Guilford Green; 12 P.M. to 
5 P.M. For information, write Guilford Handcrafts Expo., 
Box 589, Guilford, 06437, or contact Fernn Hubbard or 
Joyce Wright at (203) 453-5947. 
Exhibition-"Four Rising Stars" wood vessels by Dan 
Kvitka, Stoney I..amar, Michael Peterson and Peter Pe
trochko, April 30-May 29. New work by David Ellsworth, 
June 4-26. Gallery hours: Thurs. thru Sun. 1 2  P.M. to 5 P.M. 
Mendelson Gallery, Titus Square, Washington Depot, 
06794. (203) 868-0307. 
Exhibition-"Container Exhibit," national juried craft 
exhibition, May 4-24. The Mill Gallery, Guilford. For 
more information, contact Guilford Handcrafts, Inc., Box 
589, Guilford, 06437. (203) 453· 5947. 
Workshops-I..amination by Jere OsgOOd, May 1 4-15;  
furniture construction by Robert March, Apr. 30-May 1 ;  
furniture design for alternative materials by Peter Han
dier, Apr. 23-24; and making a shoji screen by Toshio 
Odate, May 2 1 -22. Brookfield Craft Center campus. For 
info. and/or catalog, write or call the Brookfield Craft 
Center, Box 1 22, Brookfield, 06804. (203) 775-4526. 

DISTRICT OF COLllMBIA: Presentationllecture
Free slide presentation and lecture by master woodwork· 
er Tage Frid, Apr. 24. Renwick Gallery from 3 P.M. to 5 P.M. 
For info., contact Mogul Gallery, 2 1 14 R St., N.W., 20008. 
(202) 328·8222. 
J aded show- 1988 Washington Craft Show, Apr. 22-24. 
Departmental Auditorium, 1 30 1  Constitution Ave., N.W. 
Featuring more than 100 artists; general admission 55. 
Contact Smithsonian Visitor Information and Associates' 
Reception Center at (202) 357-2700. 

GEORGIA: Workshops-Making Shaker boxes, John 
Wilson, Apr. 22-23; making a block plane, John Wilson, 
Apr. 23-24; making a Windsor chair, Michael Dunbar, 
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Apr. 30; and getting the most out of your tablesaw, Brad 
Packard, May 7. Contact Highland Hardware, 1045 N. 
Highland Ave., Dept. F, Atlanta, 30306. (404) 872-4466. 

IDAHO: J uried show-20th annual "Art on the Green" 
festival, Aug. 5-7. Deadline for entries, July 2 1 .  For entry 
blanks, contact Citizens Council for the Arts, Box 90 I ,  
Coeur d'Alene, 83814. 

ILLINOIS: Class-Simon Watts' building the Herres
choff pram, Apr. 23-30. Contact Bruce Helmreich, RR#3, 
Quincy, 6230 1 .  ( 2 1 7) 434-8742. 
J aded show-9th annual Fountain Square Arts Festival, 
Jun. 25-26. Outdoor show. For more information, contact 
the Evanston Chamber of Commerce, 807 Davis St., Evan
ston, 60201 .  ( 3 1 2) 328- 1 500. 

INDIANA: Show-Madison Heritage Days festival, June 
3-5. Pioneer crafts of the pre-industrial era staged along 
Madison's historic river frontage on the banks of the 
Ohio. For more info., write 1 1 19 W. Main St., Madison, 
47250. (81 2) 265-5080. 
Exhibition-"American Folk Art: Expressions of a New 
Spirit," Apr. 30-Jul. 5. Conner Prairie, Noblesville. Exhibi
tion from the Museum of American Folk Art's permanent 
collection. Contact Susan Flamm, 444 Park Ave. S., NYC, 
NY 10016. ( 2 1 2) 481 -3080. 
Show-Hand-Crafted Wood Furniture, Sept.'88. Chester
ton Art Gallery. Slide deadline Jun. 30. Send SASE for 
more information to Marsha Dernkovich, Chesterton Art 
Gallery, Box 783, Chesterton, 46304. ( 2 1 9) 926-304 1 .  

IOWA: Show-Holzfest '88, Aug. 20-2 1 .  Colony Village 
Restaurant, 1-80 Amana Exit 225; Sat. 9 A.M. to 8 P.M., Sun. 
10 A.M. to 5 P.M.; no admission. Exhibitors' product line 
must have at least 80% wood content. For information on 
Holzfest and also the Rural Crafts Fair arts and crafts sec· 
tion of the World Ag Expo, Sept. 7-10, write Holzfest, 
Box 193, Amana, 52203 (Administrator RC) or call (3 19) 
622- 3 1 00; ( 3 1 9) 668- 1 223 (on event day). 
J aded show-18th annual "Art in the Park," May 14-15. 
Four Square Park on Main Ave., Clinton. For more info., 
write the Clinton Art Assoc., Box 1 32, Clinton, 52732, or 
call Carol Glahn at ( 3 1 9) 259-8308. 
Show- 1 3th Old-Time Country Music Contest & Festival 
and Pioneer Exposition of arts and crafts, Aug. 3 1-Sept. 5. 
Pottawattamie County Fairgrounds. Exhibitors' deadline 
for open space is Aug. 1 5. For information and reservation 
forms, write Bob Everhart, director, 106 Navajo, Council 
Bluffs, 5 1 50 1 .  
Competition-22nd International Woodcarvers' Con
gress, June 23-26. Featured exhibitor will be one of 
China's most famous wood sculptors and painters, Ma Hai 
Feng. Putnam Museum. For info. on competing at the 
"Congress," seminars or Mr. Ma's exhibit, write A WC Ltd., 
Box 1 0408, Bettendorf, 52722, or call Larry Yudis at 
( 3 1 9) 359-9684 (days} 
Classes-Various woodworking and leatherworking 
classes, April thru Aug. Vesterheim, Decorah. Contact 
the Norwegian-American Museum, 502 W. Water St., De
corah, 5 2 1 0 1 .  ( 3 1 9) 382-968 1 .  

KANSAS: J aded show-Dimensions '88, 4th annual 
nat'l 3·dimensional art show, May 1 3- 1 5. Outdoor show, 
Lenexa's Sar-Ko-Par Park. For information, contact Wil
liam H. Nicks, Jr., show director, City of Lenexa, 1 2350 
W. 87th St. Parkway, Lenexa, 662 1 5 .  

KENTllCKY: MeetinglExhibit-Kentucky Wood
workers Assoc. meeting, May 2 1 .  Windsor chairmaking as
pects at 3 P.M. Annual KWA exhibit, June 1 7-19. 10 A.M. to 
5 P.M. The Unfinished Universe, 525 W. Short St., Lexington, 
40508. (606) 252-3289. 
Symposium-Berea College Wood Symposia 1 988. 
Wood turning/sharpening, May 26-28; joinery/finishing 
May 3 1-June 4. Cost: 5 1 75 and 8200 respectively. Enroll· 
ment limited to 30. For registration info., contact James R. 
Hall, CPO 758, Berea, 40404. (606) 986-9341, ext. 5503 
(office); (606) 986-8083 (home). 

LOllISIANA: J aded shOw - 1 3th annual fall crafts fes
tival, Sept. 2 1-23. Outdoor show, North Blvd., Baton 
Rouge. Booth fees: 5 I 00-5 1 1  O. Application deadline is 
July 1 5. For prospectus, send SASE to River City Festivals 
Assoc., 427 Laurel St., Baton Rouge, 70801 ,  or call (5P4) 
344-3328 for more information. 
Show-FestForAll'88 and FestForAll Gallery Show, May 
20-23. FestForAll will be held downtown, North Blvd.; 
gallery show at Baton Rouge Gallery in City 'Park, opening 
reception 7 P.M. to 9 P.M., May 2 1 .  For more info., contact 
Gina Castle, River City Festival Assoc., at (504) 344-3328. 

MAINE: Workshops-2- and 3-week summer craft 
classes, June 5-Sept. 2. For detailed course info., faculty 
and workshop listings and fee info., write Haystack Moun· 
tain Sehool of Crafts, Deer Isle, 04627-0087 or contact 
Howard M. Evans, director, at (207) 348-2306. 
Classes-Post 8. beam building, Sept. 1 8-23, and 2- & 3-
week design and build classes through Nov. For specific 
class dates and more information, contact Shelter insti
tute, 38 Centre St., Bath, 04530. (207) 442-7938. 

MARYLAND: Show- 1 1th Annual Spring Crafts Festi
val, Apr. 29-30 & May 1 .  Maryland State Fairgrounds, 
Timonium. For detailed information, send 66¢ to Deann 

Verdier, director, Sugarloaf Mountain Works, Inc., 202 5 1  
Century Blvd., Germantown, 20874. (30 1 )  540-0900. 
J aded show-25th annual Havre de Grace Art Show, 
Aug. 20-2 1 .  Tydings Memorial Park, 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.; free 
to public. Applications require photos or slides. Call 
(30 1 )  879-4404 or 939-3303, or write Box 1 74, Havre de 
Grace, 2 1078. 

MASSACHllSETTS: Workshops- Cabinetmaking, 
Apr. 25-29; finish carpentry, May 9-1 3  & June 1 3- 1 7; 
comprehensive housebuilding, May 1 6-June 3 & June 20-
July 8; timber framing, July 1 1- 1 5  & Aug. 1 5-19. For in
formation and other workshop dates, contact Heartwood 
Owner-Builder School, Johnson Road, Washington, 
0 1 235. ( 4 1 3) 623-6677. 
J aded exhibition-"The Craft of Containment: Vessels 
in All Media," July 22-Sept. 18. Berkshire Museum, Pitts
field. 2 slides for each entry, maximum of 3 entries; 8 5  
fee. Deadline: May I I . Contact The Berkshire Museum, 
"The Craft of Containment," 39 South St., Pittsfield, 
01201.  ( 4 1 3) 443- 7 1 7 1 .  
Craft fair - 1 988 American Craft Council (ACC) Craft 
Fair for wholesale buyers, June 2 1-23. Eastern states ex
position. For more info., buyers may call the buyers-only 
phone at (800) 527-3844; in NY and outside the U.S., call 
(914) 255-0039 between 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. EST. 
Workshops-"Woodbending: An Introduction to Work
ing in Solid Wood," Apr. 27 & 28. Intensive 3- and 
6-week summer sessions for high· school students. Con
tact Horizons: The New England Craft Program, 374 Old 
Montague Road, Amherst, 01002. ( 4 1 3) 549-484 1 .  
Exhibitions-"Massachusetts Craftspeople," a series of 
multi-media exhibitions and studio workshops, Jan. 19 
thru June 30. Contact Signature, Fine Art & American 
Crafts for details: Village Market Place, Hyannis, 0260 I ,  
(617) 771 -4499; Dock Square, North St., Boston, 02109, 
(617) 227-4885; and The Mall at Chestnut Hill, Chestnut 
Hill, 02167, (617) 332-7749. 
J aded show-3rd annual Crafts at the Castle, Dec. 2-4. 
Park Plaza Castle, Boston. Application deadline: May 16; 
fees: 5300-8350; application fee: S I 5. Contact Andrea 
Brown, Family Service of Greater Boston, 34'h Beacon 
St., Boston, 02108. (617) 523-6400, ext. 505. 
Show/Workshop-9th annual miniature show and sale, 
Aug. 2 1 ;  workshops, Aug. 20 from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. For 
details and advance registration, send SASE (business) to 
Cape Cod Miniature Society, Box 69 1 ,  Hyannis, 02601 .  
Workshop-Wood identification workshop by Dr. R. 
Bruce Hoadley, June 7-10. Cost: 5235; registrations ac
cepted until class of 20 is filled. Univ. of Mass.lAmherst. 
For info.lregistration, contact Trudie Goodchild, Div. of 
Continuing Ed., Goodell Bldg.-Room 608, Univ. of Mass., 
Amherst, 01003. (413) 545-2484. 
Craft fair- 1 8th annual, May 20-22. Worcester Center 
for Crafts. Contact Craft Fair Registrar, Worcester Center 
for Crafts, 25 Sagamore Rd., Worcester, 01605. (617) 
753-81 83. 
Workshops/seminars-Numerous events. Contact The 
Woodworkers' Store, 2 1 54 Massachusetts Ave., Cam
bridge, 02140. (617) 497- 1 1 36. 
J aded show-"Art at Work," handmade furniture for the 
office. Slides due May 1 5; entry fee of S l 5. Send up to 
6 slides, fee and SASE to The Society of Arts and Crafts, 
1 75 Newbury Street, Boston, 02 1 16. (617) 266, 1 810. 

MICHIGAN: Exhibition -"An Art of Deception: 
American Wildfowl Decoys," May 1 5-July 9. Midland 
County Historical SoCiety, Midland. Contact Susan Flamm, 
444 Park Ave. S., NYC, NY 10016. ( 2 1 2) 481 · 3080. 
J aded shOW-Woodworking '88, Oct. 27-30. Applica· 
tion deadline: July I. For application, write Somerset Mall, 
2801 W. Big Beaver Road, Troy, 48084. ( 3 1 3) 643-6360. 

MiNNESOTA: J aded show-6th annual Upper Mid
west Woodcarving Exhibition, July 25-30. Blue Earth. For 
info., contact Harley Sehmitgen, 3 1 1  E. 1 4th St., Blue 
Earth, 560 1 3. ( 507) 526-2777. 
Workshops/seminars-Numerous events. The Wood
workers' Store, 3025 Lyndale Ave. S., Minneapolis, 55408. 
(612) 822-3338. 
Ciasses/Seminars-Woodcarving, woodturning, tool 
sharpening. Write for schedule. The Wood Carving 
School, 3056 Excelsior Blvd., Minneapolis, 5 5 4 1 6. 
(61 2 )  927-749 1 .  

MISSOllRI: Show-Works Off The Lathe: Old and New 
Faces '88, July 100Aug. 16. Craft Alliance Gallery, St. 
Louis. Tues. thru Fri. 1 2  P.M. to 5 P.M. and Sat. 1 0  A.M. to 
5 P.M. For more info., contact Barbara Jedda, gallery direc
tor; Valerie Miller, education director; or Albert LeCoff, 
director of the Wood Turning Center, at ( 2 1 5) 844-0 1 5 1 .  

MONTANA: Festival-Western Montana College indus
trial Arts Department's Annual Festival of Arts and 
Industry, Apr. 29-30. Includes cabinetmaking, woodcarv
ing and woodturning; 9 A.M. to 7 P.M. Contact Western 
Montana College, Dillon, 59725. (406) 683- 70 1 1 .  

NEW HAMPSHIRE Exposition- I I  th Annual Pratt 
Summer Creative Arts Institute, June 26-July 19. Lincoln. 
For more info., write or call Leslie Abrams, chairperson, 
Creative Arts Therapy Dept., 200 Willoughby Ave., Brook
lyn, NY, 1 1 205. (718) 636-3428. 

NEW JERSEY: Show/Classes-Seaside Rendevous for 



ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS 

Quality. older hand tools for 
collectors and woodworkers. 
Illustrated lists published 5 
times a year. 

SUBSCRIPTION > $6.00 
CURRENT LIST > $1 .50 

BOBK&1J5E specializing in 

� (. ) 
buy and SI1/1 

5 1 1  W. 1 1  th • Port Angeles. W A 98362 
( 206) 452-2292 

SHAKER PEGS 
CANDLE CUPS 
MUG PEGS 

$1 7.95 per 1 00. prepaid. 
Wide selection of other 

wood products. 
Catalog $2.00 or free with order. 

Benny's Woodworks 
P.O. Box 656, Dept. PN9 

Antioch, TN 37013 61 5-331 -8384 
Out of State 1 -800-255-1 335 

Shaker Peg Mug Peg 

J� ._-

II 
Free 
Clock 
Kit 
Catalog 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Send for your FREE copy of our 56-page I color catalog featuring the most intriguing I collection of clock and other reproduc
tion kits in the world. Includes kits. dials, I 
movements, tools, hardware. books. and 
accessories. I 

c5\ilSOn& � I 
586 Higgins CroweU Rd .• rx-pt. 2158. W. YaJn1OUdl. MA 02673 I 

freight prepaid 

6012 HDW 318 CIless Clutch Drill $112.00 

It: 

2708 W 
3601 8 
9820-2 
5402 A 
1900 8W 
4301 8V 
9900 8 
9401 
5007N8A 
JRJOOOV 
3705 
DP 4700 
410 
3620 
36128 
50778 
6093DW 
9030 
80 4550 

8" Table Saw wlc blade 216.00 

1 318 hp. Router 124.00 

� ' . " Blade Sharpener 165.00 

16" Circular Saw 330.00 

3 1/4 Planer 109.00 

Var. spd. Jig Saw 140.00 

3x21 Belt Sander 128.00 LS1000 
4x24 Belt Sander 167.00 10" Mitre 
7 114" Circular Saw 123.00 

f 

Recpro Saw 119.00 

Offset lam. Trim 138.00 

112" Drill 104.00 

Oust Collector 235.00 

1 1/4 hp. Plunge Router 90.00 

3 hp. Plunge Sq. Base 175.00 

Hypoid Circular Saw 143.00 

CIless Clutch drill. V.S. 128.00 3612 BR 
1 1/8" x 21" Belt Sander 122.00 3 hp. Router 
Dustless Pad Sander 46.00 $185 

Batteries for Cordless 
7.2 Volt $30.00 
9.6 Volt $32.00 

Orders only Cal l :  
1 -800-533-9282 
608-273-0148 

2833 Perry St. 
Madison, WI 53713  

MasterCard and  Visa Welcome 

Carbide-tipped combination blades 
give good results whether ripping, 
crosscutting or mitering. Distinct ATB 
and square raker grind offers clean fin
ish in many materials. Diameter is 10" 
and bore is S/8': 
801-795 Freud C5-100 

lO"rSOI blade 
$29.95 + $4.50 

handling 
& shipping 

o Please send ___ (801-795) CS-100 blade(s). 

Name _____________ _ 

Address ____________ _ 

City ______ State __ Zip __ _ 

o Please start my FREE two-year subscription. 

Woodworker's Supply 
(OF NEW MEXICO) 

5604 Alameda Place, NE • Dept FWW3 
Albuquerque. NM 87113 

505-821-0500 
TOLL FREE 1-800-645-9292 

1 '1. ",1".13/ .... '1, .. SHAPERS 
Options: Sliding Tables. 
tilting spindles. 

14" UP 
TO 36" 
BANDSAWS 

PNEUMATIC" 
OVERARM 
ROUTER 

PNEUMATIC 
CUT-UP SAW 

5' . 8' & 10' 
STROKE SANDER 

9"x48" 
OPEN END 
BelT 
SANDER 

24" UP TO 53" 
WIDTHS AVAILABLE 
IN SINGLE. OOUBLE 
& TRIPLE HEAO 
BELT SANDERS 

15".16"
.
20".24" 

PLANERS 

6" .8",12"14"16" 
JOINTERS 

MINIMAX JOINTER/ 
PLANER/MORTICE 
COMB. 
MACHINE 

3
.
4,5 SIDED MOULDER 

SANDER ;) 

OSCILLATING I 
SPINDLE 'lJ 

' L�. 
I:: \.C: :-

6"x89" EDGE BELT 
SANDER (larger models 

avaitable) 

UNITRONEX 
24" PLANER EDGEBANDER 

Call for Prices-Many More Machines Available 
Please call or write for information. 

Fi .... 'ing 
Send $2.00 lor catalog (relundable) 

_1aI>Ie VISITOUR SHOWROOM l V."G .. ,..,I .. 

ANDREOU INDUSTRIES. INC. 
n 59 23rd STREET ASTORIA NEW YORK 1 1 1 05 

(71 8) 278-9528 Me _�SA 
24 HOURS IN N H (603) 563·8507 8 E3 

7 DAYS A WEEK l� __ _ 
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Events (colltinued) 

Woodcarvers, June 20-24. Handcarving instructors in
clude Joan & Jim Seiben, Harry Shourds, Anthony Hillman 
& Elmer E. Jumper; 5 1 25 for each carver (excluding 
materials). Convention Hall on the boardwalk, Cape May. 
Contact Elmer E. Jumper, 1 42 DiMarco Drive, Philadel
phia, PA, 1 9 1 54. ( 2 1 5 )  637-81 28. 
Show-8th annual South Jersey W ood  Carvers Show, 
June 4-5. Wheaton Village, Millville. 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. For 
info., contact Jack Raleigh, chairman, 7 1 6  Wood Lane, 
Cinnaminson, 08077. (609) 829-873 1 .  
Show-Annual Gallery Focus: Mary Lou Higgins-Recent 
Work, June I I-July 9. Sheila Nussbaum Gallery, 358 Mill
burn Ave., Millburn. Open Tues. tbru Sat. 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
and Thurs. 10 A.M. to 8 P.M_ For more information, call 
(20 1 )  467- 1 720. 

NEW YORK: Juried show-Chautauqua Crafts Festival 
'88, July 2-4, Aug. 1 2-14. Bestor Plaza, Chautauqua insti
tution. Application and slides deadline: May 1; application 
fee: 55; 4 slides of each merlia entered. For application, 
send SASE to Gale Svenson, director, Chautauqua Crafts 
Festival '88, Box 89, Mayville, 14757. 
Juried show - 1 988 I.A.C. Annual International Art and 
Craft Competition, including wood and furniture. Dead
line: May 26. Winners will be exhibited in two Soho, NYC 
galleries, Aug. 4-25. For applications, write I.A.C., Dept. 
PRR, Box 245, Eastchester, 1 0709. (914) 699-0969. 
Exhibitioll-Architectural Art: Affirming the Design Re
lationship, May 1 2-Sept. 4. American Craft Museum, NY. 
Admission: 53.50 adults; Tues. 10 A.M. to 8 P.M., Wed. tbru 
Sun. 10 A.M_ to 5 P_M .. Contacl the Museum Education of
fice for special events at (2 1 2 )  956- 3535. American Craft 
Museum, 40 W. 53rd St., New York, 10019. 
Juried show-New Paltz arts & crafts fairs, May 28-30 
& Sept. 3-5. Ulster County Fairgrounds, New Paltz. Holi
day crafts fair at Old Westbury, Jul. 2-4. Ambrose Clark 
Estate, SUNY College at Old WestbUry. Contact Scott & 
Neil Rubinstein, Quail Hollow Events, Box 825, Wood
stock, 1 2498. (914) 679-8087, 246-3414. 
Workahops-Hand-tool workshops by Robert Meadow, 
Apr. 9-10, 23-24; May 7-8, 21-22. Cover Japanese tools, 
sbarpening techniques, joinery, furnituremaking, instru
mentmaking. The Luthierie, 2449 W. Saugerties Road, 
Saugenies, 1 2477. (914) 246-5207. 
Juried show-The Lilac Art Show, May 14-15. Highland 
Park, Rochester. Show, sale and demos. Contact Arts For 
Greater Rochester, 335 E. Main St., Suite 200, Rochester, 
1 4604. (716) 546-5602. 

Juried show - 1 2th Annual American Crafts Festival, July 
2-3, 9- 1 0 .  Lincoln Center, NYC. Contact Brenda 
Brigham, American Concern For Artistry and Craftsman
ship, Box 650, Montclair, N]. (20 1 )  746-0091 .  
Juried show-5th Annual Autumn Crafts Festival, Aug . .  
20-2 1 ,  27-28, Sept. 3-5. Lincoln Center, Fordham Univ. 
Plaza, NYc. Contact Brenda Brigham, American Concern 
For Artistry and Craftsmanship, Box 650, Montclair, NJ. 
(20 1 )  746-0091 .  
Exhibitioll- I I  th Annual W ood  Carving Exhibition, May 
7-8. Free admission, non-juried, by the Southtowns Wood 
Carvers of Western NY. Creative Arts Building, Erie Coun
ty Fair Grounds, Hamburg. 
Exhibitioll-"Joseph's Coat: I I I I  Stripes," construc
tions, sculpture and drawings in wood and painted canvas 
by Basha Ruth Nelson, May 1 7-June 5. Contact the Noho 
Gallery, 168 Mercer St., NYC, 1 00 1 2 .  ( 2 1 2 )  473-9619. 
NORTH CAROLINA: Workshops-5- and 6-day-long 
classes in I I  th annual summer program, June tbru August. 
For details, contact Drew Langsner, Country Workshops, 
90 Mill Creek Road, Marshall, 28753. (704) 656-2280. 
Juried show-"NC Showcase of Visual Art," May 20-22. 
Raleigh Civic Center. Contact Gail Gomez, High Country 
Crafters, 1 9  Haywood St., Asheville, 2880 1 .  (704) 254-
7547 or 254-0070. 
Juried show- 1 3th annual "Highland Heritage Art & 
Craft Show," June 16--1 9. Asheville Mall. Contact Gail 
Gomez, High Country Crafters, 19 Haywood St., Asheville, 
2880 1 .  (704) 254-7547 or 254-0070. 
aa.ses-Woodworking with a strong emphasis on design 
techniques by Leo Doyle, Apr. 25-May 1 3. For detailed 
information on courses and scholarship opportunities, 
write Registrar, Penland School, Penland, 28765, or call 
(704) 765-2359. 

OHIO: Workahop-Equipment Maintenance and Re
pair, June 1 3- 1 8. Sponsored by Bowling Green State 
Univ. & Ornamental Products Tool & Supply Co., Cleve
land. Contact BGSU, Dept. of Technology Systems at 
(419) 372-2439. 
aa.s-Building the Chamberlin Dory-Skiff by Simon 
Watts, June 25-July 2. Marietta. For more information, 
contact James Stephens, 425 Mulberry St., Marietta, 
45750. (614) 374-6997. 
Workshop-Spray finishing technology workshop, May 
9-13. Technical Training Center of the DeVilbiss Co., 
World Headquaners, Toledo. Contact Judy Jennings at 
(419) 372-2439 or write her at the College of Technol
ogy, Bowling Green State Univ., Bowling Green, 43403. 
Show-The Great Lakes w ood  carving exhibit, May 14-15. 
Brooklyn Recreational Center. For exhibition information, 
contact Ed Katzenmeyer, 1 1 6 Goodhue Drive, Akron, 
44313. ( 2 1 6) 864-0784. 

OKLAHOMA: Show- 1 2th annual national woodcarv
ing show, July 8-10. KenSington Galleria shopping mall, 
7 1  st and S. Lewis, Tulsa. Sponsored by the Eastern Okla. 
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Woodcarvers Assoc. For more inforination, contact Tom 
R Ferguson, show chairman, 3421 S. 95th East Ave., Tul
sa, 74145. (918) 627- 5 169. 

OREGON: Workshops-Four Sunday woodworking 
seminars, Mar. 28-June 4. IO-week classes and numerous 
shon courses also available. For more info., write Oregon 
School of AIlS & Crafts, 8245 S.W. Barnes Road, Ponland, 
97225. (503) 297-5544. 
Exhibitioll-"An Art of Deception: American Wildfowl 
Decoys," July 9-Sept. 2. Portland Art Museum, Portland. 
Contact Susan Flamm, 444 Park Ave. S., NYC, NY, 10016. 
( 2 1 2 )  48 1 - 3080. 
Exhibitiolls-Numerous shows, exhibitions. The Gal
lery, World Forestry Center, 4033 S.W. Canyon Road, 
Ponland, 9722 1 .  (503) 228- 1 367. 

PBNNSYLVANIA: Juried show-Pocono Crafts and 
Arts Festival, June 25-26. On the grounds of the Shawnee 
Inn Resort; 10 A.M. to 6 P.M.; adults 53, children under 1 2  
free. For more info., contact Penn. DeSigner-Craftsmen, 
Box 7 1 8, Richboro, 1 8954. ( 2 1 5 )  860-073 1 .  
Workshops-Numerous workshops in all craft media, 
June thru Aug. Contact Pioneer Crafts Council, Box 2 1 4 1 ,  
Uniontown, 1 5401 .  ( 4 1 2 )  438-28 1 1 .  
Juried Show- 2nd Annual Studio Days-Design '88, 
quality design in all crafts. Chester Springs Studio, Chester 
Springs. Juried by 5 slides; application needs to be post
marked by June 20; fee 5 10. Contact the Chester Springs 
StudiO, Box 374, Chester Springs, 1 9425. (21 5) 827-7277. 
Semillars-Drew Langsner, building a ladder-back chair, 
Apr. 30 & May 1 ;  women in w oodworking, May 7; Toshio 
O'Date, hands-on shoji screen, May 1 3- 1 5; basketmaking 
with Martha Weatherbee, May 2 1 -22; antique finish with 
Prew Savoy, June 4; and flOishing and refinishing with 
Bess Naylor, June 18. Olde Mill Cabinet Shoppe, York. 
Contact Bess Naylor at ( 7 1 7) 755-8884. 
Workshops-Numerous workshops, exhibits and shows 
through Dec. 4. For information, contact Penn. Guild of 
Craftsmen, Box 820, Richboro, 1 8954. ( 2 1 5) 860-073 1 .  
Juried show- 1 2th Annual Philadelphia Craft Show, 
Nov. 1 0- 1 3. Armory in W. Philadelphia. Application dead
line: May I .  Requires 5 slides; booth fees of 5400 (inside) 
and 5500 (corner). Contact Women's Committee of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Box 7646, Philadelphia, 
1 9 1 0 1 - 7646. (2 1 5) 787-5448. 
Coll1'erellc:elFair-Timber Framer's Guild of NA. 4th an
nual conference & trade fair, June 9-1 2. Elizabethtown. 
For information, write Box 1 046, Keene, NH 03431 or 
call (603) 357- 1 706. 
Show-"Symposium 88-A national exposition of stringed 
musical instrument making and repair," June 9-12. RegiS
tration deadline: May 30. The Morris R Williams Center 
for the Arts, Lafayette College, Easton. All inquiries and 
application requests, send SASE c/o Dick Boak & Susan El
lis, symposium coordinators, 14 S. Broad St., azareth, 
1 8064. ( 2 1 5 )  759-7)00 (evenings). 

aa.seslShow-Realistic bird carving, June 20-24; relief 
woodcarving, July 4-8; woodcarving in the round, July 
1 1 - 1 5; 4th annual woodcarving show, July 9-10. Sawmill 
Center for the Arts, Cook Forest State Park, Cooksburg. 
For brochure, write Sawmill Center for the Arts, Box 6, 
Cooksburg, 1 62 1 7. 
Workshops-Basic woodturning with Palmer Sharpless, 
May 6--8; birdcarving with Bill and Grace White, May 
1 3- 1 5. For info., contact The PA Guild of Craftsmen, Box 
820, Richboro, 18954. ( 2 1 5) 860-0731.  
Exhibitioll-Wharton Esherick Museum, sculpture, fur
niture, utensils from 1 920-1970, daily. For reservations 
or directions, write or call The Wharton Esherick Muse
um, Box 595, Paoli, 1930 1 .  (2 1 5) 644-5822. 

SOUTH DAKOTA: Exhibition-The Guild of Ameri
can Luthiers' 1 1  th national convention/exhibition, June 
16--19. Featuring lectures, demos, and exhibitons of hand
made instruments and sale of instrumentmaking wood. 
Univ. of South Dakota in Vermillion. Contact, Guild of 
American Luthiers, 8222 South Park, Tacoma, WA 98408. 
(206) 472-7853. 

TBNNBSSBB: Classes- l - and 2-week wood work
shops, June 6-Aug. 8. For information or a summer bro
chure, write Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts, Box 
567, Gatlinburg, 37738. (615) 436- 5860. 
DemonstrationIWorkshop-Woodtu rning, Ernie Con
over and Rude Osolnik, May 7-8. Contact East Tenn. 
Woodworkers' Guild, Dan Duncan, Box 5282, Knoxville, 
37918. (61 5) 922-9627. 
Juried show-Master furnituremakers show, Dogwood 
Arts Festival, April 22-24. Open to individuals and those 
representing woodworking schools. Contact the Dog
wood Arts Festival, 203 Fort Hill Bldg., Knoxville, 379 1 5. 
(615) 637-456 1 .  

UTAH: Juried show-47th annual multi-media art ex
hibition, Celebration '47, Apr. I 4-May 6. Braithwaite Gal
lery, S. Utah State Coli. Cedar City Art Committee, Iron 
County School District, Box 879, Cedar City, 84720. 

VERMONT: Exhibitiolls-For listing of special exhibi
tions, retail gallery info., craft instruction programs, 
classes and workshops, write Vermont State Craft Center 
at Frog Hollow, Middlebury, 05753. (802) 388- 3 1 77. 
Exhibition/sale-Exhibit and sales space available in 
year-round open market for arts, crafts and antiques. Ken-

nedy Brothers Marketplace. Contact Win Grant, Kennedy 
Bros., 1 1  Main St., Vergennes, 05491 .  (802) 877-2975. 

VIRGINIA: Juried show - 1 3th annual Richmond Craft 
Show, Nov. 1 9-22. Richmond Centre for Conventions and 
Exhibitions. Application fee: 5 1 0; slides due June 1 .  For 
more info. and/or application forms, call or write the 
Hand Workshop, 1 8 1 2  W. Main St., Richmond, 23220. 
(804) 353-0094. 

WASHINGTON: Seminar-Annual Kasha Design semi
nar with luthier Richard Schneider for interested guitar
makers, Aug. 6--14. Write Todd Bryant, Lost Mountain 
Center for the Guitar, Box 44, Carlsborg, 98324. 
Semillars-Artistic & traditional turning, sharpening, 
design. Group sessions last Sat. of each month; private ses
sions by appt. The International School of W oodturning, 
Seattle. Contact Shawn Christman for brochure or to sign 
up, 647 S. Alaska St., Seattle, 98108. (206) 587-5354. 
Symposium-Woodcarvers' symposium featuring work
shops, artisan action & works for sale, June 24-26. The 
Methow Valley, Washington State. For application, write 
the Methow Arts Alliance, Box 723, Twist, 98856. Con
tact Dick Ewing ( 509) 996-2098 or Richard Wrangle 
(509) 997-0071 .  
WorkshopS/Show-Quick and simple plywood pram, 
June 1 3-18 & Aug. 1-5; Maine guide canoe, July 1 1-23; 
lapstrake boatbuilding the "Lawley Tender," Aug. 20-27. 
Also, Lake Union Wooden Boat Festival, July 2-4. Contact 
The Center for Wooden Boats, 1 0 1 0  Valley St., Seattle, 
98109. (206) 382-BOAT. 
Workshop/Seminar-A number of workshops and 
seminars offered throughout the year. Paints and finishes, 
May 7; caulked and canvas decks, May 2 1 ;  spar making, 
June 4. For information, contact Northwest School of 
Wooden 'Boatbuilding, 2 5 1  Otto St., Port Townsend, 
98368. (206) 385-4948. 
Show-"Chairs," a gathering of NW-style seating by local 
deSigner/craftsmen, May 5-28; "Creations in Precious Ma
terials," by Emmett Day, June 2-26. Northwest Gallery, 
202 First Ave. S., Seattle, 98104. (206) 625-05452. 
WorkshopS/demollstratiolls-Tools-In-Action series, 
free, every Saturday, 10 A.M. Boatbuilding, woodcarving, 
sharpening, other woodworking topics. The Wooden Boat 
Shop, 1007 N.E. Boat St., Seattle, 98105. (206) 634-3600. 

WBST VIRGINIA: Exhibitioll-Exhibition of work 
and seminar by traditional furniture makers on making a 
living in the woodworking field, June 25-August 2 1 .  
Seminar on June 25, 1 2  P_M. to 3 P.M.; 8 3  fee. Contact John 
Ellis, Stifel Fine Arts Center, 1 330 National Road, Wheel
ing, 26003. (304) 242- 7700. 
Workshops-Augusta Heritage Arts Workshops, July 10-
Aug. 1 2. For info., write Augusta Heritage Center, Davis & 
Elkins College, Elkins, 262 4 1 - 3996. (304) 636- 1903. 

WISCONSIN: Festival-6th Annual Festival of Crafts, 
June 1 8-26. Sponsored by Center for Craftsmanship, 
Univ. of Wisc.-Stout, Menomonie. For info., contact ancy 
Blake or Jim Bjornerud, 245 Tech Wing, Jarvis Hall, UW
Stout, Menomonie, 5475 1 .  ( 7 1 5) 232- 1 102 or 962-3062. 

CANADA: Show-Wood '88, May 28-June 5. The Sas
katchewan Woodworkers' Guild's 10th armual exhibition 
of fine works. Sedco Centre, Innovation Place, Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan. Admission: free. Contact Denis Murphy, 
show coordinator, (306) 477- 0 1 58 (evenings). 
Show-Craft Focus 3 slide competition of craft works in 
all media. Deadline for receipt of entries, June 1 5. Open 
to' all members of the Ontario Crafts Council in Canada 
and non-members living in Ontario. For entry forms and 
details, contact Ontario Crafts Council, 346 Dundas St. 
W., Toronto, M5T IG5. ( 4 1 6) 977-355 1 .  
Exhibition-Woodworking exhibition, as well a s  a se
ries of lectures/demos by Tage Frid, May 1 7-28. N.S. 
College of Art and Design, Anna Leonowens Gallery. For 
information, contact Valda A. Kemp, Atlantic Woodwork
ers' Assoc., Box 3501, Halifax, NS, B3J 3J2. 
Workshops- 1 987-88 workshop series. Mixed media & 
business topiCS. Contact Anne Fox, New Brunswick Craft 
School, Ecole d'Artisanat du N-B, Box C!P6000, Frederic
ton, N.B., E3B 5H I .  ( 506) 453-2305. 
Exhibitioll-"Summer Celebration '88," a mixed merlia 
of fine Canadian crafts, including songbird wood carvings 
by Joanne Mallen, June 23-Sept. 7. Heritage Crafts, Sheri
dan Mews, 182- 186 King St. W., Brockville, Ont., K6v 
5Y4. ( 6 1 3) 342-252 1 .  

BUROPB: Trip-Timber-framers' tour, sponsored by 
Mafell N. America Inc., tentatively scheduled for June. For 
information, contact Mafell N.A., Inc., Box 363, Lockport, 
NY 1 4094. (716) 434-5574. 

IT ALY: Study tour-Seminar on Italian furniture with 
George Frank, Oct. 1 2-26. Visits to craft, art and restora
tion centers of Milan, Verona, Florence and Rome; and 
seminars on the artistic Renaissance furniture made in the 
Tuscany craft centers. For details, write Eva Frank, 3504 
Beneva Rd., Sarasota, FL, 34232. (813) 923-3377. 

SWITZERLAND: Tour-Woodworking tour hosted by 
Gottlieb Brandli, Sept. 6--20. Departs from Boston, New 
York or Chicago; 52,600 per person. For details, call 
(800) 521 -7623 (outside N.H'). The Image Group, 1 575 
Logan St., Clearwater, FL, 346 1 5. (813) 447-3050. 



Now • • • a 12"/14" 
Saw at 10" Prices! 
With more HP for the mone, 
12" /14" 
TABLE SAW 
with 25" SUPER FENCEr 
Optional 40" or 60" Fence _--.,,=����!::l 
Best Selling Table Saw of its Size in Europe! 
TS 4000 TABLE SAW 
• 1 2" Table Saw, may be 

used with 1 4" Blade by 
purchasing a Suva Guard 
item #7985 

• Transistorized Electronic 
Switch Controlled 
Electronic Brake shuts 
down machine when 
power is out. Controls 
power surges 

• All motors with thermal 
protection and electronic 
switch 

• Enclosed Blade with Rear 
Dust Discharge 

. 4  HP Single Phase, 
5Y2 HP 3 Phase 
230 VAC 

• 4000 RPM Belt Drive 

Specifications: 

Height-Adjustable Range 
approximately 31f .. ' 

Tilt Angle 45° Toward Fence 
Cutting Height at 90° 

Approximately 3'/. "  
Cutting Height at  45° 

Approximately 2" 
Table Size: 26�x3 1 'h  

Ask about our other Scheppach Equipment: Shaper /Vertical Spindle Moulder, 
Planer I Joiner Combination, Dust Extractor, Workbench, Vario Bandsaw, 
Woodworking Lathe, Copying Attachment, Combination Machine that is 11  
machines in  one (each machine can be purchased individually) . 

( 
� 

TS4000 

m �rt For More Information or Scheppach Dealer Nearest You 

Call Tol l Free 1 -800-262-229 1 
It'. all the Saw You'll Ever Need P.O. Box 135, North Miami Beach, FL 33163 305-624-0902 IN FL 

Optional F •• tures 
• Prlcn 
#7981 SlIding Table $582.00 
#7982 Table Width Extension 
$259.20 
#7983 Rear Table Extension 
$197.4lJ 
4lJ" RIp Fence $149.00 50" Rip Fence $189.00 

Options can be added at 
any time, no holes to drill 
- Just mount Into the 
pre-tap ped holes. 

DEALER 
INQU IRES 
INV ITED 
• Does not include optioos 

NORTHWOOD® INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY 
11400 DECIMAL DRIVE • LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40299 • (502) 267-5504 • 9-4 MON. thru FRio 

NW-36K $8950 
20HP 37" Wide Be" Sander, Variable Speed 

NW-1D1 $1095 
1'1," 2 Speed Rev., 3HP Shaper 

N�W m� 
American #3 HP Motor, Vega Fence 

NW-20 $2295 
20" x 8" Planer, 5HP American Motor 

Segmented Infeed Roller, Chip Breaker 

NW-232 $1399 
Double Spindle Dowel Boring Machine 

$725 
8" Jointer 

Why the dlllerence in price between different deale ... ? Iin't all Imported woodworking machinery b .. lcally the .. me? In truth many machln .. that look the same are priced hun
dredl of dolla .. apart. Why? The fact II that many Importe ... have one thought In mlnd ... buy low coli mlchlneoand .. II cheaper than the compeUtlon. Th .. e 1m porte ... buy from fa<> 
tori .. that u .. ChelP grlde raw materlall and light duty moto .. Ind electrlcall and quite ollenchlld labor. Thalr machlnel often have _Ioul d .. lgn flawsand there Is not .. en a pre
ten .. of quality control applied to their production. y .. , thll machinery can be oold for Ie .. money. The question 10: do you want this type of equipment In your own Ihop? if you 
don't then maybe you Ihould conolder Northwood�. All our machinery II built to Indultrfal Itlndlrdl with one of the tlght .. t quality progra .... ln the lndultry and carrl .. a full year'1 
warranty. We're oeriOUI about our quality and never Itop trying to oller even better v ...... to our cultomer .. Remember, thera II no better line of Imported woodwOl1<lng machinery 
on the market than Northwood. None. 

ONE YEAR WARRANTY • FREE FREIGHT EAST OF MISSISSIPPI 
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Books 

Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering Material 
by Forest Products Laboratory, u.s. Dept. of Agriculture. 
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print· 
ing Office, 710 N. Capitol St., Washington, D.C. 20402; 
1987. $27, paperback; 466 pp. 

This book is a real gem, and it seems to get better the more 
you use it. Twelve years ago when I bought my first copy, 
Wood Handbook: Wood as an Engineering Material had just 
been revised and republished. What a relief to wood enthusi· 
asts who were rumored to be paying several hundred dollars 
for the previous edition. The new edition is even better. There 
is a problem though. 

Before one can use this handbook effectively, one really 
needs to know something about wood. The more you know, 
the more you can learn. This book is packed with information, 
distilled and condensed, refined and compressed. 0 organiza· 
tion can collect information like the Federal Government. This 
is the definitive reference on wood. Before a woodworker goes 
wading through this handbook, he should have plowed through 
Tage Frid's books, Ernest Joyce's encyclopedia and a few books 
on design. Then, the information and format presented here will 
give a serious scholar a matrix to understand wood and how its 
properties are a function of internal and external forces. 

When I experimented with ammonia woodbending, it was the 
Wood Handbook (published as Agriculture Handbook No. 72) 
I referred to: not on how ammonia affected wood, but on how 
to bring the wood to the right equilibrium moisture content, 
what woods to bend and what property changes to expect. The 
chapter on bonding dispelled the myths of the pagan gluing 
rituals. Now I know the importance of wood moisture content, 
the moisture added by the adhesive, the importance of open 
time, closed time and clamp time, and that too much clamping 
pressure can be as harmful as too little pressure. I found the 
section on wood grading very interesting but not helpful. 

Another good section is on the characteristics and availabil· 
ity of wood commerCially used in the United States. A brief 
description of a hundred or so woods along with synonyms and 
Latin names ftlls the first chapter. The glossary section is a com· 
prehensive collection of wood buzz words along with explana· 
tions. You too can now know the difference between a bole 
and a bolt and find out once and for all that a son of a birch is 
an angiosperm and not a gymnosperm. 

Several sections are devoted to the engineering properties of 
wood and are more useful to architects and contractors than to 
woodworkers. Even these sections give guidance to wood· 
workers in terms of strength properties. The mathematical 
modeling is impressive, if not intimidating, and of use to only a 
limited segment of people involved with wood. 

Not everything you know about wood is in here, but you will 
certainly be humbled by all you don't know. Considering its 
modest price, this book should be included in every serious 
woodworker's library. -Huff Wesler 

Creating Small Wood Objects as Functional Sculpture 
by Dona Z. Meilach. Croum Publishers, Inc., 225 Park 
Ave. S., New York, N.Y. 10003; 1987. $14.95, paperback; 
288 pp. 

The title Creating Small Wood Objects as Functional Sculp· 
ture implies that this is a technical manual, and the cover notes 
reiterate this. We anticipate learning how to make objects for 
ourselves, but the book doesn't deliver this information. It is 
a thick volume of shallow content. My impression is that the 
author obtained lists of names and wrote off to craftspeople 
asking for photographs and information, and then published 
anything printable. 
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Technical information is scant and frequently downright mis· 
leading or dangerous. Terminology is misapplied, and this must 
confuse any novice delving further into a particular area. For 
example, on p. 44 we are assured that a lathe spur drive is actu· 
ally known as a "live" center. This term has usually been applied 
to a revolving tail center, but maybe we turners will have to 
adjust to the new terminology if this book sells in quantity. 

Clearly no aesthetic judgements have been made concerning 
the objects included in these pages, and there is virtually no 
comment other than the occasional platitudinous adjective. It 
seems Meilach doesn't like to state an opinion, especially while 
giving credibility to all manner of hideous trivia that should not 
be brought before public gaze. By setting these objects up as 
heigllts to which we might aspire, the author does nothing to 
improve the already pitiful standards of wood design. Meilach 
does not seem to realize that novelty and pretty grain are not 
art, for she compounds this infamy by referring to the creators 
as artists, when several of the "artists" demonstrating tech· 
niques manifestly don't even make the grade as craftsmen. This 
would be laughable except for the fact that credibility is often 
gained through publication. 

This book might spark off a few ideas, but mostly it will reo 
main a record of some of the bizarre things some woodies got 
up to in the privacy of their own workshops in the latter part of 
the 20th century. -Richard Raffan 

Making Wood Toys That M ove by Alan and Gill 
Bridgewater. Sterling Publishing Co., Inc., 2 Park Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10016; 1987. $8.95, paperback; 126 pp. 

Weekend Wood Projects for Toymakers by Jeff Burke, 
Ron Fuller, Dik Garrood and Fiona Nevile. Sterling Pub· 
lishing Co., Inc., 1987. $9.95, paperback; 144 pp. 

After carrying out a survey to determine how detailed their 
instructions should be in Making Wood Toys That Move, the 
Bridgewaters report that "all (these parties) agree that yes, yes, 
yes! definitions, descriptions and details on everything from 
'pivots' to 'prototypes' are possibly a bit tedious, but nevertheless, 
they are necessary." These things are necessary in a toymaking 
book, and the Bridgewaters cover them thoroughly. 

Without pedantry or condescension, the text covers every 
possible problem of construction related to the projects. It 
manages the difficult feat of telling the reader everything 
while maintaining great respect for the reader's creativity and 
common sense. 

Even better, the toys are fun. They're fun to make and fun to 
play with, and they should sell very well. The toys are made of 
Simple materials (chiefly plywood, glue and paint), but require 
enough precision in the location of the moving parts to make 
their construction challenging and interesting. They are the 
kinds of toys kids love to play with, but are complex enough to 
catch the attention of the adults that buy them. 

The instructions in the text are the best possible. Each stage 
of construction is formated in its own box on the page, making 
the directions very easy to follow. With tills arrangement, there'll 
be no missed steps because you lost your place in the text. 
Moreover, each toy has precisely the information needed for 
completion of that toy: "Thoughts on the project," "Consider· 
ing the Project," "Materials," "Tools" and "Afterthoughts," a 
section that tells you what to do if the fool thing won't work. 

The book's only drawback is its lack of color plates. It has no 
color pictures except those on the cover. Even so, this is one of 
the best books out on moving toys. 

Burke et al. have written a delightful book as well. All of the 
toys in Weekend Wood Projects for Toymakers are guaranteed 
child, and adult, pleasers. The instructions are clear, and each 



Our Sandingmaster customers are 
so happy, they often write to tell us: liB 

ecause our customers require the highest quality 
sanding, North Atlantic Lumber Company of Portland, 
Maine chose the Sandingmaster from Woodshop 
Specialties. This machine enables us to be a complete 
millshop . When fine cabinetmakers trust us with 
their millwork-we trust the Sandingmaster. ll 

Howard Flower, President 
North Atlantic Lumber Company 

we sell Sandingmaster only in New England 

�OODSHOJ? SJ?:E::CJ:A::C./J:'J::E::S 
Cold River Industrial Park . Qual ity Lane P.O. Box 70 

Rutland, Vermont 05701 . 802-773-3240 . Telex 62946343 

Slipcases for your 
back issues 

Bound in dark blue and embossed in gold, these durable cases will 
protect your back issues of Fine Woodworking and help you keep 
order on your bookshelf (or in your shop). Each case holds at least 6 
issues of the magazine-more of our earlier, thinner issues. The cost 
is 57.95 each, 521 .95 for 3, 539.95 for 6. Outside the U.S., add 52.50 
each (U.S. currency only, please). PA residents add 6% sales tax. 

Add 51 per case for postage and handling. 

Please send your order and payment to: 

Jesse Jones Industries 
Dept. fWW, 499 E. Erie Ave. 
Philadelphia, PA 19134. 

Charge OrdCIli: Min. 5 1 5.00, call toll free 1 ·800·972· 1 9 1 4, 7 days, 24 hrs. 

Fine Woodworldng 
Subscriber List Service 

We occasionally make our subscriber list available to 
companies whose products we think may be of interest to 
you. If you prefer not to receive this mail, just send your 
mailing label (or an exact copy) to the address below. 
We'll take care of the rest. 

Subscriber Service Dept. 
The Taunton Press 

Box 355, 63 South Main Street. 
Newtown, Connecticut 06470 

The Guild of Master 
Craftsmen International 

invites 
enquiries for membership from firms and individuals whose 
standard of craftsmanship may qualify them for membershIp. 
Write to the Secretary for a FREE brochure, giving full 

details of membership requirements and benefits. 

The Guild of Master Craftsmen International 
166 High Street, Lewes 

East Sussex BN7 l X U ,  United Kingdom 
Tel :  1 44 (273) 478449 

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Address: Street . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Zip Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Te l : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Craft or Trade . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

The Woodturners 
Catalog 

Craft Supplies USA offers 
woodturners the finest 
selection of woodturning 
tools and accessories 
anywhere. 

Choose from: 
• Henry Taylor Custom 
Tools 

• Sorby 
• Richard Raffan Tools 
• Rude Osolnik Tools 
• Dale Nish Workshops 
Also available are "Hot Stuff" glue, Power Sanding 
Kits, custom turning accessories, Burl Woods, 
Automach Woodcarver, and many other woodturning 
items, all at COMPETITIVE prices. 

Send $2.00 for your 52-page color catalog, refunded 
with order. 

In a hurry? 
Call (801) 373-0917. 

Craft Supplies USA 
1287 East 1 120 South 
Provo, Utah 84601 
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Books (colltim/eli) 

project includes a complete, specific cutting list, which is ex
tremely handy. Even better, the book is printed in a four-color 
format, and each page has full-color illustrations and photographs. 

The instructions are not quite as basic as those in the 
Bridgewaters' book. Burke et al. assume a little more wood
working skill and knowledge. Still, the text gives you all the 
information you really need to know. There are 20 projects in 
the book, and you couldn't go wrong in making any of them. 

One note, however: The authors of this book are British, and 
apparently, British softwood is sized differently tllan American 
wood. All of the plans assume that softwood boards are % in. 
thick, not 3f4 in. thick. This means you need to think through 
the projects in your mind before you do any cutting so you 
make the appropriate adjustments. This is always a good idea, 
of course, but for these projects, it's essential. 

If you like toys, buy these books. If you can only afford one, 
flip a coin and get your best friend to buy the other one. Either 
of these books would be a valuable addition to any woodworker's 
library, and your kids will love the toys. -Richard Griffin 

Shelves, Oosets &. Cabinets by Peter Jones_ Popular 
Science Books; distributed by Sterling Publishing Co., 
Inc., 2 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016; 1987. $12.95, 
paperback; 304 pp. 

This large-format book with an attractive jacket will be of more 
use to the home handyman and dO-it-yourselfer than to the 
woodworker concerned with a nice use of tools, advanced 
joinery and fine furniture. 

Shelves, Closets & Cabinets contains a large number of clear
ly illustrated designs for all types of storage facilities ranging 

from bookshelves to display cases to closets-under eaves, in 
corners and in walls. Innumerable cabinets, hampers, boxes, 
racks, and basic face-framed kitchen cabinets, rolling modules, 
storage towers, and pullout pantries are also covered. A section 
entitled "Cabinets That Are Furniture" includes items such as a 
basic credenza, a military chest and twin etageres. 

The majority of these projects are intended to be construct
ed largely of "glue-screwed" plywood, although a chapter on 
the basics of veneering, commerCially available inlay, lumber
yard molding and trim is included for those who might wish to 
upgrade the finish product. The chapters on joinery are written 
for those equipped primarily with a tablesaw, router and drill 
press, although a "dovetail-and-rabbet" joint illustrated in the 
section on drawermaking would seem to require the tech
niques of a 1 9th-century French ebeniste. 

Although the author declares in the introduction that "this 
book is not for the occasional handyman who puts up a shelf 
once every three years, if he is pressured to do so. This is a 
book for the dedicated craftsman . . .  ," it will prove to be of 
more use to the homeowner with a few power tools in the 
garage for whom "the discussions of the various ways to con
ceal imperfections . . .  will help . . .  achieve a broader frame of 
mind when approaching any project." -Graham Blackburn 

Richard Raffan is a professional turner, mostly mass produc
ing one-off bowls. He lives in Canberra, Australia. Huff Wesler 
is an engineering manager and a chemical engineer. He lives 
in Springfield, Mass. Richard G1"ijfin is an amateur wood
worker, a minister and a former librarian. He lives in Sumne1; 
Neb. Graham Blackburn is a contributing editor to FWW, and 
his shop is in Santa Cruz, Calif 

NOW A 44 W I DE SANDER AT 
A N EVER BEFO R E  PRIC E Save Time & Money 

with Freud's new 
JS1 00 Biscuit Joiner 
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The Performax SIT 
Drum Sander 
Instantly Attaches 
to a Radial Saw 
or a Stand Kit. 

A Space Saving Attachment 

• Rigid open end design insures precise 
thickness dimensioning over 44" width. 

• Sanding drum with 
built-in sandpaper 
fasteners - no 
adhesives required 

• Vacuum dust 
collector 

• Money back 
guarantee 

$1 69.95 
pIu. $6.00 ehipping 

Biscuit joinery is sweeping America! 
Thousands of woodworkers are discovering the 
incredible speed and accuracy which biscuit 
joinery makes possible during cabinet and 
furniture assembly. 

Now Freud·s new model JS100 biSCUit 
JOinery tool makes It affordable for everyone 
While most other biSCUit Jornery tools cost from 
$300 $600. you can order the heud tool today 
for only $1 69.95 plus $6 shipping Send check 
or money·order or charge by phone toll free 

Joining plates come in 3 sizes and can be 
bought in boxes of 1000 each, or as an assort
ment of 1 000 (which indudes an equal number 
of the 3 sizes). Cost per 1000 is $29.95. No addl. 
shipping charge for plates when purchased with 
the JS1 00. Add $3 shipping per box when 
buying joining plates separately. Specify size 0, 
10,  20, or assorted .  S.nd $1.00 for our complete too/ at./og (frea with order). 



At only $599, the Delta 14" 
Wood Cutting Band Saw is one 
of the best bargains around. 
But the truth is, its low price 
is really the least important 
reason for buying one. 

A much better reason is 
that its versatility and heavy
duty construction make it an 
ideal choice for jobs like 
contour cutting, straight cut
ting' or resawing. Another is 
it will cut wood, plastic, building 
materials, bakelite, and even non
ferrous metals. 

And of course, there are even 
more reasons. Like its smooth
running, precision-balanced 

aluminum wheels. A powerful 
3f4 HP motor with resilient 
mounting that virtually elimi-

nates noise and vibration. 
Double-sealed, lubricated
for -life ball bearings. And a 
protective, enclosed steel 
stand. All of which will help 
you enjoy years and years 
of dependable operation. 

Last but not least is the 
legendary quality and perfor
mance we've built into every 

Delta tool for the past half cen
tury. And come to think of it, 
that's probably the best reason 
of all. 

So be reasonable. Don't buy a 

Delta 14" Wood Cutting Band Saw 
because of its low price. Get one 
because it's the most durable, 
versatile, accurate saw in its class. 
And don't forget to check out the 
quality Delta accessories available 
for it, too. 

Call toll-free for the name of 
your Delta dealer. Delta Interna
tional Machinery Corp. , 800/438-
2486 (in PA, 800/438-2487) . 
Model 28-283 with enclosed steel stand and 3f4 HP 
motor. Offer good only on purchases from partici
pating dealers in the continental U.S., Alaska, and 
Hawaii from January 1 until June 30, 1988. 

�. C E LTA 
Building On Tradition 



Notes and Comment 

Pholo: Michele Russell Sl a\'insl.. .. y 

Pencils are made from clear incense cedar slats cut from California trees that are 250 to 300 years old. Nine pencil leads are 
glued up between two cedar slats. The glued-up slats are shaped and then cut apart to make nine pencils. 

Pencil building 
Let's start at the beginning of the wood
working process. First, there's the pencil, 
then the design, then the woodworking. 
Wait a minute. Pencils are made of wood, 
too. Somebody had to do a good bit of 
woodworking before you even can begin 
to jot down your design. 

I had never thought much about pencils 
until I visited a Berol USA factory. Pencils 
are serious business to the people there. 
The Berol family started the industry in the 
United States in 1 856, when they opened 
the Eagle Pencil Factory in New York City. 
In recent years, the company name was 
changed to Berol USA and the firm relocat· 
ed to Tennessee, where it now produces 
pencils by the millions. 

Everyone knows that a pencil is a wooden 
cylinder filled with a rod of powdered clay 
and graphite, but I was surprised by the 
manufacturer's high-tech methods and the 
quality of the basic materials. First of all, 
only the choicest California incense cedar 
is good enough for the best pencils. Incense 
cedar grows in other places, but the Cali
fornia trees provide soft, almost grainless 
wood. This softness makes the pencils easy 
to sharpen. The fine grain provides the 
support that keeps the lead from breaking. 

Living at woodworking 
Making a living is as important to profes
sional  woodworkers as any detai l  of 
craftsmanship or design. This summer, 
nine successful  craft professionals will 
meet to discuss strategies for success in a 
demanding, competitive field like wood
working. The program, part of the 1 988 
WoodworkingIFurniture Design Symposium 
at the Anderson Ranch Arts Center, will be 
held the weekend of July 8 to July 10. 
Speakers at the "Making A Living" sympo
sium will include woodworkers, a gallery 
owner, a furniture manufacturer, a designer 
and an educator. 

Saturday'S discussions will focus on the 
business of woodworking. Topics will in-
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The Hudson Lumber Company of San 
Leandro, Calif., harvests incense cedar for 
1 7  different pencil companies in the U.S. In 
a typical tree, 2 1 .7% of the wood ends up 
as pencil slats, 28% becomes sawdust and 
the remaining 50.3% winds up as bark, 
pulp chips and various grades of lumber. 
The prime trees grow at altitudes of 3,000 
to 6,000 feet, and most are 250 to 300 
years old. The trees are felled with great 
care to avoid harming the younger incense 
trees nearby. Those trees will be pencils 
for future generations. Each log is cut into 
3- in. -thick by 3-in.-wide by 7%- in.- Iong 
straight-grained chunks called "cants." 
After cutting, the cants are stickered and 
air-dried for a year in the desert-like Sacra
mento Valley. 

After the cants are dried, they're shipped 
to the Hudson Lumber Company's San 
Leandro slat plant. There, the cants are 
stored for an additional three or four 
months so the wood can acclimate to the 
cooler climate of the San Francisco Bay 
Area before being cut into slats. Each of 
the slats is nine pencils wide, one pencil 
long and a half a pencil thick. Each slat is 
impregnated with stain and wax, then kiln
dried. The stain improves the color of the 
wood; the wax increases the wood's ma
chinability at the pencil factory and in your 

clude selling through galleries and craft 
shows, marketing furniture as art and 
teaching to supplement income. Sunday 
will be devoted to the role of woodworkers 
in society and the choices and compro
mises they must make to survive. Sunday's 
topics will include craftsmen in SOCiety, 
the cultural need for designed objects and 
the rewards of a craftsman's life. 

Woodworkers expected to participate in 
the symposium include Art Carpenter, 
Hank Gilpin,  Glenn Gordon, Thomas 
Moser and Gail Fredell Smith. Tuition is 
$ 1 95, and housing prices range from $ 56 
to $ 1 60 for the two nights. For more infor
mation, write to the Anderson Ranch Arts 
Center, P.O. Box 5598, Snowmass Village, 
Colo. 8 1 6 1 5. 

pencil sharpener. Next, the slats are 
shipped to pencil companies for assembly 
and painting. 

Pencil companies like Berol USA make 
pencil leads. Lead is a slight misnomer, 
because there's no lead in a pencil. The 
writing material is actually a mixture of 
graphite and clay. Mexican graphite is pre
ferred because of its intense black color. 

The finer the particles of graphite and 
clay before mixing, the better the pencil 
will write. The graphite is ground until the 
particles are small enough to float on air 
indefinitely. The clay is strained through a 
"super-decanter" until it's fine enough to 
float on water. A carefully measured ratio 
of graphite to clay, which determines final 
pencil-lead hardness, is blended together 
for days in a revolving drum. This clay and 
graphite mixture is then compacted into 
blocks, which are placed in a 60·ton hy
draulic press fitted with a special nozzeI. 
As the pressure increases, the mixture ex
trudes from the machine in a long string, 
which is then cut to pencil lengths. At this 
stage, the pencil lead is too soft to use 
for writing. So, the lead is kiln-dried to 
1 60", then fired to a white heat. This firing 
creates a rigid, graphite- loaded rod. 

ine grooves are cut in each slat to ac
cept the pencil leads. Once the leads are in 
place, two slats are glued together. A spe
cialized high-precision shaper then cuts 
one side of the glued-together slats into 
nine round or hexagonal shapes, each con
taining a pencil lead. When the opposite 
side is shaped, the nine pencils separate 
from each other. Surveys show that 1 1  out 
of 1 2  people prefer hexagonal pencils to 
round ones. 

Now the pencil blanks are ready to be 
painted. The pencils are fed one at a time 
through a rubber grommet at one end of a 
shallow tray filled with lacquer-base paint. 
The pencils snake through the paint bath 
in a continuous line, then exit through a 
second rubber grommet at the other end 
of the tray. The rubber grommet wipes 
most of the paint from the pencil, so the 
pencil drys almost instantly. And because 
each pencil is longer than the paint-ftIled 



1 000 Andover Park East 
Seattle, Washington 98188 

(206) 575-4131 

3184 Marjam Dr. 
Chamblee, GA 30340 

404-455-8109 

ALL YOUR EQUIPMENT NEED WITH THIS 
SPECIAL SALE FROM SUNHILL (Sale extended to 
June 30, 1988) All sale prices include freight 

UFO-1 01 DUST 
COLLECTOR 
2HP 10 Motor; 1 , 1 82 CFM 
Capacity; 2" x 4" intakes, 
2 Bags; 200 Ibs. 

List $470 . Sale $435 

SDM-25, 37 WIDE BELT SANDERS 

SDM-25 25" CABINET SHOP SANDER 
5-7/8" x 24" Capacity; 25" x 50" Belt; Removable 
Platen Head; 10HP 30 Motor; 1 5H P  30 Optional; 
Phase Converter Available; 1 ,600 Ibs. 

List $7,950 - Sale $5,995 

of our house carriers' terminal nearest to you. RT-66 SLIDING HEAD ROUTER 

SDM-37 37" CABINET SHOP SANDER 
5-718' x 36' Capacity; 37" x 50' Belt; Removable 
Platen Head; 15HP 30 Motor; 20 HP 30 Optional; 
Phase Converter Available; 2,000 Ibs. 

SD-1 09 JUNIOR SANDER 
5HP 30 ,  or  3HP 10 
Motor; 9 '  x 49' Sander 
Belt; 3' x 9' Capacity; 
2 Speed Feed Rate: 
10 or 20 FPM. 780 Ibs. 
List $2,650 ' Sale $ 2 , 250 

�i\i� 
"-

. " 

5HP 30 OR 3HP 10 Motor; 
Spindle Speeds; 15,000 & 20,000 
RPM; 3" Spindle Stroke with 
Pneumatic Control; 31-1/2' x 
31-1/2" Tahle; Throat Clearance 
26-1/2"; Standard with 1 /4', 318', 
1/2" & 518' Collets; 1 ,600 Ibs. 

List $6,178 . Sale $4,850 

SP-102 HEAVY DUTY CABINET SHOP 

Ust $12,500 ' Sale $8.950 

CT -38B 15" PLANER 
3HP 1 0  Motor; 3" Diameter 3 Blades 
Cutterhead; 2 Speed Feed; 13 & 20 
FPM; 450 Ibs. 
List $1 ,280 

Sale $945 

T-1 2 ,  14 ,  20 PRECISION SCROLL SAWS SHAPER 
ST- 1 2  1 2" Single Speed 
List $395 Sale $249 

ST - 1 4  14" Single Speed 
List $550 Sale $399 

Specs & Options Same as 

SP-l 01 ; 550 Ibs. 3HP 10 Motor 
RM-70 ROUND POLE 

MILLING MACHINE 
List $1 ,875 . Sale $1 ,335 
5HP 30 Motor 

5HP 30 Motor; Working Piece Size 
from 3/8" to 2-3/8" Dia.; 800 Ibs. 

List $2,088 . Sale $1 ,550 List $4. 1 20 - Sale $3, 250 

Contact the Dealer in your area or call SUNHILL. 
ARI501I·524·6486 ILl2171428-7187 MTl8001592·8500 

CAI9161343-5937 INI2191363·7551 NCI6151543·5210 

CAI2131749·6441 KSI3161942·8475 NHI603)228·2066 

CAI800)428-3809 KYI502)898-3470 NJI718)278·9528 
CAI4081248·3535 MEI603I226·2066 NY(716)662-3230 
COI303)469·8103 MI(517)634·5410 NYI7181278·9528 
CTI203)522·8174 MI(715)384·9998 NVI7021871·0722 
IAI319)232·5434 MNI7151384-9998 OHI614)864·2264 
IlI815)758·6009 MSI601 )922·1910 ORI503)389·1521 

ORI503)235-7432 
PAI717 � 
TNI615)543-5210 
TXI713)683·8455 
UTI801 )487-1;888 
VTI603)228-2066 
WAI206�41 

WAI206)423-4242 
WI(800)4n·5680 
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Notes and Comment (continued) 

tray, the rubber grommets are always filled 
with pencils and no paint can leak out. 
Each pencil gets five to seven coats. The 
company logo and the pencil grade are 
then stamped on the blank. 

Softer lead pencils, like the o. 2 most 
people use, are fitted with a ferrule and 
eraser. Harder drafting pencils get metal 
caps instead. A new No. 2 pencil will draw 
a line about 1 2  miles long. Drafting pencils 
will draw a line about 35 miles long. De
spite this mileage and the sophisticated 
machinery needed to produce pencils, 
they're still a bargain-about 60¢ each. 

-john Decker 

Turning seminar 
Although 1 80 turners officially signed up 
for the British Wood turning Seminar last 
year, many last-minute arrivals bribed their 
way in by offering to wash dishes, sweep 
floors, clean workshops-anything to see 
master turners practice their craft. Or, is it 
finally and forever art ? 

The seminar, entitled "From Craft To 
Art," questioned the very idea that turned 
objects must always be useful spindles or 
vessels. The demonstrators, lecturers and 
turners focused on creativity, style and 
technique from the very start. 

The informal structure of the lectures 
and demonstrations allowed attendees to 
observe the turning techniques of several 
acknowledged experts. And, the experts 
were always ready to discuss their philos
ophies of turning and art with anyone who 
wanted to talk. Ed Moulthrop of Atlanta, 
Ga., started the three-day seminar by telling 
everyone that they were free to develop 
new work and shouldn't feel limited by old 
ideas or conventional tools. English turner 
Jim Partridge attacked the very sanctity of 
vessels by asking turners these questions: 
"Why must the exterior of a turned object 
follow the interior ?" "Must there always be 
two surfaces, one inside and the other out-

Bleaching bowls 
Bleaching green maple and elm bowls to a 
bone-white patina is not an exact science. I 
experimented for more than a year before 
I produced the color in the bowls pictured 
on the back cover. The results of the 
bleaching process are somewhat unpre
dictable because of the complex interac· 
tion of many variables. These include the 
strength of the bleach, the length of time 
the bowl is exposed to sunlight ,  the 
amount of wood removed during final 
sanding and the type of finish applied. I'm 
still experimenting to perfect my tech
nique, and I like that challenge. If you 
would like to try bleaching, here's the 
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PhOto: Ben Bacon 

Turner Ed Moulthrop of Atlanta, Ga., demonstrates his bowl turning techniques at 
the annual British Woodturning Seminar. 

side ?" He answered his own questions 
with the display of his donut-like "bowl," a 
turning with no defmitive inside or outside. 

American turner David Ellsworth talked 
about taking risks. Any turned object can 
make a statement, he said, but all statements 
run the risk of rejection. He cautioned turn
ers that they must be prepared to deal with 
questions that their work will arouse in 
others and in themselves. 

Many of the talks were candid. One 
craftsman gave a personal account of the 
benefits and drawbacks of learning to turn 
while serving a rather severe German ap
prenticeship. The talk sparked a debate 
that lasted the rest of the seminar: Is it best 
to learn technique first, then work on artis
tic ideas ? Or, should ideas and techniques 
be developed simultaneously ? 

For me,  the debate ended when I 
watched Ellsworth sitting on the ways of 
his lathe, turning bowl after beautiful bowl, 
simply to demonstrate techniques to the 
group that looked on. It made me realize 
his best turnings are the result of finely 

most effective procedure I've found so far. 
I sand the turned bowls with 220-grit 

paper before applying the bleach. I've had 
best results with Daly's two-part bleach 
(available from Daly's, 3525 Stone Way N., 
Seattle, Wash. 98 103; 800- 5 2 1 -0714,  ext. 
276). To avoid chemical burns, I always 
wear rubber gloves, a long-sleeve shirt and 
goggles when bleaching. The basic bleach 
mixture is one part of Daly's solution A 
mixed with three parts of Daly's solution B. 
I always do the mixing in glass or ceramic 
vessels; bleach corrodes metal. 

Next, I thoroughly soak all parts of tlle 
bowl with the bleach. A sponge on a stick 
works as a good applicator. To activate the 
bleach, I place the bowl in direct sunlight. 

tuned artistic sensibilities, yet his grasp of 
technique is so thorough that turning is 
second nature to him. It took Ellsworth 
five long years of repetitive turning to de
velop his almost automatic turning skill. 

The organizers of the seminar in Lough
borough, Ray Key, Mick O'Donnell and 
Margaret Lester, purposely designed the 
1 987 seminar to be informal. Attendees 
were invited to bring their work to display. 
There were no juried shows, and lecturers 
and demonstrators were always available 
to speak to turners on a one-to-one basis 
and to give informal critiques when asked. 

Works by master turners such as Ells
worth, O'Donnell and Moulthrop were 
also displayed. Everyone was encouraged 
to heft, handle, touch and discuss these 
works with the men who turned them. 

Perhaps the only disappointment of the 
seminar was the absence of young faces in 
the crowd. I can only hope there is a young 
generation of turners out there, some of 
whom will attend this year's seminar. 

-Ben Bacon, London, England 

All parts of the bowl must be exposed, so I 
turn or rotate the bowl every four or five 
minutes until all surfaces have been ex
posed to the sun at least twice. Placing a 
green bowl in the hot sun can dry the 
wood quickly and pOSSibly cause checking, 
so I never leave the bowls unattended. If 
the sun seems to be drying a bowl too 
quickly, I swab on another dose of bleach. 

After the sun treatment, I take each bowl 
inside and let it sit for at least half an hour 
until it is thoroughly dry. Then, I repeat 
the bleaching process. Sometimes this 
double bleaching will get the bowl white 
enough. In other cases, however, I've had 
to bleach bowls as many as five times to 
get a nice effect. I 've also found that 



lM72M010 10x24T Rip 
lU73M010 1 0x60T ATB 
lU82M010 1 0x60TTCG 
lU84MOll 10x5OT Combo 1011111111,1;;1 ���:�g�� � 

MODI DESCRIPTION Sen lU85M014 14xl08 ATB 
1 0 0  7/8 H.P Router 1!!1 91 PS303 71/."x:4() ATB 
1 26 Door Planer 1 6 5 PS306 10x4() ATB 
3 1 0  Laminate tnmmer 1 23 05308 8" Oado sel 
3 1 2  Oflset trimmer 1 32 F B 1 00 1...§.R£ FOfsrner Bit Sat 
3 1 4  4 112" Panel saw 1 24 08050 50 pc OriII Bit Set 
3 1 9  Ti� base tnmmer 1 3 9  90·100 t5 pc Rooter Bil Sal 
330 Block Sander 54 
345 NEWI Saw Boss 1 09 
361 3)(248e� Sander 1 79 
363 4x24 Beh Sander 1 8 9  
504 H D  3x24 Sander 332 
505 112 Sheet Sander 1 09 
5 1 3  Lock MOr1iser 679 
5 1 8  3 HP 5pdtron ic Router 3 1 9  
555 NEWI Plate jointer 1 6 4  
627 2 speed TigerSaw 1 35 
630 1 HP Router 1 0 7  
6 9 0  1 112 HP Aouter 1 29 
5060 NEWI Stair Template 1 35 
7556 112" Aight Ang!e Drill 1 89 
1564 1/2" Spade Handle Drill 1 4 9  
9 1 00 7/8 HP� Aout8r 1 29 
9 1 1 8  Pona Plane wfcase 183 
59381 Hinge temp. w/case 1 4 9  
59839 Hinge temp. acess.kit 99 
43263 Carbide cutter lor 

II 126 Pona Plane 49 
NEW! 

FROM PORTER CABLE 
555 BISCUIT JOINTER 

Hitachi Powe, Tools 
ceDA 6 112"CordIet;s Saw 1 28 
DRCIO 318·�. D<i1 89 
01 0De eameas ORCI0WtVSR " 
T R 1 2  l.tte. Plunge Aoutef 16t  
PDll80 7" Disc Grjnd$r 1 1 8 Cl0FA 10· Saw 268 
C R 1 0V 1 09 
W6VA 89 

79 
55 
65 

9 4 · 1 0 0  5 pc Raised panel 
door royter Bit Set 

SCOOI Blade Stabilizer 
EC260 Slile&Ra� Shaper Set 
EC900 Shaper Door System 
EC210 thru EC213 

Raised panel shaper cutters .... &.ach 89 
99·210 thru 99·213 

Raised panel rooter Bits ............. each 58 

5. 
79 
79 

$1 64 
29.50 
32.00 

A P 1 0  1 0"SydICe Planer 343 
E3800 0-4 000 Drywall drIVer 14 

���� v�r�� Dz;���rtier 
1 J: 

RJ100VK YS Recjpro Saw 1 09 
S500A Block Sander 39 
SP 1 800A 7" Sander/Po1isher 1 1 9  
TA30U Laminate Trimmer 71 
TS251 U 10" M�erSaw 1 79 
TS380 14" M�er Saw 349 
W201S 1 6 1/4" 8eam Saw 3 1 9  
RA200 8" Ponable Racial Arm 249 
B010R COfdess Screwcrlver 47 
A500 Plunge Aouter 1 6 9  
X2546 M.ll..� 29 
--- 16�" ---

71 7 114" W«mcitY. Saw 134 
5 1 50 7 114·C!re Saw 2 1I8 HP 64 
N1Q.02 4 112· Disc Grinder 7t 
6740 112· SpadeHande Oril 109 
551 0  510" elrq".r Sft 71 
587 !W& Vsr Ori. 51 
6533 3J8'" Vsr 0riII 3.5 Amp 19 
6635 3I8"vsr0rill 5 0 Amp 1 08 
6650 lfl"Vtr Dril SO Amp 1 1 4 
7565 Palm Sander 35 
2735-04 VSR 3..'8" COtdpss crill 

1 1 00 3 1W Platl8fwlease 1 87 
U008W 3 1"" Pli{\erkil 124 
2108 6 lW Table Top Saw 228 
36018 1 318 HP Routtt 129 
36128A :)tip Plunge Router 1 88 
36128 $am. w� 1 89 
4200N 4 316" Tnm Saw 1 09 
50778 7 1f4" HypoklSaw 148 
S081 0W 3 3i8" Cordess Saw 1 25 
5402A 16�f' � 329 
56000W 6 IW Cord.. eire Saw 1 U 
6012HOW 318- Confess SCfUcilll l 1 4  
60920W 318·� SC1\Idrill 1 1 4  
6093DW same above �129 
6301LR IIZ" O Handle � 1 0. 
6510LVR 318" YSR prill 6. 
6800DBV 0·2500 ery.. .. gun 8 9  

B lIZ" Impact Wr ench 1 66 
3W Impact Wrench 318 
3/4· Hammer Drill 1 48 
I· Bah Sander 1 39 
r 2 Spd SanderlPoIish 149 
4" Mini Grinder 75 
Slade Sharpener 1 6  I» 
3x24 Sell Sandor 1 29 
Block Sander wJbag 49 
3/8. VSR Drill 49 
112-VSA onU 1 07 
V S Recipro Saw 1 2 4  

�I 

36128 ' 

.. �:�9 00",,,,, 
IQQUll!U 

43000 9.6v J'9 Saw 518 
6012HO 9.6v 2 spd driU w/clutch 51 
6013 9.6v VSA w/ clutch 69 
DA300007.2v right angle drill 76 

125 PSI 

1.5 H.P. 115 Vol! 125 PSI 
AM77·HC2 1 SGaJ.SmgleTank 275 
AM77·HC4 3 8  Gal.Twln Tank 299 
AM77·HC4V 3.6 Gal.Twm Tank 299 

Hand Carry . 41 to 54 Pounds 
All Models come with Pr. switch, 
on/off sw. pressure guage, tank 
drain and valve. 

BlACK & DECKER,. 
. · -' -' ' $1 1 9 " • � -'."-*-... -- PAOf'SSIONII .. J� l  .. \ L .J 3310 � l!\.8 

3310 1 112 HP Boyter 1 1 11  
1 1 79 318 " DnU 0-1 200 79 
1703 10" Power Miter Saw 1 69  
1 980 318" Cordless drill 99 
1 987 318 Vsr COfdess ciill 1 1 9 
3051 7 1/4" WOfm<tiv8 Saw 1 1 9  
3 1 03 2 Sp Cutaaw wlcase 89 
98003 Cordless Drill 38 

Delta Carbide 
Blades and Cutters 

35-560 8" Carbo Dado Set 109 
35-642 12'· carb BI. 36 T ATB 49 
35-613 10'· carb 81. 40 T ATB 29 
35-623 10" carb 81. 80 T ATB 59 

Cutters to 50� Discount 

! 
I�· $1 1 9 ,-./ � .. 

Bosch Power Tools 
1 581 V 5  Orbital Aclion Jig Saw 1 29 
1 1 98 112" Hammer Qrj!! 1 37 
1 1203 1 112 " Rolo Hammer 4 1 9  
1 12 1 2 314"VSR Rolo Hammer 1 9 9  
1 1 305 3O lb Oemo Hammer 695 
1 604 1 3/4 HP Boyter 1 1 9  
9 1 0 6 4  3/8" VSA 'Mldger Onll 89 
1 6 08T Tilt Base lam. Trimmer 8 9  
1 6 0 S K  lam. Idm.m..n...Ki.1 1 5 5  

Call 1-800-2-MAKITA for Low Prices on 

Entire Maklta Line • FREE FREIGHT • 

ML700 
Flashlight 

UH3000D 
Cordless Hedge 
Trimmer 
Ust Price $92.00 

SALE SS9.00 

7.2 von Uso. $40.00 
Battery SALE 526.00 60710 

3/8" Variable Il;iniiiniiTiiinr=i=:;tiiiiil � .. �rdless Dr 
7.2 von 
Automotive Charger 
Ust Price $48.00 

SALE $36.00 

����=:!������!J SALE 569.00 
449 WHITEWATER ST., WHITEWATER, WI 53190 Call 

C.O.D . •  Visa. Mastercard . Check. Money Order 1 -800-262-5482 

New Perfonnance Accessories 
o Stock. Feeder o Miter Saw Stop System 
o Miter Gauge o Tenoning Attachment 

o Radial Saw 

Stop System 
o I..aminate Cutting Guide 

o lathe Dupli cator 

o Saw Fence VEGA 
Route 3, Box 193 Decatur, Dlinois 62526 

2171963-2232 �g!!I�' 1bougbifully designed machines made in the USA 
Write for free li terature 

DML 
Deluxe Industrial 
Carbide Blades 
1 0 "  x 24T Ri p B l ade 
10" x 50T Comb i n a t i on B l ade 
10" x 60T Cut-Off Bl ade . ATB 
1 0 "  x 60T Cut-Off Bl ade . TCG 
1 0 "  x 80T Tr i m  B l ade . ATB 
1 0 "  x 80T Tri m B l ade . TCG 

m ellltRl)LEH ld eO 
6005 Mllwee, Suite 1#709 

Houston, Texas n092 
(713) 683-8455 1 .800.247.921 3  

42 . 9 5 
49 . 9 5 
44 . 9 5 
45 . 9 5 
59 . 9 5 
60 . 9 5 
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Notes and Comment (continued) 

the brighter the sunlight and the quicker 
the bowl drys, the whiter the bowl get. 

Daly's recommends that the bleach 
should be neutralized with vinegar. I've 
found that vinegar restores some of the 
wood color, so I skip that step and let the 
bowl sit indoors for about a week so time 
can "neutralize" the bleach. The bowls 
generally become whiter during each day 
of this neutralization period. 

After the bowl reaches the color I want, 
I finish-sand it. Since the bleached surface 
is not very thick, the trick here is to avoid 
removing the thin bleached layer. Some
times mistakes can be rewarding, though. I 
recently found that sanding through the 
bleached layer sometimes reveals a strik
ing pink-to-red color. This is especially 
true with maple bowls. Carnauba wax is 
the only finish I use on bleached bowls. 
Oils and other finishes put too much color 
back into the wood. 

-Michael Peterson, Edmonds, Wash. 

Otto H. Heuer 
1904-1988 
Otto H. Heuer, finishing expert and consult
ing technial editor to Fine Woodworking, 
died on Feb. 24 at the age of 83. For 60 
years, Otto was technical advisor to finish 
companies, manufacturers and woodwork
ers around the world. He worked at his 
craft until five days before his death. 

I met Otto three years ago when he 
helped me with an article on testing poly
urethane fin ishes. At 80 years of age, 
he drove from his Waukegan, Ill . ,  home to 
the FWW editorial office in Connecticut, 
just to make sure that our article was ex
actly right. That kind of precision and an 
unbridled enthusiasm for seeing an object 
brought to final beauty were Otto's trade
marks. Despite his stature in the finishing 
industry, Otto wouldn't tl1ink of giving an 
ivory-tower view of a product. When I 
asked about particular finishes or proce
dures, Otto offered insight and expertise 
that could only come from a lifetime of 
first-hand experience. His expertise was 
not limited to wood, either. He had a hand 
in everything from protective coatings on 
space capsules to graffiti-proof finishes for 
elevator interiors. 

In addition to helping the FWW staff 
with articles, Otto also spent countless 
hours writing and calling readers . who 
asked for help. He didn't have to do that, 
and he was never paid for tl1e extra work. 
Finishing was important to him, and he 
wanted people to share tl1e joy he exper
ienced whenever he saw something finished 
to perfection. 

Otto is survived by his wife, Erna, two 
children,  three grandchildren and two 
great-grandchildren. -Dick Burrows 

1 1 2  Fine Woodworking 

PhOlO: Bob Hanson 

This cherry chest, shown by John Dunham of Glens Fails, N_Y., at the Baltimore Win
ter Market, featured dovetails on its curved sides and a wooden hinge_ 

Product review 
TIAC dowel system, Bridge City Tool 
Works, 1 104 N.E. Ave., Portland, Ore. 
97232; (800) 253-3332. 

Dowels have changed little since the early 
Egyptians used them. Today, we have power 
drills, better bits and elaborate dowel 
guides, but the process of doweling is un
changed. You bore mating holes in two 
pieces of wood, add glue, pop in a dowel 
and then clamp the wood together. 

If you use TTAC (tighter than a clamp) 
dowels, you'll still dowel like an Egyptian, 
but the process may be Simpler and cleaner. 
Each TTAC dowel comes witl1 its own little 
glue supply, packed in two tiny containers 
that look like miniature versions of the 
plastic creamers you get with your morn
ing coffee. You pop a capsule in each hole, 
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Each TrAC dowel comes with its own 
pair of premeasured glue containers_ 

insert the dowel and clamp tl1e wood. As 
the wood comes together, the dowel's 
stepped ends break the containers. The 
glue escapes from each capsule and flows 
up the dowel holes and through the flutes 
on tl1e sides of the dowel. Because the glue 
in tl1e containers is premeasured and the 
holes are drilled to a specific depth, there's 
no squeeze-out, and the dowel gets the 
right amount of glue for maximum strength. 

I tested several TTAC dowels and found 
the manufacturer's claims were true. To 
test for squeeze-out, I clamped I - in. pine 
boards together with the TT AC system, but 
I didn't glue the mating surfaces. Before 
the glue dried, I resawed the jOint, cutting 
tl1e dowels in half lengthwise. The glue had 
indeed surrounded the dowel up to the 
m a t i n g  su rfaces w i t h  abs o l u te l y  n o  
squeeze-out. In actual use, you still would 
glue the mating surfaces to ensure a strong 
jOint. Spread too much glue on the mating 
parts, and you will have squeeze-out. The 
fact that the TTAC dowel wouldn't be re
sponsible will be small consolation as you 
clean up the sticky mess. 

To test strength, I glued up conventional 
dowels alongSide TTAC dowels in ¥.I- in. 
maple, again, without gluing the mating 
surfaces. After the dowels dried, I pried tl1e 
boards apart, and the TTAC dowels proved 
as strong as conventional dowels. 

There are advantages to using TT AC 
dowels. When working with large numbers 
of conventional dowels, it takes time to in
sert glue in all the holes prior to assembly. 
Often, the glue in the first hole is almost 
dry by tl1e time you put glue in the last 
hole. That can't happen with TTAC dowels 
because the glue containers remain sealed 
until clamping breaks them open. The 
measured amount of glue also eliminates the 
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Notes and Comment (continued) 

chance of excessive glue creating enough 
hydraulic pressure to split the wood. 

TfAC dowels sound neat and simple, 
but there are some drawbacks. The dowels 
are available in only 5;16 dia., with a length 
of 1 % in. It also costs $ 7.95 to buy a hun
dred dowels with glue containers. That's 
more than three times the price of conven
tional dowels. Also, the directions state 
that the glue containers won't open unless 
the holes are bored exactly 23/32 in. deep. 
Setting the drill-press quill stop or clamp
ing a collar onto a drill bit to achieve this 
exact depth is not too much of a problem if 

Short shavings 
A new museum and research library devot
ed to the best in contemporary and tradi
tional woodturning is off and running in 
Philadelphia. Albert LeCoff, executive di
rector of The Wood Turning Center, wrote 
in the museum's first newsletter, Turning 
Points, that "The Center will educate the 
general public, private collectors, gallery 
people and museum curators. It will also 
work with individuals and local, regional, 
national and international associations to 
create further awareness of turning." 

The Center already has two exibitions to 
its credit. An exhibition called "Works Off 
The Lathe" was held last summer at the 
Craft Alliance Gallery in St. Louis, Mo. A 
second exhibition featured objects from 
the Center's collection, which includes 
works by turners such as Rude Osolnick of 
Kentucky and Del Stubbs of California. That 
exhibit was held last fall at the Kipp Gal
lery at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. 

The Wood Turning Center also will host 
a juried and invitational exibition, "The In
ternational Turned Objects Show" ( ITOS), 
from Sept. 1 7  through ov. 1 3  at the Port 
of History Museum in Philadelphia. If you 
would like to become a member of The 
Wood Turning Center or want information 
about ITOS, write The Wood Turning Cen
ter, P .O.  Box 2 5 706, Philadephia,  Pa. 
1 9 1 44, or call ( 2 1 5) 844-0 1 5 1 .  
• The Hambidge Center for Creative Arts 
and Sciences is offering resident fellowship 
grants to craftspeople and others pursuing 
creative endeavors. The Center was estab
lished in 1 932 by Mary Crovatt Hambidge 
in honor of her late husband, Jay Hambidge, 
an art historian, illustrator and discoverer 
of "dynami c  symmetry" in Greek art 
and architecture. 

Those accepted for the fellowship will 
receive a private cottage and work studio 
for periods of up to two months, and even
ing meals are included. There will be no 
work or teaching responsibilities expected 
of those accepted for the fellowship. "All 
we ask is that the resident concentrate fully 
on the task they have chosen to work on 
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you are going to be boring a lot of dowel 
holes. If you only want to use a couple of 
these dowels, however, setting up a drill 
bit to exact cutting depth might prove as 
inconvenient as the little glue containers 
are convenient. Then again, conventional 
dowel holes have to be drilled to the prop
er depth, but they don't necessarily have to 
be as exacting as the TfAC dowel holes. 

When using TfAC dowels in maple, I 
found I had to drill the holes slightly deep
er than 23/32 in .  to avoid squeeze- out .  
When I used them in pine, however, I 
found 23132 in. to be just the right depth. I 
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during their stay," said Ray Pierotti, execu
tive director. "They experience total privacy 
and have the opportunity to exchange 
ideas over the evening meal, which is tak
en in common with other resident fellows 
and the staff." 

To obtain application forms for a resi
dency grant, send a self-addressed envelope 
with 37¢ in postage to The Hambidge 
Center for Arts and SCiences, P.O. Box 339, 
Rabun Gap, Ga. 30568. For more informa
tion, call the Center at (404) 746- 5 7 1 8. 
• Want to learn how to recreate historic 
house interiors, build furniture or sculpt 
dolls' Break out your tweezers. The Inter
national Guild of Miniature Artisans is 
hosting its seventh annual guild school, 
June 1 8  through June 25 at the Maine 
Maritime Academy. The classes range from 
1 2  hours long to 48 hours long. 

The standard $900 tuition includes 36 
hours of instruction, a shared room and 
meals. Classes offering 48 hours of instruc
tion cost an additional $ 1 70. For more 
information, contact Betty Burkey, school 
director, The International Guild of Minia
ture Artisans, 88 Carrollton Ave., Elmira, 
N.Y. 1 4905; (607) 734-80 1 2. 
• Safety is a major concern for people 

suppose this is because there's a little more 
tearout when drilling pine. Softwoods like 
pine might also absorb more glue than 
hardwoods like maple. One advantage of 
TfAC dowels is that the little glue contain
ers have a long shelf life, a welcome feature 
for occasional woodworkers. 

I won't be switching to TfAC dowels 
exclusively, but I'll keep a hundred or 
so around for the times when I'm doing 
large glue-ups t11at involve many dowels 
and w h e n  the 5/1 6 - i n  d i a .  by Pis - i n .  
length is correct. 

-Monme Robinson, Little Rive1� Calif. 

Cartoon: Leah Hernikl/Sandor Nagyszalanczy 

who make toys, furniture and other chil
dren's items. The United States Testing 
Company has revised its booklet entitled 
the Buyer's Guide to Meeting Product 
Safety and Quality Standards in Toys and 
Children's Articles. The booklet outlines 
mandatory standards required by the Con
sumer Product Safety Commission and the 
voluntary standards set forth by the Ameri
can Society of Testing and Materials. The 
booklet also covers the testing procedures 
used by both organizations. 

Single copies of the booklet are free, just 
write to the United States Testing Com
pany, Direct Mail Division, aited States 
Mail Division, 1 4 1 5  Park Ave., Hoboken, 

.]. 07030. 

Notes and Comment 
Do you know something we don't about 
the woodworking scene in your area? 
Please take a moment to fill us in. Notes 
and Comment pays for stories, tidbits, 
commentary and reports on exhibits 
and events. Send manuscripts and color 
slides (or, black-and-white photos-pref
erably with negatives) to Notes and 
Comment, Fine Woodworking, Box 355, 
Newtown, Conn. 06470. 





LANDSCAPE 
IMPRESSIONS 

Michael Peterson's rurnings evoke feelings of 
sand and stone carved by cenruries of wind and 
weather. That's just what Peterson wants. For 
seven years, he has been experimenting with ways 

to rurn wood so it resembles the narural forms of 

the southwest deserts and canyons, and the 
coastline near his Edmonds, Wash., home. Last 
year he discovered a sandblasting and bleaching 

technique that might fool Mother Narure. "White 
Stone Desert," shown top left and above, has a 
sandblasted surface resembling wind-worn 

outcroppings of sandstone. Bleaching enhances the 
effect. In the maple burl "Ocean Spray," at left, 

Peterson's technique works so well you can almost 
see surf breaking on a rock-y coast. Below, an elm 
turning called "Taos" reminds him of the shifting 
dunes found in a desert. Peterson explains his 
bleaching procedure on p. 110.  


